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IWOP IT Tr F., 1,, CTIONS 

IITRODUCTION. 

T'You cannot think vithout abstractions; accordinoly 
it is of the utmost importance to be virilant in criti- 
c.,11-ti revising ymr modes of abstraczion. It is ho,e 
that philoso-hy finds its niche ne essential to the 
healthy progiss of society, It is the critic of 
abstrcctions." 

(Whitehead.) 

Criticism, it iu agreed by ,nny cortemdorary philoso- 

phers, is tIle chief' function of philosophy. The widest 

bearing of philosophy upon the abutrectione c) cpcxial 

modes of thought an& practice is, hovevc,r, frequently veil- 

ed by an unwarrontdly rigid diutinction between two kinds 

of philouophy. The legltiate and valuable activity of 

philosophical criticism is contrasted 1.ith a vaguer and 

less respectable enterorise, speculative :etaphysics. But 

this contract lc based udon too narrow a conception of each. 

No such diAinction can, in practice, be drawn between 

them . nor, in the tolks of the uratest ,i)hilosophers have 

they been co sundered (except by their commentators). 

UriticioL; cannot be pertained inyagae, but recaires even 



li 
even in ita narrowet sense, to be based upon acme vets- 

physicel viewpoint. Uetaphyelcs, on the other hand, not 

only presupposes critical philozoehy, but can in its on 

way uerve eirmificant criticcl function. 

The tek of critionl philosophy, es traditienelly die- 

tinguiehed from metephyoice, eoneiste in the direct analysis 

of the concepts and neemptions employed in everyday lite 

ane Lcience. Whereas particuler sciences pset for example 

notions of eubetence and ceuee, they do not for their 

specinl purposes examine erecieely what is involved.in the 

emelo:yment of these terms. Similarly, each science works 

on te basie of unproved end unexamined ascumptions. 57ome 

of theee may have been borrow e,. from another science where- 

in they rer9 examined, but se more generally cloyed out- 

side that limited context, are eimply eecumed. Others in- 

volve otrictly philoeoehlen1 conuiderationo. All sciences 

atzume, for instence, thnt in sense perception we are in 

contact with c reality° external to the perceiver, which 

ie a Fore or less stable end independent system of entitice 

univereally eerceivable in like 'lamer, and uneltered by 

the mere fact of the ewereneue itself% Although such on 

assumetion may well be correct, it must be examined by 

jhil000phy end related to others. Vhen tie is done, 

fundamental eifficultiec may be shown in fact to attach to 

the philosophical proeuepositions embedded in the ecceptnnce 



of such views at an uncritical level. The Newtonian con- 

ception of the oerceivable universe, for inetence, although 

of curtain practical ucefulnees, if nccepte, as final 

crentes many difficulties ir respect of it co.bination 

into a coneistnt Yhole v.ith the root of experience. Thus 

Berkeley tend Hum raised the Question of hew a world consis- 

ting of externally-related "bodies" in nn indepenCent exis- 

ting space, subject to external charges in time (nleo"abso- 

lute", i. e. independently "flowing") could be perceived or 

known. Their criticism of the possibility of such know- 

ledge within these terms suggested the need to mocAfy the 

Newtonian world picture in important respects, despite the 

fact that it was one ehich seemed to recommend iteelf both 

to the science of that epoch end to common sense as a 

reasonable account of whet is involved in perception. In 

short, the use of concepts and assumption of beliefs within 

science and common sense is justified pragmatically: the 

function of critical philosophy, on the other hand, is to 

analyse these concepts, and to elucidate and criticise such 

be1ie-s For philosophy is concerned with what departmen- 

taliets leave uncriticised. * 

This extremely summary statement of the function of eriticai philosophy is made simply to introduce the dis- 
tinctive way (that la, in the wider and less direct sense) 
in which philosophical criticism is to be treated in the 
remainder of this thesis. 
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The analysis of terms and articulction of assumetions, 

however, cannot be undertaken indeperdentL of metaphysics. 

Like the destructive' criticism of other philosophies, it 

neceeearily involves a constructive philosophy. True to 

their frequently "sceptical" character, critical philoso- 

pherc have generally declined to state this. That the duty 

of examining or stating their own principles ought not to 

be neglected is, indeed, admitted by some, 4 but ie fre- 

quently omitted. A refusal to state and discuss such 

"fundamentals", however, mtuet inevitably conceal a covert 

dogmatism, since, as Bradley and many others have pointed 

out, it is impossible to contest a statement about the 

nature of reality, or to hold something to be impossible, 

without holding some positive theory no to the nature of 

reality and possibility. 

oreover, the close relation beteen the synopsis 

Cf. for example, Ctebbing, "The Method of Analysis in 
"Just es every conception of the nature of 

metaphysical problems rests upon certain dogmatic assump- 
tions, so the use of a given metaphysical method rests upon 
certain presuppositions. It does not, howevel, follow that 
those who use a certain method have paused to ask what are 
the presuppositions upon which its successful emeloyment 
rests: still less whether these presuppositions could be 
justified. The philosophers oore, Russcll, Broad, Vdtt- 
genotein) who have used this wet od of analysis have not, 
I think, seen fit to raise these questions, which sc,m to 
me important to ask and difficult to answer." 

Proc. Arist, Soe. 1932-33. pp. 74-5. 
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charecteeistic of metaphysical philosophy, and the enalysis 

performed by the . teictly critical, i s shown in the fact that 

it is generally synopsis which Fives the stimulus to analysis. 

For cats of concepts and principles, which seem internally 

consistent and eatisfectory when the several rerrions of 

fects to which they pertain are contemplated separately, may 

be found to conflict with one another when these departments 

are le lated. In euch a case, synoesis affords an important 

motive for further analysis of the concepts in nueotion, in 

orden to see whether the inconsistency is fundamental, or 

can be avoided by further clarification. 

These are some of the more immediate senses, then in 

which the clitical and metaphysical philosophy of the tra- 

ditional distinction are necessarily interrelated. To 

observe these, however, is not in itself swnficiont. The 

critical function oi philosophy 'east itself be more broadly 

conceived, to include also that ,erformed by explicit meta- 

physical thinkinR. There is, as Price reminds us,* such 

a thing as "synoptic clerity". This is the aspect with 

which, in theleontext of the citation from Whitehead, we 

are here primarily concerned. In order to avoid ambiguity, 

however, its consideration must be preceded by a summary 

definition of the limited sense in which metaphysics is to 

be understood for the immediate purposes of this discussion. 

''Clarity is Not Enoupda." Proc. Arist. Soc. .Supple 
Vol. XIX, p. 29. 
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The terms "metaphysics" or "soecnlative ohilosonhy" as 

employed in the above-mentioned distinction, cover two fur- 

ther distinguishaele (although not necesserily distinct) 

activities of constructive philosophy: speculation, and 

synoptic tYieking. "Speculativc" may perhaps, broadly 

speaking, be used to cheracterise those philoeophers who, 

eithout necessarily constructing an all-embracing system, 

have referred to ccrtnin orders of "being" transcending 

exoerience itself, in order to give a raLional explanation 

of the nature of empirical reality. Pinto's Divine Crafts- 

man in the Timaeus, for example, or his theory of forms, 

are Imetulated in order to account for the intelligible 

stlucture of the world on the one hand, and for the valid- 

ity of ethical and aesthetic judgements on the other. 

Similarly, Aristotle introduces the idea of a First Unmoved 

Mover to account lor motion; Bergson, and "vitalist" philo- 

sophers, the idea of an élan vital, a special creative power 

within things, to explain the processes of development and 

organisation characteristic of living thinrs. 

"Synoptic" thinking, on the other hanc, reed not (al- 

thourh it may, and when completed ey "synthesis", usually 

does) include the postulation of such metaphysical entities. 

Its main !unction is co-ordination, and throuFh this, inter- 

pretation. To this end philosophers may suggest and elabo- 

rate some theoretical stand-point from which to view end to 
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connect the various facto of expeeience, and to overcome the 

disparateness of their presentation, so enttling each to lend 

significance and perspective to the others. This is the 

essential preliminary to "syntheeis" - the ettempt to state 

the principles of utmost generality underlying events. * 

Just as netaphysics was seen to be involved in critical 

philosophy (of the narronen interpretation) so the latter 

must, however, be employed within the speculative and synop- 

ic thi king en met (physicians. Unfortunately, whilst 

rightly drawing attention to the need to understand and con- 

nect the (iverse factors eithin expelience, metaphysicians 

of both types have, in the past, often tended to oveelook 

this, -* and to overstate their case. 

4' Although at this point of completion, synoptic think- 
ing may inevitably pass over into the order of 'speculntion" 
mentioned above, we are in the chapters following proposing 
to concentrate rather upon the stage of synoptic interpre- 
tation by eeens of co-ordinetirg notions within metaphysics, 
than upon more far-reychin, claims to disclose in some 
sense "the ultimate nature of Reality". r'is limitation 
of the conception of metaphysics, by no means implies an 
exhaustive definition of the subject (admittedly excluding 
much of what has traditionally formed the most important 
parts of it) but is necessary in order to keep the discus- 
sion within manageable proportions, and et the some time 
to ineicete that, however important may be the "criticism 
of abstractions", it is not put forward as the sole func- 
tion of metaphysical philosophy generally. 
** As Kant wrote in the Introduction to the Critieue of 
Pure Reason "It is, indeed, the come on fate of human 
reason to complete its speculative structures as speedily 
as may be, and only afterwards to incuire whether the 
foundations ere reliable." The reliable foundations clean- 
le depend, inter nlia, upon critical analysis of the data. 
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Linguistic philosophers can justifiably point to the 

language of speculative philosophers as one of ti,e sources 

of their own problems. For language, having been construc- 

ted in Jractical situations end in connection with physical 

phenomena, is inevitably a very clumsy vehicle for convey- 

ing the ideas irvolved. Certainly it is not logically 

possible to account for causation in general in terms of em- 

pirieelly diecovered particular causal relations, or to 

justify moral evaluation by reference to empirical facts. 

(Similarly the pililosopher ol reli-ion, for instance, is 

raced with the pl'obler,_ of how to elucidate beliefs such as 

immortality or "eternal life' in strictly temporal termino- 

lory, without introducing misleading "imagery".) But it is 

e ually difiicult, by the nature of language, to make clear 

what exactly is being asserted in such "metaphysic :1 ex- 

planations", The too literal interpretation of metaphysi- 

cal postulates, or their assimilation to pseudo-scientific 

hypotheses (whilst excluding the possibility of scientific 

verification of them) has engendered the disrepute of aoch 

thinking altogether. 

Simileily, synoptic co-ordination has too often appear- 

ed as the construction of a deductive speculative system 

upon the narrow basis of some isolated or selecLe6 fec,ture 

of reality. The result of such a procedure is clearly 

bias rather an impartiality, dogmatism t an ope n-minded 
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desire to understand in one approach to eeperience. The 

value of metaphyeical thcoiies of this order (or emphasis) 

has, moreover, beer likewise veiled by illegitimate ques- 

tions regarding their trutl, or faltity, rather than their 

adequacy or inadequacy. 

One oi thc factors responsible for Euch errors, and 

for the consequent doubt cast upon metaphysics e-enerally 

hos been the failure on the part of these philosophers to 

presuppose and include throughout the critical philosophy. 

Consemently their "intuitions" have too often been "blind" 

as well as their concepts empty". For to take over masses 

of uncriticised detail f_om the eciences, and from the 

ethical an& religious experiences of men, without c3ari- 

eying them by critical philosophy is useless. It is not 

surprisinf, then, that L:uch philosophy bas seemed only to 

coreist of more Ok less "happy guesses made on a very slen- 

der basis" (Broad), about e'ich its theorists have been 

infamously dogmatic. 

It is, howevel, an exagreration to depict all eeta- 

phyeics (whether predominantly speculative or simply synop- 

tic) as eneeavouring to drove a preconceived system, by which 

inconvenient data arc slurred over, or explained away. 

Philosophical reflection, of W'Achever emphasis, stems from 

the rational desire to uneerstand the world by finding an 

intelligible pattern in events. If it be appreciated that 
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bLI "the world" is not, however, necessarily implied some- 

thing firiehed and completed at any riven moment, and that, 

correlatively, any propositional expression et° the under- 

standing achieved must eschew dogmatic cDims for finality 

and completeness, then such a (meet repr_sents not the 

pAJosophical error'ance it is sometimes believed, but a 

vital factor in human progress. Two prominent inctorces 

may -ee eelectt_d ir support of t--is contention. Both are 

taken from science, but the second opens up the wider point 

to be illustrated in the historical part (Sections II and III) 

of this thesis, and bases itself upon that afore-mentioned 

aspect of phil000phical criticism perform(' by metaphysical 

thi-kirg rather than by the direct analysis contributed by 

critical philosophy in the strict sense. 

In the first place, philocoohical speculations do not 

simply "close down" avenues of potential scientific dis- 

covery by their a priori "armcheir deductions", but, in 

point of feet, open them up. The erecticel discoveries of 

empirical science are always preceded by abstract theories, 

scientific methods be Alilosophic intuitions which give the 

initial impulse to scientific research and discovery. The 

special sciences, as Ihitehend reminds us, "recuire that the 

imaginations of men be stored with imaginative possibilities 

as yet unutilized in the seivice of scientific explenation." 

"The nearest analogy is to be seen in the history of 
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some species of eni.nl,or plent, or microbe, which lurks 
for egee as en obec re by-pro,uct of neture in some lone- 
ly jungle, or ions, or island. Then by home tiick of 
cie.cumstence it escapes into the outer world and trers- 
forms o civilization, or Cestroys on empire, or the 
forests of a continent. euch is the potential power 
of the idees which live in the various systems of 
philos phy." * 

(Adventules of Ideas. p. 193.) 

The reaction between science and philosophy, the mutual 

cLiticiam end provision of imaginative material the one for 

the other of which V,hitehead speaks in general terms, has 

been eore precisely su.pp9rted and illustrated by such scien- 

tists as are willing to make ircurLionc into hilosophy. A 

notable eodern example is, of course, Eddington, who empha- 

sises the essential overlap of physics end philosophy, par- 

ticularly in the fieldofeeistemology. He erites, 

" For developing the ,odern theories of matter and 
radiction e definite epistel'ologicai outlook has become 
a necessity: and it is the direct source of the rot 
far-reaching scientific advences. lee have discovered thtt 
ititLII9111122.2212Ek in the search f r knowledge to under- 
stend the nature of the knowledge which we seek. . . . If 
our epistemology ie at fault, it will lead to an impasse 
in the scientific developments proceeding from it; that 
warns us that our philosophical height has not been 
deep enough, end we leust cast about to find what has been 
overlooked. In this way ecientific advances which result 
from edetemological insight have in turn educated our 

Cf. also the concluding paragraph of the introduction 
to his own major speculative work. "Philosophy is the 
welding of imagination and common sense into n restraint 
upon specialists, and also into an enlarg,7mknt of their 
imaginations. By providing the generic notions, philoso- 
phy should make it easiea to conceive the infinite variety 
of epecific instances which rest unrealised in the toeb of 
nture." 

Procesa and Reality. p. 26. 
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episteL:ological irsirht. Betrcen science end scientific 
epietcnolof'y the .o has bc;on e rive end take iy which both 
have 5 rently benLfited." 

(The vhiloc of Ph:viic 1 rcierce. p. 6.) 

The Kantinn tiL of tLe tbove-enoted yriter /erce him 

to smphcsisc the i.flueLce or contemporar!, on 

sciertiiic advvnee, 'tut it is rotcworthy that philosodhical 

in a L,icel sesic may 11 tfford a t;yi)e of ,,ynthesis 

v.hich becoes oi Lciortiric sirn fi(nnce only at a uch 

lotLr date, ,11.n the aavrnce of te technical cs,Jacts of 

science itsclx mal;.os its :,,rf-cise fx:tmulntion -=,nd 

dircetly i prominent exalaole oî this * can 

be taken 3:roi -pinort. The theory of boeies to te round 

in Book 1J of the Ethics is comtructed in consistency tith 

his general rinciple that th' re are no fir,ite continuants, 

and that the only peruine continuart is God (a cuTstance nt 

once mttcrial and mentt,1). In the 19th century, Kelvin 

stnted an voike( out in detail an atomic theory on pre- 

ciLely tl'et_ lines inicated more var'uely ly Cpiroza's mtn- 

pysics. It is pointe( out (o,. cit.) that one rat:y coust 

Opinoza s "God considkret under he Attribute of xtension" 

vvith Kelvin's ether, and Spinoza's * S li is i 

with. Kelvin's vortex.ritoms, and thus perceive Cpinoza's 

suguestion to be lyt,Alizible f.1116 illuminating in respect 

Given by Broad, in his address, "fm ethods oi ecu- 
lctive 1Thilo.-ophv." fl.pple. Vol. ;Al. 



of at least the materirl seeject of reality. 

Secondly, philosoin,y affords e certain preventative 

against scientific dogmatism, by urging its observation "be- 

yond the boundaries of its delusive completeness," and its 

thcones beyond their equally delusive air of finalfty. 

Vci nee of itself ern rest pragmatically aecure in the 

"half-way "houses" of general ideas which eue:fAce for its 

immediate purposes. Yet to assume thet these ideas are 

ultimate, untralysable and of universal applicetion without 

crucial morifications leads te - ViCiOUE form of abutraction. 

The defects of this are apparent even vAthin science itself, 

since it may, in consequence of such uncritical acceptance 

of its ideas, coiftine propositions which, since they tacitly 

presuppoze inconsistent backgrounds, are in direct corelict 

with one another. 

Thus, even from the eractical eoint of view of the 

special sciences (and their eenticulan disciplines) philoso- 

phic aims at comprehensiveness are of direct value. By 

their means, for instance, intuitions may be cultivated lee- 

yond the superficial clarity of detached and unco-ordinated 

thoughts, and their scope extended beyond any immediate 

practical reouirement. But .ore important, it is only by 

co-ordinating the general notions from different fields that 

their full meaning and eotentiality can be appreciated, and 

the errors of their uncritical transference to other spheres 
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of application without the nece..sary modivicstions, be avoid- 

ed. The general ideas employed within any specialised 

study, any s:;stenatic topic, require to be elucidated from 

mony different points of view, to be criticised from the 

standpoint of other subject-metters and methods, as well as 

to be rendered internally consistent within their indigenous 

sphere of application. The elucidation of the limitations 

within which the fundamental intuitions and associated gene- 

ral ieeao of single fields of knowledge ere inevitably hedg- 

ed, is a primary task of philosophy. 

So far, the critical function of philosophy bone de- 

scribed appears to differ little from the critical 

philosophy of the traditional opposition (to the "narrovncss" 

of which we tool:: exception) except perhaps in the reeepect 

that it has emphasised the synoptic thinking involved, the 

process of "holeinF together" the different bra riches of know- 

ledge which is necessary if the general terms and principles 

de:Aved therefrom are to receive the required modification 

sne intelligent application within other spheres. The 

mote oi criticism with which we are chiefly corcerneel, how- 

ever, is that effected by the systematic development of a 

single abstraction within metaphysical theories; for /nether 

more attention has generally been paid to the obvious dis- 

advantages than to seeking the possible advantages of the 

latter within the sphere of criticism itself. 
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In short, lthough philosophy has, no lees than specialised 

studies such es the natural sciences, itself freouentl» been 

subject to astraction - as i.11 be illustrate with ear- 

ticulai reference to the 17th century - by the systematisa- 

tion of its abstractions, by their fullest exploitation, it 

has et the same time given indication of their limitations 

- he exposed the natule of the "abstrnction" upon which it 

is based - in ways t'at particulnr disciplines do rot to the 

same extent afford. Put in otthr ror6s, we set that 

such setee,stisation of "ebstrections", the development of 

their logical im2lications and unremitting pursit of their 

ramificatiors outside the more perticular "universe of die- 

couise" from which they took rise, represents one faun_ of 

that puttern of argument vhich Ryle has claimed to be most 

proper to vhilosophy - the reductio as; absurdum; the ex- 

traction of c,ntredictions an lorical paradoxes from its 

material, by the means of which the limitations and nature 

of the initial premises and preeuppositions are exposed and 

clirified. A useful an.11ory is ciravin between this ri_oCe of 

d' ilosopLical argument Ind the "destruction tests" which 

enable engineers, for instance, to discover the strength of 

material s. 

"Certainly engineers stretch, twist, comprees, an( bat- 
ter bits of metal until they collapse, but it is just by 
such tests that they determine the strolls which the metal 
will withstand. In somewhat the same way, philosophical 
arguments bring out the logical powers of the ideas under 



investigation,b:y fixing the precise 
handling uncer w-ich 'they refuse to 

Ryle. ;ical Lr2-umects. 
1946. Oxford. 

Philosophical "cestruction-tests" ma;v, then, be applied 

to the UGC of an idea or method as if it belong; to a cer- 

tain category and had poweis of operation and of fruitful 

employment identical with en accepted nodel. It is signifi- 

cantly cLrried out by a synoptic survey constructed upon the 

basis of some strikinr analogy insoiring philosophical re- 

flection upon the universe as a whole, oz upon parLicul:r 

problem.s as they may be illuminated by teing brought into 

closer relation with others. Thus, the co-ordination se- 

ouired by a sustained interpretation of different aspects 

of Jt1it1 in terms derived from such an abstraction is one 

of the significant cervices rendered by a Rationalist philo- 

sophy, despite its many attendant errors. 

In the discussion followinr, emphasis will be laid 

upon the latter (more indirect) mode of criticism contained 

within systematic philosophy, not only on account of its 

frequent neglect, but because from the point of view here 

dopted this constitutes some measure of 'justification" of 

ratiomlist metaphysics. As such it le of no small value; 

for even where certain and final oolutions to the tradition- 

al metaphysical problems are no longer made the goal of 

philosophic achievement, "critical" problems as to the 

xvi 

forms of lo-ical mis- 
tork." 

Inaugural Address, 
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possibility of eyroptic thil-inrT still remain. It implies, 

for instance, t la61: view of the Reason involved in its 

pursuit than that of ary perticulen science or -ethodology, 

or that usually adopted by critical philosophy with its em- 

phasis upon analysis rather than synthesis. It intimates, 

in tact a certain ffinity to the Platonic description of 

the philosopher ns one "whose thought can contemplate all 

time and all existence". But ho li. can this assumption be 

justified? 

Tbk. exteneion ol 1,7nowledge and learning in all branches 

since Plato's day clearly melmit impossible to hold unmodi- 

fied his view al the eower of Reason in any single person. 

No philosoeini coule now be expected to achieve the synop- 

tic view of all ficlds which the words suggctt in the span 

oi one lian's lifetime. Yet the sceptical attitude of many 

contemporary philosophers to the rationality of lry philo- 

soohic enterprise beyond that of Analysis, the repuiation 

of all attempts at syntheLis, is based upon an eoually un- 

questioning restriction of the conception of Reason with that 

of their worthy ancestor Hume, when he dramatically denoun- 

ced as irrational all conclusions of "high-flown metaphys- 

les" and beliefs of common sense practice an6 of ncierce 

alike. Tekinn thf reasonirg of the successful met:n)colopy 

of his age, mathematical physics, and adopting the current 

sssuxnption that this aloes was knowledge, Fiume folloned the 
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lines euggested by Locke, and ireisted that the only know- 

ledge of which we can 7enve certain intellectual insight is 

of "relations between ideas". All other knowledge rests 

not upon ineight, but upon iretinctive propensities which as 

awttei of fact belong to the hUman species. Such guidance 

of nature ScrN7c0 UE well in practical situatiors, but we 

necessarily fall into ecepticism if, as philosophers, we 

try rationally to understand. in these spheres. 

The problem oe justifying the use of Reason in a wider 

sense, and of defiring this sense, is, however, clearly much 

more difficult than that of pointing to the insufficiency 

of a conception identified with the mode of reasoning em- 

ployed in a specialised field of study, The latter insuf- 

ficiency is in itself shown within the history of philosophy. 

Kant, for example, no less than Hume, definirg Pure Reason 

on the prototype of mathematical physics, saw that it could 

give knowledge only of relations between phenomena and vas, 

consequently, tied. to sense experience. Believing, how- 

ever, that our apprehension of reality is not confined to 

the limited comprehension of which such reason is capable, 

he turned to Practical Reason to avert the tiee of scepti- 

cism with which Hume had awakened philosophy from its 

"clopitAie slumber". But, as Bergson (attempting a rapproche- 

ment of science and philosophy) rightly protested, 

"Kant bus criticise not reason in general, but reason 
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faehloned to the hebits and exigencies of the Certesian 
mechenism or Neetonian Physics . . . Let us ask ther 
our eetephysic wen' ot be reconciled with scierce because 
it lags Lehine ecie ce, feinFT the metaphysic of a rigid 
science with wechnnical categories . . while science of 
the 19th century seems to have aspired to a much leore 
subtle rorm and not elways taken mathematics as its model." 

(Cited by Lindsay. The Philoeoehy of Bergs9r6 p. 10.) 

Not until the universe has received systematic inter- 

pretation in terms of a Cartesian mecherism or a Newtonian 

physics, however, does it becowe clear et which points the 

limitetions of this point of view occur. And a wey ,f 

"justifyine e more liberal conception of reason than that 

of euch e single methodology is by thus briegine to light 

thece limitations, by exploiting to the full in metaphysic- 

al syeteles the abstractions of their Age to which philosophers 

are necessarily subject. For in this way the concealed 

pre-suppositions of thotyht are made explicit, and to be- 

come conscious of one ezovincialism (vhether ir time, 

place, or eulject) is a necessary ere-reouisite to the modi- 

fication of its vicious effects at least, and may even lead 

ultimately to its roe,eval. 

Tee chapters following axe directed neither to the de- 

fence of, nor attack upon, metaphysics in general; nor yet 

do they suggest a possible defirition of the "wider" use of 

Reason evinced within their odes of speculative or synoptic 

thinking, Their aim is the rather simpler one or eluci- 

dating (by means of concrete examples) the quotation from 
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VAlitchead with which Lhi s discussion opened, particulerly 

in respect of come forme of ivetaphysical thinking in which 

it is possible to perceive the performance of this function, 

"the criticism of ebstractions". 

Althourh the discuesion will cover diverse topics and 

raiee Many ibSUCS which would, in themselves, each require 

a separete thesis for their edequete treatment, its rançre 

an( aim may be ehortL eumarieed under uhree eoirts. 

First, the term "astraction" itself muet be examined, in- 

dicating some different ways in which t' is occure.within 

various SpeCiEdibOd brenches of knowledge, together with the 

resultant potential dterers which render this function of 

philosophy so important. Secondly, the position of philo- 

eophy in rernrd to abtructions associated with its own pecu- 

liar methods arc linguistic forms will be irvestigated. 

It is in this connection that reaeons will be given for the 

belief that philosophy Mends in a epecial relation towards 

its oen ebtrections, in the sense of 2rovidinr its own 

"criticism" as well as that of abctrectiors create (1 by other 

eubjecto end v.ethods. (Section I.) Finally, these first 

two points will be illustrated historically, by reference to 

what nay be termed the "Rationalist abstraction" in the 17th 

century. (Cections II and III.) 

The nature of the latter is more precisely examined, 

perticultr attention being oaid to its bearinr upon the 



I.e. all three may be said to have taken the methods 
anti content of 1Euc1id as a morel in one way or another, and 
it is in this sense that the teiw "matherrtienl" is applied 
to the ideas and methods of all three of the philosopers 
corciered. The different interpretations of this model 
will be specified in the course of -i-qsnlon (cf. p. 166 
and p.231). 
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epistemology and categories of intelligibility which gained 

widespread acceptance within that and subsequent centuries, 

trd it2 connection with the scientific revolution which 

tSfor6ed its immediate inspiration. This somewhat "general" 

consideration of those features of Rationalism most rele- 

vant to the present purpose, introduces a more specific 

illustration of the effects of an analogical extcnsion of 

categories an fethods from one specialised field of study 

to another where the subject matter is of mlite a different 

nature. The example taken is that of political theory in 

the 17th century, considering some effects of methods and 

terminology drawn primarily from the natural sciences upon 

the traditional theories of Natural Law and Social Contract, 

and their contribution to the breakdown of. the latter 

theor 

The historical part of the thesis concludes with refe- 

rence to three particular philosophers whose initial 

fnl'om mathematics and the mathematical science of the 

17th centur :y. st least, earns them the title of Rationalist 

(as this term is here employed) however divergent in other 

respects they in fact may be. Examples from Descartes, 

Spinoza **and 'Iobbes are selected to show, by comparison 

440.g- The inclusion of Spinoza in this triad may be question- 
ed Oa the grounds that he did not attempt, in the manner of 
Descartes and Hobbes, to WOK out the implications of 
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of the differert forms taken by this eame basic pattern of 

thought, the Way in ehich a ehilosopber may, by the sys- 

tematisation of such on abstraction, bring more clearly to 

light those deriving from methods and terminology of the 

specialism dominant in that epoch and influencing (albeit 

unnoticed) the theory and practice of his contemporaries and 

of eubsequent generations. Similarly, they afford evi- 

dence of that "self-criticism" to be found both within the 

work of a sinFle philosopher, rin& within the history of 

philosophy. The term "criticism" is in both cases exten- 

ded to cover, on the one hand, the indirect exposure of the 

boundaries circumscribing the legitimate use of perticular 

methods and categories of thought, which is brouget about 

by their consistent transgression, and on the other, the 

mutual correction afforded by alternative emphases and 

"transgressions" which make their appearance in the history 

of eathematical conceptions into a thoroughly mechanistic 
picture of the universe, but radically objected to such a 
mechanical view of things. The interpretations of Spinoza 
which emphasise this protest are, I believe, nearer to the 
true meaning of his philosophy than those which find. in him 
but the rinioeous application of the categories and methods 
of 17th century science. Nevertheless, Spinoza's metaphys- 
ics provides an illuminating instance of the "criticism of 
abetractions" here discussed, in respect of the deficiencies 
of preceding mathematical philosophies.. - recognised and por- 
trayed, for instance, in the stage of Ratioond supplemented 
in the hi.E.-ihest stage of kno-eledge which is Scientia intuitiva 
and also in virtue of the fact that he corrects the Cartesian 
interpretation of mathematical reasoning, the linear in- 
ference which professed to be the paradigm of Descartes' 
metaphysical exposition. 



of philosophy. 

The use of the term "criticism" in this conrection Fay 

perhaps be challenged as a travesty of the usual, directly 

conscious exmiinction of concepts within that nctivity known 

vs critical jhilosophy. But restriction of the ten:, to thc. 

'utter entc:rprise rAtt, it :tls been sugreste, itself be 

cuestioned if philosohy is indeed ir the fullest sense to 

function vs a "critic of abstractions". On these grounds, 

it is contended thvt philoLophy can, and histori. 

cally has, provided important experiments in co.ordination, 

and txplorationewhich justify a claim of metaphysical 

systems to such a critical capacity. 



8 E C ,T I 0 r i 
SOME DITICTI V E "YPE 

0 P A B T R i C T I 

CHAPTH I 

fflE ,Arr TRACT:EOM OF P.P14;CILISED BTtJDIJ. 

The term ''abstractionn is notoriously vague. Its 118- 

agt in following discussions must, therefol'e, be iore 

precisely defined. In particulr, it is importnnt to 

clarify the C4fferences an': similarities betreer the ab- 

stractions of pzDrticular disciplines, and those specificel- 

ly of philosophy itself. The distinctions dram vAthin 

this chapter and the remainder of the tr':ection are intended 

to do this, elthoLTh it must be bollie in mind thet they rl'o 

somet-Jhat artificial end therefore possibly overlap. 

Vdthin particular disciplines (selecting science and 

history ns our chief examples), two main types of abstrac- 

tion rLay be distircuishe6: the adjectives "horizontal" end 

"vertical' give come idea of the general charoctcristics of 

each respectively. 

"Horizontal" abtraction is broupht about by the owle . 

pion of certain features of e concrete situation., and an 



attenuation of those which seem most significant for the 

purposes of the enquiry. This occurs ,ri,cipally in the 

Nature]. Sciences, whose chief concern and sim is general- 

ity. Here the partial omission of qualities is brought 

abut by concentrating upon the measurable features of 

things "secondary" sualities being for the scientist's im- 

mediate purpose irrelevant. This abstraction takes place 

in varying manners and degrees within the different bran- 

ches of Natural Science. * 

"Vertical" abstraction, on the other hand, results from 

the specialisation of a field of knowledge. ProFeess in 

the acquisition of detailed knowledge within a particular 

field of study is accompanied by a certain narrowing of the 

conception of what is relevant cetail. It is the practi- 

cal illustration of the "professional" sentiment that 

breadth of outlook creates superficiality. 

Both abstractions omit part of the truth in order to 

facilitate the achievement of a particular end. Neither 

procedure is inherently vicious, but either _Lay become SO 

when its abstract status is overlooked. 

The omission of certain (mantles and relationships in 

Cf. for instance J.S.Haldane 
different ways in which physical, 
logical Science abstracts. 

The Sciences and Philosoeh . 

1927-8. 

.1yeaa.1.111.111. 

's examination of the 
biological and psycho- 

Gifford. Lectures. 
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the interest of attaining generelity, for ilstance, acts es 

a direct aid to knowledge by simplifying. Such an abstrac- 

tion is well-founded when the conclusions drawn from it are 

not vitiated by the omitted truths. Unfortunately, spe- 

cialists of any kind tend to elevate their abstraction to 

the statue of the whole, and to invest it even with a super- 

ior reality. 

The generalisation of a eucceesful method is, in Phys- 

ics for examvle, nuite legitimote. It is, indeed, prima 

facie the most rational procedure within any subject-matter 

exhibiting analagous features. It becomes illegitimate 

where its application to significantly different phenomena 

involves ignoring or "explaining away" recalcitrant elements 

rather than investigating the new methods and categories 

which their understanding would seem to demand. 

In short, the "horizontal" abstraction tends to become 

vicious when the method by whici, t- is attenuation is brought 

about, or statement of truth achieved in this tee, is un- 

critically aa:.serted outside tTe_ context in which it was 

created and from which it drew its primary significance. 

The chief peril here lies in the dogmatism as to "patterns 

of connection" so created. he great attraction resides 

in the fact that consistency grows with abstraction from 

the context. For many entities will alternatively ero6uce 

the same abetract effect. 



An example ce the problems involved in this tree of ab- 

strection is given by IMiteheadls r ference to the composi- 

tion or a picture. * This 1 partly geomatrical, an if 

interest i divected solely to the geometrical relationehips, 

a petch of red can be substituted for a blue. If, on the 

other hand, we coneioer the picture more concretely, feom 

the integrated aesthetic point of view, perhaps a master- 

piece has b en ruined. The red is inconsistent with the 

concrete effect produced by the blue - in the same geemetri- 

cal position it deetioys its aesthetic value. Yet - and 

this is the significant point - ir logical consistency 

(derived from concentrating attention upon high tbetractiene) 

is all tint is looked for, the aesthetic inconsistency will 

be irrelevant. But again, " . . . a masterpiece will have 

been ruined . ." 

Similarly, the "vertical" abstraction may have unfor- 

tunate results in so far as the increased narrowing of his 

field of study inclines the specialist to ignore what may be 

relevant from other fields. It is indeed to some extent 

It a counsel of prudence" that a subject be studied as far as 

possible in abstraction from the totality of the objects of 

knowledge: a pre-requisite both. of an advance in detailed. 

understanding of a particular field, and of technical exper- 

tise. "Effective knowledge is professionalised knowledge." 

Modes of The. pp. 81-83. 
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(thitehead.) The progress which is thus afforded is, how . 

ever, within the "groove" of the particular professional 

study. If no l'urther attention is paid to th f. whole from 

which abstraction is made, such. studies create a world of 

learned minds which, far from being an asset to human so- 

ciety, constitute a grave otential danger» port 

. . there is no groove of abstractions viich is ade . 
quote for the coLprehersion of human life. Thus in the 
mo6ern thc celibacy of the medieval learned class 
has been replaced by a celibacy of the intellect whic7* is 
divorced fro the concrete contemplation of the complete 
facts. Of course, no one is merely a mothematicianpor 
mereLi a lawyer. People have lives outside their pro- 
fessions or thGir businesses. But the point is the re- 
straint of serious thought within a. groove. The remain. 
der 01 life is treated superficially, with the imperfect 
categories of thought derived from ont profession." 

(Valitehead. `,124.encerm.InajoernskId. p.245.) 

The same author comments elsewhere,with equal point, 

1 
. . to a really learned. men, matter exists in test 

tubes, animals in cages, art in museums, religion in 
churches, knowledge in libraries . ." 

(Essays ir Science and Philosophy. p. 215.) 

The potential dangers of this kind of abstraction are 

particularly greet within deiiocratic societies. If the 

outlook of their intellectual and political lenders is un- 

balanced, whilst the specialised functions of the community 

may Le better pe-t.i'ortued, the general directive Is short- 

sighted. The specialists, caught 12:p by and trained wholly 

within such a. 'v rtical" abstraction lack the power to co- 

ordirate A.ffcrent aspects of experience. Consequently, 

the treatment of social -¡)roblems, fo amie, which essen- 



tially reouire such c eover, is frequently muddled or die- 

actrouely misteken. Men oscillate between extremee, E1G 

some particular set oi circumstances is apprecieted in de- 

tell, ant duly emehaeised, but never properly co-ordinated 

with others. 

These general remarks !my be illuetrated by rear of 

one or two concrete exameles, and the limitations end dam. 

gers of both types of ebstractions so made nore apparent. 

explanation io concerned with the general 

lfma exemplified within particular situations; it is in.- 

teeested, not in the individuality of events, but in re- 

calving their particularity into cases of general laws. 

From this general characteristic derive three significant 

features of scientific method. 

First, the formulation of such laws involves the 

1Qction of juot those factors, tlee univereal characteris- 

tics of behavioue, which enable the scientist lost 212CCOSS... 

fully to ellni,eulate his data. This point is unaffected by 

different conceptions of actual method, whether, that is, in 

traditional terms of induction, or as primarily a hypo- 

thetico-deductive procedure. Secondly, as e corollary 

to its search for uniformity, the method of the scientist 

4 For, it is by recourse to a "lower level" of life, or 
to microscopic enalysis that it is passible to restore the 
"continuity" and uniformity threatened by phenomena when 
viewed in all their coleplexity. (See p* 12. ) 
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is neceeeerily enalytic. Thus, scientific explenntion 

is in. ccord with the erinciple that the parts determine 

the whole. A succeesful explanotion is achieved by ex- 

hibiting e complex thing or state as determined by those 

things or states of which it ie composed. Thirdly, the 

nature end methods of beie enquiry make it possible for the 

scientist to predict, from the observation of past regula- 

rities, the probable course of future events. 

An uncritical univerealisation of scientific proce- 

dure and assumptions leads to diverse errors, which very 

according to which of these three features is emphasised. 

Over-enthusiastic application of the first aspect of 

Natural Science, and its irherent dangers, may be illus . 

trated by reference to the scientific sociology being de- 

veloped in this centurye ** Only by applying the method 

of the natural sciences to human problems can men hope to 

..**Taarteam 

*1 The primary eert played by analysis is true at least of 
an important stage in scientific investigation, even if 
those scientists are right who insist that physics, as well 
as biology, must take the "whole" into account: viz. Planck, 
for example, wbo contends that science has now to surrender 
a fundaental assumption, namely, "that the course of a pro- 
cello can be represented by means of an analysis of it into 
its spatial and temporal elements . It la thus the con- 
cept of wholeness which must be introduced es well into the 
field of physics, as into that of biology, in order to enable 
us to understand and formulate the laws of Nature. 

e 

Where is Science Going? YA1-4A.0 

" This is not, of course, to suggest that the idea is new 
- cf. Hobbes, Bentham, Comte, etc. . the more recent manifes- 
tations of an old theme being treated for the sake of con- 
venience. 
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overcome "the contrnst between man's amazing ability to mcni- 

pulnte his material environment and his pitiful incompe- 

tence in managtg his own affairs," writes one such author. 

V;e. are not here concerned with thc. observation and ex- 

periment characteristic of the natural sciences, on the 

grounds of which this writer and others Jrimarily extol the 

rensoninE of social anthropology and behaviourist psychology. 

It is rather the sciuntific ore-occupation Lith the univer- 

sal characteristics discernible within the objects of its 

,tudy which is being examined, and in particular, its limi- 

tations as applied to the study of human behaviour - inci- 

vidual or social. 

In the first place, it Lust be remarked that it is need- 

lessly obscurantist to protest against all atte,hts to con- 

struct a scientilic psychology and sociology. It may, of 

course, be doubted whether in feet there is any genuine 

social science, sociology, anthropology, etc. which is not 

just social history in detail or in chhtenso, except those 

based upon statistical data, e.g. economics, public health - 

which nccessari17,/ exclude the individual ir favour of the 

group. Despite some "looseness", however, in calling them 

scientific in any exact sense, the former studies have a ma- 

terial contribution to make to the understanding of man and 

his personal and social problems, in so far as these do 

Wootton. Testament ion Social Science, Chapter I. 
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involve certain universal and repeatable features. To 

ipnore, then, such help as they afford is, apart lrom any- 

tlAng ulse, to complicate unnecessarily the business of 

living and dealing with such problems. The assessment of 

general tendencies amongst men, as for the rest of the 

netural world, ond their formulation es "general laws", is 

a "shorthand" without which reflection upon more complicated 

problems not thus exhausted would itself be 3racticelly im- 

possible. Time, to ajections against his en6eavour to 

establish such laws of association levelled on the grounds 

of the complete intrlActebility of human affairs, the social 

scientist rightly has n ready reply. The fact of complex- 

ity vithin social fituetions, of an element of indeterminacy 

in human behaviour, which may make it difficult to detect 

undGrlyinf uniformities, must not be taken as evidence that 

no such uniformities exist. 

On the other hard, the danger arises when men are con- 

sidered only in terms of the universal features their be- 

haviour exhibits, and when the ideal of human advancement 

becomes that of diminishing the individual particularities 

which make their complete scientific treatiient difficult. 

The reference to "manipulation" in the quotation from 

Wootton is significant. The physicist can manipulate his 

data precisely because he has abstracted for consideration 

just those general factors which enable him to extend his 
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power ane control over nature. But to do the same with 

men, and to try to "plan" the results of this abstraction in- 

to any form required, presents one of the nirentmare idees 

of an omnicompetent socialist state as depicted, for exam- 

ple, in Aldous Huxley's Brave New World. 

Even ;ith ouch grounds so do exist for equating Ration- 

ality with scientific method - the "universal" being the 

domain of Reason and the concern of science - it is neces- 

sary to bear in mind also that the universal is the product 

of Reason, and the proeuct of scientific abstraction from 

data which are being "rationalised". The uniaue individual, 

and his unique actions, experiences and relations to others, 

from which a scientific study of man abstracts, can, there- 

fore, never completely be understood in these terms . can 

never fully be "rationalised". The inequalities and variety 

of men in this sense is, ineeed, something highly desirable: 

"And it appears to be just this irrational realm of 
unique iftdividuality which makes human relations important. 
Most people would feel, for example, that what melees their 
lives eorth living would largely be destroyed if they them- 
eelves, and their lives, were in no sense unique but in 
all and every respect typical of a class of people, so 
that they repeated exactly all the actions and experiences 
of all other men who belong to this class. It is the 
uniqueness of our experiences which, in this sense, makes 
our lives worth living, the unique experience of a land- 
scape, of a sunset, of the expression of a human face." 

(Popper. The 0)enEöslLeyeeenjlkeeeenemies. 
Vol. II, p. 

Sociolorists with a determined ecienLific programme, 

however, do seem out to destroy or undermine these factors 
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in human nnture. Por the latter present obstacles to the 

large-scale "planning" of humnn activity which, on analo:: 

with scientific "manipulation", is desired within nn effi- 

cient society. Thus, it i, suggested that a most con- 

structive line of social reaearch would be rcgardirr the 

cause of character differences, since "without their dis- 

covery we cannot proceed to their elimination". * 

This, it may be objected, is not tn inevitable result 

of the attempt to construct a wholly scientific sociolory. 

But it 12 in fact a logical Implication of an exhaustive 

application of this aspect of science. It is ultimately 

profoundly undesocratic, although democracy in its modern 

form was in fact nurtured by scientific ideas (viz, par- 

ticularly the influence of Tewton and of 17th century criti- 

cism of "hierarchies" - cossological or social). For 

regarded as objects of scientific enquiry clone, their be- 

haviour formulable in terms of general laws, men are but so 

many independent, isolable, similar atoms, not personalities. 

It is precisely in virtue of his atomistic analysis that 

the physicist is enabled to manisulate, and so attain a 

degree of control over, nature. His method is an instru- 

ment of power. The application by sociologists of the 

same technique to the solution of social problems implies, 

in the last analysis, a distinction Letween the creative 
.011.111.610011................. 

V,00tton. 0,, cit. 
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power of the planner, and the rasses of identical indivi- 

duals (who simply "behave"). to be planned. Thus, 

. . . the man-moulders of the new ege will be armed 
with the poners of an amnicompetent state end en irre- 
sistible scientific technique. we shall get at laet a 
race of condilionen who really cen cut out all posterity 
in what shape they ileabe." 

(C.S.Lcuie. The Abolition of Man. p. 43.) 

The correlative to this search for uniformity mentioned 

above - the analytic metheei of science - is exemplified in 

some forms of scientific psycholorfy, end "materialist" 

views Oi politics (to take just two of the more obvious in- 

etences). The faith in microscopic analysis to give all- 

sufficient explanationn of events is, to use Stocks' ehrase, 

a re-affirmttion of the "principle of plenitude". It brid- 

gee the inexplicable gnps end discontinuities °beam d in 

man's fully conscious life, and oth:r events viewed in their 

complexity, by referring to "lower level" activities for an 

explanat ion. 

The univerecl attraction of this "re:uctive" type of 

exple.mtion lies in the seeming stability end pervasiveness 

of the "lower level" features, both in space and time, and 

the fact that they appear, therefore, to be subject to laws 

which are easy to formulate and handle mathematically. 

Whereas features of the "hirher levels", on the other hand, 

seem in contrast to be essntially unstable, and to belong 

to complex Individuals, thereby demanding special rather 

than merely "routine' conditions for existence. 
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The universal application of scientific analysis thus 

results in a form of "materialism" definable as the belief 

that the higher structural levels are explicable in terms 

of the lower". In psychology (where based on scientific 

analysis) the understanding of the complex m n is fecill- 

teted by explaining his somewhat spasmodic and intermit- 

tent neUvities in the higher conscious levels wholly in 

terms of ever present sub-conscious forces and instincts. 

Similarly, in politics, the nethod of analysis enables the 

Marxist historian, reor e:xample, to exhibit the large-scale 

processes of inctitutional history as resulting from small- 

scale processes occuering below the level of 1i1'e as it 

were - the naterial eaans of production. 

This uncritical trunsfele7ce of the analytic methods 

of netural science to those fields wherein its appropriete- 

ness at least renuires very careful excminntion and mete- 

physical justification, * creates a serious confusion of 

"levels of explanction". It is, moreover, a conspicuous 

example of an over-hasty generalisation of concepts and 

methods which ithin science itself may subacauently 

require moclificction. The preference l:or the "microscopic" 

4 It is clearly insufficient to base their universalisa- 
tion upon laudatory proclamations of the "impartiality" of 
scientific method, for, as Fddington cone "Notwithetand- 
its professed principle of treating all points of view impar- 
tially, physics aoes in practice give a erefIence to the 
view of the microbe over that of the man." 

Essay: "The Domain of Physical Science," contributed 
to the Balfour Collection of Essays on Science, Religion _and 
Reality. 
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view 1 of course, (a& Eddinrton points out) underotand- 

yble, in eo far c theoreticn1 reasoning seems to DPSS more 

easil, from t,1f11.Lcalc to large-scale result, which in 

tuin lead to the considerntion of the latter ae implied by 

the former. But, he adds, 

there are elso signs that this undue insis- 
tence upon microscopic anelycis may be a passing phase in 
the physical conception of the external world. It has 
happened that up to now we have chiefly studied phenomena 
which are best unravelled by stnrting with their minutest 
elements. But in recent years there: has come into pro- 
minence a Large class of phenomena (quantum phenomena) 
thich defy analysis of this kind; and somewhat pninfully, 
physics is accuetoming itself to the Idea that its micro- 
scopic picture of nature is not capable of contninisg the 
conceptions wlich these latest phenomena renuire." 

(The Domain of science. O. cit..) 

The assumption by analytic, or behaviourist psycholo- 

gies, for example, of the all-sufficiency of their "levels 

of explynation" is, then, at least open to euestion, Lack- 

ing -ore adeouate defence than so far given, one may reason- 

ably doubt the ability of any predominantly analytic approach 

to knowledge to give an exhaustive understanding of man, any 

;sore than a cufficiont "explanation" of, let us say, a human 

eork of art. Cciece can explain a statue, for instance, 

satisfactorily in so far as the explanation can be given in 

terms of the marble of which it is ade. And if it is sole- 

ly of marble, e coreelete account can, in a sense, be given 

in these terms. But it seems to he the form of the 

work which rives it significance as a work of art. 
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Although, therefore, n scientific account can be °elver' in 

terms of manual operations and the materiel medium, something 

of ielportance froM the artist's point of view is thereby 

omitted. 

A eimilar inadeeevey of exelealatioe, a neglect of cer- 

tain formative features, is to be found in the above-men- 

tioned "materialist" interpretation° of politics. It is 

undeniable that economic processes are among the .ost im- 

portent of the external conditions of political life, end 

that political and legal institutions cannot be regarded 

as the products of eure ieason, but require to be set in the 

context of existent economic circumstences. This kine of 

anelysis of the social framerork discloses the external, 

continuous factors behind the more intermittent formntive 

policies produced by rational decisiors of le:ividuals and 

governments. But to try to make it explain the latter com- 

pletely, is to fall into the above-mentioned confusion of 

levels. It is no objection against the MemiLt conception 

of history that it neglects all the spiritual achievements 

of mankind, because tiley are actually negligible at the 

level of generalite concerned. It is the assumption that 

this level of explanation affords a complete understandinr 

of hueLan affairs in their concrete occurrence (i.e. before 

this dbsteection has been made) which is ouestionable. * 

Cf. for example, the discussion by MacIver, Historical 
He writes, "Marxist historians can fairly be 
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Finally, we elso find a eignificant example in Marx of 

the misleading cheracter of an over-emphasis of the impor- 

tant wethoeological râle played by prediction In science. 

With ptrtieular reference to this feature of Lcientific meth- 

od, the "scientific history" and "scientific socialism" 

ehich he developed illusteate eleaaly com.c of the potential 

danger of hfety in uncJitical employment of the abstrac- 

tions of science. Three may be suggested here. 

First . that of incolrect generalisation du e to ig- 

noring the necessary conditions 1:ithout which there is not 

a complete analogy between one field and another. Marx 

seems to suggest that it is in principle possible to make a 

causal analysis of society, such as will "lay bare the . . . 

law of motion of ..odern society". This, it is sueposed, 

will reveal the causes oZ revolutions and so, on analogy 

with the prediction which th, discovery of scientific causes 

makes possible, enable a histolieal social science to fore- 

see the future occurrence of .imilar evento. This conten- 

tion overlooks, however, th- fact that scientific prediction 

as it occurs in physics, .ol (-)e-wele, and large-scale 

eriticized for claiming (as they often seem to do) that his- 
tory cannot legitimately be studied except nt their own chos- 
en level, but not for insisting that, at that level, it is 
only 'materialist' explanations which really. explain. This 
is a simple consequence of the fact that men are more often 
bad than good, and more often stupid than intelligent so that 
the acts of the exceptional indivi(uals disappear from view 
as soon as the human scene is contemplated from any distance." 

Logic and Language. (II), p. 197. 
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nnd large.scale historical pophecy concerning the mnin ten. 

dencies of the future develoament of society are two very 

different kinds of' precUction. Thnt is to sny, scince, 

on the basis of recurrences in the past, pricto the prob. 

vble future happening of siiAlar events. The field of his. 

toy, on the other hand, embrnees phenomena which are not 

identical in this scree, not repeatLble, and thus predic- 

tion of specific events is not juetified by the nature of 

the evidence which could be obtained. It does not follow, 

therefore, that th study of TAJ3tor1ca1 "ocuse0 "effects" 

justifies such scientific socialism In thc, prophecy of its 

own inevitable advent. 

It na,y be remarked that this often seems to 1-) thecase, 

however, because preOlction of the behaviour of human beings 

further 1ifer3 from the prediction of ne bell EN i our or phys- 

ical and non.humtln biological phenomena in that men can 

vnecpus mrke the predictions come true. (The faet that 

tis consci)ws effot 16 recognised es necessary by the ex . 

hortation to Unite and follow the trerd of history indicates, 

of course, .its divergence from the "iron. necessity" of scion- 

tifie laus.) But there is n marked difference between the 

medlanical necessity of n "dialectic" which, like natural 

"ctuoes" within the physienl-world, CO= 1 calpitalists, 

fo 0.7ple, to behve in predictable ways, and the intelli- 

gent recietion of the same capitclists who, on the basis of 
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expert advice that an existent course of action will pro- 

duce chaos or revolution, take steps to avoid such conse- 

quences. The preeiction that Capitalist democracy must 

lead to unemployment and war; that the United States must 

attack the U.S.S.R. is not, then, strictly scientific; it 

is not based solely upon an eepirical study of economic 

trends and tendencies. Rather is it, in short, 

"the most startling instance of the way in which the 
working of an abstract postulational system and a fal- 
lacious one at that can lead intelligent people to act in 
such a way as to try to make its predictions verk09 

(Weldon. The Vocabulary of Politics. p. 131.) 

Cecondly, i.arxist theory aloe illustrates the danger 

of elevating to the status of metaphysical dogma e methodo- 

logical postulate which may, in time be superseded. His 

emphasis on the pragmatic value of science - upon its pre- 

(Actions - led Marx to conclude that scientific method must 

be based upon a rigid determinism. Far from determinism 

being a metaphysical implication of science, however, it 

seems that as a methodological postulate even, determinism 

has now been abandoned by science itself. ** 

mag....a.qm.0014.maK 

Weldon's example. 
"For whatver may be the outcome of such metaphysical 

controversies as, for exnmele, the bearing of the Quantum 
theory on 'free-will', one thing, I should say, is settled. 
No kind of determinism, whether it be expressed as the 
principle of the uniformity of nature, or as the law of uni- 
versal causation,, can be considered any longer a necessary 
assumption of scientific method; for physics, the most ad- 
vanced ol all sciencee, has shown not onl that it can do 
without such assumptions, but also that to some extent it 
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Siwilarly, the nature of his "determinism' proceee,s 

from analogy with the mode of explanation in science which 

made poeeible its predictions. That is, the doctrine of 

economic determiniew, or mat rialist interpretation of hie- 

tory, le fundamentflly the a,scrtion thet the eciertific 

principle that pert determine the whole i the only legi- 

timete Rode of historical explanati n. Accor1inly, all 

fectore which do not directly fit into the schema this ere- 

sents are "explained away'. Although, on eeether count 

can Marx be bin ed for having held a view COIL on amongst 

the scientists of his day, his dogmatic assertion of it 

within another field does indicate the dancers of accept- 

ing the metaphysical dictetes science 

(which may in time be abandoned within their own sphere) 

when the appreciation of its nature &L an Jebstrection", 

made within limited, contexts and for limited purposes, 

would surely have led him to avoid any claims of finality 

for hie philosophy. 

The third danger, which is connected with the latter 

error, is that the need for new categories for com,lete 

understanding within a fresh sUbject-watter may be further 

contradicts them. Determinism is not a necessary pre- 
relluisite of a science which can Lake predictions. Scien- 
tific method cannot, therefore, be said to favour the adop- 
tion of strict determinism. Science can be rigidly 
scientific without this assumption." 

Poppe:.. The Open Society and Its Enemies. Vol. II, 
p. 81. 
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concealed by an attelJ)t to "rationalise" events themselves 

Co that the: do it ilto the exiitin,r programme. Thus, for 

example, the appcz ranee of new creative jhenomena - factors 

of change within the life of human societies which might 

seer. to present difficulties for an uncritical employment 

of scientific meth)ds and categories - are slurred ovel: by 

the very historicism of the Marxist approach. That is to 

say, by tryin, to predict change, those tending to such 

historicism try in effect to brinrr it under rational control 

by a surreptitious attem,t to efftce it. 

The specialised study which seems to rcouire an atti- 

tude most 6iametricall,y opposed to thrt of the scientist, 

is fistory. "The concrete )orld has sliped through the 

meshes oa the scientific net," for so far as it takes mathe- 

matics as its ideal, rhysics resolves into the study of 

differential equations. That is to say, the result of such 

concentration upon the metrical aspects of the universe is 

that ultimately the microscopic analysis employed in Ph,sics 

Is not of entities of the external world, but of pointer 

readings accepted as equivalent to the knowledge of these 

entities. But historical knowledge cannot 'be symbolised in 

mathematical formulae. It is just this "concrete world' 

from which the scientist abstrrets that the "intuitive", as 

distinct from the "scientific' historial claims to have 

captured. 
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In contrast to the abstract nature of science, which 

studies a riAnute fraction only of rhat coes under obser- 

vation, the histor1 an. is ledp-ed to take into account ns 

much of the concrete detail fnlling within the ;ilescribed 

stretch of tirzie ns .-:is selection. sermits. * r:cience is 

concerned rlth the rpetitioyin to b.: 1o7:ind ..ithin nature, 

aiming to reduce the ELL:earnnce of infinite variety to a 

formula of uniformity, Eistory, on the other hand, em- 

hasises what is pew and original in each succeeding gene- 

ration; it aims to reveal n v;orld in rhich personality 

and individuality a:1,e fore significant than repetitions ** 

a vorldhich, indeed, never repeats itself. 

Historical exelLration, conseouently, is not given in 

terms of general laws of sequence; in history the "indi- 

vidual" is the ):17ciple of e-:.)1=ntion. An event is 

* It mLy be remarked here thct thcre is an aMbiguity be- 
treen "the concept of history" and "historiography". The 
former does include everything, in all its conc):-ete detail; 
but it cannot, for that reason be fulfilled. histori- 
ography, on the other hand, must select. 
** Trevelynn, for example, Irites " . . . the study of 
Mankind does rot resemble the study of physical properties 
of atoms or the ife history of animais. If vou find out 
about one atom .,!;ou have found out about all atoms, and what 
is true about to htAits of one robin in roughly true about 
the habits of all robins . . . Men are too complicated, too 
spiritual, too various for scientific analysis . . . history 

.--, deals with intellectual and spiritual forces which 
cannot be subjected to any nalysis that can oroperl:y be cal- 
led scientific. 

History and the Reader. 
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"explained' , or t e "cause" sought, by its bcir2- shown to 

fo11o16 for ca,4,p1e, from ta 'Drtvio":2 eciA.on taken by a 

oz' n stt'tesinlAa. The necece 1-47 of the interrelations 

wh1ch thc histollan scovcrs ithln ì ptrticulnr scA.es of 

events is, therefore., not tThc necessity of scientific law 

alch relates univevsnl characteristics. A. scientific 

theory, euch as tl-wt of Toynbee conecrning the laws govern. 

ing the dielvAegration of civlisations, may also be con- 

structed upon thn basis of ctonsive historical dnta; but 

this, howevc- valuable an importcnt is to go beyonú his. 

to:4 Histoyles1 explanation CEP recount for the 

rise or fall of carticalar civilisations, but t,o nccount for 

the rise and fall of civilistAions as such is to leave his- 

to14 for whct is stlActly a scientific order of exolanation. 

History generalises but the genevality of its statemonts is 

not that of scientific laws; histoical Lxopositions are 

particular, not universal. The are rreneral In contrnst 

to the mess or detiled indivival actions tin A events froo 

which the lAsto2Aan selected that aspect of most outstand . 

ing significance (in relation to other particular everts) 

or of chief relevarce to hie ::11rose. 

This diffcrece ir the nature of hlstoy:ical from scien- 

tific "explcnction" accounts for thc cA.ticism of "scior . 

tific knowledge" and the 6iffcrent desca-11Alon of the 

knm,in7 process piven by non-scientific histoiAnns. 
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Bergson, for instance, tskins nn historical point of viee,, 

stressee the active force, snd formative power of ,nn without 

which history would be meaningless. 7very event, be claims, 

is uninue and every process irreversible. The prieci)le 

of Uniformity of Nature is replaced by thnt of Infinite 

Variety of Nature. The anelycing intellect of the scientist 

is, in conseenence, inadeeuate for obtainisg knowledge of 

such a world. Hence Beigson's philosophy goes to the other 

extseme in its criticism of scientific thought, lapsing into 

a form of irrntionelism where knowledge is ettaired not by 

intellect, but rather by its suspension in favour of an- 

other attitude of mind - intuition. For Intuition alone - 

a faculty ol merging oneself within the flux of things - 

can recover the infinite variety which is concealed by the 

scientific pre-occupation with uniformities, the abstrac- 

tions of necessary and unchanging law. 

A second examole of an historical metaphysic at war 

with that of science is seen in Collingwood's Philosophy 

of History. The historian, he insists, is concerned with 

events so far RS they express thought. Whereas the scien- 

tist is concerned with the phenomena of nature as a spec- 

tacle presented to his obs( rvation, the historian looks not 

at but through events to discern the thought within them. 

That is, he wust drn% a distinction letween the "outside" 

and "inside" of events. Although concerned with both, it 
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is the latter - which can be escribed in terms of thought 

which is of chief importance to him, history's primary 

function being to afford knowledge of mind. Collingwood 

justly goes on to point out the change in the categories 

employed in obtainirg '7eowledge in this field. Words like 

"cause", for example, are used in a special sense. The 

cause of the event, (e. g. why Brutus stabs Ceasar) for him 

means the thereght in the mind of the person by whose agency 

the event came about and this is not something other than 

the event, it is the inside of the event its 1f. That is 

why he claims that all history, being the history of tholeFht, 

is the re-enactment of pest thol.ght in the historiants own 

mind. 

\Mist such pointe as are brought forward in these two 

extmeles - of both Bergson and Collingwood - present valu- 

able correctives to the "horizontal abstraction" of science, 

and to the 'scientific histories" which would apply this as 

it etands to the historical world of human activity, it is 

im,ortant to remember that this alternative historical atti- 

tude is also based upon an abstraction, albeit of the second 

(vertical) rather than the first type. The "intuitive" 

historian is no ,ore able to pive a"cencrLte history" than 

the "scientific", but also :Lust narro%, his field. 

In the first place - the historian aims to give a sig- 

nifie nt eccount of events, which means that he must select. 
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Consequently there can be no concrete history - no univer- 

sal history of mnnkind - but enly many histories of ell 

kinds of sepects of Inman life. .S concrete history would 

have to record all htsw...,n hopea, stsugrles and sufferings. 

It cannot, therefore, be written - the historian must make 

abstractions. The denger of forgetting, then, that his 

account is an sbstraction is the more potent because it is, 

in general, the history of sower politics which has been 

selected . " . . . the history of international crime and 

mess murder which has been advertised as the history of 

mankind'3. (Popper.) For this reason it is perhaps mis- 

taken to eeek a "meaning' in historr, particularly in the 

sense of a God's revelation of Himeelf abstraction 

which purports to be the history of mankind. 

"To maintain thnt God reveals Himself in what is 
usually celled 'history', in the history of international 
crime nnd mass murder, is indeed blasphemy; for what 
really happens sithin the realms of human lives is hard- 
ly ever touched upon by this cruel, end at the same time 
chili affair. The life of the forgotten, of the un- 
known individuni man; his sorrows and his joys, his 
suffering and death, this is the real content of human 
experierce down the ages . . . But such a history does 
not an& cannot, exist; and all the history which exists, 
our history of the Great and Powerful, is nt best a 
shallow comedy . . ." 

(Popeer. The Open :7iociety and its Enemies. Vol. 
p. M.) 

Further, in order to select, the historian must eval- 

uate, an( in doing so leans heavily upon generalisations 

(including those of science) operative sithin the time of his 
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writing. The notion that there can be such e thing as 

"pure hifetory" which avoids this, and ehich is independent 

of norel and aesthetic orejuices, metaphyeical principles 

or cosmologicel generalisations, is completely fictional. 

The belief in it," as Whitehead. * rle-ehtly remarks, can 

an:y occur to minds steeped in provinciality - the provin- 

ciality of en epoch, of a rece, of a school of learninF, of 

a treff. of inteeest minas unable to divine their own un- 

spoken limitations." 

Secondly, instead of selectieg and coecernine himself 

with the universal, repetitive features of the world, an 

hietorian such 8S Collingwood abstrects from them the unique, 

formetive human fectors of thoueht and action without ehich 

history would not exist. But equally, without the general 

characteristics, the uniformities, these factors coula not 

be related nor even have existence. Collingwood derides 

the idea of an eternal human nature, for example, but with- 

out some constant element in human neture it is difficult to 

see how the "reliving" of historical situations of which he 

speaks would itself be possible. Likewise, without the 

regularities, material causes, etc., fomulated by natural 

science, it is hard to eee how the unique achievements of 

the personalities in human histoly would be pessible. 

Moreover, what does it profit theie case to deny the 

es; Adventures of Ideas. 
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validity of scientific r gularities? Just as a fixed 

nlphnbet and vocabulary do not prevent poets from continu- 

ally enriching civilisntion with 1.--)ve..t.Les in poetry, so 

th, el(mnnt of eemeness in nouro and history does not ieees- 

snrily obstruct n continunl tnipearence of difference. The 

to fcctors of sameness and differe ce are both reouired. 

Thus, the specialised activities which conce_n themselves 

with one or the other must be 2ecognised each fol the db- 

strction it is. In this way alone can progress be aeriev- 

ed. 

There is, as Collingwood pointed out, no essential 

feud between the natural sciences and human studies, since 

they each work fern different perspectives, asking different 

oueetions about the %orld. Their categories and methods 

differ because, to use Collingwood's terminology, they work 

with different presunpositions. 

Thus science and history are mutually complemertary 

branchcs of krotltdge, representing IIILEDative ways of 

building upon iLLedinto expexience. The one emphasises the 

formative influence of the in( ividual, the other, changeless 

laws in teims of which routine events can he formulated. 

It is in the ipterest of theory and practice alike that 

balance and due proportion needs to be established between 

them. By inC-Icating the fresuppot3itions of each, the 
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eietaphyeicel essumptione lyinn nt the bests of their 

pertieuler spproach to knowledge, the different almulam 

ticked by eich, oie oí the services rendered by philosophy 

le the eeteblishert of just ouch balence end due pro- 

poetion between these and like "obstrnctions". 

0-0-0-0 

* The exemples in the preceding discussion helve con- 
centreted eomewhet exclusively upon science end history; 
but were tere spree to do 209 one mie:ht indicate the "nb- 
steection" involved in every form of human knowledge with. 
out exceetion, 'even ert, which 'ens perheps the most 
vend cicim to rcereuent, end eet men in toue with, con. 
crete reelity, Is only possible by ebotrecting from the full 
concretnese of 1)ereenel conscioeeneze. It reintee een 
"one.sidedly" to the eorld, since, se ZacMurrey points out, 
being like science a reflective, end tereeere e eyea)olic, 
activity, it too nbettects from the orecticel espect of 
mene reltionship to the world. Conseeuently it ieoletes 
individunlity from the general ecientificelly discovred 
conditions under vhiehellone it cen exit, end misrepeeente 
the ineiividual ns complete ir itself. 



CHAPTER II 

LOGIC AND SPECIALI2ATION 'ITHIN PHILOSOPHY. 

al thought, Whitehead reminded us, involves abstrac- 
tion; all thinking - and a fortiori all communication - 

involves selection. llereas the analytic rode of selec- 

tivity involved in scientific thought separates uriversal 

chnr! cteriLtics fror.i that which, as c'): cretely riven, they 

are in fact conjoined, in philosophical synthesis, on the 

other_ hand, characters which are in fact disjoined become 

combined in accordance with some pattern of selection. 

This is not, however, the only foam of abstraction within 

philosophy. The preceding chapter has been concerned with 

some of the types of 'Clostraction resulting from the distinc- 

Live methods of study appropriate to particular 6isciplines 

such as science and history. The investigation of those 

peculiar to philor-o)hy, therefore, rnn be illuminated by 

first Ciscussinp the philosophic parallels to the resultant 

"horizontal" and "vertical" abstractions of such specialisa- 

tions. 

Althourh philosophy is not itself distinguished from 

specialised studies of this kind in virtue of a special 

subject matter, being committed to taking into account all 
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all aspects of experience, it, too, necessarily omits cer- 

tain concret aces of detail in epression. This is brought 

about by a triving for the genernlit, ard impartiality 

ehich is thou ht to be attaineble by achieving a more ab- 

tract _oint of view. 31milarly, philosophy has its own. 

departmentallem - the cliecialisation of different aspects 

concerning art, scicnce, histo;y, ethics, logic, etc. - 

u.,,on one or other ef which it t,nds to base its selective 

pattern oi "synthesis". 

These forrec of abstraction, es in the case of par- 

ticular etiociplines, are not intrinsically misleading. 

The extr(.me of the firet pocition, for example, is lof-ic. 

But here the potentivl dangers of this attitude arc diminish- 

ed so long e loric remains abstract, and no attelept (such 

as that of Hegel) is made to make the abstraction itself 

"concrete. It does, however, raise directly the problem 

of the "univereals" employed by logic, the consideration of 

which enables us to understars, LOP exam-le, idealist criti- 

cisms of the abstraction of loeic, and also to apereciate 

the difierencee as well as similarities with its parallel in 

science, .ith scientific generality. 

ScieTtific classifications involve the cbstrection of 

geneIal characters from the particular "occasions' (to use 

Whitehead's term) in which they occur. The latter are not 

of intrir sic importance to science, but are significant only 
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in verifying gencrel propositions. AS the 6bstraction 

becomes morL collete, science passes from its cles,Afic- 

tory strges to veasuren,crt an,* wathematiczi formulation. 

Thus ii.athematical-physics represents thL extreme form of 

scientific abstraction, its discoveries being exprcssible 

in mathematicul formula,- alich are completely disconnected 

from any particular occasions, - in formal propositi,:,ns 

w,iich, as they stand (i. e. without interorstrtion) involve 

no reference to the actual 1-,orld. 

Uuch co1,031etely formal, mathematical forms of expression, 

are, howevel, inappropriate even to some -rrerches of science 

- notably those such as biology, concerned with processes 

of growth and decay am', ith living organisms yhich cannot 

be studied in complete disconnection from their concrete 

environment. The biolovist, for example, cannot confir,e 

himself to the constr.nt conditions and routine processes 

of livinu organisms, but must, it seems, acknovaedge and 

take into account any evidence of 'direction ° or of "con- 

trolling factors, of essential integration lith, and in- 

fluence of, the envirom-nt, at work 1.ithin the phenomena. 

The insufficiency ol mathematical symbolism, of scientific 

categories derived irrgely tram physics, to cornpreherd all 

branches -)f science itself is strosseC, by many scientists 

(particularly biologists) end philosophers of science. 

Things can be lep.vcEente6 athematically o,ly in se far as 
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they nre orderle but, in fact, mnny biologiets for instenee 

would inelet thnt on clooe obeervation e naturnl event can 

be seen to involve vnrintion, however slight, in evcry 

repetition and that for this reaeon methemationl description 

is elways but nn approximatiOn. iJle since not n11 naturel 

events ere of a reeetitive kin6 even to this extent, it 

eould seem mistaken to reenrd them all es 22101711az de- 

scribed by formulae eopropritte to merely routine events. 

These fnctore of individunlity, of o relation'. 

ehip with the environment, etc., eimilnrly influenced 

idenliet philoeophero in their criticisms of the categories 

of treditional formal logic (cf. footnote to pnge 40). 

Logic, we :n.ve eaid, mny be taken no the extreme case of the 

"horizontal" astrection mede in the service of complete 

gencrality. As such it le the beeis of methematics. The 
1.0:70101161111.1.1.1,..»...... 

e ". . there some to e n certnin naiveté in assigning 
stereotyped elms charecteee, or npplyine fixed formules 
(sic) to highly inCivieunlieeC evento, facts or pereons, end 
then coneiderin them to be completely chnracterieed. While 
euch r. eeocedure ieey often be precticelly ueeful, or neces- 
sary, it is at beet cm eppeoximation end, when employed with- 
out judeament, mty give deccetive or unreelistic moults. 
Whiteheadle lfnliacy of the perfect dictionnryl lino reference 
to unrenliem of this kind." 

Lillie. Gr...e.ma1 ..131,doeJIPleilosoeh.v of Organise, 
pp. 146-0. 

He drays en irteresting parallel between such eiversity 
in "enmeness" Operntive ir the nnturel world end "the reore- 
sentetion of a meelen1 comoosition by notation, a methemeti. 
cel scheme which, as euch, is constant, elthough the indivi. 
dual performences ray vary widely." 

;Mid. p 122. 
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mathematical oeretion of "counting", lor instance, is not 

itself logically simple, but presupposes the notion of simi- 

larity; thus the definition of nuMber by !,eans of similar- 

ity led to preater generality arV. constituted an important 

step in estHaishing the logical foundations of mathematics. 

This complete abstractness and utmost generality attain- 

ee by the achievement of the ideal of pure form was, however, 

to the Idealiets, a "vicious" form of abstraction within 

They were not content with the Eeeming assimi- 

lation of philosophy to mathematical physics and with the 

logic which resulted therefrom. The real obJect of philo- 

sophic knowledge, as of that of the artist and historian, 

they insisted, was in some sense individual too. Any 

attempts, therefore, to apply the abstract universal concepts 

of a scientifically orientated logic must blind the philoso- 

pher to the richness and individuality characterising the 

Truth which is his proper ouest. 

The Idealist criticisms of traditional logic derive from 

a particulor theory of truth, according to which the ultimate 

object of thourht is "an all-inclusive eestem in which every- 

thing is related to eveything else". (Blanshard. ) The 

immediate origin -11' of this theory of truth lay in the teach- 

ing of Hegel, that everything Olort of thc whole is prey to 

contradiction; parts otit parts are necessarily" irrational". 

I.e., legning aside the question of earlier sources, 
notably Cpinoza. 
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This metaphysic in turn is the logical ground of the cor- 

relative doctrine of "degrees of truth" (according to the 

degree of abstraction from the context) and likewise of 

the conclusion that all classification is to a great extent 

trbitrary, But the "abstract universal" of traditional 

logic presupposes that we can find classes. Therefore, 

the argument runs, this theory (one the metaphysic of "exter- 

nal relr.tions" which goes it it) must be replaced by one 

closer to rorlity that of th( "concrete universal" and 

"internal relations". 

This contention may be challcnged on purely logical 

grounds: that in the course of putting forward his view as 

a reasoned argument, the Idealist is contradicting 

For, one may object, the internal relations demanded by this 

theory do not permit of the identity required in reasoning. 

All reasoning proceeds through the use of constants called 

universals. That is, it always depends upon something 

like the middle term 03 the syllogism remaining the same. 

Aothout ouch o strict identity in the terms - that is, with- 

out "manhood" in the traditional example remaining the same 

in all !,,en there can be no argument and no communication. 

But such identity is destroyed by the theory of internal 

relations. 

Vhilst admittinc7 that reasoning proceeds through a 

universal, however, it is to the traditional conception of 
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its nnture that the Ideelist objects. Regarded "abstract- 

ly" as an identity which ndmits of ro diversity within its 

verious cnnt(ete, far )rom mekiee inference )osefble, uni- 

versals destroy the unity of inference by dissolving it 

into a set of unielated terms. A property such as 

hood" or or "red-hairedness" is arrived at by abstraction, 

in the acme way ne the eiddle term. But in feet such 

generic propositiens nee not identicn1 te:eoughont tleoir 

exeeplification. Por exemple, red hair or typhoid is 

different in Mary from red hair or typhoid in iA.chael. 

Such bare identities, therefore, in fact render reasoning 

impossible. For reasoning involves necessary connections, 

whereas it is impossible to abstrect certain 

find they imply others irres,ective of the context. Hence 

such ab traction renievee the necessity of the connection 

which reasoning presupposes. 

The last part of the above (cheracterietic) argument 

seems to beg many vital questions. least of its 

defects, for example is that it essumes that the connections 

existing beteeen euelities concretely expressed within, n 

context are of the order of logical neceeeity. Until this 

assumption is justified, it ie not legitimate to eccuse 

traditional logic of creating such epistemological problems 

in virtue ow its "abstractions"; unless the universe can 

be shown to be a "logical system", the problem of how it is 
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that beason "fits the facts' exists arz any theory. Fur- 

thermore, the term "necessary connection" is hers employed 

in a very pecliar sense, since it is precisely rim the 

formal reasoning of logic that it is, as generally used 

derived, being only applied by analogy within other spheres. 

The first relates to th; idea of formality. The 

logician's ideal of complete generality is attained by mak- 

ing his assertions completely foriLal. The validity of an 

implication thus rests upon its co. Ijete abstraction from 

material constituerts. 

"In the pure piopositioncl form of implication, the 
material constituents are relaced variables, the 
formula expressed by logical constants. Since it is 
com.letely foninl, tl'nr, is no referefce to any given in- 
stance; the implicntion can ne asserted concerning any- 
thing that can be fitted into the form.," 

(Stebbing. k.odern Intro, uction to LO7iC. p. 165.) 

The anti-formalist would, however, question whether 

any inference of truth value within a concrete subject 

matter could be fitted into such. an abstract pattern in any 

fruitful way. Some writers - Collingwood is a prominent 

20th century instance - have perhaps over-stated their case 

in claiming that it is in.wssible for the validity of their 

inferences to be attested by any logician outside the con- 

crete detail of th,, subject. On. the other hand, such ob- 

jections call attention to an ambiguity in the conception 

of a completely formal logic, the overlooking of which 

ce:ntes the "vicious" absti action in this subject. Logic, 
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like all cience, is irdeed formal in the sense of dealing 

with the common clemorts in nll modes-of thouFht. On the 

other hand., the elfAm for the formality of logic has fre- 

quently. gone beyond its similarity with ocience in respect 

of condentrating upon the universal charnetcristice in a 

topic and has c;xcluded the consideration of those modes of 

thinking which elly be peculiar to n particular subject 

matter and, not univerenlly exemplified. To this, idealists 

and others have, rightly I think, Objected that the eklim 

to detect e pnttern of inference applicable (without modi . 

fication) within evcry sphere of study is a chimera. It 

is, es Joseph s=cinctly c..N.presses it, 

" . as if the botanist were to regard only those 
laws which are oxerf.plified in every plant, or the geo- 
meter =PC to consider no properties of fipuros, except 
whet ere common to nil figures. They have thou7ht that 
one mirht stract entirely from and disregard all. cues. 
tion es to what he thinks about, and still find that 
thee are certain principles in accordance witT1 Which, 
if he is to think about anything, ho will think, But 
the truth is, that we think in different ways about 
different kinds of subjects, end thev.cfoe we must, if 
WC wish to study the principles that regulate our thin.. 
ing, consider to some extort the differences in the mat- 
ter about y-Mic'n we think. The distinction between form 
end matter may as it were be taken at Oifferent levels," 

(An Introuction to Loric. p.5.) 

It is tivc that Idealist ar7uments have freeuently been 

defective in virtue of a failure to distinguish between 

psycbolorw nnd logic, between actual processes of inference 

in use and the task of validtting the results after they are 
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attained. * Nevertheless they have pointed to the need 

to modify the "patterns of thought", logical concepts and 

definitions, within diflerent spheres of application which 

is often overloo7aed. They ,lave provided a salutary re- 

minder of the errore associated with"the Fallacy of the 

Perfect Dictionary" (ni of the similar fsllacy of a per- 

fect logic); of the .act that, to out it in Whitehead's 

terms, the possibility of eomplete abstraction from the 

environment suggested by single words with dictionary 

meanings, and single sentences bounded by full-stops, is 

metaphysically misleading. It is, moreover, no less 

Practically dangerous ir that it encoureges the transfer- 

ence of notions valid for of the uni- 

verse, and their uncriticn1 annlication to another group 

of events whose "perspective" differs in significant 

respects. 

Secondly, arisirg from this it can be seen that the 

Idealist line of criticism suggests that there may be a 

significant difference between the universal concepts re- 

ouired by scientific reasoning and those of philosophy. 

The former are et least valid from a pragmatic point of 

view within liMited contexts. In philosophy, on the other 

hand, the barriers serving such a pragmatic defence are 

This is a confusion similar to that between scienti- 
fic method and logic which appears in some recent critisa 
Ciras of philosophy and science (e.g. Toulmin, Wisdom). 
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out away. 

Logicians can defend their classifientions by point. 

ing out that science does asame such continuity in both 

physical and mental spheres as. the "abstract anivevsal" * 

implies. That ist whilst admittin7 a certain change of 

detLil in different ccmtext, science must assume the exis. 

tence of some similarity .underlying the difference, Even 

Whitehead., c Ciefeder of "Internal relations" in . at least 

one of the mnny forms the theory has historically tkent 

requires his "et .nel objects" which "ingress" into actual 

eVents. V:ithoo,t the ossibilitu of rThstracting in thought 

the elements in common possessed by particillar events, the 

to formulate "scientific laws" futile. 

In this connection it must be remarked that some ob. 
jcetions whieh have been put forward. by Idealit;As seemed to 
be based upon e rAsconception of whet is involved in the use 
of a "general idea". To argue that the more fenerai thought 
becomes (i.. e. using universal ccmcepte which refer to sets of 
properties possessed in comon by particulars) the wptier it 
becomes since, of cose, less and lese will be possessed in 
common, is to ignore an important disfrtAnction between the 
intension and the extension of an expression. Certainly 
the "abstract universal" has become emptier in ilaa_Alan in 
proportion to generality, but it is by this means that it 
has become fuller in extension It thus refers to nor() 
things, haVir-g the particulpr qualities in which we are 
interested in a particultr context. But thie does not mean 
the intensional aspect is ignored; the fact that as formel 
concepts their explicit eoneentration is upon extension 
does rot preclude the ..unlification of thei use within par . 
ticula.T: contexts by focussing upon the intensional aspects 
of' which they seem to be a torm of shorthand. By focussing 
attention upon the "obtvlIct universal" at some stage, thought 
le not irrevocably cut off from its particularisations within 
conrete instances. 
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Nor does the fact that ever, scientific kmeetigator works 

within A restricted "universe of 61ecourse", which pre- 

scribes what is "relevant" to his investigation, necessari- 

ly 1LLIT that his classifications and judgements of rele- 

vance are metaphysicnily arbitrary, The fact that they do 

"vork" do ee seem, to indicate something concsrning the ¡lotus. 

ral world., even though it be dangerous to draw far.rcadhing 

ontological conclusions or construct a dogmatic metaphysi- 

cal theory upon this basis. 

The Idealist type of view does, on the other hand, 

effectivei y. eirew attention to the fact that such abstrtoted 

characteristics are, ir actual experience, nlways found in 

intricate connection with others, and eo issues a warning 

against this pnrtieular fallacy of "MisplaCed concretences".* 

Attempts, at en ontological_level, to maintain a right sepa- 

ration into classes which do not out across each other; to 

conceive thc world it terms of atomistic entities bearing no 

intrinsic relation the one to the other; to c,,...,nstruct n 

metaphysics of Peclity on the basis of such prt ticarjudge- 

mente of relevance" within limitea contexts and. purposes, 

"Thelobjective Idenlism'of Germany, if it h: done 
nothing else, has loosened the belief in the sepevAcness 
Of thinge distinfrais1Whle and in the poscibility of de- 
scribing living thinz7s by any category which does not 
'she in tIi . livin7 thing's complexity/." 

Muirhecd. T' T itIQSIn6.1=12=== 
Zia-1121Q,IX- 
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which science quite legitimately makes; .. all these evi- 

dence of "misplaced concreLeness" heve led their edher- 

euts into ultimate incenoistency or else a frank rejec- 

tion of the "phenomena", 

It is, however, to the perceivdble elmilerities under- 

lyinr differeacea, in however close interrelation the two 

in feet exist, that the universal concepts of logic have 

been applied; it la in respect of groupings convenient for 

the particular oureoses of science or comoonsense practice 

thet such "clessifications" have been made. If philoso- 

phers have in the past been misled into untenable inferences 

by their own abstractions, criticism muet be directed towards 

the understanding of the nature of the dbstraction and its 

inevitable limitations, not to its out-right denial. 

Misdirected attack e against science, and the bearing of 

traditional logic upon its inferences end terms have tended 

to caeceal some of the eignificant points which the differ- 

ences between science and philosophy mey introduce into this 

topic. Their definitions and classificotions, for instence, 

are not on ereciecly the same level. Scientific definitions 

are arrived at by empirical methods, the classifications upon 

which they are based undergoing continual modification. 

They (the definitions) tend to start as descriptions, but 

finish up as analytic definitions of the terme useel, There 

comes a point, that is, when, upon the appearance of an awk- 
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ward phenomenon, rather than alter the clossification upon 

which the definition is based, the scientist wo,eld refuse 

to aooly tnis particular name. Thus, the repl:, to the en- 

quiry - "if one had estdbliched a statement /all swans are 

white t, would the discovery of black swans lead one to amend 

the definition, or to refuse to call it e swan?" - seems to 

be that it depends upon the stage of the clnssification in 

other respects. In oo far ns philosophy has traCitiemelly 

sought definitions (leaving aside the debatable guetion 

concerninv the error involved in such a search *) they, on 

the other hand, have claimed to be "real" definitions. ;kV, 

such, they have the ultimate vim and not the starting point 

of philosophy, and never reached the stage of being so clear- 

ly marked as In felence. Likewise, as Collingwood has 

pointed out, the classifications upon which they were based 

differ from science in one imeortant respect. The specific 

classes of a philosophic genus do not exclude,but overlap 

one .nother. The traditional metaphysical predicates of 

unity, reality, etc., were assigned by the philosophers using 

these terms to every order of "being". On such grounds as 

these, it is possible to defend the suggestion that the uni- 

veisal concepts of science and philosophy differ significantly, 

and the traditional assumption that the former are of um- 
OirMalomioraOroomomora 

The following remarks are made in the past tense in or- 
der to avoid positive assertions upon this point which would 
require longer defence thanspace permits. 
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chanced application in all subject matters, perticularly 

within philosophy iteelf, should be questioned* 

In supporting Collingwoodes thesis * on this point, it 

is not being suggested that philosophy has its own logic. 

The point is that universal concepts must not be uncriti- 

celly assumed to be univocal within both philosophic and non.. 

philosophic spheres; for to neglect the examination end 

clnill:icetion of their poseible cual significance consti- 

tutes one of the ways in which misleading associations mey 

be introduced from one sphere to another. there a concept 

has such a dual significance, in its non-philosophic phase 

it qualifies a limited pert of r,ality only, and thus as 

philosophically applied it may colour the conception of real- 

ity as a whole in toms of characteristics pertaining to the 

"part of reality". A case in point is the traditional use 

of the word "matter". As this point, however, clearly re- 

lates to problems of metaphorical and analogical extension 

of words within philosophy, more detailed discussion of this 

topic must be deferred until succeeding chaptes. 

The immediate relevance of the above considerations 

lies in the potential danger deriving from the authoritative 

support which n purely formal and abstract logic mai give to 

such- uncritical transference of terms. It is in this res- 

pect that we consider Idealist criticisms of the "abstractions" 

Essay on onIth11ocohic letho . ChcDter II. 
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of traditional logic - of its formality anei its "abstract 

universals" - however misplacen again;-,t scientific classi- 

fications and mo6es of reasoning, to have made an importrnt 

contribution to elucidating the potential dangers of philo- 

sol,lic generality. 

They have rihtly auetioned te immediate assirilation 

of philoLophy to bcientific rather than historical and artis- 

tic forms or "knolhing" (although formally philosophy reem- 

blcs science rather than art in its mode of reasoning). 

For, despite the pima facie resemblance in virtue of the 

concern for the universal aspects of kno.uledge, the ideal 

of generality itself is, in the hands of philosophers, em- 

ployed for a different purpose flora that of science. The 

aim of the physical scientist's generalisation is to enable 

him to manipulate his mnterial so as to make fruitful pre- 

dictions and so extend man's control over the events within 

the physical universe. This, RS was ,Jointed out, entails 

some degree of bins in the approach to his subject matter. 

The scientist uust select - must ignore: certain factors as 

"irrelevant". The aim of philosophic generality, on the 

other hand, lies in an opposite direction, being that of 

keeping open all lines or invetigation in an effort to see 

things "synoptically' and so overcome partiality. 

To sum up, the precise relevance ol the problems of 

logical abstraction to the achievement of such philosophical 
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generality (discussed in more detail in 'the remainder of 

this Section) seems, then, to be this. In the expression 

of its genemi ideaf;, philosophy like every other study, 

fist employ the universal concepts of logic. If, however, 

those universal concepts arc thetaselves derived from, nnd 

conceived solely In terms of, a scierti ically issed logic, 

two consequnccs running counter to that end may appear. 

Zither the general ideas expressec . will in fact exhibit 

bins; or, alternatively, if an r:ttempt to avoid this is 

made by employing them with less than scientific precision, 

the philosol;)her will be suspecteC of contravening the sim. 

pleat rules of clear tnd precise thinking, thus creating 

unnecessary 'puzzles". It la, therefore, of considerable 

importance to show that there is a valid distinction "between 

the universals of science und t,hose of philosophy, and. to 

inicate where it lies. To thle, Idealist clAticiams of 

-t.aditional logic have . albeit perhaps indirectly . 

nificantly contributed. 

The special natat.e of philosophic generality instanced 

above renders more acute the exiAence of that was termed a 

lverticul" abstretion within this sub ject, occurring, as in 

particular disciplines, as a result Df specialisation, 

"OYhthcsis", we said., (p. 29) combli)es in accordance with 

some chosen pattern, characteristics which are in fact die- 

joined. The philosopher is a 'specialist' tool the fact 
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that hisspeciality .iscr:)nnectin7 prineiles, rric thnt 

selection abstracts 1Yrom the details of othel 

studies, does not lessen the petentinl Cancer of his limiting 

a rigiui dic:tinction letween the differmt spheres of t'As 

task. 

Althouf:h we art) here apeckiw-~ articularl in terms of 

the "synoptic" activity of philoso)hy, these point re sub . 

stantiall,, the same in respect of anal:jots ( sirce analyses 

do rot immedirtely pAin univers-1 acceptarce, nnd in the sub- 

sequent debates t,-ey 2rovoke demand the consideration of 

wider contexts of mint°( ',.otions): whichever of these philo- 

sophic activities ia emphasised, a division of its topics 

i: to mutually excltuive tp)ics is lirhle to be misleading , 

because philaoophie canrot be solved piecereal. As 

in the case or otly_r specialisations such a division intro. 

6uces necessary siL.pliricatio,. To distinguish between 

et lqp, lopic, Netaptysics, ,aalitics, etc., is of method°. 

logic(l value, in as much re it (-Jr rifles problems tithin 

the fields thur r'ist:::nuifled. The over-em basic of 

ouch distinctions, however, ievdt, to superficial consis. 

tetey rnd over-simi)lification. Consiste'cy, it is tlue, 

and clarity of exj)ression (:OW with abstraction from a eon . 

crete subject tiatter, (i.e. in Jroportion to increaced for 

mality); but in philosophy, "Clarity Is net enourh", end 

pre-occup!tion witY, devices for its attainment rday obscure 
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the complete underetending of the complicated problem 

involved, 

"In the stuCLe of idene, it 12 necessary to remember 
that imictenee upon hard.headed clarity issues from 
eentimental feclirw, as it were in n mist clonking the 
perplexities of fact. Ineietence on clarity st ell 
eoets is based on sheer superstition re to the mode in. 

which human intelligence function e. Our reasonings 
grasp ut etraws for premises and floet on gossamere 
for deductions," 

(Whitehead. AdventIlrea of,l_dma. p. 91.) 

Synopsie end synthes/e (and enelysis too) may take 

place et different levels: but to remain nt one level will 

yield only "straws" and "goesamers". In that aspect of 

philosophy which seeks "descriptive generalisations", euch 

principles of synthesis must first b6 attained at the level 

of a single depertert of 'enoeledge. There muet be ehilo- 

tophice of science, of history, of :rt, etc. , severally 

directed towards understanding and theoretically connect- 

ing the events and activities practicelly discovered (or 

"enjoyed" in the case of art) end pureued by the scientists, 

hictorinne and artists themeelVes. There must be, at this 

level, attempts to formulate in edeouate conceptuel schemate 

jle. concepts end princieles, methods rinà ereeuppositions, 

cherecterietic of ee.ch of those separete departments. But 

without co-ordfelation ot yet "higher" level, the philoso- 

pher' e taok is incomplete; he must indieute corrections be 

treen these different brenches, az well as between the par- 

ticular eVente yillun such epheree. In this ray, the 
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correlotion of each set "principles" . of the philoso- 

phies of science, history, art, etc. - nmy both introduce 

"internal" clerification, and indicate te essential modi- 

ficatione of each to be made outside its strictly limited 

ephere. For it ie only by aecen6ine to the utmost genera- 

lities defying any "watiertighc compartments" even on the 

level of philoeo,hy, that philosophy can challenge the 

"half-teuthe constituting the first nrinciples of science 

or any other specialised study. * The "criticism of ab- 

streccions" which is philosophy's special function requires 

a generality, en order of synthesis transcending the boun- 

daries of philosophic "departmentalise. 

Philosophers, in short, are not exempt from misleading 

simplifications similar to those exhibited by "professional" 

writers who refuse to discuss the more philosophical bear- 

ings of their problems - the strictly metaphysical and 

ethical aspects for instance - and yet pass value judgements 

in all sphere', inevitably presupposing some theoretical con- 

ception of the nature of man and his niece in the universe 

"All general truths condition each other and the 
limits of their application cannot be adequately eefined 
apart from their correlation by yet wider generalities. The 
criticism of principles must chiefly take the form of deter- 
mining the proper meanings to be assigned to the fundamental 
not0s of the various sciences, when thee notions are con- 
sidered in respect to their status relatively to each other. 
The determination of this status revires a generality trans- 
cending any special subject-matter." 

,Process andj.Lc)a,..tit. Chapter I. 
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in ell theil. thinking. As non-philosophic and philoso- 

phic exmpice of Lhis form of "abtractioni, we may compere 

i.oynbec, and !Mown. rcspectively. 

The ro.,.mer ,)rofebees thoroup-hly "scintific approach" 

to . is subj::ct matte_, yet at the same time clearly Chows 

the extent to which his judgement upon the thoghts and 

actions of histor1et1 characters is dependent upon implicit 

metaphysical presuppositions (concernine human n4:ture par- 

ticulerly). Hics LIMIUM °Qua alums the impossibility of 

cor'sidering wisdoul or folly, progrces or decadence, except 

In relation to some stndaiC cf jud,7ement, some end in vim, 

euch stanuard inovitrbly quide the composition of T'istori- 

cal narrative, no loss than tte coarse of events within his- 

to.:.'y ite1í Russell, on the otiN,r hend, does (liscuss 

metaphysical Questions to some extent 1,1enr: with the e,piste- 

mological, but, r,enerally speaking, has made little -ttemt 

to rende l. comistent oz, coherent -Ath those the 'principles" 

of his more specifically ethical cud political tritinus, or 

to take int.() account the beari 7T. ov the latter on the former. 

lt is often in thL: political sphere, in queLtion- 

bevcing social doctrines, that this form of abstraction has 

its most unfortunate effects. l'he detachment (both ,of 

aspects of philosophy and of specialised departments of 

knowled(e) is ell the more dangerous in that it can only be 

sq;;;crficial. For, sneaking generally, it seems historically 
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true to say that those who reglect such correlations, or 

who decry metaphysics or evade eteicel eonoideretione, will 

either uncritically share the ideas of their ape, or be 

tempted to make a metaphysics out of a method. Or, if not 

thie, be unable to propose eny reason for the adoption of 

one political programme rather then another. A dieciple of 

Hume, for instance, would admit that on his premiers no 

reesons could be given for a dislike of slavery - only 

psychological or social causes of El "belief" in its wrong- 

neee. Yet on what grounds could he then oneoce a political 

programme (expressing perhaps the majority opinion) which 

gave eupport to euch Bystem? As Whitehead somewhere 

remasAed, there seems no very obvious reason why one flux of 

impressions should not be related to another flux of impres- 

sions in the relative etatue of lenster to clave: It hers 

certainly not seemed "self-evidert" to all intelligent men. 

Finally, if a philosopher restricts his "universe of 

dieceuree" to one or other watertight compartment, and 

neglects the "ragged edges" of diverse philosophic topics, 

he also suffers from the practical defects seen in connec- 

tion with the seecialisation of more technical subjects. 

To keep ethics and psychology, or anthropology, for exemple, 

rigidly distinct, not only encourages psycholoeists and 

anthropologists to make ethical assumptions 

under the, illusion of avoiding them; ethics itself (nitbourh 
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perhaps to a lesser extent) mty Us ui6e3. by relevant con. 

oiderations from rAlese Lore scientific fiolds. The iwar- 

tant thing is thLt tse lines of c-,Inection Ilould at levet 

be left open between them, vithou'v7a 6hou1d be allow- 

ed to dictate to the oth,.r; it & nLays ydvisable to be 

alive to the possible ramifications of e selected to in 

so far t's that nre primQ facie alien considerations gay, in 

tact thkow lirht upon it. Similtrly, etical ruff-1;1one have 

logical ts well 6t, tsoects. Thus, Objections level- 

1cic: ftgrinst t',ose moral philosophers who write upon the 

loric of ethical conceLAs cro misdirected, since even morel 

philosophy in a more "full-blooded" sense cannot dispense 

with the exLmination of the tk,rmu it uoeo, and the logic of 

itu statements. 

It v,ould be incouplete to conclude this discussion 

without makinc Lome mention of anotb-r forra of vertical ab. 

otr'ction . one mode "in time", as it were - which ie lese 

permissible in philosophy than elsewhere. It lo sometimes 

thourht thrt by taking into account its own history, by pay . 

ing attention to earlit:r writers, n subject becorIcs mercly 

tuthoriterian, and hence so hopelessly unscientific that it 

cannot achieve progress vs other sciences do. 'or tic 

reason (although nn argument of lay or c,ciertific writcre 

rather than philosophers) it le sometimes tdvocatod that 

philosophy should narrow its interest historically and con. 

)7. 
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centrete ueon contemporary thought and prdblems.: Only in 

this wny, it in implied, cnn progress be leado here in 

the natural eciencee. 

It is eoseible to eee (rlthough with some reserve- 

tiono *) that scientific rogress has depended histoeically 

ueon the ability to discerd out.dnted theories as irrele- 

vant for its immediete pureoses. Thnt ie to any, in the 

senee of practical conteol over neture, of advance in ob. 

tnininr new fnete but the neturel world, science certain. 

ly made little progress urtil it rejected Medieval habits 

of appealing to pest . perticulerly Aristotelian - authority. 

Philosophic theories, however, do not become "out of 

dote" to enything like tee se= extort. This relative 

"timelesenese" of philosophy follows from the fenturee in 

which its ecarch for generelity ultimately differs tram 

that of ecience. 

Both enterprise ipnif c refusal to be setisfied 

with e mere Welter of fact nnd bese their rctivities on the 

faith that underlying every eoutine occurrence is come gene- 

ral principle thith may be stated in abetrection from its 

perticuler exemplificntione Philosophical theories in 

which such prieciples ore formulated ere not, however, 
10010..1.1.1.1 

* ' The resEeevation especielly necessere is thnt even 
here, progru3 depende upon building upon I-nowledpe of the 
past. The advences of Einstein upon Newton, for exemele, 
ere made by building ueon the theories of the latter; by 
knowing just ehnt were his erobleme end how he solved them. 
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concerned with verifitAple factors. Par philosophy is not 

concerned vith limited fields of e;),?eicn.co but vith- fac . 

tors pervading the whole . focors which, ;us t beeause they 

never foil of exemplification, are the most difficult to 

formulate. This Leans, then, tbyt philosophical themAes 

are Lore in the nature of "interim reports" as to the nature 

of things co-ordinoted from one perspective, thon final dis. 

closures of the ultimate methysical the uni. 

verse. It means equally that the theories cannot be Ap- 

proved either by the appearynce of new empirical facts, or 

by rival theoriee. The consensus of a bod:y of profession- 

al opinion hoe not here the eignificance it has in science 

or other limited bodies of knowledge; rather, indeed, is 

the cAsagreement of its roctitiymers a necessary sign of 

its healthy flourishing. For whilst different sciences 

supplement the omissions of each, engendered by their err- 

ticular selective obetrections of the whole, ther are still 

aspects of reality Naxemaly omitted from tht framework 

of science . in porticular, feetures of pe2:sonolit, of 

individual idiosyncrasies. Philosophical teorics, on 

the other hand, so fcr as they are concerne, with the 

"whole" which science has disintegroted, cannot be divorced 

from _the "personal equotion", the ktdividual point of view 

from which they arose. 

The above considerations suggest, then,:that the 
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method of "descriptive generalisation", involver: in 

philosophy will present s form of abstraction going beyond 

tllose sT,ored (with modifications) with the particular 

specisliestione so far decussed. It is to the services 

rendered by this peculiarity of philosophy, es well as with 

its special limitations, that subsequent discussion is to 

be devoted. This r,ection will therefore conclude rith a 

brief general examination of some of the problems involved. 



CHAPTER III 

THE ABSTRACTIONS OF SYSTEMATIC PHILOSOPHY. 

(i) 

Idens have a pedigree which, if realised, would 
often. ei rrass their exponents." (Tawney.) 

"And it is the function Of critical philosophy to 
dray end re-draw the limits of human reason from chang- 
ing points of view in different phases of knowledge; 
but one must also understand the motives of those who 
overstep these limits in pursuit of complete and final 
explanation, since these are the perpetual motives from 
which Philosophy itself arises . . ." (Hampshire.) 

The above quotations indicate the two Esepects of the 

"e,etaphysical abstraction" (as we will term it) with the 

necessity and special problems of which we ere now concern- 

ed. The first points to the limitations inevitably impos- 

ed upon a thinker by the terminology and current assump- 

tions of his day, and the theories which, in consequence, 

come to be "felt a. within that Age. By the "per- 

petual motives" of the second is being understood the desire 

to co-ordintte, to see particular facts in their systematic 

relation one to another and in their implication of general 

principles: the desire which, in short, constitutes Rational- 

ism in its broadest sense. For present purposes, we 

Thie is the sense in which it may be claimed, with 
ellitehend, that Rationalism is "an adventure in the 
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will corfine ourselves to one way in which such philoso- 

phers "overctep the limite of reason", neeely by their sys- 

temttic employment of enalo,i-s to facilitate such synoptic 

co.ordinetion. 

Both are (closely relnted) forms of abstraction. 

Their precise nature, however, nn: of correction, re- 

quire further elucidation in vier of the extreme cor cleeions 

frequently drawn from this fact. 

All thought involves abstraction in the first sense of 

being circumscribed by inherited terminology and assumptions: 

ecually evident is the almost insuperable difficulty of be 

coming critically conscious of what thus constitutes one's 

habitual assumptions - of doctrines which, in consequence of 

such inheritance become "felt as facts". But the relati. 

vict conclusions drawn from this universal humen prec",ice . 

ment seem to be mistaken. 

Theories of social determinism provide examples of 

such erroneous inferences. Pince thought does not proceed 

in a vacuum - as the "receptccle theories of knowledge" in 

vooue before Kant perhaps implied . but is influenced by 

unconscious elements derived from both social and intellec- 

tuel background, it is ergued that these in fact determine 
mew am. axe O.. 

clarification of thought, progreseive and never final. 
But it is an adventure in which even partial success has 
importence. 

Process and Reality. P. 14. 
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one's oeielone (the letter eppenrine to their bolder as 

logicolly nelf-ovident bectuse he Is not ewere of heving 

made any veeumptions). Adhilerly the "intellectual inheri- 

tence" of a thinker in n perticuler eeoch is thus regerded 

es a greater obstacle to the ettainment of new knowledge 

then it in fnct is. 

That the eeglect of extreneous factors in the indivi. 

dual'e thinking may pince obetecles in the way of obtaining 

knowledge, is undeniable. A refusal to soeculate freely 

on the limitntion of traditionol methods and caterroriee of 

thourht is deliberate obecurantism. But, ns already agreed, 

where these factors are 80 embedded in c century's life and 

thought as to have become assumed necessities of "scientific", 

or ever. of "com-con sense" thought, an unintentional obscuran- 

tism is all too easy. Every philosopher has his histori- 

cal and contemporary environment, and since there car never 

be a group of human beings tith no past or traditional back- 

ground, allowance must be Alde for such an "unconscious ele- 

ment" in all philosophy, Thus, despite their eisperagement 

of the "Schools" and current "Aristotelity", 17th century 

philosophers, for (example, were clearly affected by Medievel 

ideas (as Gilson's researches have shorn in some detail) 

being unconscious of this debt precisely because tey bed 

no idea that men could think in any ()thee teams. This is 

enrticularly evident in their metaphysical doctrines of 
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substance" as well as in much of their social and politi- 

cal thinking. 

Nevertheless to contend on such grounds that thought 

is determined by the environmental circumstances of the 

thinker - whether phi1oophic. reliFioue, climatic or 

social - is superficial. "Conditi Ins" are not one-way 

relating "causes"; the relation between men's minds and 

their experience is more complex. Such over-simplifica- 

tion is, indeed, belied by the very fact of disagreement 

between philosophers; on such a theory, all philosophers 

ought to agree within a particular period or place - and 

they clearly do not. 

Moreover, any undue "relativity" brought about by the 

more specifically localised of such factors (i.e. peculiar 

to a particular individual) is to some extent counteracted 

by the "social aspects" of knowledge. The degree of ob- 

jectivity boasted by science, for instance, is achieved not 

by the "impartiality", the freedom from all "prejudice" on 

the part of individual scientists, but by the co-operative 

nature of the enterprise. Likewise in philosophy, to the 

extent to which agreement on specific Questions is a "local" 

aim, if perhaps not so universal and complete an aim as in 

science, this function is performed additionally by means of 

the history of philosophy. In each case, "relativity is 

directly corrected by the modus operandi of the subject, 
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rather then by some form of therapy administered by those 

eho cre, mirnbile dictu, free trom presuppositions. 

FurthereDre, the presuppositions of e particular age 

or locality rre not necesserily fixed, but may be modified 

in the course of expeience. Thus Einstein showed thnt in 

the liFht of experience may come to question an( revice 

presuppositions which had seemed to be not fundamental - 

to revise the ideas of space any time which had previously 

been regarded as belonging to the "categorical apparatus" 

of all science. This, Popper points out, * illustrates 

the fact that empirical science can eliminate its own 

"prejudices" one by one. An attempt (such as that ef 

Descartes as well as 20th century "therapist) to eraeicate 

them all at once shoulk be euspect. It will most eroinbln] 

manifest a form of "reinforced dogmatism", thereby destroy- 

ing the intellectual basis of discussion ueon which the 

critical investigation of presuppositions surely depends. 

For one of the dengers of any hichly general theory is that 

the plausibility derives precisely from the fnet that it is 

stated so generally that it canrot be wrong. Thus the 

theories of epistemological determinism (whether by "sobial 

conditioning" or "intellectual inheritence") if held in an 

all-embracine form, cease to be of interest, because they 

can explain anything, and in conseouence cannot aeeeuntely 

The Open society E1its 
ter 23. 

Vol. II. Chap- 
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meet perticuler ceses; they zre not adeeunte to particular 

doctrines being opj)oeed, since hein- so genercl, they apply 

equally to themselves. 

In philosophy, no less thon in science, Lhe influence 

of inherited teiminolo; y (elthough perhaps her more per- 

vasive) can be corrected by its oen ectivity. This is 

where the filet and second aspects of the "metaphysical ab- 

straction" become closely related; it is in nystematic 

thought thrt the metaphyeical eseumptionc involved in ter- 

minology me become explicit. "All language embodies the 

deficient insights of eerlier epochs," (hitehend); but 

the iniluence of these deficiencies is less potent, and 

less restrictive of novel thought when their existence is 

recognised. 

The relatively new background of language and ideas 

introduced by the scientific movement of the 17th century, 

for example, has seemed to one :raiter (Burtt) to supply an 

important clue to the changed conception of man's place in 

the universe which marks the eodern weltenschnuum. The 

change from the confident Medieval attitude to man and his 

relation to the rest of the world, to an opposite extreme, 

(seen, for instance, in Russell's A Free Men's Worship) may, 

he suggests, be due to on inability to "rethink" a. philosophy 

of men in the medium of this changed terminology. 

"It might be that under coven of this change of ideas 
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modern philosophy hns .accepted uncritically certain 
importent preeupeositions either in the form of meeninFs 
cerriee by these new term, or in the form.of doctrines 
about mnn and his knowledge subtly insinuated with 
them . ." 

(MISA&WILNILI4L11=g1A421qa.L26,er11a91.9a92. P. 140) 

Concrete exaeiples of such concepts (e. e. cnuse) nill 

be given in eubeequent historical coneideration of WM 
features of 17th century philosoohy. The present point 

is simply the genceeal one that the very existence of this 

"hiotoricel" predicament, this first kind of attraction to 

which philosophical thinking about ultimate questions is 

inevitably prey, itself cello foe systematic metaphysics if 

the potential dangees of its unrecognised existence and 

influence are to be averted. A mere multiplicity of detail 

is of little: rlic to knowledge; in order to constitute role- 

vent "evidence" of direct bearing upon definite problems it 

must be "informed" and organised by some general idea. 

Inherited general ideas form the tradition of a civilisation; 

their acceptance, however, must be critical if they are to 

fulfil their potential value. Thus philosophy is never ab- 

solved from it taste of making men critically aware of the 

"abstractions" which their vocabulary conveying these ideas 

may embody. 

It may, however, be objected, that n more economical 

and iese hazardous way of performing this task would be by 

the purification of language itself. It is largely due to 



Footnote (contd.) 
In what follows it is not being our7ested that the 

ltnrItge J.fficultios in philosophy ,7o ir fact arise sole- 
ly from the uso of metaphor aryl tnnlorty, but rnther thtt the 
latter constitute symptoms of the more fundamertal problem 
of philosoAle 07.::,rescion In relation to inmeOir_te e7perienee 
(c f. quotctior from 711tehend, p. 29e, n.). lt is lust 
thls A.ffielty whi& some critics (e.r. t17e author cited) 
11777restinate when Cloy criticise the philosohio!a use of 
oetaohor f7r0. nrf7lory, Clue trentinr rhat is. rtther in the 
ntture of "symptoe nnd corolltry cf the real problcm of 
lirrAstic c-27?ession, as nn tvoidr;ble 'tdisesse°. 
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the eletephoricel use of voles and phrases thet hisleading 

ideas (from the implicetiors of terminology) ere introouced 

into new contexts; en attempt to eliminnte these linguistic 

usages, it may tTielefore be suggesteo, would thus to a lerge 

extent evoid the efore-mentioned difficulties. In this 

lay, moreover, the philosopher would not be misled into 

mekine further tbeteactioes (the second aspect ref_ered to) 

in the Le stematic exploitation of metaphor end analogy. 

For the latter, fer irom serving any useful critical func- 

tion as we are contending, is according to this view, 

largely responsible for the so-called problems of philo- 

sophy. 

This objection, which, If valid, undermines the whole 

basis of the present eiscussion, opens up a wider issue 

concerning the nature of language into which it is not here 

possible to ereLI in great detail. A brief consideration 

of the aspect which is most fundamental in this cortext 

cannot, boweVer, be neglected. This concerns the possi- 

bility of purging languege generelly, as far as possible, 

of its metaphorical elements, and so furthering the interests 

44, i-hilosophical theories . try to operate with 
ordinary words when they have deprived them of their ordinary 
functions. They recombine known words in unfamiliar ways, 
whilst trading or their familiar meanings. But these ana- 
logies lead to hopeless difliculLies and so it seems that 
philosophical problems are never solved at all . . ." 

Margaret Macdonald. "The Philosopher's use of 
Analogy." Logic end Language. p. 82. 
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of clinr and preciee tholinht and eliminnting unnecensary 

'puzles". * 

One of the chief riounds upon which this mny bc ad- 

vocnted is the "misleading ambiguities" involve. leta- 

phoricn1 lnnruage is permitted by "poetic licence'', but is 

not mealy respectoble in whet pretends to be dulcly ration- 

el dincourse. 

TI)e op»osition itself seems to hove been of o two-fold 

nature: on bchnli: of simple ordinery lenguare, end on be- 

half of technic]. inn¡runge, Philosophers beve ergued both 

ways. Elone f them, on the one hand, (e.g. ayle) ndvocate 

the nee of "commOn-sense" lenguage in ordex to avoid lin- 

guistic puzzles into which metaphysiccl analogies nnd elabo- 

rate firures of epeech lead. Yet, on the other, one of the 

chief reauons why othets have wanted to conctruct a specinl- 

ised, technical langunge is net ordinary language is noto- 

rionoly vague and misletding. There nlwt seems to be 

some doubt, however, on the pErt of writers on this theme, 

whether in feet it is ordinary lanrunge which has led 

4 This le, of course, by no weans a D24 idea. The 
attempt to purge language of all metaphorical elements has 
been a recurrent theme throurhout the centuries and usually 
proceeds from the same (scientific) point of view. Hobbes, 
for instance, gives in his list of the "onuses of tbsurdiW 
sixth place "to the use of metaphors, tropes and other 
rhetorical firures, instead of words proper," insisting that 

in reckoning and seeking of truth, such speeches are 
not to be admitted." 

Leviathan. p. 28. 
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ohilosophers astray, or whether it is the philosophers who 

have corrupted ordinary language. Or, perhaps one should 

say, they 14ive tended to be misleading when arguing that 

the substantives employed in metaphysical language arise 

from the fact that the syntax of language is such as always 

to suggest a referent, whilst also professing to WM ordi- 

nary language as e criterion for philosophy. The seeming 

aMbivalence between defence of ordinary language end criti- 

cism of the metaphysical theories (e.g. "the ghost in the 

machine") which ordinary language implies, arises from the 

desire to avoid the netaphyeical pitfalls into which 

philosophere mny tall. It appears that nt the sume tiLe ns 

beirg opposed to technicaTities (e.g. to Russellse Symbolic 

logic) the Ryllan claim for example is to elucidate ordinary 

language, en 5 uake it more precise where possible, in order 

to prevent philosophers from being led metaphysicall astray 

by its mbiguities. 

Technical language is, of course, of utmost importance 

in some spheres - in science, for instance, where it IA 

desirable to avoid ambiguities and to adhere to Qrecisely 

defined and fixed reanings. But to assume that philosophy 

Jain e like position presupposes that it is known a.oriori 

that the structure of the world, incllJding men, is such as 

could in principle be exhaustively described in terms of a 

quaslownethematical language. 
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This may, of course, (although it seems unlikely) be 

true: but it is Important that this metaphysical resump- 

tion underlyinr attempts to nbolieh metaphorical lanruage in 

favour of a technical pseudo-scientific terminolopy, be 

recognised as such. It is, for instance, soreetiroes object- 

ed that criticisms of the proposal to extend techricel 1n- 

gate to :11 fields reste upon an assumption - that certain 

fields are unnmenable to this treatslcnt. This, it is 

added, is obscurantist - the sort of attitude which impeded 

scientific advance fog years. Granted it is nn assumption 

- but the point of view from which this objection p3.oceeds 

is no less so. And the latter is the more dangerous be- 

cause unrecognised, and because it unclitically carries in- 

to human studies methods which may result in a neglect of 

the peculiarly human cheracteristics of the subject-matter 

with which it is dealing. It is aleo obscurantist, in 

that by seeking to reduce all social and icreonal problems 

to scientific ones, stnteable and describable in technical 

ecientific language, it closes other avenues of approach to 

their understanding. 

In parenthesis, we lay remark that in so fer as they 

profess to be "critical philosophers", the rccogrition of 

the significance of metaphor in certain contexts is of im- 

portance even to those primarily engarLd in linguistic 

analysis. Perhaps the 1.,ain objection justifiably levelled 
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against the erocedure of the letter is not so much that 

they hyve confined philosophy to the study oí langunge, but 

that they take an umorkentedly restricted view of language 

itself. If scientific, or Quasi-mathematical languafe 

were the only valid mode of expression, all experience 

beine adequately circumscribed by eeience, then indeed 1:ould 

it be desirable to avoid anbiguitics by pres,rving defined 

meanings, and to dedicate philosophy in the service of the 

noble enterprise of analysing scientific terme and of render- 

ing them yet more precise. But lengunge is an expreesion 

of human nature in a much wider serse and the ambiguities 

and metaphors involved in this expression are not diseases 

but highly significant symptom of the nature of reality, 

and of men himself, which language is trying to express. 

Consequently, to neglect to examine and explore the various 

systematic uses of metaphorical language in non-scientific 

spheres is in feet to disregard the concrete world from 

which science abstracts, and to impoverish philosophy even 

in the restricted sense of a linguietic study. Moreover, 

to fail to be critically aware of the way in which one is 

in fact using words metaphorically is to colfine a philoso- 

pher to the abstraction mentioned above. The authors of 

The Lleanirg of Meaning, for instande, made no reference to 

metaphor. Yet their neglect of the fact thet their own 

scientific terms like cause, reTeVence, organism, stimulus, 
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etc. , have a figurative origin, illustrntes the extent to 

which those who profess to eschew figurative expiessions 

are really confining thelf.selves to one kind of figure. 

We conclude, therefo,e, that there is no a priori 

reneon for excluding nn explicit and systematic use of meta- 

phorical langunge from philoophy, nnd that there is et 

least n ossibility thtt the latter fon.,, include ccrtrin 

types of problem wherein the subject-mrtter does not admit 

of clear and precise forLulation, and in vc ich such language 

is alone c,propriate. It is significant that many philoso- 

phers resort to hivhly metaphorical language at some crux 

in the discussion where it is recognised thrt precise state- 

ment is no longer )ossible. 

A notable example of this is to be found in the dia- 

logues of Plato (and other exrmples could be found within 

traditional philosophy) who thus indicatd n recognition of 

n cirnifiennt feature eh.erretericirp philosophic ctste . 

mnt, nmely th t the orirmry function or philosophy 

ir to rbow nn d not to ctrte'. This is not as is 

cometimes suggested, the r2Dig112221.412m of philo- 

cmpby but rather n c",ltrcetetistic infierting new 

directions ir viich itn vnlue ar ustification must be 

nwrIA. It he "heen vei1 re red thrt 

, . poetry is prior to philosophy, not onty his- 
torically but also 10FAcally. The failure to recognise 
this, rather than the loss of confidence in the traditional 
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apparatuc of conceots on the prrt of modern philosophers, 
is responsible for tbc collnpse or hOCt of the attrapts 
or traditiontl octnphyoicinns to explain themselves to 
empiricists and analytical philosopher°, Too often the 
Metaphysician io gipped by the some hubris as hi o critic: 
he has the Loome ottituoc to his concepts and terloinology 
as hiR opponent to his both fail to sec tl.at the primary 
function of philocophy is to show nrc not to trte . . .4 

"Words and Menninr in Foctry nnd Philo- 
oophy," Irmo the ...2s1=9...192Uallo 1930) 

It is unonfe to over-preos the arolorlY betv een philo- 

sophy nne poetry, in co fnr no tLere ase, se vili be seen, 

come far-retching differences. The degree of annlog;) which 

does xiot, however, affords suggestions of c more positive 

noture concernilr the need for metaphorical linguistic 

usnues within phil000phy. Let us examine briefly, there- 

fore, the ognitive functton ocrved by ooetic actaphor in 

edition to its purely emotive signifieance. 

One of the sirnilicnnt features of poetic metaphor is 

it ability to suggest a variety of leanings O'ilch are 

vaguely felt in oignificant combination - n col,binotion not 

completely reducible to the sum of separate Lecnirw s into 

which subsenuent onalyois .ay resolve it. The effect of 

the imalnry as a whole lc such that it is not, therefore, 

possible to oubotitute for the ,..etaphorJcal expreocion non . 

metaphorical expressions which would have VI( same signifi- 

canoe since this would le to make precise an( explicit what 

is VtlfUe, comprtsoed and implicit. 

One may, however, rCk whether integrated associations 
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nnd mennilffEl involved in poetic nnd other metaphoric uses of 

.words is of Lore than emotive value, or perhaps useful in 

the early stages of a newly dcve1oInr branch of knovledge, 

where the required clarity and unambiguity is a yet un- 

attainable, although the required ideal. And indeed, on 

the basis oV an epistemology which defines knowledge as 

scientific knowled e, adequately expressible in mathematical 

formulae describing observed repetitions me uniformities, 

metaphor can perhaps seem to have little ultimate cognitive 

value beyond tbis. The "plastic" character of some words 

is not of dir,ct value in the descJiption or such repeti- 

tions and unifollidtlk,, being rather a property which facili- 

tetes the e:e.pression 5rì.: of some unioue and per- 

sonal "meaning" on a particular occasion. 

If, on the other haff, some kinds of knowledge are 

essentially "inside" or "participant" knowledge (i. e. as 

distinguishable from the "spectator knowledge" of science) 

the special creative octivity of man's mind becomes increns- 

invly important. The value of metaphor seen 1.7 this connec- 

tion is more clearly exhibited in 'doetly than say, in every- 

dn life, since it here proceeds at a more systematic level. 

Its imaginative metnohor expresses and may communicate such 

knowledge. The effect of the poetry upon the render or 

hearer is ,_Jre than merely aesthetic or emotional, contri- 

buting to an expnrsion of consciousness. This chE,rneteris- 
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tic of poetLy simply illuetrates more forcibly, howevir, 

a) eeecntial feature of the knowing process nt LIU levels 

of experience. For the ability to recognise signifiecnt 

metaphors nnd analogi(s some to be r necessary part of 

meani3ifful expericTice. That is, far for men being able 

to consteuct a world out of bare sense data, were 

power wholly absent, nll sounds ana sights would iuue into 

one chaotic prnoralo in which no individual objects 

be eiatinpuichrble. If a mnr vere suddenly dearived of 

every vestige of mem)ry, nnd of n11 those assimilnted, for- 

potter experiences which comprise one power of recognition, 

his cognitive ,owers wollld be cousiderrtly diminished. 

Thus tith wetai?hor, there is an importt lit sense in which 

larruare is used es n Idno of store-house of pnst exoer- 

iences, u,on which one's ideas come to be built, Eetcphor 

functions as a "semi-tic conjunction', as it were, of thins 

heL apart by analysis : it provides the relations in virtue 

of which ono object or experience lends added significrnce 

to another (i,e. by anclOr'ical overtones). Moreover, ana- 

logies are not, some writ, rs would insist, capricious but 

arc definitely pervasive of the natural world. ''These pre 

not the dreams of a few poets, hero and there,' irote lerson, 

but man is an rnalogist and studies relations in all objects.'* 

4 This smc sort of peint seems to be made by Coleridge, 
in his distinction between Fancy and Imagination - the former 
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The use of metaJhor and analogy vithin philosophy, 

however, goes beyond the literary parallel of poetry. 

1-hilosophy shares this characteristic of imaginative art 

in so far as it also, where terms of speech tend to be too 

special, "suggests meanings beyond its elere statements". 

(WhitcheacL) But philosophical theories also purport to 

explain, to offer nn interpretation which is of c much more 

rirorous order than the poet's "illumination". Por, de- 

spite much common ground, the philoeopher's whole attitude 

to his problems is essentially different from that of the 

poet, in so far as he muet attel pt to formulate them with 

all possible clearness, distinguishing as well as exhibit- 

ing connections between them, and wrestling vith possible 

solutions. Poets, on the other hcnd, as it has sometimes 

been acid, largely suffer and endure rather than state their 

ploblems: the latter are practically exhibited in a form 

of art, which draws attention to them without bringing them 

into clear contours (although this is not to discredit the 

sharpness and poignance of the emotional impact which this 

form of statement makes). Philosophy, however similar in 

its basic language forms, must, then, seek to go beyond the 

inevitable obscurity which encompasses all purely poetic 

being more a decorative faculty operating upon an "inanimate 
cold world", as he calls it, casting around. to juxtapose 
things as likenesses, whereas true, primary imagination is 
the active creative mind which intuits real unity under 
differences. 
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expression. Moreover, whereas the poet does not conscions- 

ly direct his thought to the discovery of "appropriateness" 

in the associations 01 his 11Lnp-cry, tlis being undertaken 

rather by the literary critic, the philosopher, on the other 

hand, must explicitly take this into accolmt. He must 

function, as it w(rc, as "ris own literary critic. The 

rcason for this difference is that, as already said, the 

philosopher's analogies are used to 1LIEILLuL an explain 

experience - the poet, or the other hand, being simply con- 

cerned to describe experience in metaphorical end illumi- 

nating lanFuage. 

The comparison :.ith poetry, nevertheless, brin-s out 

the essential function of metaphorical language in philoso- 

phy with thich we are here concerned, namely, as a vehicle 

for the "synoptic clarity", the attainment of ,hich is so 

eseential to the philosophic task of criticising abstrac- 

tions. Lm basis has been laid uoon the cornitive function 

of ooctic metaphor in this respect of suggesting previously 

unperceived "relations", because the parallel contribution 

of metaphorical thinking in philosophical knowledge is some- 

times overshadowed by a mislerding distinction between 

"prescriptive" (rid "descriotive knowledge in this latter 

sphere. 

in a recent article upon this subject, * one writer 

G,P.Henderson, "Y,etaphorical Thinkim7." Philosophical 
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builds his thesis concerning the essentially prescriptive 

character of metaphysical statements upon the metaphorical 

language employed, by their authors. 

shall have to argue that there is an important 
sense in which a metaphysical system does not ieean what 
it says. From this point of view there can be no funda- 
mentalism in metaphysics. It will be naive, nnd quite 
futile, to accept a metaphysical system at its face 
value, as a descri)tive system: to hold, for example, 
that Spinoza's system says the last word about the uni- 
verse as absolutely as, in the opinion of some, Genesis 
says the first word . . . It will follow that there 
can be no 'basic' metaehysics (such as might appear in 
a Manual of Metaphysics) since basic metaphysics could 
only t.e a system that attempted to emphasise all aspects 
of experience equally." 

(Op. cit. e.4) 

With this one can agree; but it does not follow from 

the fact that metaphysical statements are not literally 

descriptive that they are merely prescriptive. They are, 

of course, this also, when set (es they must be) in their 

histericrl context, and related to the immediate ,,urposes of 

their author. * To emphasise this aspect of r philosophi- 

cal system at the expense of all others is, however, parallel 

to an equally mistaken tenc7ency on the part of some literary 

critics to consider poetry exclusively (or basically) in 

terms of its eotive rather than its cognitive elements. 

A metaphysician, argues Henderson, always has some "message, 101 -.1...11M1001.1.4.1.11111../..0.0 

Quarterly. January, 1953. 
* . It must not however be inferred. from this that 
all philosophies are primarily polemical in content. 
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in the serBe of wanting to characterise in o new way souse 

perticuler aspect of the sorld or experience. Moreover, 

he claims, this is not an end in iteelf, but o means of 

changing people's feelings and actions yith regard to thnt 

aspect. Lerving aprrt the debatable c)ntention that this 

is the metaphyeicion's primnry nie-, one can ask if the pre- 

scriptive force ot such statements does not nevertheless 

depend in some sense upon their descriptive vslue, in the 

same way as the emotive effectiveness of poetry is to a 

grat extent e function of its descrietive or cognitive 

import. 

The emotional effects generated by some d_nde of poetry 

have been assumed by some writers to exhaust the significance 

of such forms of expression. There is, however, by no 

means universal agreement on this point, and equally reput- 

able critics would support the view that where there are to 

be found in poetic texts these alternative ways of inter- 

preting fa word's acion - the comitive and the emotive - 

it is the fo,f,er which is likely to have important effects 

upon sentiment one character. Similar17;, one can reason- 

ably suggest that the prescriptive force of metaphorical 

expression within philosoohy does not rest upon a more 

ultimate significance of its employment, and that it is in 

this latter direction that we must seek its primary 

isiportance. 
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Of course, such a view rects upon a cone ption of 

metaphor which the above-quoted euth-)r explicitly rejects, 

namely tl,at 01: the impossibility oL q212111hIa translation 

into non-metvphorical eypressione. 

It wee in conseouence of t is rejection thet Hender- 

son insisted that Spinoza's nvin oropositioes, for instrnce, 

"are not a series of d_ecriptions of things that can be 

described metaphysically or not et all:" on the contrary, 

it is alwaye possible to describe whet they describe in 

other terms, oa- common sense, or science." (Ibid. p. 5. ) 

We have clreedy given reasons for believing that 

teetaehor is not exactly transleteble: End we believe t-st 

the correlrtive view of metaphysical statements is eque11:7 

mistrken. It would take us too f r from the present theme 

to examine bore the detailed examples taken by Henderson 

from Spinoza (and also Descartes and Leibniz in supoort 

of his view, and must thelefore suffice to say that on 

examination the former at least seemed inadequate, reouir- 

ing a soechat forced and questionnble interpretation of 

Spinozate statements which ve do not endorse. More impor- 

tant to note iî the ez.oner of eoeaking of metaphysical 

descriptions, which excludes the possibility that they may 

be of a different order Iron scientific descriptions - 

connoting rather the "synoptic" arranpement end co-ordination 

of 1,hich we have been speaking. To apply the term 
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"description" in this c')nnection is, it may be agieed, 

somewhat strained and unnatural; but if preliminary 

clascificatioT oi stntements as "proscriptive" or 

"descriptive" be eesumed (es in the article cited) it is 

necessary to draw attention to tbe fact that metaysical 

statements are more 111ce the latter - in serving n dis- 

-Anct cognitive function - than meicly prescriptive. 

This brief clarification of the conception of meta- 

phor which is here adopted was intended al-o to ineicate 

more precisely the relationship between the first ens, second 

aspects of what WIE termed "metaphysictl abstraction"; be- 

treen the astractions embodied in the reneral ideas and vo- 

cabulary forming EA philosopl-er's "intellectual inheritance" 

within a particular epoch, end the selectivit- of philoso- 

phical synopsis. The significance of this relationship 

for the present thesis is to-fold. 

In the first place, the synoptic thinking recAired of 

philosophical "criticism of abstractions" as here discuLsed, 

inevitably employs a metaphorical order of expression, ex- 

tending words from the limited co-text in which they de- 

rive their initial meaning, to describe other aspects of 

experience, or to rualify reality as a whole. The gene- 

ralised use of words involved in such philosophy may, I 

think, legitimately be classer as a case of metep'-orical 

expression, albeit not idertifiatqc lith the poetic metaphor 
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with which philosophic expression was in some respects som- 

pared. Philosophy, it is true, does not seek the inte- 

grated meanings, the mass of implicit references and emo- 

tional associations which is the expression of poetic in- 

sight, being concerned with rational argument and more ex- 

plicit orderinr and "justification" of its eropositions. 

Yet the ultimate ptimiples of s,mthesis suggested ly the 

leeri,us orders of snoptic co-ordination can never be pre- 

cisely formulated, for the very reason that (in nddition to 

possible "weakness of insiEht") the inadequacies of lan- 

guage (constructed in practical situations and for par- 

ticular limited purposes) make the llIee.e.O. statement of 

"philosophical generalisations" 4 imeosible. That is to 

say, in such philosophy, 

"Words and phrases must be stretched towards a gene- 
rality foreign to their ordinary usage end however 
such elements of language be stabilized as technicalities, 
they remain metaphors mutely appealing for an imaginative 
leap." 

(Whitehead. Process and Reality. p. 6.) 

Secondly, metaphorical exeressi)n has been seen to 

conetitut a potent means whereby concepts (and the abstrac- 

tions they embody) are transferred to, and influence men's 

thinking within, contexts other than that of their technical 

l:Ilitehead's term, which he defines as ''the utilization 
of snecific notions, applying to a restricted group of facts, 
for the (7.ivination of the generic notions which apply to all 
facts." 

Process tInd Realitv p. 8. 
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origin. At the BO= tim it has been suggezAed that a sys- 

tematic employment of such linguistic 5:or= - particularly 

the elaboration of on- type of metaphor, analogy . enables 

philosoers to carry out that "synoptic thinking'' by means 

of v;hich they i to some extent mitigate and correct the 

effects of ths fomer abstraction as it occurs within their 

own field, ne well 60 elucidating those of particular 

disciplines. 

These two points will je developed in the chapter 

following. For even the restlActed order of analogy (that 

of e method) being studied in the ore historical Sections 

of this thesis, calls for some consideration of the wider 

bearing of the topic if the historical illustrations are to 

be clearly related to the present theme; to the elucida- 

tion of the way in which the "synoptic co-ordination" of 

metaphysical philosophy can provide al critique both of 

those abstractions entAled by specialised studies and of 

those involved in its on functioning. 



CHITTER IV 

THE ABSTRACTIOTTS OF SYSTEUTIC PHILOCOPHY. 

There is a true sense In which philosohy endeavours 

to say what cannot be srAd. It nttempts to convey in 

proositional form statements which cannot be called 

"descriptive" in a strictly scientific sense, and yet which 

do purert to indicate fentures significant of "reality ns 

whole". This latter claim may be interreted in t:o 

ways; n ,)resenting ono or other of the forms of think- 

ing earlier distinruished as "speculative" and "synaotic". 

The first claim my refer to a metaphysical order of "being" 
behind particular events of cmpirical reality, about the 

natul.c of which philoophers can attain some measure of 

knowledge, or concerr].n7 which they can at least form some 

"probable hypothesis". The second claim is primarily to 

be able to connect in seine significnnt relation the diverse, 

separately given asects of perience rand knowledge, in 

such c manner os to sugest more general principles under- 

lying these individual "sub-structures". Thst is to say, 

it is a mode of thinking which tends not to be a satis- 

factory end in itsclf, but to suggest a further "synthesis", 
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which supplies coneoete and principles covering all the 

Various regiore of fact being viewed "synoptically". 

In both these ceses (of epeculative and synoptic 

thinking as here defined) the language employed is of 

necessity highly mrAnehorical. For deecA.ptione of "the 

whole", s÷atements of universal relatione, can only be made 

in terms deriving from perticular rein ione and from the 

characterisations of particuler eituntions and regions 

within empirical feet. Thus any literal construction of 

ouch order of ceTreseion muet lead to "entinomies". 

Within the context of the present discussion (as al- 

ready indicated in the ietroduction) we arc confining our. 

selves primarily to the synoptic type of philosophy, al.. 

though bearing in mind that the distinction was not intended 

to indicate two completely different kinds of undertakinEv 

but to describe two aspects of philosophy, seilying the ad- 

jectives "speculative" or "synoptic" where one or other of 

these predominates. Likewise ettentien is chiefly paid to 

the stage of synopAie itself rather than to its end,..term 

"synthesis", since the latter is clearly less distinguish- 

able from "speculation", the status and validity of which 

relees wider iesues then those with which we are directly 

concerned. 

The metaphorical character of its statement is clear- 

ly indicated by- the way in which such synoptic thin17.ing is 
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usually cerried. out. ome feature of apparent eignifi- 

canoe ithin a particular region Of fact may lead a philo, 

sopher to seek anclogies between this and other regions, ns 

a result of which he discovers it to be no less characteris- 

tic and importent within them. Gencrelising this feature, 

and deriving from it some abstract principle, he may use 

it as the letie of aDre far reaching "experiments in co- 

ordination", se it were. Ascertainent of it-:: ever-broaden- 

ing adequecy may become the foundation of a 'judgement of 

importance", which Jerceives in this feature n 'key concept' 

in terms of which it is possible to interpret end eignifi- 

cantly relate the whole disconnected seriee of evente within 

reality. 

Thie search for orner and unity, ea earlier pointed out, 

may take place at different levels nt first within a 

particular region of fact, eirn'i then at n level beyond where- 

by several such regione are connected. Whatever the stage 

of generality, however, metaphysical thinking in this sense 

is always analogical thinking* it ettempte to clarify by 

The paragraphs following (indeed the mein orientation 
of this chapter) are clearly much indebted to Professor 
Emmett's detailed examination of the use of analogy within 
philosophy. Valilst having no new contribution to make to 
this euestion, somewhat detailed reference is made to her 
suggestions because they seem best to convey the first 
point of relationship between metaphorical expression end 
synoptic philosophy indicated at the close of the preceding 
chapter. For the systematic development of analogy consti- 
tutes an. important means whereby synoptic co-.ordination is 
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means of analogies drawn from reflection upon one ordel: of 

"being" which one is beet acquainted with, or judges to be 

of primary significance, the nature of other aspucts of 

being and e74erince. To examine the differences as well 

ee the similarities between this and certain prominent 

non-philosophical forms of analogy, (in aCdition to those 

of poetry already touched upon) may clarify the distinc- 

tive :Ise within philosophical systems of this fundamentally 

metaphorical order of etaterent to provide e sustained 

interpretation of events. 

The first and most obvious non-philoL,ophical usage is 

provided by the Letaphors of popular literary and every- 

day speech. The analogies developed here may be particu- 

larly misleading owing to the failure to distinguish, be- 

tween their employment as arguments, or as illustrations. 

They are frequently advanced as though affording an all.0 

sufficient rational "explanation" of the events thus indi- 

ctAed. A popular case in point is that of everyday speech 

concerning "will-power". People sometimes speak as though 

there were a dynamo within man, or a government issuing 

orcJers, which pialulak our overt actions. By speaking of 

a man ling 'cis "will", they renor thuuselves easy prey to 
I .1 .411 MP 1111 II* 1111111 

achieved; whilst, at the some time, not only do the 
resultant "insights" demand expression in hihly metaphori- 
cal language, but also the drawing of the initial analogy 
is itself a special cose of metaphorical thinking. 
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"Occamts Razor" as wielded by the formal logician or be- 

haviourist psychologist against those who hypostatise 

entities in the manner of "the poor ignorant peasant who 

thinks there really is a horse inside the railway engine". 

The misleadingness of such popular folms of speech, 

however, is cleanly of a different order from that of inade- 

mate philosophic analogies. There is a distinction be- 

tween the above form of pseudo-explanation achieved by 

attaching a "label", and the insufficiency of n descriptive 

analogy invoked by philosophers. It is a mistake to allow 

popular misuses of analogy to cast universel doubt u,;on its 

validity, even when the insufficiency of the philosophical 

analogy sugnests that its inventor is, as Collingwood says 

of Leibniz in regard to his doctrine of "pre-established 

harmony, merely christening his problem with a long n! me. 

(Even the latter procedure is, of course, no mean achieve- 

ment, in as much as philosophic erspicacity consists to t 

large degree in just such ability to sec and elucidate what 

the problems are) 

Secondly there is tic use of analorn within the natural 

sciences to suggest new lines of enquiry. The distinctive 

feature of this form is that both terms refer to a circum- 

scribec area of reality, and the events related are of 

homogeneous type. Inductive argument does not start from 

a mere accumulation of facts, of Instances 01 natural 
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occurrences, but from the perception of certain rLsemblences 

between them. Thi2 detection of eignificent resemble:cos 

leads ultimately to the postulation :f some universal law 

to ccount for tñerre Two aspects of scientific reasoning 

from analogy are of particular relevance to philosophy, and 

to the; understandinr of the differential character of the 

use of anelogy within the latter. 

First, it is to be noted tl,at mere apprehension of 

reserblence lone does not afford sufficient basis for 

scientific analogy, for it may, in some cases, be mislead- 

ing rather than fruitfully suggestive. What constitutes e 

"striking" resemblance clearly depends upon the previous 

knowledge and mental outlook determining general 

expectations. One /ea :,! sometimes be impressed by s weak 

analogy because a resemblance which iL interesting, or emo- 

tionally satisfying, seems to be important. Science, how- 

ever, is concerned to determine relevant resemblances. 

Derwin's theory of Natural Ftelection, and Laplace's Nebular 

Hypothesis arc both classic exameles of scientific theories 

suggested by an analogy based upon an unexplained resem- 

blance, too striking in relevant earticulars to be regarded 

as acciecntal. 

It appears, then h that the 'Lein chi recteristics upon 

which the strength analogical argument in science de- 

penes are (a) the cherecter of the initial reeeAolance - 
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t'ft It ,iloultf: rt_lvte to iriP,ort,!)nt and relativ,,ly coLpre. 

hensive properties; end (b) that uhe inferc,ce should be 

to 1:1,1L1stitq properties. That is, the wore comprehensive 

the inferred pioperties in compnrison vith the ,Asitive 

anfilory the less liT:ely iL the conclusior to 1-- juLt1fie6. 

Legitimte vrgument flora tmvlogy in scicrce, in z",ort, de- 

pcnc,s upon setkirr to incr, ace the compi(,hensivenees of the 

iLplying properties, taid of 'CI, cr, asing that of those iciplie0. 

And thie is a mvelotal of the proccdure of attaining philo . 

sophical genernlit,. 

In the second plyce, soh tific nnalogics point out 

hypotheses which et n be further tc,sted in exptlierce. The 

recsoninr 01 imucive rcienes proceeds from one term within 

expelience to t.nothel terry Limo within eypevicrce. That 

is to sf», both Er( ()bee:I:vale in principle. Ccience Ooes, 

of course, work with unobse:vstle conceptc . its general 

principles., an hypo l'etical models - hut these entail 

propositions excerninp events which .2.0 be observed. 

Itat this lu not tht esse with philosophical principles, 

on the other hand, derives irom the most funeamental 

AStorentia of those two trnehes of knowlcdr,, namely, that 

whereas scie,ntific anclogios refer to a limited section of 

experience, those of philosophy cre used for interpreting 

the whole, It is in this sense thst meta bysical analogies 

are unique, end that the Lrms between which some likeness 
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of relation is suggested belone to eifeerent orders. The 

"analogue" le not ever verifiable in erinelple. 

The third kind oe enalogy to be distinguished is that 

of methematica ok exact ocience. Here, argument eroceede 

on the linee th:t given three tern_e and a proportion, it ie 

eoceible to determine thc fourth term exactly. or exam- 

le, given ;3:9; 6:x, we know with certrinty that x eentle 

18. liS Kant pointed out, philoeophic enelogies liíTer 

from those in matheeeticL in that they are concerned not 

pith queLtities but with qunlitetive relations. In philo- 

eoehy, nccoreingly, krowledee of the relrtior to the roulth 

tem no loneer suffices to irdicate the precise natuve of 

this term itself, since it lu not merely quentite, but 

only efforde a rule Vol seeking it; such n eelori know- 

ledge givee "regulntive" but not "constitutive" principles. 

rhue, although ebiloeoehical nnalogies are based ueon 

eznafar-renching similariLiec Men those of everyday or 

popular literary speech, they are not of either the strict- 

ly methematicel or inductive oreer, They constitute rather 

a "oldeweys" movement of thoueht endeavouring to embrace a 

large body or mtte itin l single echeme, and Q attain 

a synoptic view thereof. Being concerned with "total 

aceertione", philosophic analogies are em,loyed to enable 

thourht to make this jump from enrt to whole. Synoptic 

thir>iqe thus becomes ,ore than merely "holding together" 
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various aspects of experience ; 
it becomes a process of 

extrapolation, of drawing analogies from what bas seemed 

most significant or important within experience in crdor to 

illuminate and provide on interpretation of the nature of 

reality as a whole. 

It value is not, however, exhausted by this ability to 

furnish a general intorpretEtion of the universe os a whole; 

more significantly, the particular analogies selected afford 

distilctive methods with which to approach the solution of 

specific philosophical problems. 

Aristotle's concept of ratter end Form is a prominent 

example of this. The notion of moulding pre-existing 

materials into a certain determinate shape is familiar in 

everyday life, and suggests a possible way of interpreting 

other events in human life, or facts of nature, which boar 

analogous features. Impressed by the fact of change, of 

"becoruing" in biological phenomena particularly, ?,ristotle, 

for exmple, e,rew attention to the evident analoFy between 

this relation of potentiality and actuality, and -Vet of 

artifact to artificer. The fact of change in itself always 

constituted a problem or the Greeks. Analogies, therefore, 

drown from immediately comprehensible facts such os human 

artistry cut construction are obvious aide to °rationalising" 

what was less understandable. Interpreted less LLatically 

and mathematic? lly, Platonic metaphors were already to hand 
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to confirm - end be elaboreted into - Aristotle's inter- 

peetive categories of Matter and Ioria whose application 

mijlt help to achieve this. 

The methodical value of this al)proech has been given a 

more recent illustration within other contexts by Stocks, 

who illuednatee some of the difficulties of Communism and 

Deieocrecy alike. by means of the Aristotelian analogy. 

Both, in so fer ne they tend to overstate their case, are 

examples of what he calls "meterinlism in politics", eivirg 

to the term "moterielism" not the connotation nequireC in 

the context of 17th century two-subetence theories, but the 

more illuminating definition es a general theory concerning 

the genesis end organiention of comolexes, which is nearer 

the eense given by Plato anti i,ristotle in their op,josition 

to current Greek einterinlism,(the latter regarding the opern- 

tive principle of events to reside in the ore-existing 

meteriels, not the folv). Each of the above-mentioned 

political doctrines, according to Stocks, mistakenly depends 

ueon a belief that materials are competent to provide their 

own form. The more extreme theories of ''popular democracy" 

tend to overlook the fact that eeocrycy is e form of 

government; they stress the metter of the comnonweelth, 

which is the lives of its citizens, nt the expense of the 

foxmetive element of government, and so conduce to anarchy 

(and ultiinately to the other extreme, totalitarianism). 
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Siudlt.rly ;:,arx over-emphasised the oripirative ipulce of 

material forces (economical ¡leans or .)roduction) at the 

expcnse oi the humn NA.11 actinp in accordance with direc- 

tives proceedinr from man's social conscience and judge- 

ments oi values. 

The above e-amples illustrat- the fact that, 

philosoplAcal amlories must net (eny more than those of 

popular 1.;pzech) be over-pressed into the status of lit:ral 

explanations, they can be elGoidedly "illumimtinr" Lnd 

help to clarify some of tiv factors involved in c specific 

problem in relatirf' it to others in such a way as to shed 

rew 11t upon it. 
Philosophers have, of course, not co, fired their 

"metaphorical tbinkinp" to this type of "co-ordinating 

analogy". They have traditionally claimed to do more than 

"illuminate"; in addition to elnrifying specific problems, 

or rcnacring the world lt1nteUiib1eu they 1vc professed 

to discover .what if.3 "real". Thus the final example given 

by Emmett in her classification of five in which 

4philosophy may be said to involve analogical thinking, is 

of what she te_rms "existcntial vnalogies", That is, attempts 

to express in concepts drawn fro. intra-experi:ntial rela- 

tions, c relation to an object in pert experienced and in 

port not experienced; a reletior to "transcendent" reality, 

where "transcendent" means th/t which 11- other t1,t2n, but 
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not totally unrelated to end beond any possible experi- 

ences. such aneloies, she point u out, represent indirect 

attempts to say something about "beine itself, Lihrou-h our 

judgements concerning the relationships in which we find 

ourselves. Tnis claim, however, falls rather under the 

headinv of what we classified es predominantly "speculLtive" 

philosophies, and as such does not come under direct con- 

sideration within this context. 

Our immediate concern, therefore, is with the advan- 

tages and disadvantages, services and disservices, of philo- 

sophical systems constructed upon the basis of one or more 

"co-ordinatinv analogies". Although we have em»hasised 

the need for synopsis an synthesis, for selective "judge- 

ments of importance", the dangers involved in this type of 

thinking cannot be overlooked or easily escaped. There is 

always a tendency to distort those aspects of reality which 

do not easily "fit in" with the preconceived "unity puttern"; 

or alternatively, to EfIke the synthesising princi,le so 

vague and eventuall; tautological, that it fits everything 

at the cost or illUminuting nothing. The iro,,ortant thing, 

thereiole, is to understand the nature of this aspect of 

the "metaphysical abstraction". For, as Broad succinctly 

puts it, 

"The speculative * philoso,,her and the scientific 
VIOR..2114* 

His use of the term here is close to our Irore cautious- 
ly restricted epithet "synoptic". 
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specitlist ere liubie to two opposite mietakeo. The 
fomer tend to deliver feortel.ettncke upon renlity es 
e whole, ormed ()Litt with e Levi wide generel princielee, 
end to neglect to ieolate and meter in detvil particu- 
lar probleme. The latter tcreee to forget that he has 
violently obetrected one pErt or one aspect of Reality 
from the rest, and to imagine tbet the a-access this ab. 
&traction has given him within n limited field justi- 
fier him in takine the erinciples which hold therein es 
the whole truth ebeut the ebole eerldt The one cannot 
sCC the trtes for the wood, ene the other cannot see 
the wood for th e trces" 

(The Mind end Its a n Iletuee. p. 5.) 

As in the ens° of the first aspect of "metaphyeical 

abetreetion" concerned with limitatione of inherited ter. 

minology, unwarrantedly extreme conclusions regarding cys . 

temetic philocoph s such have been drawn from the exis- 

tence of euch eiffieultiee. It is beleful, therefore, to 

edoet here a oimilar procedure, considerin the main lines 

of criticism usually presented, in oreer to cetimete thtir 

chief value and relevance to this theeio. 

The firet, end. neet obvious, is that of ite "subjec- 

tivity". You admit, the eritIciem rune, that the philoso- 

phical system thus coreteucted is belled upon a selective 

judgement of eignificence. Coneequently it involves 

°interpretetion" of the dete by the ehilosopber from hie 

on eereencl point of view. Yet philosoeicel systems 

eleim to be indicetive of objective Untie Doc net the 

Thot -thet there ere au meny eyetemo as philoeophere support 

the suspicion, which the frequent imprecieion of their Ian. 

guege and, method alone engenders, that the nnalogicel 
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deeeriptione in ehich eetaphysics indulges or simply 

matter of taete? What one man thinks to be "important" 

at one time, ney appear totally irrelevant to cnother. 

Clearly ti s is the most fundementel criticism, and 

one from which ell Others largely stem. It seems to in- 

volve Baying that the synoptic tbirking cultiveted by a 

philopoeher preciselj in order to achieve some degree of 

impartiality and opennese to all the fielCx investigated by 

oerticular dieciplinee, in fact condemns him to irremediable 

pertielity. The metaphysician has cleimed to be concerned 

with the distinctive problems unamenable to the "yerdstick" 

of sciencee dealing with problems to which there are "right 

enzwers diecoverable by specialised methods, only to use 
. 

eillarly limiting ideac within his own sphere. 

To thie, it must firpt be remarked that selective 

"judgements of importance" introduce order and form into 

what would otherwiee be eimply a chaotic mass eV experiences:* 

it imposes e. "perspective" without- wbich, as Emmett points 

out, we are presented with et beet a ead level catalogue 
11M1111NA 

The claim vade by eome philosophers to "standeointless- 
nese" (e.g. lodom in "hiloeophical Perplexity." Ppoc. 
ri£at 2g. 1936-7) therefore, does not seem ultimately ten- 

able , . elthough it is, of course, a salutery coreective to 
pernicious attempts to resteict knowledge to some one fixed 
pattern. On the contlery, as Whitehead. insists, "thie sense 
of importance is embedeed in the very being of animal ex- 
perienee. As it sinks in dominance, experience triiinlises 
and verges towards nothingness." 

"'he Chapter I. 
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of fects. 

"A judgement of 1,het is impoit-nt beinge foe: into 
multiplicity whether in presenting an intellectual theme, 
or in the prectical conduct of life. There ie, of cure, 
always the danger that it may impose preconceptions: but 
a preconception can nt least sustain interest ard later 
be corrected, whereas a Idere manifold of undipested 
matter of fact can tell us nothing." 

(The Nature of Metaohysical Thinking. ) 

A(mittedl, then, no metaphysical theory car be more 

than hiphly selective, but ern only capire to afford come 

reverling co-ordination. And whilst, moreover, (as Emmett 

elsewhere points out) this selectivity does mean that 

different philosophic analogies are likely to commend them- 

selves at (Afferent epochs, this does net alter their value 

any more than a subsequent abandonment of such a theory 

when its relevance is diminished, disproves it. 

The objector may, however, point out that although all 

thought and activit2; is selective, the problems created 

within philosophy are more pressing. The approach of 

scientist and philosopher to their respective problems is 

similar in this respect; in order to achieve any result, 

both must know whet kind of question they are asking and 
00114..0.00, ,*.a. 

Thin she later comperes to a Pougasse cartoon - 
"Foucesse can convey certain important characteristics of 
a subject the ,ugh a very few lines - the tilt of an eye- 
lid,eerheps, or the curve of a neck. There is distortion; 
there is a hint cerree of selectivity; there is certainly 
the artist's personal way of seeing; yet the result con- 
veys an important character of the situetion." 

Ibid. 
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what kind of evidence would be taken a giving en ndeauate 

ance,r. But the scientist is, vccording to the field of 

ecince in thich he ie working, certain of a number of 

general propositions concerning what constitutes valid evi- 

dence within that field. That is, the presuppoeitions in- 

volved in any perticular scientific investigation coeeist 

of n set of general propositions about the subject mztter 

concerned, u on which there io a degree of consensus of ex- 

pert opinion emboied in the eiistirg structure of laws and 

theories. IlIc_11,u2119§11 the philoso,her, on the other 

hand, does not have this degree of assurcnce as to what con- 

stitutee valid evidence. Consequently, his presuppositions 

are iore likely to be subjective, or at least localised to 

the general tenor of his Age than are those of the scientiet 

who can depend upon a certain background of universal agree- 

ment. Correlatively, his awaleness of the] (end of the 

ways in which they are alfectinr- his jucgements in selection 

and employment of enelories) may be lose acute, on account 

of their all-pexvceing, universal chaiacter: it is obvious- 

ly eifficult to elicit that which never fails of exemplifi- 

Ca Aen. In short, the problems involved in any "abstrac- 

tion" are rendered lone acute in philosophy because they 

are more difficult to recognise, since they do not operate 

in a circumscribed sphere, but insinuate themselves into 

the 1,hole of his thinking. 
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This is a serious difficulty, but to over-emphasise it 

is to overlook certain other important features of philoso- 

phy. 

In the first place, an individual philosopher's selec- 

tive judgement of what is significant is not mcrelv his 

personal reaction to the worlo. This is where analogies 

with poetry, for example, may be misleading. The philoso- 

pher professes to give masons for his selection. Thus his 

reaction is, ea Emmett puts it, "immediacy after reflection', 

rather than the immediacy of the artist. He must take in- 

to account, critically correlate and clarify, various forms 

of thought ane experience, at the same time paying atten- 

tion to the work done by earlier, as well as contemporary 

philosophers, thus to some extent incoLporating their judge- 

ments and reflections upon these ithin his own. (The 

need to avoid the second t:ype of "verticel" abstraction 

distinguished within philosophy (viz. p. 51 et seq.) be- 

comes of direct relevance here. 

Secondly, although the "total assertions" of philosophy 

can never be )roved or completely justified in experience, 

constant return to empirical evidence, to other branches of 

knowledge and various types of immediate "response" to the 

world, serves to regulate their formulation. 

Thirdly, the very attemets to achieve some measure of 

comprehensiveness constitute some check upon merely 
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sul;jective impressions. This point is often overlooked by 

tLose 'Vhose terisior of metaphysicians generally extunds 

particulErly to the "system builders". 

The second main line of criticism frecuently brourbt 

aFainst this philosophic "nbc,troction" is against the idea 

of "system" itsAX, A metaphysician's "system" is the 

elclorrtion and orderinr of hi nalogy, a pursuit of its 

rnmifications and imolications in all spheres of experi- 

ence. Thus the oucstion concernirg the justification of 

this procsdure, which involves to a grcatsr degree thE 

otential dangers of the otht_r forms of abstrnction earlier 

discussed, m)u1d seem to have particular :-.Agrificance for 

systematic philosophy. Althourb many factors may be cited 

ae "inclining" evidence for some "total judgement", the 

latter itself expresses more than s strict logical inference 

from thesc. There is an inevitable "gap" between the evi- 

ence itself, the "reasons" given, and the total aescition, 

as a result of which no proof is possi' le, but only "sheer 

disclosure". 

It is, however, Tecisr.ly the ju2tification of taking 

o " jump" from evidence to theory which presents the problem. 

The strict logician can ouite obviously question the 

rationality of this procedure. Is it being claimed, he 

micht ask, that in metaphysics there is a form of inference 

which is rational and yet differs radically from the 
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strictly deductive or inductive procedures of science, 

elnborated in traditional. logic? Or hare we in fact, he 

suspects, left the reoIm of philosophy and intelligible dis- 

cauroe for e sphere in which the only criterion applicoble 

ie one of "eesthetic fittingness"; and the only mental 

attitude required is that of the man preoared to abandon 

reaooning and make an exiptentialiet 'leap of faith"? 

This difficulty may perhaps best be aporoached by re- 

ferring again to the notion of "aopropriateness" in respect 

of metoohyeical analogies. As mentioned ecrlier, discip- 

line by other forme of thought and research will eneble the 

ohilosopher to refine and sift the anolo7ies which suggest 

thomeelves, reteining only the oore illuminating, This 

ryrlective orocedure render them infinitely suoerior to 

thoee of popular usage, On the other hand, if "appropriote- 

nees" is the prim conelearation, would it not nopeer thet 

"free existontial doscriotion" is the more rational procedure, 

and one which ony attempt to construct n philosophicol Eye- 

teg, on the basis of e. selected analogy or analogies must 

vitiate? If the chief immdiato end towards which the 

philoeopher's use of analogy is directed be that of "illumi- 

nating", or interpreting particular set of phenomena, is 

it not folly for him to tie his hands to one analogy in the 

interest of "system", end woulci it not be better for him to 

leave himself free to choose the "fitting" enalogies in 
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each situation a it erises Does not thc ideal of sys- 

temetic developnent oí a single co-ordinating analogy do 

violence to the diversity of ehilo ophicel problems by 

asserting connections between what arc better dealt eith es 

independent problems, each to be conei(ered on its merits a 

and solved b; appropriate to itself? 

Cstematic metaphysics must indeed inevitably sacri- 

fice something in the matter of appropriateness to any 

specific problem being epressed. Any such loss of im- 

mediate appropriateness is, however, more than compensated 

in fullness of enaloeical overtones. Although analogies 

must not be applied with the "yardstick uniformity of 

science, but to some extent broken eown and interpreted and 

modilied to suit the several spheres of their application, 

the ovel-ell analogy must ut the same time be maintained. 

Vol this provides the co-ordinating thread of the totality 

of a philosopher's experience, in virtue of which one as- 

pect thereof is enabled to lend significance to another. 

he unity lent by "system" in this sense is of paramount 

importance if a philosophy is not to lapse into an aggregate 

Of gg122 hypotheses, and a man's life is not to dissolve 

into a confuse( bombardment of isolated experiences from 

which he stands to learn nothing which nay enrich his fu-. 

ture experiences, or contribute towards the integrated 

ane full personality which moral decision itself seems to 
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presuppose. 

Having considered sore of the difficulties involved in 

the systematic development of co-ordineting analogies here 

described, we may conclude with e brief general indication 

or their out-standing advantages. Not the beset of these 

is the corrective which, it vas earlier suggested, they 

afford to the oth r ,sJect of what was termed "metaphysical 

abstraction", the Influence of inherited concepts upon the 

Jhiloeoehic thought of a particular time and place en 

influence rendered the more potent Li the Inevitable meta- 

.pholical extension of words from the contexte in hIch 

alone they have literai significance. 

The gem-al Ideas exprersed by abstract words (or 

concrete" words used in an 'abstract" sense) may be un- 

itically transferred from one "family of propositions" 

(to enploy Ryle's useful phrase) to a radically different 

context, so introC'ucin e. errors of "type", of the categories 

to vlich such concepts (with all their implications) riFht- 

ly belong; er.eors which have been in no small 

(erree responsible, for many philosophical "puzzles" and 

"paradoxes". That le to say, "concepts" derive their 

initial "powers" from the propositions from which they pre, 

as Ryle reminds us, in. fact "abstractions"; conseenently 

riere, it may be noted, lies a soif-contradiction of 
an extreme Existentialist position. 
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"the risk always eyiets that confusion or paradox will 

arise in the course of any hitherto untried operations with 
4 

those ideas. * . One important we,, in 'which these abstrae- 

tions can be checked, and counterbalanced, is 'by bringing 

them into systematic relationship with other ideas, and so 

making clearer the implications of their employment and the 

presuppositions which they may be carrying over unrecognised 

from. the field of knowledge (or the "family" of proposi- 

tions) in which they originated. To quote Ry].e again, 

IT The problem (of charting the logical powers of 
ideas) is not to pinpoint separately the locus of this 
or that single idea but tO determine the cross-bearings 
of all of e galaxy of ideas belonging to the same or 
contiguous fields. The problem, that is, is not to 
anatomize the solitary concept, say, of liberty but to 
extract its logical powers as these bear on those of law, 
obedience, responsibility, loyalty, government and the 
rest. Like a geographical survey a philosophical sur- 
vey is necessarily. synoptic. Philosophical problems 
cannot be posed or solved piecemeal." 

(Op. cit. p.11) 

Ryle is, of course, Ileac refelrima to more direct 

essays' in "loíieal geography" than has been the implication 

of our discussion. His View nevertheless lends support 

to the present contention that the "criticism of such 

"abstractions" (embodied particularly in abstract words and 

metaphoricel usages) is one important service rendered by 

the systematic philosophy we have been considering. 

Secondly, the more direct epistemological value of the 

* Argument. 
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type of metaphysical thinking above elescried y be sup. 

Bested. Such systmatic dew,lopment ol co-ordi,atinp 

ancloFies Lay claim to be informaLive in f: scrse which 

gees 1,cyond the "illumination" of voet.tv. Yet the new 

knowledpe given cletIrly is not cuch ns cen be expressed in 

non.cnnlor16a1 terms. I-6cc th&. "apprehenllon" indicated 

by this , odc of thin:iv in, ,litimately exceed the ctrict 

"cor,pr,hc,nsion" in terms oi th, selected analogy: it 

mr,y in, jefe cu objoct of under8taneqn7 lyirp beyond nll 

attel:dtL, to circum&c..lbe it in annloPical thoupht. This 

is supgested by the characteristic procedure of Plato, for 

instance or of Spinoza. It lc notable that Plato com- 

pletes hi & preceding annlogies or the Cun cq,d tho Line with 

a "myth" (the Cave), whose symbolism ia mr adeeuate than 

any cirect, t.,escriptive reoresertation, to kxesent the ulti. 

mete "insight" he wishes to corve;f . an inLight which, it 

may be remarkec, is of p1 as well as epistemological 
airrificancc,. Similarly, flpinozats theoretical and )racti. 

cal corcerna become integrated in tet of 'Anowl(Age which, 

houcv_r literally "real" to him, can ,rly be fully repre. 

oented (with its lull cot*lemert of emotionr1 nnd intellec- 

tual insipht) in a semi.mythical dec,cliption of the 'state 

Of blessedness" dertvinir to the "intellectual love of 

Go,.'. As Aleaneer says or 7,piroza's chnnpe tc icìt 
intuit v_ it is as krowledge, inctoaG 01 beirp dLLcl'ibed 
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In soter prose, were exposed in a poetic picture after the 

work of reflection wa6 done. 

In short, Plato and Spinoza alike here reaffirm the 

"unioueness" of the final knowledrre, which defies adequate 

descrietion in terme of the universals of languege, the 

aoplication of which depends upon the perception of simi- 

larities and identities. 

It may be asked, however, whether the somewhat vague 

"insight" afforded can etrictly be celled knowledge. Ob- 

viously in the sense of factual information it cannot. It 

has, howevee, important epistemological significance in 

that it clarifies previous knevledge: that is, it affords 

a new knowledge of reality in the ocratic sense of bring- 

ing - by the attempt et exeression - clenrer knowleCge of 

hat was previously, elthough in n confused and indefinite 

sense, already known. No loss important, as Emmett points 

out, moreover, is the better understandinei attained through 

this conscious erticuletion, of the experience from which 

the analogy has been ereemn. This is so particularly in 

respect of its limitations. For by exploring "reality" 

In terms of its interpretative categories, and exhibiting 

its potentialities on. the grandest scale, a philosopher may 

open the eyes of others (as well as his een) to It 

inadequacies. 

The selection. of "co-ordinating nnnlogies" on these 
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grounds, seems to us, therefore, an nbstrection which must 

be made, both for the sake of helping to render more ex- 

p]icit the presuepoeitiene embodied in the terninology End 

ways of thinkinF, of eech Age and for impoeing the perspec- 

tive required for the conscious clerificretion of experience 

and other E:ore specielised forms of knowledge. No sirwle 

entlogy is to be regerded ns the ultimnte "true" one - 

the question of truth or falsity cskeo in respect of meta- 

physical systems in this sense would seem to be misplaced. 

For a philosoehy must to some extent arise by objective 

n(cessity out of its author's situation, and in connection 

with the immediate problem -ith which he is confronted. 

(This is perticulerly evident in political philosophic.) 

And since the eroblem and situation are in a large degree 

unique, one philosopher's system cannot be accepted without 

modification by another. What is permanent ate essential 

is rot any pertieular system, but the necessity of thinking 

systematically. Nevertheless, where dogmatic claims for 

finality are in fact 'Lade, the history of philosophy to 

some extent corrects the selectivity of this philofophical 

ebetraction, end thus of itself affords n "critieue of 

abstractions". 

It is sometimes suggested that the ability to dis- 

cover "fine1 truths' about reality is, nevertheless, demanded 

of philosophy if in eny sense it can be said to correct the 
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"puitial " approaches to klowledge caracteristic of par- 

ticulrr disciplines. Accor, ing to this point o, view, 

nbstractions am hypotheses cannot be etiticired except 

from e basis which is in itr:.elf neither abstract nor hypo- 

thetical: thus, unless philoso,JLy can make judgements that 

are concrete an(2 categoricti, it has no elaim 01rtoyer to 

c,.iticise the procedure of science and similar specinlisa- 

The fol-egoing ciscussion reflected our doubt wheter 

philosophy can make such judgements, whether it can ever 

discover an ultimate concrete t2:uth" or fact, such as the 

Cartesian Covito or ego, upon v,hich to base its deductions: 

but this question apart, th -. present contention is that it 

is unnecessary. The error of the above argument is 

jarallel to that involved in the belief that one cannot 

legitimately criticise existing codes of morality, forms of 

political an social behaviour, etc. without some insight in- 

o an "absolute standard' by reference to which their de- 

ficiencies are ieade apparent. To perceive error in this 

view is not to deny categorically the eossii:lc existence of, 

or value Of the belief in, "absolute standards" in some 

sense (at least, as "regulative" if not "constitutive" 

ideas) . this is a question, which., like the above, we may 

here leave open; it is simply to question its necessity 

for the j».112:00C.:,2 of making such criticism. 
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The histories]. illustrations of the following chapters 

are intended, therefose, in the tit place to support the 
belief that despite the inevitsble abstractions which it 

hes been shown to involve, systematic philosophy can sig- 

rificertly provide a "critique of ebstractionc" in respect 

01 the method unú terioinology of more specislised ano psr- 

tial modes of study. Tho discussion till include inai- 

caLion of the "self-criticism" of shilofophy itself. The 

letter phrase hes a somewhat Hegelian "flevourl; but the 

form of criticism here envisaged proceeds by no internsì 

neccssity born of a hypostatized conception of the "logic' 

of history. It is simply the essential correlative 

ass)ect of the above-mentioned form of philosopsics1 

criticism. 

The selection of near-contemporary "Rationalists" as 

our historical examples serves Uo isaicete further the dis- 

sociation of tSis conception oi philosophy's mein function 

and value from the grandiose scale of the Hegelian viols. 

The term Rationalist, itself somewhat misleading, is here 

being strictly confined to denoting a pattern of thinking 

constructed basically on analogy with mathematics. Philo- 

sopers use of analogy may be discussed in diverse ways 

and at lierious levels. The following Section will consider 

not so much the synoptic "world views" w1c1' result from 

elaborations of maThematierl analogies, but the reflection 

of this "unity pattern" upon conceptions of method, and 
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upon the metaphysical catego.ies in general employment. 

The discussion of the more general imAications of the 

basic lationalist analogy, and sowe of the advarteges and 

disadvantares of this method of co-ordinntjon, will be 

followed by their ill:cti,ation within a context differing 

in important rceects from tilt from which the analogue 

was taken - the context of political theory. 

Finally t:e differences and similarities between di- 

vergent intelpretations of "mathematical method" will be 

compeled, surresting some of the ways in which each indi- 

cates the limitations of, and upplements, the "abstraction" 

of the others. "The procedure of rationalism is the dis- 

cussion of analogy. The limitation of rrtionalism the 

inescneable diversity," wrote Whitehead. That this is so, 

and has historically been recognised and corrected by the 

rro(,us operandi of the subject, is undoubtedly exemplified 

in the philwphy of "the century of renius". 

o-o-o-o 
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L2L E RATION I 1.3 T iBTRICTION 
T U E IN 

3EVNTEE.1i ENTURY 

CHAPTER V 

"AYS OF KNMING" IN rCI7NCE LND PHILOSOPHY. 

The search for certainty, in one form or nother, has 

been afl age long quest within philosophy. The claim of 

mathematics to have attained, within its sphere, this opis- 

temelovical ideal has constituted, from the tile of Pinto 

onwards, perhaps its chief attraction to philosophers. 

The celtainty pertaining to rigorously .educed mathematical 

propositions provided the inspiration to construct a basic 

"pattern of kn:mledge on nrslogy with this creation of the 

"divine liadness of the human spirit". It is with the 

general features derivinF from this Ithemetical anta0P7 

of rational activity that the present Section is concerned, 

comparing its vanifestations within the philosophy and 

science of the 17th centi:iry, and then illustrating its 

effects within n field dealinfr with humn relationships ... 

political philosophy. 
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Rationalism hee tto forms, both of thiCh proceed from 

the primnry cueet for certainty: they may be referred to 

ne ite "teak" and "strong" forme respectively. The fleet 

consist in a ftite in the omnipotence of method, in it 

nbility to nchleve anythirge fnith which ledeto the 

exeggerstion of the importance of formulated rules for 

knowledge of any kind. The secord goes further, ane. 

nsserts that the eethod is n priori. In one or oteer of 

these forms (of which we will take Becon. end Deccertes re- 

spectively ns representetive exemeles, hereefter refereing 

to them for convenience es "Baconier" and. "eartesinn" 

Rationellem) it mae be ssid thnt Rationellem was the defin- 

ing characteristic of philosophy in the 17th century. 

"Foe to be possessed of e vigorous mind le not enough:" 

wrote Descartes, "the pelme requielte is riehtly to npply 

it." eeseite many other fundamental divergences it became, 

st this epoch, almost an article of faith that a methodical 

diecipline of thoueht could solve most, if not all, of men' 

practical and theoretical difficulties. 

Our primary concern is with the eecord, the "strone" 

form of Rationalism. It is, nevertheleeel instructive to 

give some brief consideration to the firet, in regere to 

those -features particularly welch conteibuted to the dime- 

tion of general Rationeliet terdencies, ns they effected 

science and ehiloeophy alike. The "Bacorian Rationalise, 
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far from being opposed to empirioism may, vs the epithet 

suggests, be combined vith o strong belicf in the oll- 

importance of experience. notwithstanding it provoked cer- 

tain general trends of thoupht nnd practice which were to 

have for-reaching influence. Of these three moy be selec- 

ted as of secial Significance. 

The neglect of the rôle of individual inspiration in 

obtniniTw new kmmiedge is almost inevitCbly nttendant upon 

n consummate fnith in tccninue. Bacon is confident thnt 

"the particular phenomena of the arts and sciences ore, in 

reality, but as handful the inventlon of oil causes and 

sciences would be but the labour of o few ycyrs." This 

"invention" depends only upon the "riFht method" which, in 

terms closely reseMbling those of Descnrtes, he compares to 

a pair of composses, by the use of which a quite unskilled 

person ctn be sure of (roving o more perfect circle then the 

beet t,rt!i::A con draw without one. Thus, although himself 

rather on unsystematic experimenter who reake all his own 

rules, Linton la(i down in detnil the ways in which scien- 

tific experiment might be improved and perfected. The 

right method of research' would, ecording to him, be n sort 

of "inductive machine", whose employment viould inevitably 

lead to useful discoveLies irreLpective of the intellecturl 

differences oi those ma771np use of it. 

In actual practice, of coarse, however much influenced 
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by Bacon's detelled account of inductive methods, the promi- 

nent scientiste of the ceetury depended far i,ore upon indi- 

Vidual inceiretion than upon n technique which "places all 

wits end underetendings neerle on 6 level." Accoeding to 

one authority on the subject, the nbsence of e formulated 

eethod of reset indeed., of any seemingly very clear 

idea of what they were doing, was a conspicuous fenture of 

the scientific i6overfent as a whele et teis time, (l3urtt.) 

The emphasis upon method as ftr es science was concerned, 

therefore, would teem to be one of those "philosopher's 

fentasies" which convince fey, within the spheres about 

whose prectice they are suppoeedly theorising, In paren- 

thesis, it must, however, be noted that despite the all- 

importent enrt played ty I'escertes, on the other hand, in 

the development of this pre-occupation with method, the let- 

ter keeps closer to the facts of scientific experience (el- 

belt, it might seem, to some extent at the cost of consie- 

tency) when he insists that method can be no quasi-eecheni- 

eel substitute for intellectual perspicacity, but is simely 

proeneeeutic to its functionine, by removing the eoee 

obvious obstacles and training the natural reason to look 

in the riFht direction. Moreover, Descartes expressly 

warne his readers of the nee to "be careful lest our reason 

should take a holiday thile we are exemininv the truth of 

enythinr", (Reg. 10) 
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As a correlative to this first ecneral tendency of 

"Baconinn Rationelise appea20 a eecord feature which, el- 

though dirmetrienlly opposed to the more a priori type, had 

historically n potent influence upon the excesses of the 

Rationellet-mpiriciet opposition. This, the mistrust in 

the function of hypotheses in ecierce, eas notably a de- 

fect in Becon '4. himself, wlo appears to have confused the 

error (obviously to be avoided ao fer ns oseible) of tip- 

pronching facts with a prejudice, and the ,recticel neces- 

sity of approaching them with a working hypothesis. 

ehilst insisting upon the importance of exact experi- 

mental verification, the scientists of this century them- 

selves did in fact make considerable use of guiding hypo- 

theses. The probable truth of these for the more mathe- 

1,eticelly inclined scientists such as Kepler and Galileo 

depended, of course, upon the adecuacy with which they 

related mathematically the events to which they referred. 

But even the empiricist Boyle admitted that experience and 

a priori speculations each have their place. 

"Experience is but an assistant to reason, since it 
doth ineeed supply information to the understanding, but 
the understanding still remains the judp.e and has the 
power or right to examine end make use of the testi- 
sonies that are presented to it." 

(Cited by Burtt. Op. cit. ) 

But cf. footnote on page 113 . 
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"Newton's little joke", as it hes 1:een called, * hne 

been in no small degree responsible for the underestimation 

of the U60 of hypotheses in 17th century' scientific prac- 

tice and thus of furthering th rift between Empiricism nnd 

Rationnlism "Whatever is not deduced from the phenoena 

is to be called nn hypothesis:" he insisted, "nnd hypotheses, 

whether metaphysicel or physical, whether of occult quali- 

ties or mechanical, have no piece in experimntel philosophy." 

(Princi»in.) His immediate practical concern was, of 

course, with experimental laws demonstrable from facts, 

this (rather than deuction from a r1o1 assumptions) being 

the roper method of invest1F7ating phenomena within the 

natural world, lt is with regard to the cauee of the 

propertien of gravity, for instance, thet he neeerts that he 

frames no hypotheses. Two special classes of hypotheses 

are being rejected: metaphysical hypotheses involving 

occult qualities, on the one hand., end nechanidal models in 

physical science on the other* The first yield definite 

verifiable expectations and are, therefore, useless for 

sci, nce the second do not offord suffieient exAnnations, 

since it is possible to invent any number of such rodels 

viich will equally account for the phenomena* 

The misunderstanding of the relations between reason 

end exoerience in science - and thus of Pailvricism end 

Ritchie. Scientific 
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Rationelism in ehilosophy - which W.06 nurtured by such 

theoretical disporegement of hypotheses within experimentel 

science, 'WAS pertin11:,) reeoved ty Kant. Yet, even into 

the 19th century, induction was ueually conceived ec e pro- 

cedure for obteinire- a genernl coeclucion from e set of 

perticular observations. Writing in that century, Whewell 

perhnps did ILoct to »oint out the importence of the appro- 

erinte "colligatinle corceet" nnd tle: fruitful working h.,po- 

thesis. cince then, divers writere in the 20th century 

heve emohnsieed this as an essenti al cherecteristic of 

scientific method, end. eo have helped to reeove some of the 

:ore fir-reeching difficulties extending from the original 

Beconien type of Retionelism in the Retionelist-Empiricist 

antithesie generrlly. 

The third feature which must here receive mention is 

common to Ì.0th tyees of Oetionelisel. This ie the tendency 

to underestimete the complexity of nature. As some of his 

"Aphorisms" indicate, Bacon sometimes supposed thnt scien- 

tific theories could be simply "reed off" from the feats. * 

* it ecy be noted, however, thet Bacon 6oes sometimes 
oppeer to be more of the ditficetlty of "reeding off" from 
the facts. Knecle, L'or irstence, )oints out that he specks 
occeeionelly of trying to find the latent (I. e. observable) 
corfiguration of the pertieles of things and admits that 
we cannot truly hope to rend this off from his tabuier 
statements of the results of observation. In one ,lace 
he says that after collecting all the evidence we may right- 
ly let the intellect Eo its own ens in epeculetion about the 
hidden forme This doctrine of intellectus .ermissio is in 
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And his belief tteet the whole corpus of scientific knovi . 

ledge might be coneleted n comparatively ehort time 

clenrly presupposes that the variety of ehenomene, the 

number of possible experimerts is limited. 

Z;cientific practice may well lean to eome ext et upon 

ehert Keynee hne called the °inductive hypothesie" . the 

seeumption thatncture ie fundamentelly finite (e-eich is 

etetenble in the iorz of two further assumptions: the 

Principle ot Limited Independent Variety, and the Principle 

of :Atomic Uniformity.) Yet prectising scientiets even in 

the 17th century did not underestimate the complexity of 

nvture to the same extent es philosophers in their eimpli. 

fled ebetrections, To the letter the physical universe 

might be simply "el 'mot cryptogram welting to he deciphered°. 

To the sciertiets, on the other hand, it remeined a ferment 

of eoesibilities. They approeched its understanding with 

the faith thet there go_ an order to be d1 covered, but at 

the uene time acknowledged the possible extent end compli- 

cation of natural laws as yet undiscovered. wton, for 

example, is non-committal on the etibject of the laltEnnte 

nature of the universe and the possibility nf its total 

effect an anticipation of the hypothetical method in 
natural science end e confession that we cannot ro fnr 
by the use of bis tables." 

Kneale. PrObcb5,11 1.111-Ilalig144M1. 
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explanation. Whilst even Galileo's conviction thet 

nature was "e book written in the langunge of eethemttics 

." did. not prevent his recognition of the eossible in- 

finite complexite of r:.cture; that she "ocres nothing 

whether her reavone sad methods of operating be, or be rot, 

underatendable by man. "s 

If, then, this underestimntion of the complexite of 

nature was e ehilosopherlet rather thtn o. scientist's week- 

ness nn instenee of misleading ebstrection from the con- 

crete activity being described - it might yet, in one 

respect at least, be termed I=E..211.441r. For such over- 

simplifications, born of the general concern with method 

and the idea of eeetem in knowledee, constituted a signifi- 

cent "ceiticism of the limitations of previous approaches 

to knowledge, as matilfeet peeticularly in both practical 

and theoretical trends of Renoiesence life and writings, 

The critical function of philosophy is not confined to ab. 

street systems of logic rn6 specialised sciences, or other 

academic discipljnes, but is o eerticuler importance in 

bringing to light the defects of the more general features 
"Odni.1.11101I eXzwitaportwoat.r. 

The eoirit of the preface to the Princieic is rather 
that 'the world is what it is; so far as exact mathe- 
matical laws can be discovered in it, well and good; so far 
es not, we must seek to expand our rethemetics or resign our- 
selves to some other lese certain method." 

Burtt. EttesasemiloernOcin 
p. 208. 
** Galileo. attetolle____Lee)uchsMitina... 
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of an age and society contained within te term "culture". 

Thie aspect, to which little yttention has generally been 

paid, has been emphasised by a kecent writer. 

"The philosovherls chief task is, I believe, the 
criticism of contemporary culture, a tsck which includes 
logic and epistemology as the criticism of the methods 
and claims of the sciences, but which includes much else 
besides - the criticism of art, morality and institu- 
tions, and, in the Eocratic spirit, of every specielism, 
theoxetical or practical, that claims to be Lore than 
the abstraction which in fact it is." 

(McCracken. p. 8.) 

In regard to the amelioration of exiting instituttons, 

the examination of decaying ores, and similar social re- 

qUireLkqltB, philosophy is perhaps the most effective of in- 

tellectual i)ursuits. For although its working may be slow, 

in so far as ideas may remain dormant and unused for years, 

its effects 'within society ere undeniable philosophic 

ideas eventually become embodied in institutions, and their 

implications ex,jored in practice. 

The existent culture.forminF the legacy f the Renais- 

sance, the context in thich 17th century thinkers found them- 

selves, has been cheractGrise by the terms "romantic nutural- 

ism, humanism, mysticism, pluralism, aestheticism end eclec- 

ticism . . ." (McCracken.) WhateVer the justice of all 

these labels, it seems at least undeniable that the new em- 

phasis upon method and a systematic approach to knowledge was 

to some extent s reaction, against the Renaissance emphasis 

upon the infinite diversity and comple:yity of both nature and 
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human neture. Thee was an ureent need for simplification, 

for some principle of unity whcrety men could cope with the 

multifarioue detail presented to their uneeretanding by 

exeandig conceptions of the woeld. Whetever the diffi- 

culties of oversimplification to which lt subsepuently led, 

the "spell" which methematics cast over eost 17th. century 

ehiloeophers, can be understood in thi light. The lack 

of system, of method, of genuine uneeretanding tnd unity of 

outlook amidst a welter of "Informetion" needed some dieect 

remedy. And this remedy, for the Avtionclist philoeoeher, 

was to bend in the form of e method peramountly exhibited 

in methematics. * 

Tis reflection. leads inte thc consideration of the 

second form of Rationeliem, with wbich we are more directly 

coneee:ned. The term is more thoroughly applicable here, 

there being added a second cost significant feature of 

mathematicelly certain oviledgee its 2,414211 character. 

The emphasis upon the e priori, in all knowledge worthy of 

the name, a conoistent feature of Rationalism throughout its 

varied careers was re-aseerted by Descartes on the basin of 

a conviction born of practical discoveries in his own 

e It is noteworthy that this movement was primarily con- 
tineetal, in the British Isles the reaction to Renaiseence 
Romanticism seems to have been less in the form of a philoeo- 
phical credo than in its practical parallel (which Whiteheed 
somewhere draws) - that of Puritanism. 
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mathematical researches. The measure of non-controvereial 

keowledge echieved by mathemetics had ever surprised him 

that "no greater superstructure had been reiced upon fowl- 

dations co firm". (Liceouree.) The first obstacle en- 

countered in his self-appointed tnsk of formulating explicit- 

ly the methods of eeactieing methemnticians ley in the a- 

senQe of nny euch single method. Believing thet the dif- 

fererces between arithmetic nnd elgebras on the one hand, 

cane geOmetry on the other, coule not be ultimate, and see- 

ing that mathematical inferences .eeended upon purely fermi 

reletionehips, Descertes succeeded in resolving these dif- 

ferences in the discovery of analytical geometry. It wee 

not unnatural that, as Gilson ,to puts it, "the stvong wine 

of intellectual enthusiesm went to his heed"; thet this 

discovery of a method in geometry which would solve the most 

coeplicated problems should deepen his hope that the whole 

realm of physics might eventually be reduced to geometri- 

cal proporties olone, or,indeed, that all knowledge is of 

the same kind, every truth susceptible of the certitude of 

methematical proof. 

The certainty of ezthemetice, Deecart e saw, depended 

upon its s Priori chalacter. 'Mae the defect of the older 

ehilosophy end science wee not, ne "ncon tout, that they 

asid too little ettention to cxeerienee. On te contrm, 
10.411011.4.111100.111.0.*.m. *own .4.1401.rownso 

* The pl...22.11120:42111.01, erienop. 
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n naive acceptance of the superficial datn of eveyday ex . 

perience hnd blinded the to the possibility of etending 

the bounds of human kmmledge, which LJAhemntics afforded. 

Mathevlaties is applicable only to euantity, the evasurable 

aspects of the world. -It is,therefore, fatal for the 

achievement of krowledge to confuse the quentltrAlve nrd 

eunlitative aspects of experience; the world of extension, 

which is clear anC distinct mutt not teconfused with the 

world of colour, temprature, sound, etc. , nbout which we 

cannot poesibly hnve the came intellectuelly clear know- 

ledge. 

Descartes did. not ipmorc the rôle of eense experience. 

Indeed Laporte,* in hie detrdled discuesion of the extent 

to which Descartes was e RationaliLt, has concluCied that 

he rather merits the-term "empiricist!. Kemp Smith, in 

his newly published vork on Descartes follows Laporte in 

giving an L'terpretetion of Descartes which emphasises mare 

than 1.6 customary the irfportant pnrts .layed by sense ex- 

perience, perception, imagiretion, etc., in his eistemo. 

logy. Such considerations Co ct least revenl the sueer- 

ficiality of hasty Judgements concerning his 0 .-i)piopism. 

NeVertheless, when Descartes speaks of true philosophiC 

knowledge, which Is by definition eertain knowledge, the 

Rriori is of greater imoortrrec, empirical dnta yielding 
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but eeoieable belief. Hie chief insistence is Vt one 
knows a priori that every netural jhenomenon is cape of 

mechenical explenation. This is the or-ly intelligible ex- 

plenntion. It is also poseiele to prove e eiori the fun- 

damental laws of motion. Thus, although experience is in 

accord with then, it ie incorrect to them 'aeon exper- 

ience, 

Comparinr this philosophic account with the cittitude 

and concrete practice of the scientists themseivee, a simi- 

ler c eriori conviction of the fundamentally mathematical 

basie of the universe may, it is true, be found in the 

writinr of Kepler end Galileo. Basing himself on n belief 

In the regular and completely necessary character of the 

processes of rature, the latter contreste natural science, 

on the one hand, vith law and the humenities on the other, 

in respect oÍ the certainly true conclusions of the foemer, 

which are not dependent upon humar judger.ent. Netwe 

.doth not thet many things which may be done by few", 

end. acts " . .through immutable laws which she never 

trenegreeses. . 4' Moreover in eome ptseares Galileo, 

too, seems- to suFgeet that this rigorous necessity in nature, 

deriving from her mothemntien1 eharectel., readers scientific 

methoe for eore dependent upon mathemeticel demonstration, 

upon the orlori than ueon experiment. Elsewhere, on the 
.1.10.14411.4.11.11111.IW 

Letter to the Grand Ducheee Chrie;t1. 
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other hand, he Ltreseee W. futility of erguing about 

nnture o the tnels of bcAlervl principle lone. Moreover, 

hie emehatic ereAricism was to n grnt extent responsible 

for the diminishing reepect. a:or Aristotelinn nuthority which 

becnme characteristic in the 17th century. In ohort, even 

the most mathematicall inclined of the eciertiets did not 

on that accourt emphasise the a priori at the expense of 

ex,erience, but insisted upon the need for their proper comp. 

binatione Nevertheless despite ::eir practical combination 

of Rotionalism end Empiricism, they did lend support to 

assumptions which were to feature significantly in the gene- 

ral outlook of philoeophical Rationnliem. Notebly, we may 

mention BOER of the important effects upon scientific and 

philonophic categories, and from this upon the conception of 

knovledge generally, which the mathematically inspired ides' 

of certeinty created. 

In the first place, it suggests a perfectly definite 

and limited conception of the erover.objecte, of knowledge. 

Certain knowleege must be of the cqantittive characteris- 

tics of thiniTs. Kepler, for example, erites, 

"There are, in fact, ar I began to Gay above, not a 
few principles which are the secial roperty of methe- 
ntics, such principles as are discovered by the common 
light of nc turo, require no demorstration, and which 
concern quantities primarily; thon they are applied to 
other things, so far es the latter have something in 
common, with quantities. Now there are more of these 
prirciplos in mathematics than in other theoretical 
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sciences because of that Very characteristic of the 
humnn understanding which seems to be such frou the law 
of 'creation, that nothing can be known completely ex . 
cept qunntities 0 . ." 

(Cuoted from 92ELQ, by Burtt. O. cit. p. 570 

And elsewhere, 

"Just ts the eye was made to see colours, end the 
ear to henr sounds, so te humnn mind was made to 
understand, not whatever you plenee, but ouantit." 

(Ibid.) 

Although geneally spenking the scientists remained 

agnostic as to the ultimyte c)rstituents of the world., 

they thus introduced that scientific abstraction, u¡Jon w1:11_ch 

Co much epistemological debate we to 'ee built by sUbse. 

quent philosophers . namely, that whiCr, alonP with 'Simple 

location" contributed to the "Pallac:v of Misplaced Concrete. 

ness". Kepler's belief thnt the real qualities of things 

are the matheEatically reasureble, and afford as type of 

knowledge totally fifferent from the obscure en 6 confused 

ouclitative deliverances of the senses, was further develo)- 

ed by Galileo, widened the distinction, as betteen the 

"objectivity" of/mathematical terld of puantitative rel-. 

tions, on the one hand, and the "subjectivity" of the quali- 

tative, non.mathemationl world of opinion and illusion on 

the other. V;erce it passed into the philosophical world 

to be elsbornted into the notorious doctrine of primary 

and secondary cuElities. This teory i;,rovides u well.known 

sciertific example of the order of vicious abstraction 
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created by elevating a sx!kletical. (methodological) point of 

view into the status of metaphysicel dogma. The result, 

the picture of Nature as dull affair, soundles, scent- 

less, colourless: merely the hurrying of material endless- 

ly, meaninglessly," is, As Whitehead says, "quite unbeliev. 

able." It is a conception of the universe "framed in terms 

of high abstiactions, and the oaradox only nrises beenune 

we have iristaken our Cbstrnction for concrete realities." 

It was, ve said, left to pTAlosOphers to draw more 

riForously the meta:dhysical conclusions which scientific 

practice of the 17th century seemed to demand. To cluci- 

dste in this way just what are the presuppositions of nny 

specialise methodology is an important service. Yet to 

do this without goinF further and placing the study clearly 

within its specific context, and relating it st t1-le same time 

with other specialised studies and the different "ways of 

'mowing" employed within the, leads to philosophic error. 

The error in this case assumed no small proportions. The 

abstraction of primsry-secondery Qualities has, in effect, 

constituted a fundamental stp towards banishing man from the 

Ilysical world of nature and to treating him ns an effe0, 

of the latter. The epistemolo;Tical and etTi.cal . problems 

so created have vividly witnessed to the fer.reching effects 

such an abstraction may ve.. 

2912,120..12124_ Di-3cm v orld. 
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The second significent ejetemolorrical effect of the 

mathematical anelogy was upon the drominent scientific and 

ehilosophic categories of cause and substance, together with 

nosociated conceptions of the nature of true "eeeplanation% 

"Cause", for example, being in the nattre of a "key concept" 

used to "roune out experieree", an,1 to express the recults 

of reflection thereupon., is en outs-tending inetance of the 

way in which terms that hove ncllired a pseudo-technical 

connotation may exert a potent influerce over subsequent 

thought. The nature of "exelanntion"(and likewise the 

criterion of "intelligibility") constitute far-reaching 

ascumptions which the causal category carries over into its 

subsequent employment. For if "cause" means efficient 

cause, and all rational explenatien is causal in this sense, 

then teleological accounts of "why" things occur are exclud- 

ed from rational discourse and "intelligibility" depends 

upon the ability to discover temporal causal sequences. 

These philosophic ideas may be compared with the concrete 

scientific situntion by which they have been influenced, in 

order to see ex)re erecisely the nature of the ebstenction 

involved. 

A demand for an explanation is usually based on a 

desire to be rid of a "mystery" . to underetere the un- 

known in terms of the already known. From another point 

of view, however, "explanation may be roughly described as 
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the statement of comethire in terme of current intereete 

and eesumptions. The currert intereete in the 17th cen- 

tury being the undeeetanding of "how" the motion of ,c1rticu- 

lar events came about, the traditional categories of explana- 

tion appropriate to expressieg and answerino the Medieval 

question of "why" something ezisted nt all, were no loneer 

needed. This did not, however; neceesarily indicate the 

falsehood of tl'A; older statements. Althoi gh. ecientific 

forme of explanation in terms of efficient caueality sup- 

plied the kin4 of truth now generalle demneed . the kind 

which would enable them to weigh, measure and control thine 

about them, "to eytend more widely the limits of the power 

and the greatness of men," (Bacon) . some of the celerticts 

themselves eecognised that this did not necesenrily erovide 

a final metaphysical etetement of the nature of things. 

Galileo, for inotence, makes quite clear where his 

intereete 11.0. and thus the reeeone for his categories. 

lie wiehes to :now not simply that falling bodies descend 

with acceloretinr velocity, but "according to what propor- 

tion such acceleration is made." This, he says, despite 

the extensive philoeophic elecourses on motion, is a ques- 

tion which wne in the past neglected. Havine thus 

made clear his litilted intereet and eureose, however, he 

eoes not bese upon this the eetaphysionl dogma that all 

causality resides in 467re ultimato ntomic constituents of 
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ncJture, and that the idea of Go: or Final Cause has no pince 

in "rational explanation". 1òr the motions with which the 

scientist is concerned 11 regards rather EIB "secondary 

causes" of events, of whic h. the primary or ultimate cause 

lies in come indestructible force, about which he confesses 

ignorance. Mus be does rr)t uee thc presuppositions of his 

immediate scientific concern to oppose theoloFical solutionL 

to more far-revehing =tap steal problems. 

The restricted "frame of reference" of his orn scien- 

tific research was made even clearer by Boyle (to take one 

more case in point). He drew an explicit distirction be- 

tween "levels or explanation" which cl;e appropriate to the 

diverse puroses for which explanation is being sought; 

a distinction seen, in the first place, as holding between 

"knowledge" and. "practical control of nature". His use of 

the causal crtegol:y reflects this distinction. Mechanical 

explanations are, he insisted, of the utmost implrtance in 

science, where men seek to extend their practical control 

over events in the natural world. Vililst recommending, and 

hiisself furthering, this investigation of "how" things work, 

howevel,, he does not cmestion the validity of final causes 

in ultimate explanation. He simply insists tat to give a 

quasi-theological account of "why" anything exists is no 

substitut9 for an answer to the question of "bow" it comes 

into being and operates, isplying at the same time (w1. et is 
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often overlooked) that the converse is also true. 

For its own purposes science may diecard final causa- 

tion as irrelevant. The object of science is not to give 

a total explanation of things. But on the level of ex- 

planation where such is demanded, then it will go beyond. 

mechanism. Teleological explanation is a valid metaphys- 

ical category, * - for ultieately there is 

"the admirable cone of the several earts of the 
universe to the eroduction of particular effects; of all 
of which it will be difficult to give a satisfactory 
account without acknowledging an intelligent Author or 
Disposer of things." 

(Cited by Burtt. Op. cit. ) 

It is unfortunate that these levels, and their appro- 

priate methods have not been universally distinguished. 

By confusing them, discredit has been brought to each in so 

far as the one has been stressed as all-sufficient within. 

the other's proper field. It was importrnt for the pro- 

gress of modern physics thet Boyle was able to confine his 

teleoloFy to metaphysics. It i2, however, also importent 

for the progress of philosophy that it be realised that the 

categories of scientific explanation are narrowly defined for 

the sake of restricted purposes. Boyle appears to have 

Even Bacon, who rejects the coesideretion of material, 
efficient and. final causes as useless for science, "holds 
that the existence of teleology in nature is an obvious 
fact, and that the investigation.of final causes ic a.per- 
fectly legitimate branch of Natural Philosophy. It has, 
however, been misplaced.; for it belongs to the division of 
Natural Philosophy which Bacon calls Metaphysics, and not to 
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recognise0 more explicitly than many of the scientists and. 

philosophers of hi dey that they were in fact operating 

with a one-sided notion of cause from ci pecial and re. 

stricted point of view. Thie point was made clearer by 

Kent in the Oritioue of 4udr9mont, where he elms to prove 

there is no antinomy between the description of phenomena 

from the point oi vie' o efiicient causality, and from that 

Of ouroose, of internnl organisation and adaptation. The 

two viewe cannot contradict each (Aher. because, 813 he points 

out, each relates to orobleae in distinct fields. * 

The new emohasis of 17th centory science was clearly 

v.arranted; in an Age following upon the Medieval mis-use 

of Aristotelian notions, it Was eseeotial to scientific pro. 

gross. The invocation of the Aristotelian "formal cauoe", 

for instance, as a principle of exolanation had become sim- 

ply a haven of obscurantism, being understood as the demand 

to find a .E.irinciole" or "essence" . of any sort. Hence 

Molière's famous comedy.. In philosophy, likevise,"formal 

that which he calla Physics. Bacon's eoipram that 'the 
research into Final Causes, like a virgin dedicated to God, 
is barren and produces nothing', has been taken by eaoeless 
or biassed readers to be a condemnation of such research. 
It is nothing of the kind. It is simply a statement of the 
obvious fact that there is no art of Applied Teleology as 
there ie an art of Applied Physics." 

Broad. Ythics and the Historw Philocoobar. Chap- 
ter 

Cf siso Caseirer. Thp Yroblemoof.Know cdos. Chap. 
tare 6: 10! 11. 
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causes" old "ebsences" are by Hobbes :site understendebly 

disrissed as "jargon typical of tot study snhch is ]-ot 

properly philosophy . but Aristotelity". 'hen "finsl 

causes" oleo are relegsted to theology, to the realm of 

faith rether ttan reason, =Ater and :.otion lone remain as 

the sole princisles of explanstion. Ounce has special 

eference to change end xovemnt, snd the vord is properly 

used only of en event vihich mokes possible or necessnry a 

eubsequent event. 

These rejections, slthough independently mde (for 

ressons of the kind outlired above ) are quite evidsntly sup- 

ported by the more gemral desire to edopt the suceoseful 

pettern of mathemptical thinking within ll pheres. For 

in mtthesIsticel dsscription the explanatisn of change is in.. 

evitably riven in terns of extepnal cruses. Thet in to 

say, since mathematical systolism represents thin as 

arrangemnts of identical elements in spece, there ìs, there- 

fore, nothinE witlqn the comA.ex to account for change; 

its sosrce must, accordingly, be sought exte17:slly. * 

"The symbolism of mathameticel thought forces us to 
represent cll change as determined'by en external ccuse end, 
therefore, till action m ecnnical action. 

LacMurrey. Inte» etir e T7n ve p. 76, 
,This, he points out, indica co the inherent limitation 

of Eathemsticel thoustt, "Since whatever is represented 
through mathematical symbolism must have its activities 
referred beyond itself, it necesserily presupposes the exis- 
tence of something which is not and cannot 1-e represented 
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From this it becomes clecr that failure on to prat of 

ehiloeophere to examine and mekc clear the modifiention re- 

quired by scientifically-orienteted, entegories such ae 

"amuse", when apelied within different contexts mny be mis, 

lending. Their pre-occupntion with ,attlematical symbolism, 

for instance, 1.ch ie unable to represent qualitative dif- 

ferences in objects co described, in eddition to lending 

support to the afore-mentioned seientteic abetraction con, 

corning orimary and secondary qualitiee, aleo confirmed the 

faith in the universal ebilite of the method of nnalysis 

to efferd sufficient explanation of complex events within 

nature end humen neture alike. 

True explanatione (from this point of view) muet be in 

term of their eimplest enrts. Thus it is preeupeosed. that 

a complex whole ie but en aggregate of ¡Arts, is finite and 

devoid of unique inCdvideelity. Vox' mathematical analysis 

presuppories e homogeneoue medium. Any factor is adequntely 

accounted for by relating it to its efficient cause . cauce 

and effect being discrete, externally related. Change is 

alwaye, however apparently qualitative, explicable as merely 

change of order, Pest alwnYs determiner-3 :resent - since, 

as Bergeon compleined, mathematical thought "spatialiees" 

change, and by failing to 'take time aeriouely" ignores the 

emergence of what is new, of creation. The radical effects 

upon philosophical thought of such ''caueal explanations" is 
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cleuely borne out by, for exemple, Hobbes' view of the 

nature ai ehiloeophy. The Arietotelian dictum that philo 

sophy wes concerned. tith the knowledge of causes received 

by him very different employment. "Celle& is for Hobbes 

simply the meane by which anything comes into being, that 

Which, previous in time, brings beut the effect. The 

relationship between wholes oni parts is analytic. Milo- 

Sophie "reasoning" is coneequently concerned with knowledge 

of the generation of physical effects and of the loeicel 

construction of wholco from ports, It is on this conception 

thet his eystem is largely founded. The problem of 
aiwnm.mmolorPoW.M.e.qmic.o.m..M.ww..am.r.ofi 

Reference eerhaps ought to be made et this juncture 
to the logical significance of Hobbes* view of philosophical 

since, ea Cassirer has pointed out, the develop- 
ment of logic in the 17th century is importtnt to the under- 
atunding of social thought in thet and succeeding centuries. 
From the dissatisfaction with ':7,cholestic methods of defi 
nition, which were useful for classification but not for 
receareh, arose a theory of genetic or ceuppl definition. 
According to this theory, explvnations of concepts do not 
proceed in ebetrection iron the comelex of characteristics 
In which an element occurs, but by obeervine the inner lew . 

eccording to which the whole originates. The "caueal 
definition" thus traces the structure of the complex whole 
to its foundations. Hobbee was the first modern logicien 
to grasp the full significance of euch causal definition, 
seeing in it not merele loeicel reform, but a transformation 
of the idea of philosophical knowledge itself. For by 
its means, ho thought, philosophy could transcend the futili- 
ties of Aristotelity which treated *being" se something 
etatic and therefore felled to comprehen d. either thought or 
corporeal nature, both being eseentially "procces". Hobbes' 
reetriction of knowleege to that which deVelops, philosophic 
reasoning to cause end effect, is thus bound up with his 
Insights into the potentialities of the new theory of 
definition in 17th century logic. 
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political philosophy concerns the composition of ".'e greet 

Levi than. 

The "relativity" of the notion of explanation is then, 

evident: equally co is the need to revise in the light of 

new data one's modes of explanation, end cpjropriate con- 

ceptions of the ultimete "simples" to which complexes are 

to be reeuced. The error of dogmatism concerning the 

letter may also be illustrated with refer nee to 17th cen- 

tury science in connection with the substitution of mathe- 

matics for Aristotelian logic as a more iromising iTst3u- 

ment of discovery. 

Galileo's erocedure was fruitful because he also took 

the first general step in hitting on the right line o 

thought. Whereas Aristotle had regarded the natural state 

of a system to be "at rest", and accordingly ere the ro- 

blem as that of understanding the f et of notion of bodies 

at all, Galileo saw that the state of "rest" was but a par- 

ticular case of the general statement "either in a state ef 

rest, or unifore motion in a straight line": that the point 

of ie.portnce lay not in the .,otions of bodies, but in the 

changes of their motions. Conseoueutly, whilst in Aristo- 

telian dynamics the flying arrow was a complex phenomenon 

requiring explanation, the fact that a cart etooped when the 

horse ceased pullin requiring none, in Galileo's thought 

the situation is reversed. This particular change in 
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conception of "ultimntes" ce "oimele elements" prOVed fruit- 

ful in the theory of dynamics. Coneeeuently, for the pur- 

poees of 17th century ecientific knowledge., end opernting 

within t ;pherc thus cloerly and restrictedly defined, the 

Galileen theor wee of FreEter velue. But this does not 

menn that the "sielplee" wlAch his methods presuppose, can 

be metaebysicelly interpreted to be ouch in ell contexts, 

eith 6 corresponding uriversal ereecription of the approp- 

riatc methods of reseerch and. mo6e of explanation. Irdeed, 

at the level of evceydny experience, for instence, Avis- 

totiele "ultimetes" ere Valid, since here ell actions do 

melee unless evidently sustained from the outside. In 

short, se Russell has pointed °et, the distinction between 

"simple" end "complex" is erbitrary. By "simple", is in 

fact teeent that which one ip not going to enalyse further: 

the "ultimete" useful for a perticuler purpose end in re- 

epect of e oertieuler interest. Thuo, for inetance, Euclid's 

simples are points end limo, numbers being regarded cc com- 

plex (retios), whilst for Descartes the reverse is the cane. 

In this instance both heepen to be fruitful metode for the 

particuler purposes of either methematician* 

Although in the preceding eeragrnhe attention hes been 

directed somewhet exclusively upon the effects of mathemati- 

eel science upon the collet' cetegory4 end aseocisted. con*. 

°options of "expltnetion" en e criterie of "intelligibility", 



rather than upon that of substnre, some brief mention of 

the latter rust also be .f.tde. both categories crested and 

bequenthed to philosophic posterity a nine of problems. 

The notion of cause itself, for instance, ever npart from 

the problem ot the "necessary connection" which vas rIcie 

to relate everts, was on Cartesian premises o somewhat dif- 

ficult one. For the notion of mere transference of a 

eulity is unintelligible; between two completely detached 

end self-dependent occtnrences, it is difficult to see what 

meaning can be given to the ices of causation between them, 

since on such a supposition there seems no reason why any 

qunlity of one shoul influence the possession of that 

quality or others by the other. * 

Cimilarly, the correlative conception of substance 

raised further problems for subsequent philosophy. A case 

in oint pertains to the ouestion of the sense in which the 

self', the human person can be calci to be a. substance. 

1'or Descartes, the term substance implied, inter elio, 

that the object to which it was applied coule be reduced to 

properties which could be scientifically investirated and 

described in mathematical formulae. The applicability to 

the self of such a scientifically-orientated category was, 

accordingly, denied 14. .;ant on the grounds that it applied 
41111.11.001........... 

Cf. iliteheadls Almussion of causality in "Life t:nd 

Nature." Chicago Lecture, printed in Modos of Thoartt. 
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to objects quF, objocts of mind on17. Both Kent's point 

ancl the insistence of Hun before him that identity and 

substance were not term univocally applicable to waterial 

objects and selves, indicated a truth overlooked by Descfutes 

. that the identity which belongs to the sclf is not the ;nme 

identity se that Lhich belongs to an object (-ill, object. 

LL substt,nco is to rctain its narrow and rigid connotation 

given to it by 17th ccntary scienc, the self emphatically 

ic not subotance, but "subject" (to employ' the Hegelian 

distinction). 

Descartes failed to distinguiz-,h between two sere of 

stibstance "thinghood!' and "selfhood". QIiist both assort 

identity in the face of the &allonge of change, in the one 

there is analogy with LlIthomatical icentit7,, whereas in the 

othor the identity is that of a "systei ". 4 The contrast 

is brought out by taking the example of a crystal, which 

represents the limit of organisation in the physical 

world. Its identity Lnz, be othematically or physio . 

chemically determined. Co far as the mathematical iden- 

tity is concerned, it is lacking in just that flexibility 

and varinbilit, that capacity for vicissitude which is the 

essence of a systoLI which is a "s,Af". Ault is cuite poeu . 

liar to oelihood and quite iexplict:bic in terms of sub. 

stance conceived as quasi-mathematical identity - is its 

Cf. Borty $peramertal Universe. 
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cnpacity to withstnnd. (and. "internalise") its succeseive 

vicissitudeu, which ir en other structure would be destruc. 

tive of identity. In ehert, it is eot en idertity which 

ityliBLE change, and le not deeDlished by, but rather prc . 

supposec it RB the "self" involves develoRnent, its "sub- 

stnntinlity" necessarily ineludiree potential es well as 

actual elements. But identity In this eense le not de. 

ecribable in mnthczatical formulae - the self is not a cub- 

stence in the sense of boing en object of ecientific know- 

ledge. Hence, as Knit showed, whilst. ever knowledge is 

enueted to scientific knowledge (mathematical phyeice) of 

physical objects , the cetegory of substnnce so interpreted 

I s of limited application . just as knowledge iteelf is 

confined to phenomena,- these being, tbe first Critiaue 

ehows, the only tA.ege which can be krown as objects. 

Thus, reflection upon the problems and limit of a 

euesi-mathematical cenecption of nubetapce brings us, last . 

ly,to consider its rider epistoological Leariegs, to CIE-mi. 

mariee briefly the restricteô . and exclusive view of know . 

ledge which results :t.o!ì over-pressing the nlov of mathe- 

matics. If knowleSge, by definition, involves certainty, 

end is accordingl y. only possible by means of the "cienr 

end -.distinct" perception of the understanding, it would 

seem logical to drew n rigid distinction between the memory 

and Leaginetion as well es the senses, on the ore hand, and 
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the understand.if7 or the other, none of the former having 

any clniE' to afford e wey to true 7.now1edge. Such a view 

create difficulties when the range of krowledge is exten.. 

ded to cover the objects of understanding necribed to his- 

tory, religion, nrt, etc., wherein other factors besides 

Roue= (so defined) necessaril enter. 

The disparagement of history, in the first place, es t. 

form of knowledge, was inevitable. According to the J:::mthe- 

matical pattern of rationality, it suffers on two counte. 

First, whereas mathematical thought is- concerned, with uni- 

versals, th significant concepts of history are not uni- 

versal 'but individual; the terms of the causal rele.A.on, 

for c:amrop1e, are not abstl:ect characteristics but unieue 

persapalities. * Secondly, there is the problem of the 

mathematical krowledge of change (i. e. real, qualitatiVe 

change). A oubetantialist metaphysic such se was produced 

by the scientific thought of the 17th century implies e 

theory of knowledge according to which the unchanging alone 

is knowable. The historical event, on the other hand, is 

the transitory event. The nemesis of similar substantiality 

in Greeco-Roman 'historiography, ncoordiTT to Collinwood, 

Llthough interpreted in a special sense in the light of 
his general thesis, this Is basically the point 'ade by 
Collingwood. The causo of an event (e. g. why Brutus stebs 
Caesar) he writes., for the historian means the thought in the 
mind of the person by whose agency the event comes about: 
and this is r-lt something other than the event, it is the 
inside of the event itself. 

Collingwood. Idea or History 
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was also a historical seepticiam. Be that ne it a 

significant feature of Cartesian thought, resulting logi- 

cally from ite forv.. of kationalism was indeed its anti.. 

historicism, a fact which contributed in no sall elegree to 

its later discredit an(:. declive. 

In the realms of art, poetry, literature, and religion, 

no lees than in regard to historical knowledge, the ''clear 

und distinct" criterion of rati,nality inevitally Lolegates 

these forms or human ex.dresion to the "irratioTial" in human 

experience. Nor was this c:)nsequence mcnifest in meta- 

physical systems alone, The effect in English literary 

developments in the 17th century, for instnnce, was 'a set 

towards Ia.ose and good sense, and in reaction against the 

metaphysical tradition in poetry". (Willey.* ) Attempts 

to translatethe insights of Religion into quesi.nlathematical 

or quasi.-scientific terminology met with similar disaster. 

tith the reeAlced ,enning of the causal citepory, for in- 

stance, God becomes definitely' relegated to the position of 

First Efficient Cause of mAion within a Universe which sub . 

seeuently continues its way in the definite revolutions of 

a great mathematical machine, He is Himself conceived as 

a quasi.scientific hypothesis. 

Of Pascal: 

."I cannot forrive Descartes. 

Fence the famous remark 

v,nt e tr-u BnekrI'our(:1.. 

In ali his philosMly 
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he woul6 have 1,:een quite willing to dispense with Cod. 
But he had to Lake give a fillip to set the world in 
motion: beyond this, he had ro further need of God." 

(Pee6ee.) 

V,hether or not this is a just estimate of the position 

of God. in Descartes' metephysic, it is undoubtedly the lopi- 

cal position of G God reached by a procees of mathemetieva 

reasoning clone. it follows thet e speculation cercerning 

"finel cauees" is fruitlese, because God's weye nre beyond 

the unCei,stendirg of r;:an (mathematics being limite, as 

Decart(41 recognised, to the conorehension of the finite). 

The over-all error whic'L reeulte in the restlAction of 

the conception of "ways of knowing described above, is that 

of neglecting the feet that in art and reliplon, for i.etnnec 

the symbolism is of another order than the clear an dis- 

tinct gr000eitions of mathematice; it le that of failing 

to eeek, therefore, other hall-marks of reason, such as 

ceherence, harmony, unity of etructere, "objectivity" (Mac 

murray's term), within the creations of the human spirit 

-wherever these are more appropriate. Yet of all these bear- 

ings end tendencies of conceiving knowledge with mathematics, 

perhaps the moot far reachlg in effcts liee in the resul- 

tant mechanical cauee-effet relation described above, 

together with apprepriate conceptions of rational explann- 

tion.and criteria of irtelligibility, and the consequent 
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development of the ilnehine nnnlorw ti a whole. It is, 

nacoy,ding1y1 with some conceuenees or these charneteristic 

fectures ris reflected within ¡)olitieel theory that the 

fallowing cLuipter is conetrned. 

0-0-0-0 



CHAPTER VI 

NATURAL Li AND VENTE TH CENTURY 

POLITICAL THEORY. 

It was inevitable that philosophic pre-occupations 

with :Le-tod end other features of mathermticol science 

should. be reflected in the treatment of social end poli 

tical questions. A process of releasing political philo- 

sophy frmn. lts association with theology hed .egun v!ith the 

Renaissance. It was furthered by the advances of science, 

which soon suggestd that similar progress in solving the 

problems of social and political relationshiss might be 

made if these, too,were concUvell as natural occurrences, 

open to study by observtion, and more oarticularly, by 

logical analysis nnd deduction, in which supernatural ele. 

nents had no important place. 

IllaLfaci9 there wer, undoubtedly, distinct advan- 

tages in the analoFical extension of methods and categories 

from the ileld wherein euch remarkable advances hnd been 

achieved to one fom which edieval mists had not yet cono. 

pletely rolled away. The traditional theory of natural 

Law which had functioned so lorw as perhaps the root impor- 
0 

'tent co-ordinating idea within systematic political thinking 
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stood, it secmed, only to in by the "illumination" of 

mathelantionl flalorries and new scintilic ideals. The ob- 

vious advantages (to which we will briefly refer) were, how- 

ever, also accoblparied by the introduction of certain mis- 

leading ideas uuFgestd by the ccientific oricntLtion of the 

cntegories and general terminology emplo2e( in the new 

formulctions. In this way the fusion proved less happy 

than VCB articiQated, augmenting within the political sphere 

the general tendencies of Rationlicm considered in the pre- 

cc;ding chapter, vna cortributinv ultimately to the brenk- 

dovn of the oririnal Natural. Let analoqw. It is often the 

ease, however, that errors form the ,ost instructive part 

of n Coctrine or ii,cthod. Tmat they have, in this instance, 

served to elucidate fuither the nature of the Rationalist 

abstraction nu a thole, and Pico to provoke more pr_cice 

recognition of the assumptions at the basis of the politi- 

cal analogy itself, constitutes the chief reason for co- 

centrating the first historical illustration upon this 

political theory. 

The theory of Eatural Law is itsCif, we have said, the 

product of analogical thinkincr. It expresses a "total 

assertion" about tho foundation of uolitical and moral obli- 

gation generally, on the basis of the particular oblit-ations 

ana their sources encountered in everyday civil life; one 

may term it a "legal analocw" in so far as "law" like "cause" 
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is e metophor closely assoeintd with the spbere of civil 

law. The most fruitful proach to the evaluation of tíB 

analogy within political philosophy lies in o closer exami- 

nation of the particular functions it has been thought to 

Serve, and nn estimation of its success in doing so. 

A precise definition of its function is difficult, 

inoe althouvh the theory is one type of answer to certain 

recurring political )roblems, its precise interpetation 

has varied throughout ite history, according to the differ. 

ent local emphases of the eges in which it has flourished. 

Perbops all one can say in general is that it claims to 

give a Fational explanation (i.e. rational es opposed to 

volunteristic,and of universal not erely particular 

reference) of the existence of "rules"; in ethics, in low 

itself, and in political philosphy, by deriving them not 

from any rrbitrelr4' power, Divine or human, tut from Reason. 

Thus, in ethics, it provides a rational basis for e system 

of "ratural" ethics, affin:Amr the existerce of rational 

velues as well as those di2cloecd by revelation. For low, 

it postulates e systcm of las of universal validity, based 

not uz:on force but upon reason on the intrinsic value of 

the law, not comduleive power. For political ,JIllosophy, 

such "rational" values form an essential foundation for the 

asses's/milt of 1:7,ocial and politicolAnstitutions. 

Vllilet our present concern is main1:: with the employment 
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of the Netural Law enclogy within the lest of these, the 

doctrine itself closely relates all three. Indeed, e most 

eignificent feature is tent it denies the autonomy of any 

one of them, endeevouring to nct as n mediator between them. 

For it maintains that politic:el philosophy is unntle to take 

one. step foeward without, as 4ent put it, doing homage to 

ethics. It inciste equ,ylly steongly thet ethical veluee 

muct be riven e ''normotive expression if they are to hnve 

aeening ithin precticel ex)erience. Taturel Law is itself 

en etterLpt to formulate in legal or normeLive terms certein . 

fundamental valuee which are believed to have ebsolute 

ity. And finally, within legal philosophy, it rejecte all 

empirical zolutione to the quectiont "Whet is Lew?". Know- 

ledge of actual law can but describe what pertnine to law 

et ,e 0.ven place end time, and affords no solution to the 

question, "What lg Lew:" To answer this it is neteesevy 

to explain not enly whet laws are, but why they eeist n 

question not of origile but ot jostifieetion. 7 This Ques- 

tion being one of value, not feet, requires an answer in 

ethical terms. 

In efeectt Natural Law links the ideas of reeson, fact 

vee. value the discovery of e rational basis of existing 

laws and of men 'e obligation to obey them, makes possible 

also the estimation of' their value, and affords a criterion 

of' their validity. 
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Leaving aside talporarily the assumptions upon which the 

succeos of thie function depends, it mny be agreed that this 

analogy' succeeds, as biolcvical or psychological enalogies 

do :et, in suggesting an imporeonal snd universal ground of 

political obligation which theoretically should supersede 

the local claims of any state or imperial opportunism. It 

iS,moreover, not confined to the provision of grounds i!or 

obedience, but may. also sanction active disobedience to the 

existing laws ol the Dolls on those same grounde of aThifter 

ellegience" . feature elA.ch nocounte for the mistrust to 

which the doctrino was oftcri subjected e4vn at the height of 

its theoretical acceptance. This indicates, of c6un.,10, et 

the same time its chief general disadverttage; a characteris- 

tic it possesses in common with all abstract theories about 

humen society is that of admitting such widely divergent and 

conflicting interpretations as to ',A: of little practical 

value unsupported, end therefare to fail as an abstract 

"criterion" or "justification" of concrete laws or actions. * 

Nevertheless, the trnditional analogy did serve an im . 

poi-tent function in coordinating the thoughts and views of 

those who refused to interpret their ob1i7atione exclusively 
vemellele.01.141. 

One rocv, recrll the argument of the old man who attempted 
to assassinate the Professor in the novel of thet title, by 
Rex Warner, . that it was the Profeesorie devotion to pbetract 
justice which was his fatal weakness, and one which would further 
his (the faccietTs) concrete ola. This is e revealing lite- 
rary illuotration of o deficiency of abstract theorising 
within the liberal tecdition. 
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in terms of netionel bouneries or sovereign "will". Per. 

ticularly important were the ground S given by Neturel Law in 

Romen end Medieval times, for instance, to chellenge any 

conception of positive lews as secrosanct. The more 

specific difficulties which it involved - deriving, for in- 

stence, from the metephors "nature" and "law" which were 

eeaponeible for a degree of ambiguity which had always re- 

eie6 in the theory were brought to light mainly es n re- 

ault of the 17th century reformulation of the doctrine. 

For in the ultimate treekdown of the 1atter0(to be treced in 

succeeding peragraphs) is disclosed the precise nature of 

the presupposition t the base of this whole enelogy. 

Whilst the Itakitual of a universal law of netire, 

lying behine civil law and binding because of its intrinsic 

justice, wee not questioned in the early 17th century, the 

ground of its validity called for re-examination. There 

was a growing need for a secler version oI Natural Law if 

the theory was to retain its significance, for those who re- 

jected theological arguments and eanctione after the Refor- 

mation. At the same time, Natural Law had to be more 

clearly Olfferentinted from canon law, with which, as a re- 

sult of Papal authority in precedirw centuries, it had e- 

come increasingly identified. In short, 

Two obstacles had to be overcome and two mighty 
enemies defeated if t,eis funeamentel thesis of Tlatural 
Law was to Fain acceptance. On the one hand, law. bad 
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to assert it originality end its inetpendence of theo- 
logical dogma, and extricete itself from the perilous 
embrace of theology; on the other, the pure sphere of 
law had to be clearly determined em e sepnrated from the 
sphere of the etatet.end its unique natuee nnd cpecific 
value hed to be protectd from state abeolutisme The 
controversy over the foundation of the modern Law of 
Nature is fought out on thie double point. it must be 
cnrried on as yell egyinstthe theocratic view-point es 
agninet the Leviathan State . that is, ageinet the. deri. 
vetion of law from a completely irretionel Divine will 
which is impenetreble to humen eaeon." 

(CEssirer, 211J=191ILL21talqUallet02131-6) 

In both OCIEKEI it is the axiom "etat pro rettene 

voluntas" which muot be overthrown. 

To this end, the enalogy drawn between the eeleere of 

politics are thet of riethemetical science is cleerly e 

nifient contribution. Emphasis ie, of course, laid ueon 

the mathematics c) the latter, in abatraction from the out- 

oteneing empiricism characteristic of its foremost repreeen- 

tectivee (elthough political i4diennliem geverallz was no 

eore exclusively' e priori than its epistemologicel perallel. 

The primary chenge thus introduced e. and hence the chief 

significnnce of the 17th century theory of Neturel Law e. is 

methodological. 
. 

Retionel eXpIenutions in this eentuvy were 

scientific, describing efficient causes, or giving mEtbe- 

metical deductions. Iv the latter sense of "ecientific", 

the new theory of Natural Law, es gut forward by Orotius, 

for example., provided a retie:null or ecientific eethod for 

arriving et a body of propositions underlyirg political 

errengements and the provisions of otlitive law. 
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The discovery of the first principlce of man's socinl 

life - concerning the nature of men end of thc utete .0 from 

which specific politicel principles were to be dceuc(d, pre- 

sented no eifficulty to 17th century theoriste. Thee had 

been discovered lone ego,* and it remained only to re-etnte 

C13( reeformuIate them in the langunge of "clear and distiect 

ideec". The actuul defirition of Naturel La t piv,n by 

Grotius, as e body of rule diecovereble by hunein Beeson ic 

but e restatement of the Scholestic notion of a rational 

foundation of etIlice. He raw concedes that the Lew of 

Nature is unqueetionrily of Divine oririn. Nevertheless, 

he set out to corstiuct n theoie of law wh ch could stand 

indeporeently oi theological presuppositions. T e alter- 

native reethod to hand wee obviously that of mathematics. 

1UB oft-quoted methemeticel analogies do not, however, in 

tia ceee eroceed from a 'ere desire to universalise r suc- 

ceoeful wethod. To treat law "eithdreen from evele, par- 

ticular feet" siveifiec to him its ineependence, as r,gerds 

Thee. weee a leeeivenetion of Stoic ideas. It Is worthy 
of reek that the appal to Stoic philouophy in the 17th 
certury has a special significance. It seamed to contain 
greet promiee in reetoeire an eomewhat to the ethical dig- 
nity" threatened by hie teetapheeical status in the new scien- 
tific world-picture, to compensate for hic dethronement from 
the earlier central position held by men. Thus in s sense 
the etress on natural rights represents a "ceiticism" of the 
epistemoloVical abstraction which "read men out of the uni- 
verse" end with ehich, in consequence, men could not live; 
ftr, es Burtt l'e)s rerarked, man could only enjoy life and en- 
deaveur when he believed he occupied a high place in the 
cosmic teleology. 
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truth snd validity, from any feetual emboAment in the 

commends of oovereign or positive lew. To quote Cassirer 

again, 

"if Naturel Law connects let fine methemeties in this 
way, it is becauee it censidere 'ceth as sembolising the 
sam Iundemental energy. The doctrine of Netural Law 
looks upor law und mathematics ne the best evidence oi 
the autonomy end sponteneity of the intellect." 

,(Ibid.) 

That the eathematicel ideals of enalysia, eimplieity end 

self-evident clerity were, moreover, perfect solvents for 

authority and mere custemery 11ief, added to the attrective. 

ness of the onalory. The ppeel to mac= for which Fatupel 

Lew ideas bed olwoys stood wes, in the 17th centur, chief. 

ly directed egeinet dogmatism and the blind following of . 

trudition. * As in the case of ecience, then, this involved 

the rejection of Medley/2a methOde and termirology in favour 

of cetegories consteucted to meet the eZ:0. lI st iesue, 

the "explanntiore" now being sought. Teis is e.et to 

41.1111.01.111061.%,...., 

Here, it hoe been eurvested, lics the real eignificenee 
of the appeal to neture ". . it is an appeal against 
authorities that lied lost their escrednees, against insti. 
tutione that hed outlived their usefulness . . 

Ritchie. Naturel Right% 
it is at the se time e defence of the irdividual 

against particular legal eronouncernents which Nay from time 
to time proscribe his liberties in eome'"enuse" treating 
him as e "means" simply rather then as a member of the "King. 
dam of Ends" (jubt as Ciderofor example, centuriee ecrlier, 
appealed to Neturel Law in opposing the slavery permitted 
under the pesitive lees of ie time, ineicting that under 
Nritu:7 Lew all men were of equal statue and slavery non. 
ex -tent.) 
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suggest titt "efficient causes" end scientific meesurement 

figured erominently in the reeultent eolitical theoriee. 

The emphasis vas, ne remarked, one of method, patterned 

upon one expect of science, its mathematical deductions. 

Through the eedium of this anelogy, however, the scientific 

influence of the century also effecter:1 the content of this 

theory, thus contributing, under the cover of unchanged 

terminology to a completely new orientation ef the old 

theory, and eventually to its breakdown. 

It is not being suggested. that the scientific influence 

was solely responsible for the latter. Indeed it ie recog- 

nized that we are abstracting from a complex situation in 

which science is but one amongst a series of corditione, 

contributine to the new formulation. Nor, in concentrating 

upon such features, do we imply that the influence of scien, 

title method is that of a one-way eaueal relation, between 

the methods and categories of natural sciences and the social, 

eolitical enì ethical thinkirg of the 17th century. In 

addition to the general intellectual nnd social climate, 

there, were also more fundamental coneitions within philoso- 

phy and the general cultural background which were respon- 

sible for the emphasis upon "method". In the preceding 

chapter, we mentioned. for instance, the accent laid by Re- 

naissance philosophers such as Montaigne upon the infinite 

diversity of nature and human nature ehich had presented 
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obstacles to systematic philosophising and of the urgent 

need for simplification. which arose. The Certeeicn con- 

centrytion upon the "univerevl mnn", "ebetract values" and 

the need for precise criterion of truth, eprings to a 

large extcnt from a reaction. to such Renaissance Romanti- 

cism. The influence of cortemporery science ie, however, 

a very Important coT-.dition, and is emphasised here for two 

main reasonS. First, it is e significant inotonce of the 

way in which through the medium of terminology 0. the 

similar employment of analogical e:Kpressione such es "natural 

law", for inn in science ane political philosophy - 

certain ideas indigenous and appropriate to the one could 

peep into the other. Secondly, the breakdown of the politi- 

cal theory helps to elucidate the nature cm limitations of 

the scientific abstractions themselves when extended to 

other fields, and thus provide teat aloe of criticism effec- 

tively performed by philosophy, by indicating and making ex- 

plicit presuppositions unconsciously pervading thought end 

judgement. 

Turning first to the more general fenturee of the pali . 

tical parallel to eistemological Rationalism (i.e. whether 

of a predominantly "Baconian" or "Carteeien" form) the 

"search for certainty" once again io seen to provoke a con- 

summate faith in "right methods" oi finding "final solutions" 

to prOblems, and to conejuce to the view that the only 
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knowledge strictly meriting' the name is technical knowledge 

- that which is susceptible of complete, orecise formulation 

in rules, directions, ,rincidles. Technique and certainty 

are so conjoined, because whereas the practicol knowledge 

eaodicd in tradition, foi instance, is vaguer, of a more 

indeterminate kind, technical knowledge appears to be self- 

complete, ranging between nn iäentifiable initial point, 

sheer ignorance, nrd on i, entifioble terminal point, the 

mastering of the "rules". 

Three consequent tendencies have been summarised by 

Oakeshott * as the 1.ain characteristics of "Rationalism in 

politics". First, the conduct of affairs is a matte:: of 

sqlving clearly defined problems, in which the considera- 

tion of tradition and circumstance ore but obstcles to the 

operation of reason. "The assimilation of dolitics to 

engineering is the ,yth of rationalist politics." Secondly, 

it is a politics of perfection. The rational solution is 

the perfect solution; there is no piece for a "best in the 

circumstrnces", only for"the best" the function of reason 

being precisely that of surmounting circIpstances. So, 

third1;,, it is a politcs of uniformity. A scheme which 

does not recognise ci,cw,stances can have no ',Ance for 

variety. 
00% 

"Rationalism in olitics," The enir3749ampl. 
Volume 1. 
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In short, :,.ationnlism no characterised evinces in the 

sphere of politics that same terdey;ey to unJercestimste the 

eomplcxity and variety of situations (and liketis to mis- 

trust the guidance of individual inspiration or insight) 

whether in nature or society, which Was toted in the :re 

viOus chapter. Thus, even in the lote lath century, 

iachiaVelli, confident that the uniformity and. horogereity 

of nature disclosed by Galileo existed no less in mnnts 

political lire, created a new "scienec; of politics" by 

means, of which he COtIIL construct his technical "handbook:" 

for the guidance of tlx new Prince, untutored in practical 

diplmney. In taliB respect Machiavelli wt, as it were, 

"thd. Bacon of political .ohilosophy". 

The development of a )re distinctively 4.2L1atkalg_ 

Rationalism within thc 
. 
doctrine with which we are particu- 

larly concerned, on the oth6r handl is traceable through the 

changed connotation of Leeson effected by the above described 

emphasis ut;on method nd certainty. Although the older 

versions of 'Natural Law had always iJade appeal to Reason, 

the 1.i.odern gave o greater degree of precision in its mean. 

ing. It now no longer .tioant a "gift of God" which is 

kindled by the "light of faith", as in the Medieval doctrine; 

nor yet the pilidential insight nurtured upon experience, to 

which the llowan conception inclined,. It was a self-depen- 

acnt Reason, requiring: direction and development by no 
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method. For come Rationalists (qobbes, ior instance) it 

is rather a faculty oi ctleulation by vhich one thing is 

concluded from another , suitable weans discovurcd fa 

attaining given ends vThich are not themselve s subjct to 

the eA.ticiom of reason. In short, it is rather c faculty 

by thi,h v. world pictured no a !Incline could be made 

intelligible. 

In political theory, the (emnro for a "rational" method, 

as n consequence of these changes, il.oucd as e .femlInd for ta 

q1AulyAILIgEhlegragrion whereby the values of existing 

laws anti instiLutions could be judged. The resultant nttemt 

to define tiore precif-ely the content of N, turn]. Law carried 

wit- it to pot.ntiti cinngc;re. 

In the rirst pince, 17th century Rntioncliom, as al. 

ready ine.icated, implied a uniformity of political r intions 

such that the preciuely formulated dictates of Natural Law 

are eternally valid, and of univepsal application. The 

political and social strug1es of the age are, hotever, in- 

evitably reflected ir the otatc,ment of .he vslues thought to 

be de6ucible from these general L)rireipleo; the i'aividual 

rights stressed were those in varticular nee6 oi vindication 

at that point. But to attbibte the duality of universality 

to the specific reeds of a ;,articular time is dangerous; it 

1.cds eirectly to Utopianism, and to a neglect of the more 
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urgent eroblems arising at other times and pieces. 

The second (ifficulty concerns the incompatibility of 

thief urge for precision with the notion o1 bsolute °value" 

for which Retural Law stood. Vico's distinction between 

two aspects of low is of significance here. There is, on 

the one had the "veru, the truth or moral value which 

law emboeies, On the other lies the " t the crude 

appearance which velues assume when thus eebodied. A eye- 

tern of authoritative precepts cannot do fell justice to the 

value being indicated; this, then, is the price of the 

"certninty" and "precision" of ouch laws. Coneequently, 

if lecture' Law 'itself be expreeeed with legal precision, 

its "velues" beinr formulated with the exactitude of civil 

righte, it is neceseaLily impoverished. The actual values 

legelieed by civil rights are so describable because created 

by man; but the whole point of Natural Law was to indicate 

value not so created. To be over.concerned with the pre. 

cieion with which Naturel Low is conceived is, therefore, 

ultimately to contribute to the breakdown, by bringing it 

onto the same level os the positive low which it is supposed 

to validate. 

Attempts to eepress more precieely the content of such 

fundamental ideas, however, have the advantage of provoking 

(albeit in others than. their adherents) closer scrutiny of 

th iLetephore employed in that expression, Thee in the 
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17th certury, the ambiguitiee of the "Iuw" enC "neture" 

metephora did become more clearly revealed, aff, in conse- 

quence the presupeoeitione at the besie of the secular 
(maim were questioned. 

The term "Nature" is used in at lest four differert 

seesee,4 failure to keep these distinctione clear leading 

to inevitnble confusion in the nueetions supposedly clari. 

fled by this onalogy. It mey stand l'or "the totality of 

what eist; or, more specifically, for whet waste inde. 

pendently of: huram action; thirdly it may extend into the 

human epherc, to contrast whet is "original" with that which 

is subsequently "ecquired" as a result of voluntary effort; 

the fourth interpretation repreeents an "ideal" of what 

ought to be, Whether or not it in fnct so exists. The 

letter on ie clearly the propel, meaning of the term when 

reference is made to a Petural Law or to Natural rints so 

guerenteed; yot unnecessery embiquities have been intro. 

duced into te teorie c by feiline to confine the metaphor 
to this chief conrotation. Hence the confusion, for in 

etance, betweer questions of lorical status end historical 

exietence of such a Law and prizordial rights. As Ritchie 

obeerveo, 

. people are alwaye apt to make a picture of 
their ideal a some Folden age in the past, to think of 

* 4 Ritchie. NIllgligLjgaLta. Chapter IV. 
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, a r-form os renewing some old right; and so the meaning 
of "natural" ns ideal is mixed up 1,ith its meaning as 
"original". Two fallacies may thus arise. Either our 
historic:1 notion of some period in the post is vitiated 
by idealisation of the facts, or the actual facts of the 
post are tCken as of themselves determining whet ought 
to be done now." 

(Ibid. p. 75. ) 

Even its consistent usage to inaicate "ideal" is not, 

hoLever, free from ambiguities. Rather does the metaphor 

conceal certain aosumptions which were rot alvays made 

apparent, and nhich, theological sanctions apart, may with 

difficulty be "justified". The jrecise character of these 

assumptions - of ,hich the principal relatc to the rift be- 

tween "real" and "ideal", and the status of "values" within 

the universe - were made apparent in the 17th centuin, 

notably by Spinoza and Hobbes, who, in radical opposition 

to all forms of metaphysical dualism, likewise questioned 

their justification. In so contrasting their more- consis- 

tent mathematical monism in this sphere with the dualistic 

assumptions of the traditional Natural Law, they suggest the 

need to go teyond mathematics for the justification/ of the 

latter. 

Natural Law, for Spinoza, does not mean a specifically 

moral law, obedience to which distinguishes man flom the rest 

of erection, but simply God's lue for all his creatures, 

evidenced in man's "conatus" of self-assertion in no Ore 

singular manner than in the "appetitus" of lesser "modes". 
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Cimiltirly, the political 'rights" supposcdly guornrtecd by 

buch t Low of Nature do not markedly differ from any other 

form of "rights" to be founc in the natural world; for this 

term universally mono simply "ootontia", or oet of powers 

veotcd in some onrticular thing or persors. In thic oence, 

it is toue, men Oo have great, r "righto" than nro posoccoed 

by other folms of existence, since in virtuc of his intelli- 

gence man is n finite modc in w ic71 orc of God's pover 

resides thnn those for which brute force is a primary char- 

acterit tic. But t theory of lights so beized that is, 

upon a nn-dunlistic interpretation of Nature - affords no 

grounds fol opposing the individual t the state; on the 

contrary the latter is the strongest of n11 God's creations, 

since it comprises nil the "powers" of morality, religion, 

science is the unification of the strongest of the indi- 

vidual "powers" which the world knows. 

Hobbes shares this opposition to a "moral" connotation 

of the Vature metaphor. Accordingly, "th right of Nature" 

is for him but "the liberty each man 'nth, to use 'ill own 

power, ae he will hivoolf fol the preservation of his own 

nature . . ." 4 Lik,_wisc;, "a Law of Nature, Lex '.\:rt'llrflis 

is a pr cept or geertal rule fourd out iy reason, by which a 

man is forbidden to do that oi,ich is destructive of his 

life . ." ** Thus Hobbes is enabled to retain uniformity 

Leviathan . 
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of method, to Edbtre to the mathematically...conceived pro- 

cess of reasoning by which such laws are discovered. 

over, quite consistently he ireists that they ere in fact. 

"theorems of prudence", not properly celled lay except 

when commanded by God. 4 The subsequent deduction from 

the first fundamentia rule, "to seek pence, nnd follow it," 

of the rcmining eighteen "lnws of Nature", and the content 

given to them, bears out the mathematical pattern; for the 

subsidiary laws are not only terived strictly from the 

initial clearly defined premise (in accordance with the 

method) but are also, significantly, one and all concerned 

with Lome aspect of "equal dealing", ** 

It mcy be noticed, in parentheeis, thnt despite the 

similarity of basic intention in Hobbes and Spinoza, a non- 

moral, non-dualistic rendering of Natural Law, the resultant 

oolitiee.1 doctrines did however, differ in significant re- 

spects. The meaning attached to "freedom", for example 

"These dictates of reason, men used to call by the name 
of laws, but improperly; for they are but conclusions, or 
theorems concerninr what coyAuceth to the conservation and 
defence or themselves; whereas law, properly, is the word 
of him that by right hath command over others, Tut yet, 
if we consider the same theorems, as delivered by the word 
of Cod . then they are proerly called laws," 

Chapter XV, p. 104. 
*4 Compare also Hobbes' indication of "a rule by which 
the laws of nature may easily be examined", which is summed 
up in the words "Do not that to another, 'which thou wouldest 
not have done to thyself:" 

,Levinthan. Cha:pter XV, p. 103. 
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was very different in each case. For Hobbes, the "obliga- 

tion" created by lew curtails a isn's freedom to sstisfy 

his desives Reason, tleLrefore, consists ire the celcula- 

tion of the best method of achieving the satisfaction of 

such physiologically conditioned needs. Whereas for Spinoza, 

Reason, far from being a calculative means to the most effec- 

tive production of "natural" ends, is an end in itself; 

its exercise is the "good life" to which everything else is 

but the means. Thus Spinoza regards that form of govern- 

ment as "good" which makes possible the freedom to under- 

stand an "love" Nature, the universe, and not that which 

simply supplies freedom from organic wants and frustrations, 

,hereby affording the degree of "security" from external 

ills which is the political Cuemum Bonum for Hobbes. 

These differences apart, however, the point of signifi- 

cance here lies in the respect in which each of these philo- 

sophers in their cifferent ways has elucidated the presuepo- 

itions embodied in this political enalogy and the termino- 

logy in which it is couched, challenging those who cennot 

endorse their alternative "naturalistic" interp- etetion to 

provide more substantial justification for the abstie etion 

upon which their own was based. 

A second aMbiguity in the Natural Law termieology also 

thus thrown into relief, pertains to the use of "law" itself, 

and is one by means of which the influe ce -)f science upon 
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the coetent of the theory may be expected to be perticularly 

potent. Distinguiehing between Iftx ond lust Hobbes points 

out thet Lex properly means "commene. The eifficulty of 

getting away from this eesentiel note in eny onnloeicel ex- 

teneion of the term is evidenced equelly strongly in eeierce. 

The generelisetions eoncerning actuel occurrences within 

nature to Which scientific laws refer, often feil to remnin 

eo "depereonalised", being frequently "imaged" en comspands 

imposed upon nature by Borne superior being. * This doc- 

trine of "impoeitiorr - whatever its ultimete Validity (here 

loft en open. question) 0. wes clearly an importent preeupposi- 

tion of te.e science being developed in the 17th century, 

constituting " . the eimelified notien of Nature with 

which Galileo, Deere:tee, and Newton fintlly munched modern 

ocience on its t1.4.mphont cereer". (Whitehead) From the 

Del= which is port of the whole conception, it follows that 

. . the Laws of Nature will, be exactly obeyed. Ce- 
tairly, what God meant He did. When He said, Let there 
be lieht, there vies light and not e mere imitation. of e 
statistical average . . . But even before Descertes, it 
wee the implicit belief in some form of impoeition, with 
its consequent exactness, that constituted the active 

e "Hence people see no inherent ebeurdity in tnlking 
about *interferences with the laws of neturet - whether they 
picture the sovereign of the universe, on grave emereencies, 
issuing special 'orders', dispensin some portion of his 
subjects from their habituel obedience, or whethee they 
imagine human beings acting in euch a way as violate the 
commende which Nature has imposed on them , 

Ritchie. Op. cit. p. 73. 
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force in scientific reeearch."* 
(Adventures or Ideas. p. 136.) 

The conceetion of scientific "laws which cannot be 

broken » flow:101.1er in this century, teen., inevitably sup- 

ported e eimiler interpretation ef lae in eolitics, which 

wee further eccentueted by the eathematical anclogy irtro- 

duced irto the new eccular theory. Peeimilating methods 

of political thirking,to those cf geometricel eneuirY, all 

rtional tought to deductive reasoning which stnrts from 

"eternal truths" of some kind, the Law of Nature inevitably 

acquires a peculiar, quesi-theologleal stratus. It is at 

once fectual and axiological, ond e confused mixture of 

law meaning 'command" end law meaning logical or deductive 

necesuitation". ** The way in which the nature of this 

confusion received more precise indication within the secu- 

larised theory itself, and the part which in consecucnce it 

played in the breakdown of te modern version of the politi- 

cal analogy, will be referred to in more detail at a later 

Point in this discus: ion. Before doing eo, however, ve 

400111.101.101114.011011101111111...010*. 

That the doctrine or "imposition' both suggests, and is 
itself the outcome of, e type of Deism is exemplified, White- 
head earlier remarked, in the writing of Netton.. " . We 
know from Newton's own statements that this wee exactly how 
the Deistic problem presented itself to him. He definitely 
stated that the correlated eoeee or behaviour of the bodies 
forming the solar required God for the imposition of 
the principles on Crlich all depended." 

Ibid. p, 135. 
** Hobbes alone emphesised the distirction. ree page 159. 
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must first enquire eore specifically into the detailed 

effects of applying the mathematical ideals of analysis, 

simplicity and self-evidence within political philosophy. 

The belief that social and ool tical relations are 

completely undersian, able by methods of analysis fits to- 

gether tith and supports a corception of society as simply 

an aggregate of individuals. Herein lies the clearest dif- 

ference between the modern and the Medieval theory of 

Nauural Law; the self-evident starting point of political 

deductions in the 17th century lays emphasis upon the indi- 

vidual man rather than society as a whole. Membership of 

a community, allegiance to its laws, reouires explanation; 

it is no longer one of the "ultimate facts" about human 

nature. The indivi .: .ual is both logically and ethically 

prior to society. * 

The results of this change of attitude are far-reaching. 

1, the first _dace, from this ecrives the "individual- 

ise of the moCern version of Natural Law. In Medieval 

political thought the source of dower of any authority 

believed to derive ultimately from Gad, was less a source of 

rights than of 6uties, of obedience due to ultimate moral 

(and Divine) principles. The general tendency of political 

* "To the philosophy of the 17th. century, relations al- 
ways appeared thinner than substances; man was the substance, 
society the relation." 

Sabine. 



reflection in the 17th century, on the othcr was to 

Icy stress upon the indivi(sual and his ri!Y!,ts. TI,ie char- 

acteristic has been responsible for the most freouent Objec- 

tion levelled cgainet tYe odern Law of Natul'e - its indivi- 

dualism; that it is rather n theory of rivhls then n law of 

any kind. "InLividualism" is e much misused term; it is 

eentitl, therefore, to distinguish bctween its"virtuous" 

and "vicioue" forms, in order to eee more clearly how this 

feature mny ?;ve contributed to the diore'llte into which 

Natural Low theories fell. 

Any Rationalism, or stress upon the power of indivi- 

dual Reason, conduces to individualism re opposed to authori- 

tarianism. Appeal to the individual judgement does not, 

however, necessarily im,ly the crucer individualism end 

arbitrariness of judvement to which objection is usuall:; 

made. The emphasis, as in rtoicism, is upon the univer- 

sality of Reason. Nor Ooee such an appeal necessarily en- 

tail anarchy, urging only the superseseion of uncritically 

accepted and irrational authorit7,. The difference betreen 

rational and irrational authority io too olten overlooke(J. 

the former is not in comlict with the inCivi ual, but in 

fact frequently aids the growth and expansion of hie very 

individuality. At the same time, it is Important to stress 

the unique wave of the individual person, making hin, rather 

than nn absolute Sttte or th(-,ological authority, responsible 
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for the value8 he adopts and the rights he endorses. A 

Romantic philosophy, or instance, may, as Barker puts it 

0 . ennoble the individual and lift him above the 
self.centrcd concern in his own immedinte life. But it 
may also be u philosophy' which engulfs his life and nb. 
cA:trbs individuality: nnd it mny end, in proctice, in 
little Lore then the brute end instinctive automatism of 
the hive . . ." 

(Intro6uction to Gierke's 
Coqeli* p. vii.) 

Nor, yet, .oes the emphasis upon "riOlte" inevitably 

destroy the primacy, or the binding foyee o moral law. 

It is not, in other tor, necessa.A.ly n selfish theory 

wA.ch ignores the'correlotiv- moral duties towards one's 

fellow men. Individuallam only becOmes vicious in this 

sense on o. Spencerian type of interpretution. 

Neverthelese, there is one important clement of truth 

in these lines of criticism. To consider the isolated inai- 

Vidual as the ultlaste political unit, and his atom-like 

"rights" os the valuc for the preseLlintion of vdlich Natural 

Lnw PAIrinrily exists, may tend to mke political values 

se1f.regov6Ing., This is borne out by the cAlflict been 
"rights" and. "justice", which mode its appearance .on this 

poirt. Problems nroe for 17th century political iloso. 

phers in connection with the claims of justice tnd por 

ticultrly of punishment . precisely because they did not - 

make it Luj:fleiently clear that no political right is merely 

o privilege, but carries with it also an obligation both 

to the state collectively, end to individual persons. 
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The "individualism" of the Natural Law theory has fre- 

quently been as,ociated by its critics (particularly the 

German Roin-antics) with the development of scientific 

methods and ideals. And undoubtedly the latter have sig- 

nificantly influeced the content given to the natural rights 

attributed to the individual, particularly those of equality 

and liberty. The relation of the former of these rights 

to the ideal of quantitative analysis may be selected to 

illustrate the far-reaching consequences of this aspect of 

the mathematical analogy upon political tninking. 

The scientific advances of t..is century had rested on 

the assumption tLat reality, in the last analysis, consists 

of homogeneous units, to which all qualitative differences 

are reducible. Based on analogy with the homogeneity of 

the parts of at quantitative whole the social noplication of 

the methods of mathematical science suggests a similar con- 

ception of the eeuality of man. Scientific conce.,)tions 

are reflected in the abandonment of a belief in o hierarchi- 

cal ordering of the universe. Just as 'the Great Chain of 

Being" now ceases to be ar unquestioned metaphysical dogma, 

so in n predominantly uuantitative .world, traditional social 

differences of status begin to seem precarious. It is sim- 

ply as a human being . not as a priest, soldier, or member 

of a guild . that a man possesses certain natural rights 

prior to society. 
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If the scientific ideal be rigorouely pureued, leyeever, 

the ideetity of these rights comes to depend not upon n 

"Frotestant" incistence upon the equelity oî ti oÍ nll 

11,en, the absolute laIa of every individual before Cod, but 

udon the "hoirorereity" of mankind. Hobbes, for instnce, 

does take this logionl step, neseiting the elikenees of al/ 

men in reepect of "faculties" and paver. 

"Nature lath mnde men so eoual in the iccultic e of 
body nnd mind, nu thet, th-eirh there be found one nn 
sometimes marifestly strongee in body, or of ouicker 
mind then another, yet eher all is reckoned together 
the eiffercnce between man and man is not so coneider. 
able, ne that one men can thercupon claim to himself 
any benefit to which another ¡Lay not oretcnd es well as 

(Leviathan. Chepter XIII. ) 

In coneeoucnce, "eemocrtticl theory end prectice in. 

fluerced by these specificelly scientific developments hny 

finelly lead in a completely opposite direction; "rmss 

democracy" created by 'docile of eouelity so interpreted * 

conduces ultimately to tuthoritarianiem (es Hobbes op.:v.1n 

shows). 

The manner in wT leh scic,tirelc ideas help to bring this 

°bout is not difficult to bee. In the 17th century the 

mthods end cotegoriee of tlel new science had greetly sim- 

plified olrer theories about the nature of the universe; 

* In hi u Democracy in America De Tocqueville vividly 
points out hou ultimately deheeratic extremes equalise by 
degrading; thot is, individualities ere levelled out nnd 
personniities become of little account. 
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the beeie of elnesification was no longer in terms of myo. 

terioue occult =entice, but vas ascribed to the pnrtieu. 

lar nrrengement of minute homogeneous particles, such as 

were describable by means of n simple system of mathematical 

lees. It is simply neceseery to assume tat een, too, are 

juct like individual physical ntoms in a Newtoninn syetem; 

it will be taken for Fronted that their behaviour, like 

thut of physical atoms, is detemined by univereal ltes. 

And since men arc thus fundementelly (Iowa end identical, 

all the inequalities and differences which exict beteeen 

them are instances of injustice. 

It TArìht be arrued and is often implied by supporters 

of the most ceteeme end radicel democracy . that the question 

et issue is moral, not eetaphysicel; that the mOvement hEs done 

a great deal townies preventinr the exploitation of the reek 

by the etrong, and that its metaphysical affinitiee with, 

and eresuepoition of, a particular scientific attitude are 

irrelevant. The notions it employs, however, clearly bear 

the impress of cuch eodes of thought. Coneequently, with 

this doctrine of "epunlity'' goes an acceptance of uniformity 

in teeth, beliefs ned behaviour. A result of this kind of 

em)hasis ehich not infrequently appears Is that institutions 

which otert by defending the weak from exploitatien by the 

strong may in fact end up by curtailing the freedom of Ind'. 

viduale to control their own lives. Thus it le, as 
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Veeldon points out noticeable that "the state in which 

eenelity is regerded as all-importent and the full-blooded 

organic Stnte nre noble to hew) n pood deal of euporficinl 

likeneee to one enother". The renson is, ns he indicates, 

that to concentrate ueon the chnrectrintice 1.11c1.1 bumen 

beings arc elleged to pOnsece in common reeults in ignoring 

es accidental and irrelevant the perticuler charncterietice 

of the individual John Smith. He bccomee en atom behaving 

in vccordance with fixed and unalterable psychologicel Uwe. 

And even if the idea of moral laws be introduced, the inei- 

vidunl in his qualitative unieueness remains non-effective. 

The ground for acting morally towards him is but e "motive- 

less respect not for Cmith sig smith, but for the /hummityl 

of which Smith is a particular trot' nee". (Ibid.) Redi- 

cal deocracy, as Vveldor calls this view, values the indi- 

vidual very highly, but for the wrong reason. "John Smith 

mtters, not because he is t is particuler individual with 

definite hopes, fears and attachments, but because he le a 

specimen of the idea of hemanity . He does not tat, he 

beheves." (Ibid.) 

Thus, the doctrine of natural rights in the crude form 

which involves the nesumption of the enuelity and similarity 

of all mankind may, far from beieg oce.ocratic end the ere- 

server of individual liberty, lendYto totnlitarieniem. 

ana. M 
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Reflecting the attitude of the physical scientist to the ob- 

ject of his study, it rerards men as atomistic individuals, 

not as personalities. The doctrine of human eouality as 

interpreted, for example, by Bentham, rerards men fo, all 

practical Lmrposes as identical: the;,, are like the re- 

placeable parts of a machine. Such conceptions may not be 

intrinsic to natural Law in the irt:ntinn of its 17th con- 

tur theorists: but that the individualism characteristic 

of its content does contain these ootentialitieE, and fre- 

quently received this pseudo-scientific interpretation is 

clearly suggested by the typical Romantic reaction against 

this whole way of thin''ing, to which we referred. Gierke, 

for instance, emphasises that 

"Romanticism is a revolution, a thorough and genuine 
revolution: . . . a revolution, above all, against the 
whole of the mathematico-mechanical spirit of science in 
western Europe, against a conception of natural Law which 
soupht to bland utility with vorality, against the bare 
abstractiol of a. universal and mini Humanity." 

(Natural Law and the Theory of Society. p. 210. ) 

The application of quasi-mathematical analysis to the 

understanding of society creates a further significant pro- 

blem; that of accounting for o1itical obligation - which 

becomenoticeably more acute in the 17th century. Some 

attempt had to be made to rec:mcile the primacy of the indi- 

vidual and his rights with this obligation. To this end, 

a further legal analogy - that nf contract was invoked 

to supplement Natural Law at this point. 
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The Social Contract was the only way left for de6ucim 

the exitence of social and olition1 institutions once man's 

indiVidual Reason was made the ultimnte standari .. of values. 

The const4.uction is unmistaknbly Rationalist; taking the 

individual as the self-evident starting point of political 

thinking, it is the only possible means of settinf, hie 

natural rights within th framework of the State, En6 i)1' giv- 

ing a rational explanation of the notion of obligation char- 

acterising the relation between the individual end the state. 

Moreover contract is, inter 141a, the legal instrument of 

manipulation for the our¡iose of collecting a number of indi- 

viduals in a. single aggregate. (iThe cpaeal of auch an ana. 

logy to an Age inured to mathematical ways of thought is ob- 

vious. A group of people thus collected is not united'in 

any genuine unity as Romanticism understood. it, but simply 

in the way in which arithmetical figures constitute a sum, 

or algebraic symbols are put within a bracket. Hence Mat. 

land's reference to this theory of groups in the language of 

mathemtical metaphor as "the Bracket Theory", 

The appeal of this theory wee, in addition, due not 

only to its mathematical form, but also to the fact that it 

was in keeping with and furthered . the whole modern philo- 

sophic revolt against Medieval 'mystery-mongerine. As 

Cassirer rightly remarks, * that this doctrine of ftate 

The Myth of the Otte. 
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became in the 17th century c colf-evidert axiom of political 

thought was a very important and iFnificent etep in the 

history of the. myth of the StEte. Por to reduce the legal 

and eocial 'order to free ineividual acts removes the "ms . 

tery" from thet azsociation 'ehich is the State, treeing it 

to an origin ehich renders it E clear and understandable 

feet. 

The theory does little, however, to correct the inede- 

OUteiee of Natural Law. The idea of legal contract does 

not, in the first olace, touch. the oroblem of why men pu0ht 

to obey the existing laws of the stete in which they happen 

to have been born, and of why this obligation may in fact 

eometimes override the moral obligation to obey the dic- 

tates of the individual conscience. The Law of Nature pro- 

feesed to he normtive, but a contract can only tell us why 

we are in feet bound - not that we ought to 11e. Vurther- 

more, the idea of contract simply rests political obligation 

upon. ore particular form of morel Obligation - that of keep . 

ii promises. In the 17th century it seemed axiomatic that 

an obligation, to be really binding, must be freely ossumed 

and cannot be irposed by force; this is also Why to attribute 

political Obligation to a promise initiated and sustained by 

the interestel rind motives of men themselves, therefore, scorn- 

ed the only retionel way. This however, as Hume later 

pointed out, does not solve the problem, but merely pushes 
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it bock o stage. 

in shot, the Copt net TheorY itelf presupposes the 

sanction f 7laturel Law to reinforce the obligation to keep 

promises. Apart tram the logical circularity here involved., 

to rest political obligation upon a pl-omise raises two fur. 

tuer :,)roblems. How much o1 2 the detail of e constitution to 

which allegiance is owed coee the It-promise" comprehend? 

And might not euch e romise equally vJell be uced to justify 

obedience to o law which. is the promulgation of mere "will"? 

In the letter case, it fails to reinforce the elm of Natural 

Law; obligation is not, by the controct, specifically re- 

lated to the intrinsic, rational velue of the law es dis- 

tinct from force. 

To conclude this bief consideration of the more direct 

herring of mathematical analogies upon the theory of Natural 

Law, we may note the immediate effocte of the 'operation of 

the ideals of "simplicity" and "self.eviderce". The rights 

of men nro "simple and self.evident principles". The evi- 

dence of reason is sufficient in questions relating to indi- 

vidual rights and the basis of political obligation; their 

justification no loner depends upon faith or authority, for 

Reason is its own. authority. The propositions, like the 

4 "The obligation to allegiance being of like force end 
autherity with the ob/igetion to fidelity, we gain nothing 
by resolving the one into the other.. . ." !ttc on Huinn Nature. 
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mathematical proposition 2 x 2 = 4, xiomptie * they 

are guaranteed by their clearness and eiwplicity and self- 

evidence. And, like the principles of mathematical science, 

those of' Natural Law form a coherent syste2!,.being ceducible 

one frolf, Brother. Similarly, civil riFhts are patified 

by (educing them ftom the primodial natural rights. 

The ajor eifficulty ir the idea of "self-evident prin- 

ciples " is that agreement upon their self-evidence is only 

obtained when they are couched in terms so obsolutel:y gene.- 

rd ta to be tautolewous. When more precise content is 

given to them, or to the nature of the "'natural rights" 

supposedly deduced_ from them, there is no general agreement. 

The self-evidence of mathematical principles proceeds from 

their purely abstract and general character. The 17th 

century Natu1111 Lew Theorists, however, wanted to give 

content to the vtJues they deduced from Natural Law precepts7 

mathematical analoFies were, therefore no longer applicable. 

For self.evident rilathematical prepositions are purely formal. 

Consequently, it le only possible to draw an analogy between 

"values" and mathematical proi,ositions if the former, too, 

are purely forme l. 

* Although it may be said that the analogy of the 17th 
centuy theory is mechanical rather than alatheflAitical, prin- 
ciplea of 14)lities being by the Tatural Law theorLAs assimi- 
lated to principlca of mechanics, the influence of mathemati- 
cal ideas I. clearl shown by the example vIlIch Grotius, for 
instance, gave. 
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Further-, the princiles of politics cannot strictly be 

claimed to be like principles of 'ii:echanics (see footnote on 

!age 174),. They differ siErificantly, that is to sy, not 

only from the abstract alalytie notions of mathematics, but 

also from the lechanical principles which claim to be 

thetic e i2rieri. For certain conditions must be fulfilleä . 

before a Dripri status can 'Le claimed in respect of a par- 

ticular subect notably thnt of the homogeneity of its 

sUbject.mbtter, Political principles can only te treate6 

as a Qriori if, for instance, there lo in fact a uniform 

pattern of man which emains unchanged by place or time; if 

it can be assumed. that Len are universally roverned by the 

same motives. This assumption is Liade by Hobbes, of couri5e, 

who accordinrly regerde all men as lotivated by self-interest 

- thus retaining even more closely the analory between poli- 

tical and ILechanical principles, in that human motivation 

for HoVbes approximates to forces; men always react in the 

cone way, self..intevect operating in a manner closely simi . 

lor to any "pressure of gases". Such an assumption could 

not, however, be rigorouoly pursued by adherents to a nor- 

¡native conception of Natural Law; yet it is clearly requir- 

ed if political »rincilee are to be constructed on analogy 
of 

with thoseimechrulics, and to retain their a.priori citaracter. 

lt is also assumed in respect of the self-evident prir- 

ci»les that the "right" thus perceived are unchanging, 
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hence the formula "simple and inalienable ilghts of man". 

Social end political circwstarces as well as "nistory, are 

'irrelevant to their validity, as to the validity of the dic- 

tates of the Law of Nature generally. (Vico alone pleaded 

that the "ideal eternal law" could be fully revealed only 

in the low: ordeal and suffering of rAan.) The "simplicity" 

of natural riFtte, in other words, presupposes tlInt they may 

be exactly stated independently of the cont7t in which 

thcir claim may be legitimate and urgent. This abstrac- 

tion may', however, nt least be contested by those the be- 

lieve ethical statements to characterise a total gowlex of 

relations.; by those who dispute analyses which (like that 

of Moore, for example) refer to "values" as "qualities" of 

things, analogous to objects of sense-percedtion, and having 

a silLilar independence of each other and of their context. 

For such anal;voes concentrate upon factors comli.on to all 

situations, negleetint7 the ptet to which e-M.cal judge- 

ments necessarily refer. On similar grounds, * it vould 

seem that no purely abstract or universal definition of 

value could be adequate, since value is always exhibited 

It sees reasonable to hold that it is impossible to 
drat up an list of natural rights (beyond more or less 
"formal" ones such as the right to equal consideration in 
respect ot individuals or their 7oods) which hold in al 
circumstances. The inevitr;ble "clash" between conflicting 
rithte" in different times and circumstances would necessi- 

tate a most complicated a&ition of reservations, and reduce 
their hiïitj to furnish any practical criterion. . 
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But in the parellel ease of "inalien- 

is just what the 17th century Natural 

tryinv to do. At least, they were con- 

fusing the two, and attempting to give in concrete terms, 

universal abstract values or rights. In doing so, they 

again departed from. the stlict parallel with mathertics 

asserts "self.evidence end "simplicity" only of pro2ositions 

which ere completely abstract and devoid of factual content. 

The uncritical end somewhat inconsistent use of mathe- 

matical analogies considered in the foregoing, led to a 

more general confusion in the 17th century between ral, 

logical end factual relations . and one which at first 

peeled the unjustified assumptions upon which, we suggested. 

earliel', the moeern theor. of ;%atural Law wen based. That 

is to say, in substituting for theological sanctions the 

self-ovidence of mathematical propositions, it was aseumed 

that logical, factual end moral necessity entailed one 

another. The chief practical utility of Natural Lew lay 

in the introduction of a nAomativo element into politics 

and let.. But ,:ith the disappearance of the thcolorrical 

frame of reference, this function coulc'i seem possible only 

because of two inherent ambiguities In the notion of 

ratural Law. These (alrc:ady, it wee seen, potentially 

existing in the metaphors "Nature" and "Law") can now be 

more precisely indicated. 
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The first, to which Hume drew attention., was between 

factual truth and louictl implication. Some relationships 

Lre "necessary" in tluA neither "will" nor authority can 

chance them. These neceserry relationships which the Law 

of Nature expresses (that obligations must be fu).filled, 

etc.) whilst leaving a consiejerable range within which posi- 

tive law may vary, definitely rule out eertain combinations. 

But to draw a conclusion fl'om the Laws of Nature does rot 

meax that it necessarily fits the facts in a particular 

situation, since the drawing of a logical implication does 

not of itself guarantee factual truth. 

Secondly, tere is confusion between moral and logical 

necessity. It is presupposed that the self...evident pro. 

positions of Natural Law are normptive. But the self- 

evidence of a proposition (oc'a not guarantee it to be a 

standard of what ought to be The necessity of a geometri- 

cal axiom, and the necessity that law should be just, are 

clearly differ at kinds of necessity.. The latter refers 

to the realising of humn end an6 purposes; the former is 

purely formal. 

With the removal of theologionl sanctions, then, the 

Natural Law theory inevitably breaks down in one of two 

ways. It becomes either transcendent, and, where its 

claim to "self-evidence" is not accepted, devoid of empirical 

justification; or immanent, and failing some belief in en 
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bsolute Lill of which actual legislation lc an expression, 

devoid of normative iorce. Historically, the recognition 

Of thie impasse is expressed in to lines of attack upon the 

theory of 1:aturrl Law these al-o illustrate the critical 

function of the historL of .dhilosodhy in regfrd to over- 

prcesed analogies, tnd the abstractions upon which they re 

based. 

1.1.irst, that of empiricism; this philosoi)hy has no 

place for "transcendent values", since they cannot be per- 

ceived or inferred from epea-ience. Nor does it recuire 

them - the barra)ny of nature and order of society can equal- 

ly well he explained in terms of' utility. In the place of 

indivioual rights, or natural justice, which lack all em- 

pirical evidence, then: rethains utility, in terms either of 

self-interest, or of social sttbility, issuing in certain 

conv,rtional standards of conduct which on the %hole serve 

human .durposes. Such conventions may be called universal 

in the sense that they are relatively permanent and wide- 

spread, human motives being Isirly uniform. But the attempts 

of abstract rationalism to find in them an eternal fitting- 

ness or riyhtness are merely confused ways of saying they 

are useful, and happen to be so _or the Laority oi people. 

The other alternative was taken by Heel end the school 

oa Positive 1(1_ Idealist philosophy attacked Hume's 

chief premise, deninr, the rigid distinction beteen reason, 
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fact en6 value. For by interpreting ReaSon as inclding 

them all at once, n new logic, .c.taphysic, and, defence of 

absolute values might be produced. In this new synthesis, 

it wes also hoped to fuse the respect for Ecntiment, ns 

against "abstract reason", the respect for value and custom 

(interpretcd cs th ,raduel unfoldirr of reason implicit in 

thk consciousness of a rece or nation) and new on of 

the tuesning of history. Reason in man is a manifestation 

of an underlying cosmic spirit v.hich realises itself gradu- 

ally in the history of rations. 

The "immanent" conception of law uhich results from 

this metaphysic ettct & grand synthesis in Alich the pro-, 

blems relating to the confict of "ideal" and "actual" die.. 

appear. The "real" la ti' "ideal". Netural Law, essen- 

tinily a "dualist" doctrine, is but a stage, bey0pd which 

true philosophy inust advance. The "abstract rationlism" 

Which tccame the distinruishing ..nr% of the. theory In. the 

latit stage of its ftvelopment is accordingly combated by 

the Romantic vinCication of growth and development. The 

Historical School, in thc course of tic reaction, seeks 

the origin and explcnation of leg]. and political phenomena 

not in the individual, but in the collective life of the 

nation. Once again, although from e vastly different 

point of view, the normytive conceptions of natural justice, 

end civil rights, are over.-ridden. Whet is, ought to be, 
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because ro other nee can be given to "ow-ht". 

Thus the breakdown of the scauler version of Natural 

Law . logically cine histolAcally - hue Illustrated the 

limitations imposed by the irIluence of one tyoe of abstrac- 

tion upon the selection and use of analogies within ohiloso. 

phy. The orecision lent to the conceotion of Reason under- 

lying the 17th century Law of Nature was in terms of mathe- 

matical science. iind yet, et the eame time, its practical 

asoect was prcoupposed. If, however, as Hume insisted, 

Reason ie not :,:t.A.ctly applicable within the sphere of human 

tion vn6. valuation, then that presupposition in atural 

Law theories is based upon a confusion of three fandamen. 

tally different operations - deduction, discovery of em- 

pined or causal relations, and the ascription of value. 

If the first alone is Reason in the strict sense, the al. 

leged. "rationality" of Natural Law collapses. Reason. can 

only be concerned with calculating means to ends, and not 

with evaluating the end themselves. These latter are the 

concern of desire, emotion, passion, to which "Reason is, 

and ought to be, the slave . ." 

The problem of justifng the employment of the word. 

Reason in thc second and third of the operations thus dis- 

tinguished d16 not arise for the Medi'wal Natural Law. For 

human Reason the "Divine spark" in man . like the Law of 

Nature itself, derived from the Being of Cod., and was, 
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tlh:refore, eesentinlly concerned rith the perception ei 

man's true "end. The 17th century theoriets, on the 

other hend, in theirengernees to eetablish e Law of Nature 

independent of theolorjcal presupposition, were, by the very 

methode and analogies they chose, opening up the way to the 

identifieetA0n, of Reason with the processes of mathematical 

celculttion, and the droving of deductive inferences. that 

ouch vas fnr from their intention is obvious. But they 

omitted to examine the eense in which Reason, es comidered 

apart from the Being of God, and as pre.eminently illus. 

trated in the perception of mathematical self.evident truths, 

could be thought to coneiet in more than thie. Consequent- 

ly, although the clear ineicetion of these ditfieulties was 

left for Hume, the 17th century analogy itself contains the 

seeds oi its beeakdown in its very omission of the Medieval 

"tertium quid" A.thout investigating how the gap thus 

erected could be filled. 

Other factors have, of course, also been responeible for 

the general disrepute into which Natural Law thinking fell. 

It has been thourht, for instance, to entail the undue 

moralisation of law; to conduce to legalistic ethics; and 

to make the idea of jutitiee either too concretely- legalistic 

(confined to "dietributive juetice") or too dbstract. In 

regard to the first eoint, Natural Law theorists have, 

think, been store aware of the "differential Ovracters" of 
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law and worels than some criticisms may suggest. They 

recognized, i,stence, thet the purpose of law cannot go 

beyond external cmfonlity, but were corcerneu to vindicate 

such an "ethical minimum" of its function. es to the 

second and third, however, it le probably tlue that Natural 

Law theoriets have tended to surgest that moral values can 

be exhaustively expressed in terms al lew, an0 Lave jerhnpß 

not made clear enough the essentiel element in "juctice" 

the theory mu;t defend. This is the value of moral per- 

sonality in ineividual men. And it is in this SC:DEC that 

the State, bearer of justice e:'ists for the sake of the 

individual, rather teen conversely; not because the indi- 

vidual is logically or historically prior to eociety. The 

phrase "Law of Humanity" perhaps expresses better than "Law 

of Justice" this essential concern. Ideas of political 

juLtice are but esdiators of the more fundamental obliga- 

tions to humility. 

In vim of this essential function, it is necessary to 

purge the idea of Natural Law of the alien elements deriving 

from ecJentific abstractions - those elements which perhaps 

Five some degree of justification to the critics who see 

such ideas as but "cold rationalism and equalitarian atomism, 

a world of superficiality and Pherisaism". (Troeltsch, on 

Natural Law and Humanity. Appendix 1; Gierke. "Natural 

Law.") For the idea of a Law of Nature is still e valuable 
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"reguletive" idea, serving to remind men of the importance 

of ethics to law and politics, and of the ine.vitnble im- 

perfection of all positive lows and institutions. That is 

why, lthough himself always n critic of Natural Law, Gierke 

writes, 

"I regard as uleteen nil the attempts to resuscitate 
Natural Law into a bo6lly exitence, which can only he 
the existence of a simulocrun. But the undying spirit 
of that Law can never be extinguished. If it is denied 
entry into the body of positive law, it flutters about 
the room like n ghost, and threatens to turn into a Vam- 
pire which sucks the blood from the body of Law. We 
have to accept together both the external experience 
which testifies that all valid Law is positive, and the 
internal experience which affirms that the living force 
of Law is derived from an idea of Right. which is innate 
in humnity . ." 

(The Development of Political Theory. 
) 

Valuable as this political enalogy is as such a "co. 

ordineting"idea, the presuppositions upon which it is based. 

must be recognised and clerified, It is for this reason 

that, despite the misleading scientific ideas so intro- 

duced, we maintain that the incorporation of mathematical 

analogies into the sphere Of political philosophy wes of 

"critical" importance. The breakdown of the new seculer- 

ised theory was of value both in making explicit the nature 

of these assumptions, and elso in exhibiting more precisely 

the general cheradtmeend limitations of the Rationalist 

abstraction itself, 

0.-1.) -0 -0 
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SECTION III 

) V E F T E N T CRITICI I M S 

OF RATIONAL' 
I N 

SEVENTEENTH CENTURY PHILO2OPHY 

CHAPTER VII. 

MATHEMATICAL METHOD AND METAPHYSICS 

THE CARTESIAN "EXPERIMENT". 

Inadvertent "Lc,lf-criticish!", it ras sugrrested, is an 

important feature of philosophy. It fIlly occur within the 

systematic thinkinp- of a single 1)hilosopher who, by rigorous 

pursuit of the logical im,Jlictions of the "unity pattern" 

governinf- his reflections, thus reveals the limitations of 

his basic analogy, and of the sphere from v,hich it was drawn. 

Alternatively, it may be performed by the history of philo- 

sophy (on even the smallest time-scale) in co far as novel 

lines of thought often take rise from recognised errors and 

deficiencies of some aspects of preceding philosophical sys- 

tems, thus supplementing and correcting the abstractions 

upon which they were bmed. 



The distirctive feature of Descartes' "mathematical 
method" lies in it emphasis upon two features of Euclidean 
rTeometry - the "intuition" of the first principles (Des- 
cartes and Euclid sharinr an "irtuitionist" theory of mathe- 
matics: in contrast to for example, that of Hobbes); 
and the linear A-tern of inference in subsequent deductions. 
These features of Descartes' specific interpretation of 
the Euclidean model are seen in greater detail in the para- 
graphs following. 
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In this Section, our discussion becomes less gencial 

than in earlier chapters, considering this occurrence (in 

one or other of the above-mentioned ways) within Rationalism, 

by suggesting some points at uhich eflective criticism of 

the Rationalist abstraction is to be found in three of its 

outstanding representatives in 17th century philosophy: 

Descartes, Spinoza and Hobbes. It is siFnificant that the 

analogy of mathematics, systematically employed within the 

philosophies here selected should have led to such diverse 

results. Descartes' tnterpretation and employment of 

mathematical method (the aspect of the analogy upon v,hich we 

are concentJ:ting) was not that of Spinoza, nor vet of 

Hobbes. The theories of the latter purport to avoid many 

of the errors ano difficulties disclosed in the Cartesian 

abstraction. Yet even before attention was so directly 

drawn to these difficulties, they had been indicated within 

Descartes' own philosophy by the nature of the further 

assumptions with which he had of necessity to supplement 

his method within the metaphysics supposedly constructed 

upon the mathematical pattern alone. 

In order to illustrate this instance of "self-evidenced 

criticism", we must, however, first examine in some detail 

Descartes' attempt to aevelop a systematic examination of 

philosophical problems along strictly Lather.atical lines, 

comparing its basic structure (w, seer in the Meditations) 
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tith the significant points of method outilvted in the 

Replace and 21111mrse. Only when this 1,re been carried 

out in some detail can the entire oF the extraneous non- 

mathemttical ftctors inevltably introduced be clearly per- 

ceiv(d, vnn sigrificently r Inted to the order of philoso. 

phical "criticisr0 tith the illustretion of n±ch this r'ec. 

tion is plink-1,11y concerned. 

The certrinty of natheties for Descartes had a two- 

fold explanttion: 

''They (nrithILetic nnd geometry) nlone trLet of en ob- 
ject ío pure nrd simple es to ndmit of nothing thnt ex- 
perience can render uncertein: they entirely corsist in 

seou(nce of consenuences which ere rrtiornlly deduced." 
(Rule II. p. 9, BegolLa. ) 

Any "search for the direct roc to truth", then, must 

embody these VA) fetures of mnthen'ntical method. The 

starting point of meson:Lc* must be found ir the simple nnd 

self-evident propositions concerning which no doubt is peer- 

ible. Likevise, within, the sub,equent trnins of deductive 

reasoning which diem out the implicntions of the initinl 

intuition - the "pure illtion of one thing from (-mother" 

- every step must be simple and infullibly perceived. Thus, 

the "chief secret 01 the method" wee thrt reesoning should 

be orderly, embo(ving thek,e two features of self-evident 

intellectual intuition end necessary deduction, the only 

* Pegs nuMberings refer throughout to the Kemp Smith 
translptions. 
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rond lending to certein knowledge which wes open to men, 

It is necessary to examine more precisely the nriture of 

these opeentions of the understending since they nre so in.. 

terra to Descartes' conception of method. 

"By intuition I understand, not the fluctunting testi. 
znony of the senses, nor the rislending judgement of a 
wrorTly combining imagination, but the apprehension which 
the ;And, pure trd attentive, gives uo so easily and so 
distinctly thet we ere then:by freed from ell doubt as to 
what it is that wo ere teeprehendin." 

( Rule III. Roguing. p. 12) 

This operation he later (Rule IX, p. 45) describes on 

enclogy with vl6lort, likening the developsent of "perspi- 

cuity" o intellect to the process whereby workmen cent by 

limiting their ettention to specific directions, with pre°. 

tice become cepcble of fine distinctions, distinctions over- 

looked by those whose attention wenders unchecked amongst a 

multitude of objects. 

It is eleer thet intellectual intuition is regarded. es 

the primery intellectuel operrtìon, all keonledge being 

ultimately of this form, Deduction 6oce not disclose e 

different kind of knowledge, 4 but rether serves to extend 

the power of intuition: it is the instrument by which the 

more complex may be gathered before the mind, so facilitating 

intuition of the whole. The cultivation of human "saga- 

city" (Rule X. ) is en essential part of onlerefing human 
W...101.110.1111...nonownson 

* Tesccrtes points out the precise relation cleerly in 
Rule 
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pespicacity For whereas the inc ;can know with certainty 
and immediacy the simple constituents resultirr from analy . 

sis csV the complex, true scientific knowledge is not chiev. 

ed until intuition hee extended from the simple to the com- 

plex., for which the aid of this supplementary mode of reason. 

ing is demanded. (Rule III.) "Thereby," as Kemp 2m1th 

succinctly pute it, "intuition shows itself to be not an 

isoicte et, but a provirg capacity of the mind for truth, 

each new tkuth serving cc en instrumert In the discovery of 

others." The certitude of deduction differs from that of 

intuition in that it involves "E certair movement or succes- 

sion" and so "rests in some wey on mewory;" but tlAx simply 

presents 1.ethodolopical protlems, callin for the further 

supplementary pvocess of "enumeration', In which the steps 

of the deduction are constantly revicwed. 4 It is, that is 

to say, a difficulty of practice, of principle. CO 

long as the data are rirhtly ordered, and methodically re- 

Niswed, it is, according to Descat,tes, impossible to make 

t wrong inference. Thus deduction plays en important part 

in the attainment of coMActc knowledge, since, Descartes 

suggests, the class of ultimate self-evident truths is in 

fact limited, and human '!:nowledoTe necessarily involves 
110.1111,1111101.110000.1.44.,mw.me 

0 "And not only is the memory thus Ltengtencd, the 
sluggishness of our mental powers is diminished and tT:eir 
capacity extended." (Rule VII, p. 31.) 
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"ree_ote conclusions". 

The important chnrncteristic of deduction itself i2 

that the inference, as in methematics, is liecar, moving 

(Along a "chain" of "necessarily connected ° truths, until 

the hole sequence oí 'Lathe lice clear before the eiind, en- 

ebling the last to be grasped as a necessary coreequence of 

the Emphaei2 is to be placed upon the persistent 

element of irtuition in his occourt, since this fort the 

chief msr:k of Descartes' method of deduction distinguishing 

it from that involved in syllogistic recsoning.* In the 

form in which syllogistic arguments are symbolised - if 

A e B, and B = C, then A = C - the dependence of the deter- 

minate value of C upon that of A is never seen directly es 

a concrete piece of knowledge. That is, the truth of a 

new item of knowledge is reached not as a result of the 

direct insight of the individual reason, perceiving that 

tiuth ultimately in its own self-evidence, but dedends 

rather upon the mere "formal" ordering of the symbols. 

Descartes' substitution of his own specific conception of 

deductive reasoning for the syllogistic logic of the Schools 

is in this iespect associated eith his general rejection of 

authority and insistence upoi the )ereonal verification of 

Cf. N. Kemp Smith's New Studies in the Philosophy of 
Descartes; hereafter referred to as New Studies." 
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truth. 

The manner in which the two fundamental operations of 

the mind, intellectuel intuition end deduction, are inte- 

grated within Descertest proposed "method", is most clearly 

indicated in Rule V or the Regulpe and, corresoondirgly, in 
Rules 2 and 3 of the Discouree. In this one require- 

ment - that of resolving involved and obecure date to those 

which ere eimpler, tecendirg from the simpleet intuitions 

to more complex knowledge - we have, 1:)escartes tells us, 

"the eum of ell humer endeavour", the Ariedne's thread which. 

eill guide aen through the labyrinth of knowledge. The 

rule immediately following (i.e. in the Lemke) enlasrges 

upon this, showing more precisely how thins Qan be arranged 

in a corles, headed by the simplest, in which more reeote 

truths are irectly deduced from other truths, Nor must 

the smallest link be missing, else the chain is broken an1 

the certainty of the conclusion lost. (Rule VII.) 

Althouph Descartes does not use the analytic-synthetic 

terminology in the Lerulae, even here the all important 

feature, the orderly reselution of complicated problems into 

simple elements which can be clearlN and distinctly' known, 

clearly corresponds to the rethod of analysis eksc.i-ibed in 

the second rule of the Pisconrse. The correlative process 

of synthesis, described. in the rule immediately following, 

which reverses this order, would seem by him to be considered 
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less importent, crd more in the nature of a corvincing 

expository device than a fruitful Method of discoVery. 

Thus it is with his use of thc analytic method hie avowed 

intention within the Meditotions - tIlat our consideration 

of the :cithematical structure of hi S ietaphysics will be 

primarily conccl:ned. 

The two requirements of intuition made evident by the 

double foode of distinction, from deduction on the one herd 

and enuilveration on the other, are that it be clear and dis- 

tinct apprehension, and apprehension all et once not suc- 

cessively. For the solution of the metaphysical problems 

he has set himself his first search must be, accordingly, 

for a self-evident truth intuited in this manner. 

Two further characte2Astics are reollired of the pri- 

mury intuition forming the starting point of mkjoilm120. 

deductions. It must be an absolute, and it must be "real 

being", lie points out (Rule VI. p. 26) that some simple 

natures may be absolute from one point of view, yet relative 

from another. For mtaphysics, the certain science 

gmallamg, however, nothing less then the ImmImp_asolutim 

is adequate. This must be not an abstract proposition, 

"New in my tbedjtptiops I htve used only analysis, the 
truestand best method of teaching, the synthesis you are 
asking me to use cannot he so suitably applied in 
these metaphysical disciplines. For . nothing is more 
difficult than making clear and distinct our awareness of 
Its primary notions." 

Reply to Objection. 2. 
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or universe', (the use of which in Scholastic logic he is 

clAtictsing) but a "being the existence of which is better 

known than that of any other." (Letter to Vereelier.) 

In order to disedver tho extent to which Descartes wns 

able to transfer sn order of proof and reoconing from mrthe- 

motics (which is concerned with homogeneous entities) to 

metaphysics, we turn now to exomine in detnil the stoucture 

of the 'Aeditatiops, the work ir which he explicitly endes- 

VOUr6 to prove qualitatively different thin God, the 

self, mterial existence. In accordance with one of the 

primary injunctions or his method, Descartes beFins with a. 

Synoosis in whieh some indication is given of the way in 

which the complex problem . the demonstration-of the exis- 

tence of God and the iodependent existence of mind and body 

mey be reduced to simpler oroblems,whose solution will aid 

the rosolution of the comolex. In regard to the immortali.. 

ty of the soul, for example, proof of Which is token to 

follow necessarily from that of the independent existnce 

of mind. and body, he explicitly adopts "en order °trailsr to 

that used by the geometers", end states first the oremises 

upon which the truth of the proposition must depend. The 

proof is not complete at the end of the Becond Meditation' 

because the ability to form a perspicuous. apprehension of 

the soul distinct from that of the body, nithough one such 

toportant premise, is not in itself sufficient. It is 
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further necessary to Le assured "that all things we judge 

cleerly nnd distinctly are true in that very eode in which 

we are judging them," and alco "that we have a c1eEx dis- 

tinction of the corporeal". On these grounds alone can 

we drrw the conclusion in the sixth Meditction thct "what- 

ever things are clearly end distinctly apprehended as di- 

verse subetences as are mind and body, ere indeed distinct 

ench from the other." 

This explanation of thc nature of the simpler problems 

involved is followed by his statement of the order in which 

they are to be discussed - an order which represents not 

necessarily their ontological status, but the order of 

epistemological discovery, since, as he always insists, the 

order of knowinr is not necessarily the same as the order 

of being. That is why although God is the most intelli- 

gible being, and the foundation of all other being and exis- 

tence, the proof of is existence does net occur until the 

Third Meditation, beine preceded by the discovery of the 

existence of the self. /train, the simpler problem of show- 

ing the validity of our clear and distinct ideas must be 

treated prior to drawing the complete conclusion of inde- 

pendent existence of mind and body. This conclusion cannot 

be drawn immediately at the end of the recond Meditation as 

one might think, just because, when philosophising in order 

we must necessarily pass through the stage of doubting that 
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the clear ai d. distinct idea we have formed of the mind has 

any real validity. 

Apart from this preliminary survey, however, the more 

detailed reduction of complex to simple problems proceeds 

in the COUkSe of discussion. In following the methodo- 

logical search for the self-evident datum, the "atom of evi- 

dence" which will furnish the starting point of all know- 

ledge, we ere at the same time enabled to see more clearly 

whet precisely Descartes meant by the simplification of pro- 

blems. Obviously to attept to carry this out exhauetively 

before beginning the actual voyage of discovery would be to 

presuppose the very point at iesue. If the metaphysical 

demonstration itself is really a disco-'cry, the correct re- 

duction of the cohplex problems must be progressively achiev- 

ed as the methodological search oroceeds, 

The Meditetioes comence, in accordance with the stric- 

turee of the Jecthod, 'with a survey and enumeration of all 

previous beliefs. The nature of the enquiry enjoins a two- 

fold doubt. V,t may doubt not only of the evidences of the 

senses, one's instinctive beliefs cherished since childhood, 

etc. , but also of the self-evident truths of mathematics 

themselves, just because these too are hypothetical and do 

net, therefore, furnish the starting point needed in meta- 

physics. The removal of prejudice, described in the Regulae 

as the sine non of the clear functioning of intellectual 
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vision, thus repreuents the first stnge of the rethod, cc-T- 

ried out in the First Meditation. The different beliefs 

are classified and excrined, that clos of truths held in 

higheet eeteem, even, beingsubjeet to the cost rieoroue form 

of doubt - the only tom of doubt open to them, in feet, 

based on the hypothesis of the eellignent demon. This form 

Of classificatory analysis having been carried out, the 

ground lo prepared for the more pozitive sect of the meth. 

od involving the functioning of direct intellectual insight 

no lees within the deductive chain of reasoning than in the 

clear perception. of the primary metaphysical datum itself. 

The Meditation upon the nature of the human mind with 

which the eecond phase opens, reoolVes the first problem 

presenting itself to orderly thinking, namely, whether cer- 

tain knowledge is possible; whether there is any piece of 

true knowledge of which it is impossible to doubt. Even 

the malignsnt demon cannot exorcise this conviction - indeed, 

he but eervee to strengthen it . Cogito, ergo sum,* or 

Dubito, ergo SUIT. 

The intuition, however, so me not yet to he complete, 

The new treeletion. by N. Pp ':=ith pute this in the 
lees misleading. form "ego sum, ego existo", evoidirg ti)ere- 
by the mieolneed objections coecerning the "ergo", which 
would seem to make the existence of the self an inference 
rather thon the direct ietuition which to bescartes it essen- 
tially is. Having recognised this point, however, the pres- 
ent discussion will retvin the traditional an miller 
terminology. 
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for the question immediately arioes, 'Nhat am I?" This 

enquiry, in turn, is carried in thc: eame orderly and classi- 

ficatory manner as that concerning what one may cioubt. It 

is important to recognise the continuity of this argument, 

es the .00g;ito itself is frequently interpreted ae Descartes' 

First Principle.. In one sense it is, being the iirst in- 

dubitable propoeition reached. when philosophising in orden. 

The vGry fact that it is but e proposition* however, sug- 

gests that Descartes did of intend the C9gAto, as it stcnds, 

unexamined, nt this point of immediate and momentary dis- 

covery, to suffice es the self-evident datum from whfch all 

eubsequent knowledge ie to be extracted. It is far too 

absti.act to act as the fuJtful prirciple his meth seeks. 

The significance of the CoUto lies rather in its position 

in the Meditation its introdUction at this point ja,csents 

Something, the bare exietence of the self, fo.- further analy- 

sis it being by means of such analysis of its nature that 

we can alone attain a clear idea of a "being" which an 
serve as the metaphysical First 'Principle. Accordingly* 

Descartes sets out upon this analysis in the same Neditction. 

The orderly nature of his programme can be seen from the 

paragraph with which it commences. 

But I do not yet know in any adeqUate manner what I 

I who cm certain that I am; and I must be careful 
not to substitute some other thing in place of myself, 
and BO go astray in this knowledge which I am holding to 
be the most certain and evident of all that is knowable 
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by me. This is why I shall now meditate are!. on ;hat, 
prior to my venturing en these cuestionings, I believed 
myself to be. I shall withdraw those beliefs which can, 
even in the least degree, be invalidated by the reasons 
cited, in order that at length, of ell my previous beliefs, 
there ma' remain only what is certain are indubitable. 

(Eeditetion II. p. 203. 

After exalc_ining and rejecting all that he had formerly 

believed himself to be, as insufficient to disclose his 

true nature, perceiving thtt none eeie inseparable from his 

being in the way that this was, he fi nlly reached bis 

bedrock of certainty: he is a thini-ing being. It is at 

this point only that he attains the sought-for first prin- 

ciele, et once a "being" and "better known then all else". 

The metbo(ological doubt, es a result of which the 

Cogito was the first truth to he diecevered, served to indi- 

cate precisely the point in reality at vhich the direct 

examination into particular concrete truth - the only fruit- 

ful method of discovery - should be carried, out. The next 

stage in methodical reasoning, th,_eefore, consists in a 

meditation upon the nature of the self, the res cogitans. 

"Before tackling any specific euestion, we ought to 
ponder at length end importitlly those truths which have 
of themselves presented themselves to us, and starting 
from them to ennuire whether others can be reached by way 
of there, and again others from these and so on in orderly 
sequence . . " 

(Rule VI. p. 28.) 

Thus, upon this primary intuition of te existence of 

a self wilich is a "thinking thing", it is ultimately hoped 

to hase, in strict deductive eecuence, the propositions he 
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hae set himself to prove: that God exicts, and that the 

soul is distinct from the body. As the Synopsis pointed, 

out, the first reoldrernent in the movement towards the 

dellonstretion of the second of these is to form a clear and 

distinct idea of each of the things to be distinguished. 

This he carries out in the remainder of tIle Second Ledita- 

tion, renchinr, the sell-known conclusion that a clear and 

distinct idea of the wind is more easily formed t',-en that 

of the body; that the mind is Ltore easily knowable than 

the body. 

it this point the argument takes another form, since 

the conclusion so far reached oes not suffice to prove the 

mind's actual distinction of the body unless we ere somehow 

assured that our clear and distil et ideas arc reliable. 

To extend our knowledge from the first certainty we have 

reech.-d we must be assured of the validity of the method 

itself. For 

"In this first knowledge there is indeed nothing save 
the clear and cistirct n.prehereion of what I nm (Morn- 
ing; yet this would not suflice to render me certain of 
its truth, if it could ever happen that anything which I 
apprehend thus clearly end distinctly should yet prove 
false:" 

(Meditetion III. p. 213.) 

The "general rule" apparently suggested by the Cogito 

- that everythi r clearly and distinctly apprehended is 

true - can, the, only be adopted tentatively. That is 

Lhy, following the strict order of reasoning, Descartes 
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must at this point leave for a moment the direct eonriders- 

tion of the demonstration of mind's separation from the 

boáy, in order to introduce the second problem, that of the 

existence of God, the proof of which proposition is requir- 

ed before the earlier argument can advance further, We 

have to be assured of the existence of a benevolent nod, 

since this alone can serve to remove the doubt cast upon 

the truth of clear and distinct ideas by the hypothesis 

that there is e malignant demon deceiving us. This is not 

to say that he finds the truth of such ideas jelltslulEOley 

deubtful it is only the hyperbolical doubt which can lead 

us to celeetion them. The search for certainty demands the 

J.igours of even such extreme doubt. * 

The nature of Descartes' starting point has rerdered 

this problem the more acute Knowledge arises out of the 

inspection of the res cogitans, but so long as we can be 

sure only of the existence of the thinking substance, the 

ideas, by the examination of and meditation upon which we 

would extend this knowledge, would seem to be cut off from 
...atawassomome 

"And certainly since I have no reason to believe that 
there is a God who is a deceiver , the ground of my 
doubts, entirely dependent as it is on this supposition, is 
but slight, and so to speak metaphysical. But to be able 
to eliminate it, I must at the earliest possible oppor- 
tunity ineuire whether there is indeed a God: and should I 
find there is a God, I must also inquire whether He cot be 
a deceiver. For without the knowledge of these two truths 
I do not see how I can be certain of anything." 

Leditation III. p. 215. 
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reality. Our initial intuition cannot be further dveloped 

nor ereble us to reach more complex truth unless the co- 

incidence oi ideas and reality be Cnemenstrated beyond their 

momentary coherence exhibited in the Copito. This is pre- 

cisely what the proof of the existence of God, necessarily 

introeuced et this point is required to do. wor is there 

any vicious circle immediately involved in thus interrupt- 

ing the proof of the first proposition, the indeeen(ent 

existence of the soul, by the corsieeration of the second. 

Descartes' method neither states that problems must be com- 

pletely solved in strict isolation the one from the other, 

nor denies the possibility of their reciprocal development. 

Not wishing, however, to interrupt the strict order of 

meditation, he again starts from the investigation of some 

aspect of the self, this time dividing end classifying the 

different kinds of thoughts he discovers within his own mind. 

The rigour of the e_ethod demands that the idece themselves 

be examined, since their "objective refererce" as yet being 

in doubt, the only proof of the validity of the more complex 

truths attained by their means is that they bear in them- 

selves evidence of an external reality. This is why the 

first, and for Descartes the most important, proof of God's 

existence turna upon the point whether the idea of God in 

Descartes' mind necessarily Leers the imprint of His creation: 

whether it coul,f proceed from any source other than God 

Himself. 
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In the couroe of examining many ieeas which eelemeã to 

come from things outside him, Descartes had eerfolce: to con- 

clude that the grounds ueon ehich he had ereviously believed 

in their external origin were not very good; a Lort of 

blind impulse" rather than any "assured judeement" has con- 

streined him to think thus. He mast, therefore, adopt 

another method of enouiry, asking whether amongst such ideas 

themselves there may not be a degree of 'ineouelity', some 

conteinine "more objective reality'. If he can find some 

idea (or ideas) which is, in the Cartesian terminology, 

"mode of existence" of the object, and not simply a "certain 

way oí thinking", then he can be certain, in virtue of marks 

proper to such ideas clone (i.e. without begging the vital 

question) of existents external to himself. The gap will 

be thus bridged between the ideas in the hind and things 

outside it. The idea of God, as of nothing else, he finds, 

does have such a mark of assurance. 

9 
. . The idea by which I apprehend a supreme God, 

eternal, infinite, immutable, omniscient, omnipotent, and 
the Creator of all things which are in addition to Himself, 
has certainly in it more objective reality than those 
ideas by which finite substances arc represented. 

(Meditation III. p.219.) 

The idea of God, then must beve a cause. This cause 

could not be himself, he continues, beceu e it i_cluce;, all 

eerfections and excludes the imperfections he recognises 

within himself% "Now it is manifest by the natural lirht," 
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he adds, "that there must be at least es much reality in the 

efficient und total cue ns in its effect . ." From 

which he concludes "not only that soLething cannot proceed 

from nothing; but also that what is more perfect, i, e. con- 

tains more reality, cenrot proceed from what is less perf ct." 

The final conclusion he drews from these Joints, emly 

elaboreted in succeeding paragraphs of the Third Meditation 

is that, the, objective reality of one idea having been fond 

to be so much greater, ana of such a kind that he cannot be 

the cause of it, he canlot be alone in the world, but that 

there is some existing thirg causing this idea. The in- 

nate idea of Cod must be implanted by Him in Ris creature 

"as it were the :ark of a workmen imprinted or his work." 

VeLth this discovery, he has finally exorcised the demon, 

and removed the potential grounds of doubt concernine the 

reel reference of our reason end of the validity of the cri- 

terion of knowledge it presents to itself. 

Being thus assured of that upon which the methodology 

had itself cast doubt, of the possibility of metaphysics as 

a science giving certain knowledge, by the feet that the 

clear and distinct propositions in which it is formulated 

ere shown to he necessarily true, the next step must be to 

ascertain more clearly those things of which true know- 

ledge is possible. Before doing so, however, he nnuees 

in the Fourth Yeditetion to take up a further problem 
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created by b1 coctr1ne . * The existence of error, he ob- 

eerves, would seem inexpiceble in. the lieht of hie insie- 

terce upon the mind't return/ capacity for unerring end car- 

tnin krovledge. The author of error cennot be Gee'.., more- 

over, eince the ereceding eeditation hes shown that He is 

not e deceiver. Thus, all clenr end distinct nwareness 

being necessarily true, the source of error tilet be sought 

elsewhere than in either God, or the humer intellect taken 

in iteelf. In ehort,it is found in the uneven co-opera- 

tion of will and und.erstendirg, the freedom or the former 

exceeeing the power of the latter. Once this has been 

recognised, his argument can eroceed since the fact of error 

reed not undermine hie erevious reasoning, serving merely 

to impress upon him the need ever to direct his attention 

to those things only which he sufficiently understands, 

This problem becomea coreueed, moreover, with the ero- 
blem of evil on ccount of the ce in which is 
assumed to be man's "natural right". For w ereas Medieval 
philosophers St. Thomas, for instnce had not been 
especially worried by the problem of error, since its exis- 
tence was in ncoord with their conception of eeicnce ("prose 
bable knowledge") end of the nature of man (fallible) Des- 
cartes' theory of krowledge coretreined him, es Gileon has 
pointed out in some detnil, to extend St. Thomas's teaching 
concerning lap to the problem of error. In Descartes' 
thought, the probable" and the "false" were confused; tak- 
ing mathematic° es the pettern of all knowledge, "la presence 
de l'erreur devient un scandale, et si evr hezerd elle se 
trouvait invie'cible, il y sunlit lieu Oen feire une juste 
reproche à l'impuissance du Crenteur ou à sa melice . 

Ainei.la difference qui sepnre la doctrine de l'erreur chez 
St. Thomas et ches 'eescartes mesure leurs exigences en ma- 
tière de certitude". 

Gilson.. La Liberte ches Deeceetes. Chapter I, 
Pert I. 
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eeperating them from those apprehended but ennfusedly end 

obscurely. 

We are nov, brought, in the came orderly v.anner, to the 

penultimate stage of the etaphyeical ergument. The Fifth 

Meditetion affirm that we can in feet form cleer and ãia 
tiet ideee of material things, se well EIS of minds. This 

seele eeditation also discloses to him e second proof of the 

exietence of Cod, 01)6 so bore fully the way in which "all 

kno-eledge depends on knovledge of God, without tnowledge of 

Vhom no perfect knowledge of anything else would be possibl." 

"ehe proof of God; es riven both here and earlier, x'eflect 

beck and cor firm the preceding truths, as he pointed out in 

the Synopsis, rehabilitating with comelete surety not only 

the objects of pure mathematics, but also eonfirmine that 

we can have perfect knowledge of corporeal nature. 

This conclueion leads him into the C.,ixth Meditation, 

beginning with the enquiry cercerning the existence of 

material things, an.e culminating in the deleenstrction of the 

real distinction of nind ard body. Despite teis verbal 

ordering of the Meditation, however, it is soon apparent . 

that the actual existence of material bodies is not neeee . 

eery before, and in order to determine, the real distinction 

of mind end body. The reverse is rather the case, the 

real distinction of mind and body preceding, end being re. 

quired for the proof of material existents. The important 
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point to be proved, therefore, is thrt mind rye xt reion are 

attributes of eubotences, which alene are, by definition, 

capable of exietinr pusAa, and Letecen which, in co: oemence, 

a real dictirctior obtnirs. 

TM; ho does, rgeir sytereticelly etep by step. First, 

the ciffcreece between imeginetion end pure irtellect is 

"made plain" the corclusion teine dreen from this thnt imagi- 

retior does not below, to the 9acla oi* nand ce does the 

intellect, The more tprobb1e hypotheeic" seems, he con- 

tie-ties, to be thet imagination io cerried out by the body . 

from which he 'conjectures" that the bor4 probebly does 

exiet. But sirce, in this case, imagirg depends on the 

exietcnee oV the body, the existence of bodies cannot it- 

self be derived from a clear and distinct imegirative idea 

of the body itself, he must try egai: by turning to some 

perception. Por, although one must rot rashly admit all 

the senses appear to teach, they need not, thanks to God's 

benevolence, all be called in doubt. 

It is et this point that Descartes errument changes, 

as remarked above, and the notion of substance is introCuced, 

from which the real dictincioe of mind and body, and exis- 

tence of ecteriel objects, elilre will follow. The exis- 

tence of God havingtsen ,roved, we can be sure, he says, 

that if ti,ings are apprehended no clear and distinct, they 

arc so different. ee alrecry know Vat the self is e 
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thinking being., "i. e. o subetence, the wbole nnture or 

essence of which concists ir. thineine." But he finds as° 

"fecultico Of thieeing which ore quite opeciel mOdee of 

thinking, distinct from myoelf, viz. the faculties of imag- 

ing end oensinr." which, he ineiste, equnlly urintelle. 

gib:ie without iee notion of sUbstance, thct io "without nn 

Intelligent subetence in which they reside," It follows 

frole the nature of sense and imngination already iedicatedo 

thcir real distinction from the mind, thet this second subs 

tence iB coreorce 1. Thus be LEts eeached the deeiree con. 

elusion, thet boelee do exiot, Correlatively, tho r,e1 

dietinction nlreody admitted (vie Cadiz: voracity) is treno- 

formed into r true demonstration that mine end body as 

Peter' existents are distinct the proposition he cet out 

to prove. 

At this point we may leave this analyeic ere the struc- 

ture of the Meditatioep (it being unnecessary for the 

present eurposes to eiecuce the succeedine and perhaes some- 

what irrelevant anti drawn.out peragrophe with which he 

closes), Sufficient eviaerce has, I think,been provieed 

by the form of hie reesonings to show that they were quite 

cleerly conducted alone the methodological lines prescrib- 

ed in the Regulee nne, the DiecOvv$9. It remains now to 

enaeire the respects in which he did, in the course of argu- 

ment, ie elude oseumptione not warrantee on strictly 
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mathematical principles, and in various other points of 

detail indicate, some of the essential limitations of his 

chosen "analogy". To this we proceed in the chapter 

immediately following. 

0-0-0-0 



CHAPTER VIII. 

SOME SELF-EVIDENCED LIMITATIONS 

OF DESCARTES' METHOD. 

The exemination of Descartes' employment of "mathe- 

metical method" within his e.etaphysics falls into two parts. 

First, the nature end status of his metaphysical first prin- 

ciple may be comeared with the self-evident intuitions of 

mathematics. Secondly, one may enquire to what extent the 

subsequent deduction vias carried out on strictly eathemati- 

cal lines. 

It must first be noticed that Descartes' own epistemo- 

logy Iles undergone Dome development and todification be- 

tween the drawing up of his first cherter of intellectual 

freedom, the Regulae, and his more strictly metaphysical 

writings, the Meditations and the Principles. For instance, 

in the former, the self-evident truths ("simple natures") of 

which he speaks are numerous, and, indeed, the Cogito is 

referred to as but one of the many such indubitable truths. 

Thie, however, does not necessarily indicate a contradic- 

tion between the application of the hethod within his meta- 

physics and its initial formulation, but rather bears out 

Descartes' own ineistence (often overlooked) that his method 

is not something static, to be "learned" and then mechani- 
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cally applied. Nor was it formulotion "resod upon purely 

abstract consideretions, but, as he himself tells us, upon 

the observation of reason at work end making fruitful dis- 

coveries within the sciences. Moreover, although his init- 

ial irspiration was derivc.d ±roì his mothemetical and physi- 

cal researches, it seems unlikely that he intended this con- 

ception of method to rmain unaltered by his subsequent 

metaphysical reflections, but to develop side by side with 

the latter, The really constant feature lies in the doc- 

trine concerning the natural potentialities of the human 

mind, "sagacity" and "perspicacity", to the cultivation of 

which his rules of method were intended as an aid. 

The outotanding between mathematical 

and his own metaphysical first principle becomes immediately 

apparent in Descartes' account of the mode of attaining the 

latter. The methodical ordering of the initial complex 

data is important as enabling the mind to attain the mxime 

abf_t2.1utull being sought. The features demenfed of this 

metaphysical first principle, in virtue of which alone it 

could be a fruitful source of new truths, suggests that the 

supreme obect of intuition within this enquiry ts not in 

fact strictly analogous to that of mathematics. Such a 

divergence is not, moreover, on the same plane with the 

legitimate development of the rules of method above referred 

to, since it introduces "Ellen" elements into what purports 
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to be stA.ctley mathematical dereret/atior, card so lends to 

his conclusions a fovce not on his premises werranted. 

Mathemetical i tuition is co-corned with univereel re- 

lations betl-en ideas. Ito certainty derives from the 1ogi- 

ey1 netuve of these relations: that le, it 1 i functior of 

two sirrific nt retures of mathematicol renoonino - no 

reference to the "real" iB made, and no "time factor" is 

Involved. Nor does the "diccortinuity" beteen Intuitions 

making up a chain of discursive reasoning present problems 

for exthematico itself, beinr thus indifferunt to the ques- 

tion of its apelicability and the objective tiuth of its 

axiome. 

2)escartee hae iteietcd that the ¡list intuition in 

metaphyeics, on the other hand, moot be of a corcrete "being", 

not an cboiract reiom. Por metaphyeics ie concerned with 

giving knowledre of real existence. Moreovt.r, whilst the 

clear and dietinct exiomm rhich he is taking as his mathe- 

matical pattern are universal pro ositi,ns, Descartes main- 

tains, as againet tracitionfl boric, that metaphysical know- 

ledge is not to be obtained by (mducif r p-rticul-r truths 

from univereale: that the particular car itself be directly 

and intuitively knov,n, flence the one item of indubitraile 

knowledge disclosed by the methodological doubt was a con- 

crete particular, st once real and ideal. The content of 

this unique intuition, then, yhilst illuetrating the need to 
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begin i:e-om IzjelIene.1, and bearing out the truth emphasised 

by St. Thomez that existence entails irv,ividuelity, is mani- 

festly inconsistent with Descartes' alleged model of reason- 

ing. Hume, for instance, is reore coneistent to e mathe. 

matical view, when although form] denying universals, he 

builds his world out of objecte very like universal in so 

far 6E5 he neglect i-eividual eubstence and recogniees only 

impreceions and ideee. 

The existentiel nrture of the princry intuition is em- 

pheuieed by Descartes in order to meet the cberge of dire 

culerity levelled egainst the certainty of the Pogito (2nd 

Objection). He alweys maintains that immaLtua awarenees, 

at the rwment of it occurrence is infellible, In this 

eespect all ideae or eseences are equally indubitable. 

Doubt only arieee in one or other of two important cases; 

ideas are open to. doutt either when they ere used within 

judgements concernirg that is eternally true, or when they 

are regarded as representative of ectuel existents. 

The gplela escaees indictment on the letter count, 

becauee it is not a repre.sentetive idea, nor is it inferred, 

being e direct insight irto a meetinr eeint of real end 

ideal. Yet, this frees him from circulerite only at the 

expense of taking him evny from the methemetical annlorrY 

strictly conceived. For, as already seer, the Cog/tee is 

not strictly analogous to mathematic:el axioms; it is itself 
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"concrete" ens lends to "concrete» csnclscionc. There 

seome, in fact, to be no enelogy teticn the intuition of 

mathemsticol propositions en( the self other than the posses. 

sion of the common chnrecteristic or "immediacy" . which is 

a tautology' 

It is oleo free from the first in so for os it is only 

of o "momentery self" that immediatc aworeness is claised* 

This is a soeition to which, hasever, Descortek cannot ki- 

ller° wit complete consietency. For he hes himself main. 

tained that o ju(-.gement thich e-sresses no more than momen. 

'Way experience, although so fax infallible, does rot &fiord 

the besis for true knowledge; it suffices for "persua, ion" 

but not for science, the latter demsnding oseuiance of the 

continuity of these irdepenSent instants and the pieces of 

knowledge thus apprehended. Descartes must either consis. 

tently maintain that no scientific knowledge is possible 

before the existerce of o benevolent flod is proved; or, 

alternrtiwly, he uust give further contort to the self, 

irvo4ing assumptions which form no Ast of his method, since 

e somentary sslf is not sdeourLe to form the foundotion, the 

stolting saint of ell t.rowledre. The adoption of Ve first 

of these leaves him still open to the chorge of circul:rity, 

nm the second to that of resting his deductions upon un-. 

criticised sesumptions, the rejection of thich constituted 

the First stege of his method. He seems, in point of Psct, 
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to oscillate between the two poeitions. 

He points out in his reply to the eecond objection, 

that being already. true of reality, God cannot mcke this 

first eietaphysical intuition more real but cen only show it 

to be afl isolated aspect of reality which hns been abstrac- 

ted, in the knowing process, from reality upon which it 

is ontologically dependent. It is in this sense thct the 

first principle of Descertes' metaphysics is in fact not 

the self (even in the more precise sense of "thirking thing") 

but God, as is shown by the form of the Principles. The 

primacy of the CoPito in the Meditetions lies in the orCee 

of discovery when pursuing the analytic method. The self 

thus disclosed is not a continuous self, but, like any exis- 

tence in time, can only be echieved ineirectly through the 

guarantee of God. Consequently, no scientific knowledge can, 

witheut circularity, be based upon it. Yet the analytic 

method was proposed as the means of discovering the maximq 

absolutum upon which the development of subsequent know- 

ledge is founded. 

The alternative position indicated above is seen moot 

cleerly in respect of his application to the self of the 

Scholastic notion of substance. For awareness of the self 

is distinguished from the intermittent awareness of other 

natures by the fact that the CoFito is an ever-present 

intuition, apprehended in every operation of the mind. In 
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oreer, therefore, to eccoant for the coneiruity of the self 

perceived in ever the instentoneous acts of thinkinr, he 

eoeits an ctive substence of which thirking is an attribute. 

His reezoni, g seems to have been, briefly, thus: the self, 

elthough given in prinory swerences, is oo fer a emplex 

fact, requirinr more careful analysis (accoreing to the euleo 

of teethed). Exietenee is indefinable, he says, but the 

nualitative self eay be analysed into elemerts. The recul- 

ting simple nature, he then concludee, will be auelitics of 

a subotance, the neture of which they arc thus r(vcaling. 

The one.attLiLute theory of aubetance which Descsetes assumes 

leads tie yet a etee further in the , irection ok the conclu. 

Bien that the self is a nthinkine. subetance, But this ero. 

ocdure so fer is unlike the oripinal eteoe, which was 

strictly a means of diecoverine loeically necessary relation- 

ships between items of knoeledge. euch relations being 

not discoverable between the various elementc of the mind . 

thirkinr, willing, doubtirp, etc. Deecartes therefote turns 

from the judgements of relation wlich his eetho, on the 

mathematical pattern, origirelle disclosed, to judgewents 

of ettribution, which belong to the sylloeletic reasoning 

which he had eupeosedly rejected. 

Without digressing irto more detailed ceneiCeration of 

Descartes' doctri:e of ourstance, it is elready evidert that 

its ietroduction at this point, integral to one lie e of 
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argument which he adopts, he taken him away from the methe- 

mafiosi way o: It enabled him, moreover, to 

give $ichness" to his first intuition, by defining the 

substance-sell in such a wny thnt the desired epistemoloPi- 

cal conclusions could be dretn from it. 

"Vault is a thinking thing? It is thinp which 
doubts, understands, affirms, denies, wills, abstains 
from willing, that can also be aware of imapes and 
sensations. 

(Meditation II. p. 206.) 

In this description (as likewise in the content riven 

to the idea of God) he seems to irclude all the features 

upon which doubt had hitherto been cast, so that it in not 

unreasonably be complained that he begs the question, this 

being precisely the reason why he can deduce so much from 

his rirst erinciple; that it is the explanation of its 

seeming frtility in providing the source of new truth. 

Moreover, he aasumes that these aspects of the self form n 

genuine unity. But this is not only an assumotion which 

is lar rrom being so clear that it only requires to be stat- 

ed In order to be accepted: it is one to which his mathe- 

maticel premises do not entitle him. The criticisms level- 

led by Locke and Hume reveal this, and demand, with justifi- 

cation, some further eefence of this contention. Locke's 

criticism of the confusion of "an obscure and relative idea 

of substance in general" with "ideas of particultr sorts of 

substances (Tleatise on Human UnderstandiLE, II, xxiii, 3.); 
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together with .his query as to why the "ego" possesses juet 

these attributes end eupports them in a unity, are unanswer. 

able in term of a wAhematically orientated theory of sub. 

stance. If we introepect in an "external" (quesi.scien . 

tific) manner Bergson'e "transient glimpsee" or "einemato. 

preph" shots . we can, as Bume pointed out, never catch our. 

selves without a perception, and can get no further than a 

stateent of the de factO union of the liroperties we do 

fird. Man. doesn't come to know lAmself as a unity of 

doubting, fearing, willing, choosing, etc. , by knowing him. 

self ke.imarily as s bcirg one could study with detachment, 

but faced with physical an psychical demands nnde upon him, 

ulth humen contacts etc.. But these are features of exper. 

ierce which. Descarteu on his mathematical premises, together 

with the dualistic and "isolationist" implications he draws 

from them, must push into the negligible background. 

Lastly, in respect of the objects of intuition, one fur- 

ther (Avergence of the metaphysical from the mathematical 

conception may be noted; a divergence having no less far- 

reaching implications. An important reason for the cer- 

tainty of pzthenaties lay in the simplicity of its objecte. 

Accordingly, on analogy with the ultimate objecte of mathe. 

matics the basic constituents of all humen knowledge are 

described as "simple natures" (in the Regulaa) or, in his 

later terminolopy, "principles" characterisc6 in like 
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manner by their simplicity. The analogy is, however, in 

this instance misleading. The adjective "simple" as em- 

ployed in his philoso.)hy, is not used to exclude the possi- 

bility internal complexity. It is rather a synonym for 

unity, and as such "a condition favourable to internal coln- 

plexity and not its antithesis". * The emphasis in Des- 

cartes theory, and that in virTUe of ,:hich the simple 

natures are asserted to constitute the truc foundations of 

certain knowledge, is laid upon their fruitfulness. This 

feature, although their chief distinguishing mark,is not 

strictly mathematical. That the simplicity of the meta- 

physical intuition and the relation of simple-complex is 

not identical with that of mathematics is seen from his own 

metaphysical example of a simple nature - the self. Clear- 

ly the idea of God does not stand to the idea of the self, 

and cannot be drawn out of it, in precisely the same way in 

which in mathematics a polygon is related, to a triangle, 

and in which complex problems concerning polygons can be 

solved by their reduction into terns of triangles. 

The supposed parallel with mathematics also suggests, 

misleadingly, that the simple natures are completely. isolated 

N. Kenp rmith, Neu Studies, p. 8. This author points 
out that this is a Thomistic use, and one which enables 
the simple ideas to play a very strange mediating rôle 
between his mechanical view of nature and his non-mechanical 
conception of both the self and God, 
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ane independent of one cnother. Thus to Spinoza, for in- 

stance, it sppears an abortive entereeise to seek to coe- 

stf,uct a setem of knowledge on the besi of thee discrete 

ideas. This indeed proved one of the chief grounds upon 

which 2piroza rested his criticism of the impotence of Des- 

ctrtes' logic ne a method of discovery, and upon vhdch he 

justifies his own alternetive procedure. The passages in 

ehich Descartes is most expressly adhering to the mathe- 

matical analogy do eueeort euch en interprtution. In Rule 

XII (Repulse) for example, he Fives a somewhat atomistic 

account of simple natures. This is not, however, coneis- 

tent with bis views of infer nee and the rocteines of "sub- 

stence" as they appear in his strictly retaphysical writ- 

ings of the Meditations and Principles. Vithir the latter 

at least his designation of V e ultimate limits of ana]sis 

as "simple" does not necessarily imply that they cannot 

mutually influerce. and enter into relations with, one 

another, in such a way that their distinctness is transcend- 

ed, the system as a whole becoming the object of a new(com- 

plex) intuition. 

In short, the comparison of the prominent features of 

intellectual intuition within metaphysics and mathematics 

respectively reveals some of the limitatio's of the mathe- 

matical method illustrated in Descartes' own philosophical 

writings. The extent to which nor-math,,metical assumptions 
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end forms of reasoning arc si ;1larly irtouccd into the 

subsequent deductions remains to be considered. 

The first significant feature in respect of which the 

discursive reasoning of his metaohysics differs from that 

of mathematics is that it (metaphysics) must justify its own 

procedure. It seems likely to Suppose, aecordirgly, that 

this requirement will introduce prollcms which are non- 

existent for mathematics and detract from the strictly 

mathematical ordering of the philosophical- argum(JPts. Not 

only has it (as must all epistemologies) to justify its own 

point of departure, and in this eenee inevitahly involves a 

circle (which is not, of course, necessarily vicious); it 

must n:fto .VIte into account the question of why a 

train of' reasonings shoulta 1:e a true transcription of the 

real. Descartes had to account for thc element of neces- 

sity within the new scientific laws (their being tattle- 

matically formulated). The emoirical fact alone that 

mathematics could be applied, with fruitful rcults, to the 

physical v:oild, cou1C not provide the 6 4riori certain demon- 

stration of thc rationalit2i of tie procedure. OimilarlY, 

the application of methematical method within his own philo- 

sophy deranded more precise justification than mere prag- 

matic rucrentee of the objective reference of clear and dis- 

tinct ideas. Thus the order el his proofs of the existc:nce 

of God and the i dependent existence of the soul is 
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necessarily complicnted by the fact that he ie committed at 

the atee time to showing that we have min 6s cable of know- 

ledge, and that the ceestitution of tina is such that they 

can c known. This, in Carteeien terminoloey, involves 

showing that we have clear nrd distinct ideas which are 

true, end that reality io compounded of "simple natures° 

ceri be apprehended in thoughts 

The need for metaphysics to justify ite erocedure led 

Descnrtes to introduce the proofe of God in the Third. Medi. 

tation, before makinr full use of the criterion of truth . 

ouggested by the first piece of knowledge alreney attained. 

This eerves, however, to reiee in a new and acute form the 

pIotlem of how, if God is the foundation and sanction of ell 

truth, circular reesonine is avoidable v:her certain stendnrde 

of teuth seem inevitebly to be teken for Trnntcd in this 

discovery. 

The charge of circularity is the most prave that can be 

levelled against o philosodhy professing, os Descartes' does, 

to adhere to a ete:Ictly linear- order of proof. * The soul's 
10.10... 

Thuc Descartes is here i)reeented with a problem in e way 
in which 7:"pinoza is not. Fox thie :Leeson, it has beer re. 
marked by one writer that "Curiously eneueh, it is Descartes 
rather than Spinoza, who hoe shown most clearly. the futility 
of e constructed seotem. :!.pinoza . . . used the form of a 
deductive ystem in order to exhibit his vision of the uni. 
verse. I ece no reason why he should be dismayed et the 
charge of circularity; there is no reason why he should 
not wrap UV in hie definitions and axioms all that he desired 
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immateriality, for example, be has therefore 1,zietted, is 

proved only in the Cixth Meditetion, the Third, Fourth, and 

Fifth Meditations no lees ten the Pecond, being necessary, 

and leading up topthis coeelusion ns it IL finally demon. 

streted Although, vs wau seen, to some extent breaking 

the analogy with mathematics, the alleged circularity of 

the pogito, could perheps be evedd by insistin udon its 

nonwinterential character, It immediacy as well ne its 

uniqueness of status. This would, however, seem to be 

an impossible line of defence toe nny proposition invol- 

ving n actin of infererce. And as Descartes repeatedly 

denies the poseibility of direct knowledge of God, the 

proof of His exietence can be regarded in the nature of e. 

test case. 

The challenge may take two forms. It may be objected 

that, as GessenCi put it,** Descartes arEues to the exis- 

tence of God from the clenr an distintt idea whIch he has 

of Him, despite the fect that their validity depends upon 

His exictence. Alternatively, it may be pointed out that 

the idea of cause elnys an important rale in the proofs, 

to bring forth from them, For Descartes, however, euch a 
charge, if it could be substantiated, would be fatal 
The purpose of his constructien is fundamentally entrcrent 
from thet oi Spinoza He sought to find mesons, not to 
expound a vielpr¡'. ." 

Stebbing. 'The Method of Analysis in U.etaphysics." 
Aasz_laltiliz_LL2z 1932-3- p- 69. 
** 7th Objection. 
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althourh it, like all clear end distinct idees, must logi- 

cally remain in doubt until God's existence has been 

demonstrated. 

In contradistinction to what has been said, however, 

Kemp Smith in his New Studies maintains that Descartes cen 

meet the cherge of cl culer reasoning in the case of God no 

less than in that of the Cogito by insisting upon the 

laudiacy of the experience. This, he says, according to 

Descartes himself, is the only evidence ap,ealed to in the 

demonstration of God's existence. 

"The reason why, in this instance and in no other, 
demonstrative proof has been possible, by way of euch 
evidence, is the uniqueness of the immediately exper- 
ienced idea of God. It is an essence no less unique 
among essences than the existence of the se f is, for 
each self, unicue e%ong existents. Thanks to its uni- 
queness, as also to the immediacy of our apprehension 
of it, we can by way of it with no other aid than that 
of axioms apprehended in the same sheerly immediate man- 
ner, obtain proof of God's existence. Thereby we 
establish what, prior to such proof, remains open to 
doubt, viz, the conclusion that, .agyl491:theaeAlimkte= 
12...sderienced is being apprehended distinctly as well 
ps clparly, what is true of it holds true in all cases 
not merely for the moment .12t iummtably." 

(N. Kemp Smith, Lew Studies. p. 274. ) 

This method of absolving Descartes from the charge of 

circularity does not seem to me convincing. Having. denied 

the possibility of direct knowledge of God, he can only coee 

to know Him through the idea; but the necessary inclusion 

of existence in this idea of God forms the basis of the 

ontological proof, which does not appear until later. 
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Althourh rescartes finds the latter convincinr, he saya, 

oven if all the others were discredited, its imaeCiacy of 

content cannot bc support of tl%e validity of the 

earliek dlooks. Moreover, to rest too much or the "immen- 

lacy" of the adrehersion is contraly to the method. For 

instance, the diutirction which Descartes diaws botteen things 

clearly and distinctly conceived ana those remembered to "ho 

zuch, avoids the eil.cic by Laking the gua.,antee of Cod nj. 

dly not to the idea itsolf but only to the sourCnese of our 

recollection. But the problem which the existence of :od 

iz called upon to solve is not simply the uncertainty intro- 

duced by memory, but the fashioning of the clear ane 

tinct lirlm in the chain of demonstrntion, by means of vilich 

it is the orofessed intention of the metaphysics to prove 

the existence of God. 

The main difficulty of this line of defence, in short, 

iz not that claim for the certainty of clear and die . 

tiret ideas at the moment ou adjrehension is an arbitrary 

lirAtation of the doubt, by which we escape froc the circle 

"at, the expo2'se of cheating the wicked genius". (Gibson). 

For that claim is but a consistent application of a dosition 

to Olich Descartes has held throurhout naLely, that the 

imi.,ediste awareness of instentarcous and nor.representative 

iaa is always certain. It is its use for deferdinr the 

demorstration of God's existence which seams unfeasible. 
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ecientiiie knovledre. Ile idea of God so justified ty its 

°immediacy" would be frr too meagre to constitute the God rc . 

quired by rrur-crt. And to auvest that the existence 

of God eo eutblisbed can then pulnrtee the immutability 

of all that ie clearly and distinctly apprehemed, inclu(ling 

his own existence, is To les circuisr. i.t mry be surpest- 

eethr.t the appeal to God's not being a (eceivert in ore'er 

to establish the validit;; 1,an's resort it rot a dr-. 

cular orgumcLt if interir ted the assertion tint tl%e 

valLIty of our ressor in telting us about t nrture of 

tbi,rs, und the existeTce of et objective Reason in tings 

the-selves, as new indienteo, stnnd or fall together. 

But although true, this does not nbsolve Descartes himself, 

since it is not nr arrument of the sort Descartes was pur. 

portirg to )rovide: he )rofesses to be demonrtprting vit, 

certainty the validity of Reason, not merely 'asserting" 

or "witnel,sing", 

It folloys, accofdirel. , that Descartes is equally, open 

to the, second form of the criticism; thvt of hnvinp ille- 

piteretely asetmed the cnusal nxiom in bath the first and 

sccomrt proofs. Defence or the mourf of "immedincy" by 

which the axiom is apprehended is here even less co-virci-gt 

Js for example by 7.1taettt, in ho s4, PhilespohY of 
orgunism. 
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for the nuestion does not conceln .he starting point, but 

the process of reasoning itself; the logical assumptions 

by means of which he passes from the starting point to the 

conclusion. This protlem is never faced by Descartea, be- 

cause he does not question his right to use the causal 

axiom, which is perceived by "the natural light". 

Assumptions unwarranted by his strictly mathematical 

premises likewise make their appearance at many points 

throughout his argument. These sc;ve further to elucidate 

the eznifest difference between mathematical proof which is 

concerned with homogeneous entities and his metaphysics in 

which he tries to prove qualitatively' different things; God, 

the self, material existence. he most noteworthy examples 

of such extraneous assumptions occur in the proofs of God, 

and may te summarised \ith refelence to these. 

In addition to the over-all assumption that the/e la 

one cause of all that exists, the first proof rests, more 

specifically, on the dogma that there must be a cause of the 

objective reality of our ideas; upon the teaching of' 

"natural light" which discloses that the calls° /Lust contain 

at least as huch realit, as the effect: and finall;, upon 

the notion of Perfection contained in the idea of God. The 

Scholastic origin or influence is evident thioughout. 

Most significant, however, is the concept of an idea having 

"objective reality" (of which the idea of God lc the supreme 
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example). For t is is clecrly n)t scientific notion, but 

is rather contrere to the general tenor of the method. It 

signivies not homogeneity, but rather suggests that there are 

regions of knowledpe not ameneble to the same methods; it 

is, in effect, presupposing a principle of causality in which 

the cause is not homogeneous tith, but Freater then,the 

elfect. 

The second proof, starting from the real existence of 

the self, is concerned lith the neee for an efficient cause, 

and takes the form "if God did net produce me, who eide" 

Throughout this discussion it is clear that Descertes neve-aq 

considers the eossibilit: of an evolutionare theory of pen, 

but bases his enquiry as to the possible origins of the self 

upon the assumption that . en must have been crested. Con- 

sequently, even tie. hypothesis of the malignant deon, as 

Kemp Smith points out, fails to be very disturbing, since 

the terms in which he is conceived do not dispense with a 

octrine of creation. * Thus three more specific assump- 

tio's - again largely Scholastic in origin - are introduced 

iry.) this argument: that I am now, but once was not, and 

"The orthodox reader is therefore not unduly perturbed; 
the dice, as he recouniees, have been loeded in his favour 
and he is theeefore not sneillire to join in the game . . 

for ehet he is profeeeirg to esteblish is that a non- 
theistic ccount of man's origins, however formulated, is 
not genuinely possible. 

N. Kemp Smith. New Studies. p. 297 
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that, e:Loreaver, the discretenese of the eelf ns intuited 

demands e theory oL continuoue creation to render intelli- 

gible my claim to be a permanent self; that something ca&i . 

not bc crested by nethin g (ex nihilo nihil fit); and fina1 . 

ly, the curious contention that it is mom eifficult to 

create or conserve e subetance than its properties or 

attribute 

The ontological proof, which ire riven eeparately in 

the Pifth Meditation, falls into two parts. The minor pre- 

mise, the perticular feet upon which it reets, asserte that 

in this unique idea, existence is necessarily involved in 

the essence of God. (egain, it ie an inherited dogma that the 

concept of a Supremo Boing conteins the idea of real exis- 

tence), The eajor prelse takes the form of a general 

principle that ehnt belongs to the essence of n thirg.is al- 

ways true of it. But this cannot logically rive the real 

exietence to viich he concludes. For a petitiom3224,211 

in the reasoning can only be avoided so long as the clear 

and dietinct idea is not taker as interpreting the real. 

Any indication .xietence by those ideue being te yet sub. 

ject to metephyAmel doubt, the elajor premise can thus only 

cpely to "eseential" end not "real" truth. 

The third proof of God's existence, then, further indi- 

cates the feilurc of his linear inference, commencing from 

s "part" (the self) and from it preGuminE to pass diecur- 
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sively to the whole (God). The existence of God cannot be 

contained within, or derived from the self without begging 

the important ouestior. The real cetninty of God, for 

Descartes, is in the end intritive,* a knowledge of the 

greater being presupposed by that of the less. To ':now 

the self es defective, even, demards that it be known not in 

itself, but rrethr as n part of a broader system. To ack- 

nowledge this, owevergand to ieterpret the circularity in 

hie argument as but en example of the reciprocit: which is 

necessarily irvolved in all coherent systems, in contraet 

to the invalic circularity of linear inference, is never- 

theless to assert that Descartes failed in his self-im,osed 

tak; that he felled to achieve the strictly mathematical 

demonstratior of ultimate metaphysical truths. 

No less do the proofs as a whole indicate that despite 

his optimistic reliance upon a mathematically-patterned 

method for freeing men from reliance upon uncritical beliefs, 

and enabling them to attain certainty in the highest knowledre, 

There is some ground for the contention that "Descartes 
pose comme des vérités t"'e la foil on pourrait presque dire 
comme dec expériences réligieuses, l'existence de Dieu ou 
l'immortalité de lvetme, avant de s'efforcer de lee prouver 
par des argumentations . .Son analyse n'est point une 
enelyse s'il ne doute jnmeis sérieusement des priecipes 

se propose de démontrer." 
r_lerrus. La_Méthode de Descartes 
Such a proeecuee Cee lee pardonable for Descartes 

than Vor St. imselm since he (DescLites) was professing to 
2211caar12119/Alw., not simply to for arguments 

for the "believer'. 
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he had in feet little defence himself against the prejlees 

inherited from the thought of the past or of his contem- 

porary "mental climate". 

":&11 some, c'et un philosophe de trnnsition, beaueoup 
plus qu'un r6volutionna1re absolu." 

(Cerrus. La Mi5thode de Descartes. 2. 89.) 

Nevertheless, the highly origiral nttempt to develop 

his metaphysical thinking along strictly flthemntical lins 

ic suggestive in its very failures. For these do iffiente 

more clearly the nature of the metod of L-ethezntics, rind 

its ultimate limitations. Thatis to say, by thc very de- 

fects of his own 1Lethod, .Articuinrly where the letter has 

been 
.. exhibited on a grand scale, a philosopher may help to 

open men's eyes to its inadeoucies, directing them to the 

manifest need to supplement end improve upon it. In this 

1.espect, tber, Descartes may be snid to illustrate the way 

in which philoLophical systems so constructed are able to 

afford clearer understanding both. of the field from which 

the analogy was taken, and of the resultc,nt "abstraction", 

its implications and litAtations, fulfilling the "critical 

function" of philosophy so defined and claimed. 

0*-0 -0 -0 



In this arv9 the following chapter we are drawing 
attertion to some diverse consequences entniled by two 
interpretations and uses of the Euclidean model which 
differ in significant respects from that of Descrrtes. 
Thus the term "mathematical" os applied to the methods and 
ideas of Hobbes refers principally to the deliberately 
artificial natu7:e of his firA princiAes and supporting 
axioms Classed upon a non-intuitionist conception of Eu- 
clidean mathematics) together with the "arlthmetisation" 
seen in his "equ'l:ty" theory of politics, whilst in re- 
spect of Cpiroza, it vertains chiefly to the deductive 
method of exposition. 

It may be remnrked that, whilst mathematics itself is 
not for its awn :cll.-poses necessarily confined to dealing 
vith homogeneous units, it does have a "reducti-re" tendency 
in application, in Itc "vulgar" usage. This tendency is 
to be seen st pork particulnrly in Hobbes. 



CHAPTER IX. 

ALTERNATIVE INTERPRETATIONS OF MATHEMATICAL METHOD .* 

The Cartesian problem of how to move from ieeas to 

existent reelity without involving a vicious circle in the 

retsoning, bed been created by the eetephysical dunlisei of 

ideas and reality to which Descsrtes' method had itself led. 

Thus it seemed thet a new technique of reasoning was re- 

quire& to overcome emberrasements created by this conception 

(end applicetion) of mathemeticul eethod. The recommsn, 

dations of Spinoze and Hobbes were focussed around the cen- 

trel need to overcome the eifference of type between pre- 

misee and conclusion which had afforded Descartes' chief 

stumbling block. Mathematics deals with homogeneous units. 

Likewise, the conclusions of a deductive chain of reasoning 

Lithin methematice are of the same abstract kind es the pro . 

positions forming their starting point. The true method of 

reasoning must, accordingly, be modelled more precisely upon 

that of mathematics, retaining the same homogeneous charec- 

ter within the sUbject matter., an( between starting point 

and conclusion. In the achievement of this end, however, 

the respective methr.;de of Spinoze and Hobbes, superficially 

so alike in their rejection of the meteehysicel dualism, 
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differed. considerably. 

Opinozets first mendment related. to the stertirg point 

of the reasoning. Descartes had courht "simple natures" 

analogous to the principles of methematice, from which the 

tot1ity of knowledge could subsequently e built up, de- 

Lite the qualitative difference between the iritial ideas 

cxd the concrete reality to be attained by their means. 

AccordinF7 to Spinoza, this eZbodies two errors, the correc- 

tior of which ir. both cases leads to the distinctive charac- 

ter of his own conception of method. The first, the attempt 

to build a "whole" of knowledge out of discrete ideas was 

oelf-refuting. Indeed, he joints out, this inevitable col- 

lapse of his logic had been virtually admitted by Descartes 

in his ultimate apoeal to reveletio * 

Cpinoza.could not consort with such irrationalism; to 

do so was contrary to the whole impetus of his nature, no 

lees then the fundamental prirciples of his philosophy. 

The ultimate unintelligibility of the Craztesian univcrse, 

held together by the will of the Creative, Deity, indicated, 

therefore, the need for a different utartirg point if the 

underetanCing necessary for the attainner:t of the good life 

were to be achieved. Since it has been shown impossible 
11.4...14.0 

"Vie ought to submit to Divine authoLity rather than 
our own judgment, even though the light of reason mn.;¡ seem 
to support with utmost clearness something else." 

P:A.rciles I. 
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to arrive et the totality of knowledge by sterting from in- 

dividual ideas, the only alternative is to assume the total- 

ity of knowledge and work down to individual idees. 

The second criticism conduces to this same conclueion. 

The corceptien of the universe as two self-contained eys- 

tems, thought and extension, was manifestly unintelligible, 

cince rational understanding consists in knowledge of causes, 

end or the existence of two or more substances no such 

causal explanation could be given. There can, theiefore, 

be only one substence, which must be identified with the 

universe as e whole. In other tords, the conviction that 

there could be but onc substance was also a logical fruit 

of Spinoza's Rationalist faith in the intelligibility of 

the universe. If the order of nature is such as e,ay be 

reeresented within e single deductive system, then every- 

thing muet have a reason or ground either in itself or in 

something else. But any »art of the universe is dependent 

upon, end interconnected with, others. The substance which 

is causa sui must, therefore, be identified with the total- 

ity or thirgs, which alone can be self-dependent. More- 

over, being thus infinite, substance must be identified with 

God, also traditionally defined as possessing infiTite attri- 

butes (including, notably, that of existence) in this way 

giving to the fillet "adequate idea", the starting point of 

all reasoning, the title so abhorrent to earnest theists of 



the age, "Ieus sive netuf,a". 

The dualism wee, furthermore, no lese objectionable on 

logical than upon metaphysical grounds. It created the 

ecually irretional problem of juetifying the method of clear 

and dictiret ideas. Descartes ougeeeted that it wne pos. 

sible to elubt a logical eeouence of ideas: that this of 

itself could not be assumed to reflect the order of nature. 

The essurane of a benevolent God was required, a God upon 

-wose Will even the eternal verities depended for teir 

existence. For Opinoza however, reeson is ite own guaran- 

tee end "fruth ie its own utanderd" (Ethics IV, 430; no 

other i necessary or issible. It is logically imposeiblo 

to extend the doutt to logically necessery propositions. 

The rationnlit of the real does not admit of externs' pragg. 

It le most economically accounted or by the suppoeition thnt 

reality le compooedt not of two diverse subetances, thow!ht 

and extension, which ihuet somehow inexplicably enter into 

the intimate relation of knower and 17nowr4 but of a unique 

substence, which preuente as et7;sential correlatives these 

two aspects or ettkibutee. On this theory, no problem of 

the correspondence of ideee and objects can arise, since the 

ideas which constitute God under the attribute of thought 

neogpnrilzr coincide with their objects; there can 1,2 no 

idea Without something exterded, and no extended thing of 

which there is no idea. 
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Spinozo's method of definition follows from, and can 

best be understood in the light of, these two criticisms of 

Descartes logic. The first idea forming the starting 

point in the attainment of a body of knovledge Irust Le one 

which is self-evide'tlw true, (an "i(tea of reason" and not 

of the senses) and ie so complete and all-inclusive that 

all knowledge may be seen to be grounded in it. This 

"adequete idea" is, in his own words, 

fi 
. . an idea which, in so ter as it is considered 

in itself, without refererce to the object, has all the 
properties or internal signs of a true idee." 

(Ethics II. Defn. 4. 

Descartes' search for an initial criterion of truth 

was unnecessary, sires all men recognise true ideas when 

the tre presented to them. 

"Thus, as the truth needs no sign . it follows 
that the true method does not consist in seeking for the 
signs of truth after the acquisition of the idea, but 
that the true method teaches us the order in which we 
should seek for truth itself, or the subjective essences 
of things, or ideas, for all these expressions are 
synonymous." 

(Improvement of the Understanding. P- 13.) 

Nevertheless, he remarks a little later that deeoite 

the self-evidence of the true idea, "to be certain that our 

starting point is a really true idea, we need a proof," 

(Ibid. p. lb). It is not sufficient to argue that a self- 

dependent substance must logically be identified with God: 

its actual existence must be proved. The starting point 

must he an existential proposition if reasoning is not to be 
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confined to ¿ circle of definitions. 

At first sight, this appears to re-introduce the very 

demand for a "justification" of method, the need for which 

in Descartes Spinoza had radically rriticised. Ultimatcly, 

however, the "proofs" of the first idea reduce to thr asser- 

tion of its self-evidence. The use of the word "proof" in 

this connection, however, suggests that he meant by it some- 

thing other than the "linear inference" of Descrltes, and 

that the arguments introduced at this point will, therefore, 

furnish an illustration of his "method of definition'. 

For it would elearl.,y be impossible to "prove" by means of 

linear deduction a first drinciple to be true, since this 

would be to show that it follows from some more ultimate 

axiom; that Spinoza did not appreciate this seems unlikely, 

and therefore criticisms of the failure of his "proofs" so- 

conceived, misplaced. 

Spinoza's method is supposed to give fresh knowledge 

about nature; his primary emphasis, therefore, is that the 

basic prirciples upon which both subsequent knowledge and 

the nature of the hiethod are alike founded, must be adequate 

to these tasks. This means that an "adequate" definition 

ir vhich the initial principle is expressed must not be 

merely formal, but must refer to existence. This is why 

in the Improvement of the Understanding, for instance, he 

concenti ates upon the function of definitions rather than 
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axioms, where the latter do tot yield knowledge of particu- 

lars, of concrete reality. Having insisted upon this, 

however, Spinozals defence of his definitions reduces to an 

appeal to acceptance by rational men; to the insistence 

that they are self-justifying. It is not enugh for him 

to argue that his definitions establish a useful terminology 

for talking about nature and for pointing out certain im- 

portant features within it (although his philosophy some- 

times receives this interpretation as a useful "system of 

concepts"); this assumes that nature exists. Empirical 

guarantee of its existence is not, however, for Spinoza a 

sufficient criterion. Moreover, human knowledge of this 

existence is dependent, as indicated earlier, upon the 

supposition that "nature" and "mind" are correlated aspects 

of a single .whole. Thus a self-justifying definition in 

which this total requirement is expressed must be made the 

starting point of rational thought; this Spinoza finds in 

the definition of the most perfect Being. 

In the "proofl of the existence of the nc;lf-dependent 

substance, which is to be identified with God, we have, then, 

an example of Spinoza's method of definition, and of the 

difference between his meaning of "proof" and that of Des- 

cartes. Proposition XI (Part I) affirms that "God or sub- 

stance, consisting of infinite attributes, each one of 1:hich 

expresses eternal anc infinite essence, necessarily exists." 
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To (erly this, he saes, would mean that His essence does not 

involve existence, which is absurd. The first "proof" ,in 

effect, says thf,t either nothing exists (i.e. there is no 

substance) or God exists. Now it may be ertfued that this 

"proof" does not leave 2pinozots definition to rely simply 

upon self-evidence for its acceptance, circe it starts from 

on existential jroosition as its first oremise th.t some- 

thing exists. As such, it is not so leuch a form of the 

Ontological areument ae a regressive argument from Being 

(existence) to the ultimate ground of Being. Yet, even 

this reduces to a foie. of "self-evidence", in as much es it 

rests upon the fact that Reality as a \hole is seen to be 

God. And this seems to be co even if emphasis is laid 

upon empirical finite existents, modes, as the Etartieg 

point. For to rest much weight on the latter alone begs 

the eueetion; modes disclose the necessary existence of 

God just because they are "modes" - but to be 'morn as a 

"mode" depends upon the prior knowledge of God, the all- 

sustaining Being at the basis of everything which exists. 

Thus, despite the form of this argument from "something 

existing", it still seems true to interpret Spinoza as ap- 

pealing ultimately to the self-evieence of his defi ition, 

of God's Bcirg manifest in the totality of empirical eels- 

tence. (Cf. the quotation from Alexander, cited on p.238.) 

The ,econd and third proofs are variations upon the 
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first, depending similarly upon the assumption of the 

rationality of thin (that n reason, i.e. cause in his 

sense can be given for thc- existence or non-existence of 

anything) road thtt there is a world of real existence. 

Their manner of presentation, however, shows tort sll de- 

pends upon the dynamic, all-inclusive character of the iden 

of God, and not upon a deductive proof in the strict sense 

from u quasi-mathematical axiom or principle. That is, it 

seem not Lo ich o case of oroving God's existence ne of 

exhibiting the reasonableness of a system of knowledge based 

upon this in contrast with the inacceptability of one which 

is not. 

In this respect, Cpinoza's "method". le, as it were, a 

function of his monism. God's existence is not proved by 

establishing the existence of en extrnal reality corres- 

ponding to the idea of Him. He is shown to be "self-reveal- 

ed" (the adequate idea bearing its own mf:alc of tluth) to 

those who carefully examine the implications of their ideas, 

end the order in which they must be systematised. Cpinozn 

is, in effect, cortending that God must be evident to all 

who carry their thinking to its logical conclusion, to all 

who do not stop short et a limited understanding al mere 

"parts" of nature, but make ctme attelnpt to see things co- 

herently in their relation to one another and the total 

scheme of thinFe. To do this is to see how things are 
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grouneed upon Goà, and thet he ie the most completely reel 

being. The claim to give e "proof" merely by eieans of e 

definition, when seen in thie lig,et is not so "dogMetic" 

end unreosonable ay zome criticisms hove eugrested. * As 

Alexander succinctly expresses it, 

"Spinoza's conception of God is none the worse for 
being presented in the form of a definition. The great 
fundamentel notions of Philosophers are not droved, their 
teuth is seen. Proofs are nothinc but mechinery which 
help otheee to secure the philoeopherts vision . . 

Spinoza looked out ueon the ueiverse end declered it to 
be God: he eaw it as e unity end found God there." 

(Prom Phllosoehicol ** apd Iltauxja=ag.) 

The changed conception of eethod is equally clearly 

seen in the eubsequent deVelopment ef knowledge from the 

initial idea. Abstract expositions tend inevitrbly to 

lend rigidity to any philosoehy this is particularly so in 

the case of Spinoza, whose philosophy has often been mis- 

understooe. by reading beck into its content the "geometri- 

cal method" he is supposed to have employed. Although his 

exeoeition is in the form of e geometrical sequence of 

definitions and axioMs, the cuesequent proposition are not 

derived by a unilatceal sequence of inference from the 

first adequate idea. More complete knowledge io reached 

by contemplatinp the true idea so that it gradually becomes 

* E.g. Taylor. "Come Incoherencies in Cpinozism." 
Mind. 1937. p. 138, footnote. 
** Cf. aleo footnote to page 221. 
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more luminous: it ramifications in all epheres more evi- 

dent. It i6, moreover, importent to bear in mindetInat 

Spinoza's. hole conceetion of :,de ve i fundomertelly dynamic. 

That is, ideas are rot stotic, but of cuch s nature an to 

generate of themselves further knowledge. To have a true 

idea is, for Spinoza, to have a drive towards further true 

idene. Thus the true idea of God will be gilrAl in e dyne- 

¡tic definition end. terd to generate further ideae. Accor- 

eingly, the completed body of his philosophy is constituted 

not by e deductive series of propositino deduced from basic 

axiome, but in o system of mutually supportine definitions. 

The precise weaning of "method" to Spinoza now becomes 

clearer. To seek trut is not, it has been seen, to ecak 

new knowledge by aeane of a criterion, nor n conclusion of 

a different type from the premises, but to seek. to kaew 

better something elready known. This means errane nq ideas 

in the correct order.- 

"Whence we vim( gather tl-eA method is nothirp else than 
reflective knowledge, or the lace of en idea; and as 
there cen be no idea of nr idea A. unless en idea exists 
previously there cat: be no method without a pre-exietee+ 
idea. Therefore that will be e good metoewilleh alma 
us how the Lind ehoule be directed, according to the stan- 
dard of the given true lees." 

(Improlrem(ent21-I14-11AgUiaaa-ILE P. 13. ) 

This meaner in short, that the good method till cnnble 

us so to arrange our ideas that they are seen sub evccie 

seternitetise in their true arrengeaent any derivation from 
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God. The .possibility of doing this, of this methodology, 

needs further justification if his initial metaphysics . l 

aseweption (upon which the whole -hilosophy depends) be 

accepted - namely, that nature ie itself a system of the 

eame order as that .hich constitutes all true knowledge. 

"An idea is the same 'objectively' as its ideatum is 
freellyl. If, then, there should be eomething in Nature 
which hc.s no connexion with ot1.ers, its objective essence 
(which must egree completely with its formel essence) 
would also have no connexion with other ideas, i.e. we 
could conclude nothing about it. On the other hend, 
those thirgs which have connexions with others (as is the 
case with el]er:t1-inr: %hich exists in Nature) would be 
understood, and their objective essences would also have 
the same connexions: i.e. other ideas would be deduced 
from them, which again would have connexions with others, 
and so the tools for proceeding further would increase." 

(Improvement of the Understending.) 

The second order ideas of method, then, are related to 

the first order ideas in the same Ely as the latter are 

related to extended things. Consequently since, as this 

analogy makes clear, for every idea there necessarily exists 

a second order idea, it follows that in having a second order 

idea te al%eys have both a method for extending our know- 

ledge and an assurance that the knowledge is of the same 

order, or type, as that from which it started. Upon this 

homogeneity of "idea" with "reality", of first and second 

order ideas, end of original with derivative knowledge, 

rests the complete confidence with which Sginos0 asserted 

the necessary truth of the propositions within his system. 

They require demonstration neither by their deduction from 
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simple self-evident _ta"cmisee, ror correepondence eith ex- 

ternel reelity. Po show their 2.12= within 44sV..m af- 

fords sufficient guarantee of th(ir truth, since by defini- 

tion, there can only be sma completely coherent system. 

The suggestion that there may be two or more such syetems 

competing for ecceptunce by the rational man is self...contra- 

dictory. The completely logicelle coherent syetem of idens 

eitneeeee to its own truth, and to its neceescly reflection 

of renlity; the 92ualz1a eecuerce of definitions and pro- 

positions ie eecesearily the true one, 

Hobbes, it was evrlier remarked, no leer) than Cpinoza, 

npprecicted the honlopeneity of sdbject-motter, . nnd of pre- 

mises ant conclusione etxictly demended by the mathematical 

analogue. He too cLiticisee Descartes' abortive attenpt 

to peoceed irom idea to existence, to build up a totnlity 

Of knowledge from his eneticul r startinr point: but for 

different reasons. Consequertly, the elternetive "tech- 

nique of reasoning difers markedle fro,: that of Spinoza. 

Despite his monism, Spinoza in fact re:Anted the duality c'f 

attributes, thoTht and extension, overcoming the dualistic 

difficultiee of his predecessors by making minds correlative 

with matter, ideas with re: lity, whilst reverthelesa retain- 

ieg the diutinction, albeit es between ounlities of a sinrle 

subetence. Hobbes, on the other hand, achieves the reouir- 

ed 'homogeneity" by aecorting the primacy of matter; he 
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denies the validity of the "idea", and the existence of 

If mind" as dictiect from materiel existence. 

The intelligible explenation, as for Spinoza, is in 

terms oV causes. Hobbes.' usare of "cause" is, however, 

perhaps cloeer to thet of the physicel eciences of the time 

than was Spinozets. intimating a "treneeunt" caucelit 

releting one particeler body to erother external to it. 

Thus, for him, c truly intelligible universe is one in which 

everything JAI reduced to netter end motion. Thinking, like 

ell activity, le motion, and niece motion cell onle be pre.- 

dieted of bodies, mentel eroceeses are ro less corporeal 

movements of en orraniem then ere ite more obviously bio- 

logicel physical movements. 

given to the sum of such movement eithin a single indivi- 

dual; the term %der» being aeplied to the imagee formed 

by the"mind", - again, neceeeneily coreoreal and of per- 

ticular thing°. 

From this alternative metnehysical point of view, 

Hobbee appears to mke a threefold improvement (in respect 

of consistency) upon the professed Retionaliam of Descartes: 

thrt of ettainine greeter "objectivity" of knowledge, of e.d. 

herin7 to v reel unity of methoe to reduce everything to 

It euet be noted, however, thnt there is e similerity 
between the two philoeophers in respect of their special 
kogieel usage of "ceuse" - cf. footnete or page /31 , re 
the theory of definition beieg developed in the 17th century. 
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matter and motion makes possible universal description in 

mathematical terms; and of starting from the one truly in- 

dubitable certainty . sense-given perce(;tions. 

Vazereas Descartes started from a subjective point of 

view, endeavourinf, to understand nature in its relation to 

mind, Hobbes is concerned not with intelligibility froh the 

side of thout, from the point of view )f the solipsist 

"thinking am", but from physical reality as given; that is, 

he is prim.ril: interested in giving nn orderly interpretation 

of the o,ld in terms of the phenomenal principles required 

by cil true objects of science - the laws of motion. This 

he car do on the supposition that the universe consists 

simply of bodies. This in turn facilitated the second ad- 

vance, that of providing a truly universal method. All 

phenomera, incluclnr moral and civil phenomena deriving from 

the "mental" nature of man, can be reduce& to matter in 

motion, and so be exlaincd by the one method, in terms of 

one set o1 universal principles. Lastly, convinced that 

all knowledge has its bcrinnin- in sense, the only certainty 

we bave - upon which, he agrees, knowledge must be built - 

is the fact of our having sensations: the starting point of 

all reasoning must therefore be an empirical concept. 

Thus arise the three chalacterictics which deter; Inc 

Hobbes' conception of thc tlue methoã of attaining philoso- 

phic knowledge; the conviction that the world is co posed 
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of bodies; that their orderly connoctien can everywhere be 

explained in termo of the lees of otion and that rli 1.now- 

ledge, even the mot general must be built upor empirical 

conceets, and must nt every eoint be generated be scree ex 

j)3 They lead him to open his diecu sion of method 

within philosophy, upon the need for which he is no less 

I, eietent Olen Deice and Spinoza, with tIle considera- 

tion of the true nature, subject-metter an perpoee of peilo- 

sophy (which follows from the convictions enumerated above). 

Philosophy is derived as "knowledge of effects acquir- 

ed by true retiocinntion from Inowleeee of their causes or 

generation; or elternetively, of causes derived from know- 

ledge of the effectL '.* That le, Whilst the first require- 

ment of philosophy is that it should be deductive, not all 

deductive knowledge is philosophy, bui only that which con- 

cerns causes end effects. It is thus opposed to the know- 

ledge afforded by sense ene memory on the one hand, and 

theology on the other. For in contrast to the flamer, it 

seeks to keow particular events not simply in their immedi- 

ate cepetrence, but through theiI ultimate causes; and as 

"causal knoledge", it is confined to things which have a 

"genesis, being by definition precluded from understanding 

le Corme. Chapter I. Like all definitions this is, 
he sere, arbitrary, but one he finds useful to adopt. it 
is of no consenuenco to him whether it be accepted: by others. 
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the concepts of "eternity", "infiliW, and the like, eith 

which Theolory deals. Cuch questions, for Hobbes, fall 

within the bounds oi faith 1.d obedience, not reason. The 

nature of the intellectual erocess involved in obtaining 

this knowledge likewise confirms this conclusion. For, 

em,:lifying the retion of "P,atiocination" (alternatively 

cLlled "computation") which appears in his defirition, he 

vidcs that it comprises two operations of the 'And: addi- 

tion and subtraction. By their means alone widely differ- 

ing bodice of knowledge may be constructed. Wathemeticians, 

loeiciens, .,yoliticel writers and lawyers 11icC nre employed 

in 1oi of edeition and oubtractior: the first calculate 

with numbers, the second with sequences of words: political 

writers with pacts or agreements to eiscovcr loen's duties, 

and lawyers with laws and fects to secerttin right and wrong 

withifl »rivate actions even in everyday life we add or 

subtract as we see objects ao,)roach or recede. "In sum," 

he concludes, "in what ratter soever there is place for 

addition end subtraction, there also is place for reason; 

and where these have no place, there reason has nothing to 

do at all." * e:easoning so 'escribed is devoted to eluci- 

dating mechanism; it is but "the natural reason of man, 

busily flying up and down =one' the creatures, and bringing 

Leviathan. "i3 25. 
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back e true re2ort of their order, caueee end effects. 

Coneequently the end of philozophie knowledge (whether of 

"natur(l" or civil body) is power; its ueefulness liee in. 

the avoidance of such "calamities" n$ civil strife; its 

cubject msttei is "evet-y bode of which we ceri conceive any 

geneention . or which is capable of composition or 

reeolution. ** 

The method by which philosophical knowledge is attained 

accordingly title two aspects emalysis and synthesis. By 

analysis reason proceeds from effects to discover the ulti. 

mete cruses of tbings, the first principles of the subse- 

quent synthesis, which, in its turn, moves from causes to 

effects, exhibiting in a deductive form the whole coetent 

of knowledge se it is based ueon the ultimate principles. 

All knoeledge eterte from some experience, but it is 

entgyeie if the empirically given which alone yields the 

fundamental conceptions from which subeequent inferences 

ere to be dravlu This pert of the eethd has two steges: 

first, the resolution of sensible 311jects into their "parte" 

to disclose the "uriveronl conceete in terms of which the 

account of phenomena as they appear in experience must be 

given: the canceets so discovered must then be defined. 

Author's Fpistle to the Reader. Uobtee' torks. 
(iLolesworth Edition.) Vol. I. 
** Works. Vol. I. p. 10. 
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Thie double process yielde the definitions upon which. the 

synthesis can eubeequertly eroceed. The collection of 

fundamental definitions itself . ofehich the Lost general 

are Motion, Body end. Space - constitutes 141rst Philosoehy. 

In thie account (aa given in the 1222re19172) Hobbes 

empheeised the arbitrary element in the definitions of the 

first principles, so keeping his epistemology closely ana- 

logous vith mathenatice, and affordirg grounds for insist- 

ing that all Beier:Uric (or philosophic) knowledge is both 

deductive and "general". or the premises of deduction 

cannot thenzelvee be deduced., but must be constructed by 

men who, in this sense, are the "creators" of truth. The 

construction of the premisos of philosophical deductions, 

then, is achieved by the arbitrary imposition oi nr-Les ueon 

the "ultimates" disclosed by the ereliminary analysis. 

His doctrine of language erovidea the salient point at which 

he can eroceed from sense experience the certain starting 

point of all knowledge, to the general knowledge which is 

Philosophy or science. or the primary significence of 

names is that they can be connected into propositions in 

such n way as to afford the general knowledge of things re- 

quired by science, by enabling men to view abstractly attri- 

butes they possess in COEVOIL At the same time, to make 

speech - that most noble an ro2iteble invention of all 
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others" - the e.ediatinn link between the to ordere of know- 

ledge, has the additienal ante of enabling Hobbes to 
claim that the new knowledge is treneformed from the sense 

experience in whieb it originated by no less sensible means. 

That is to soy, the use of words, of "names" given to the 

after-imeges of sensations, explains the constitution of 

philosophic knowledge without departing froze the homogeneity 

of premise and conelueion. For, if general concepts can 

be accounted for in this way in terms of sensible experience, 

then due reconciliation of starting point and resultant 

philosophic knowledge is achieved without resorting to non.. 

sensible explanation. And his doctrine of language, he 

claims, does constitute a means of doing this, because it 

enables him to recognise the human power of introspection 

supplying the conscious knowledge of sensations required 

for rational knowledge, without introducing e new, peculiar- 

ly human, "faculty" or function of rational insight. Words 

of themselves ere capable of this double rôle - of making 

introspection possible, and et the same time connecting it 

with sense experience - since on the one hand they ovide 

the means whereby man can cormunlente his thoughts to himself, 

whilst on the other, they can be traced to the universal 

physical power of making sounds. 

If, however, language serves thus to register our 

thoughts and so to fix what is of itself fleeting and give 
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rise to true ehilocophic knowledge, the knowleege so attaie- 

ed warrants on the part of man no aseumption of arrogance 

towards the rest of creation. For the propositions of 

philosophy, although paseing beyond sense experience, tre 

not asserted about the real world, what corresponds to these 

general names in the latter beinr simpl,v an aggregate of 

individual thines.* Reasoning can never pass beyond the 

sphere of reles, and the question of truth in philosophy 

pertains only to propositions, to nvees. The truth of a 

proposition is ascertained hot by itecorrespondence" with 

experiential data, but by exhaustive resolution of the names 

conjoined within it to their simplest elements; or if fur- 

ther proof be necessary, by correlation with the orimerz 

definitions laid &own by ehilosoehy as constitutive of the 

foundation of all human knowledge. 

The example of "analysis" given by Hobbes is taken, as 

might be expected, )rom eathematice. The idea of a par- 

ticular thing such as a equare, he says, must be analysed 

into a plane bounded by a certain number of stredebt lines 

and right angles of equal size. This resolution, he sug- 

"Of names, some are proper and singular to one only thing, 
as Peter, John, this elan, t is tree; and some are common to 
many things, man, horse, tree; every of which though but one 
name'is nevertheless the name of divers particular things; 
in respect of all which together, it is called a universal; 
there being nothing in the world universal but names; for 
the things named are every one of the individual and 
singular. 

Leviathan. p. 19 
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gouts, yields the icaturee common to all nirtter - line, 

plane, limitation, angle, equal cize, etc.. To find the 

causee of these "uriversals" (ae he calls them) will thus 

enable us to combine them all to form the ceuee of the 

equare. "Phu s I conclude, therefore, that the method of 

attaining to the universal knowledge of things is purely 

analytical. " 

Prima facie, the analysis seems to depart fro the 

purely mathematical analogue with the introduction of the 

concept of "cause". When by analysis the "universal" is 

reached, one must go on to seek its "causes" (meaning by 

this not "logical ground', but temporally precedent, "effi- 

ci(nt" cause). But this seemingly unintelliril-le confu- 

sion of the categories of empirical science with purely 

formal considerations becomes comprehensible in the light 

of his statement concerning the nature of this universal 

cause. 

"But the causes of universal thirgs (of those at least 
that have any cause) are manifest of themselves . . .; 
so that they need no metod. at all, for they have all but 
one universal cause, which is motien. or the variety 
of all figures arises out of the variety of those motions 
by which they are made . . ." 

Kinetic principles of explanation are thus extended from 

the empiricel sphere of "real phenomena" to the province of 

formality. Everything is to te understood as caused by 

motion; only here does one cet the limiting notion, since 
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otion cenrot be understood to have any other cnuse besides 

motion 

Oece the first eeinciples of knowledge are reached, the 

next etage is syntheuis, the deduction of phenomena from theee 

premixes. The (ifficultiez involved in the carrying eet of 

this stage of the method, deriving from the characteristic 

features of the doctrines diecussed in the preceding 

graphs, will be cersidered ir the following chapter, re1t- 

ing them to the tnek of showing theee reepects in ehich 

llobbee ost eignificantly revealed the limitations of even 

his inteepretetioe of ellthematical method. 

keentie,e, to summarise the points so ffr consieered, it 

may be said that Hobbes' Rationalism eopenrs to mtnifeot 

itself in three ways ir regerd to philosophic ',:nowledge: in 

the menns of its attainment 0. by rensoning, en erithmeticelly 

conceived activity of adding en subtrecting: in the geo . 

metricel form in which the whole bode of knowledge is to be 

set out, progressively detived from the ultimate principles 

dieclosed by nnalysis; end in t'e generality of its con . 

cepts, the universel tc,rms ir which the philosophic scheme 

is eresented. It is ir this sense thet, deepite his funda- 

metal empiricism, eobbes' aim evceewhere is to "retionni- 

ise", Opposing reasoning to expe,ierce, me wisdom egainot 

the knowledge yielded by mere iense eepelierce, "prudence', 

no less then egaieet the ( ictetec of' uncriticelle accepted 
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oust°, in civil lire. At the same time, it is cleer that 

liobbes is not a Rationalist in the manner of Spinoza, any 

more than in that of Descartee. The question of the "ration- 

ality of the real" is one to which he is indifferent. Alilo- 

ok-Jhy, on the other hand, is not directly concerned with 

reality, but with names; * whilet on the other, the "connec- 

tedness" or otherwise of the data of sense experience through 

which we fig. have contact with reality, is unipportant. 

Rea,,on is not, l'or Hobbes, a Divine illumination 

mind, nt once dietirnuishing him from the beasts,rnd uniting 

him with God: it is reasoning. Its analogy with matherLati- 

cal rensorirr is, consequently, very different from that of 

either iescertes or Spinoza, being predominantly of the pat- 

tern of arithmetical calculation ther thtn of intellectual 

insight. In consequence, even the chief feature which he 

and Cpinoza had in epimon . the retention of the conce,tion 

of the homogeneity of the universe . was 1,s1Jfest in ve y 

difierent ways, and thus ehowed in different (end comple- 

mentary) forms some of the inherent difficalties of the 

mathematical pattern of thought. 

0=0.0.40 

I. e. this doctrine is the i! tention at least of his 
logic (as given in the 2,122m2lEa ) - the extent to which it 
was consistently maintained will be debated in Chapter X. 



CHAPTER L 

BEYOND MATHEMATICAL iMALOGIES. 

The chief significance of the anti-duelist reaction * 

Of Spinoza end Hobbes to the method of Descertee, it was 

suggested, lay in the attemdt to adhere more cloeely to the 

°homogeneity" of premises and conclusion, end of subject 

matter, required by c pnttern of Reason nncl Intelligibility 
modelled consistently upon that of mathemetice. On the 

besis of this, it WOE seen, diverse interpretetions of the 

nature of methematicel method as ereeloyed ithin philozo- 

ehy itself were put forward, each of hî ch revealed and 

corrected certnin inedequaciee inherent in the Cartesian 

method. At the same time, in, the philosophies of fl,einozt 

and Hobbes were also mtnifeet features going beyond, the 

strictly conceived methematicel analogies the gap between 

ideas and fectuel reolity wee, in effect, briZged by thee, 

no lees than by Deectetes, nt the cost ot invoking 

reasoning end assumptions. This Vection will 

It le rot being euegeeted, however, that the :511110- 

eophies of Hobbes end Spinoza are wholly determined Ty 
their criticisms of Deecartes. This connection is emphe.. 
sised foe the purposes of teAs thesis, whilst It is never- 
theless recognised that the form of their philosopA.es IS 
largely sui genevie. 
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theeefore conclude with a consideration. of some respects in 

which they too, within their cn.n systems, thus indicated 

the inevitable limitetion of mathematical categories and 

methods for Fixing an exhaustive interpretation. of reality; 

the nature ancï limits of the °abetraction:' upon which 17th 

century 1:ationalism was based. 

In the case of Spinoza, t'A.s centres around the doc- 

trine of 2,ciertia Intuitiva, and associated concepts; the 

concetion of a "third way of knowing' lying beyond that of 

kmaginetio end Ratio and upon which even the limited validity 

of lesser knowledge ultimately depends. It is only in vir- 

tue of the special insight which is Scientia Intuitiva 

that he can solve the problem of the relation of whole to 

parts by which he bas replaced the earlier duolism. In 

putting iorward his alternative stertirg point, Spinoza not 

only restated the existence of the duality (albeit as attri- 

butes of the one substance) but replaced the original Car- 

tesian problem by one at least as difficult - namely, that 

of reconciling the existence of the "parts" with the rela- 

tively undifferentiatcd "whole" with which his method of 

definition commences. Having rightly shown that a monistic 

system is the consistent mathenatical theory, some other nay 

must be found to account for the finite individualities, 

the differercee between the intellectual and the purely 'pas- 

sionate" life, with which the specifically ethical part of 
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his philosophy the mein impetus to ,A.8 writing . is 

concerned. 

This basic problem - one r*ich Leibniz to erect his 

sstemupon n inmetrically opposite metaphysical point of 

view in te LalLgallay . underlines the further incoherencies 

of his deduction of the ci)ncrete ttributes of God or Sub. 

stance forming the Iirst ides. The source at the diffi. 

culty is that Spiy,ozes initial premise, his definition of 

substance, does not appear to contain the features demanded 

by the conclusion, by the propositions concerning the nature 

of the finite modes. There is, as Taylor * objected., no 

"principle of individuation" such ne will account for the 

"finite ¡Lodes Peter and Paul", which are presumed throutt. 

out the ethical discussions at least to be "genuine histori- 

cal individuals with /biographies/ , . ." 

In reply to this, it may he alleged. 44, that this is 

in effect a pscudo.problem, created. by a misunderstanding. 

of Spinoza/o words. The distinction between "high abstrac- 

tions" such as Universals, end individual agents is, one 

may insist, one which Spinoza himself would have accepted, 

and to the disadvantage of abstract universals and the form 

of knowledge which employs them, But to adopt this line 

of defence Cepcnds uon stressing the logical priorit of 

"Some Incoherencies in Cpinoza." Mind. 19Y. pp. 141-4. 
E. g. by Hallett, Mx& 1942. "Some Recent Criticisms 

of Spinoza." 
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the intuitive insight into the complete nature of reality, 

the all-importnnt pince of Scientia Intuitiva within the 

philosophy of Spinoza. The puzzle concerning historicity 

of finite modes does indeed disappear when the latter is ap- 

preciated for what it its, not a positive addition to time- 

lessness, but "a relative degradation of eternal creative 

agency". 4' Likewise, the finite node is not irreconcilable 

with the universal substance if it be remembered that the 

more precise rendering of Spinoza e concept should not be 

Deus sive Nature, but Deus sive Nature Naturans. Thus 

finite modes are contained within the premising definition 

as an essential potentiality. 

The insistence that this dissolution of the original 

difficulty depends upo7 the primacy given to aleallLIntui- 

tiva is not here intended to show that Spinoza failed to be 

consistent to the ultimacy of mathematical principles, and 

so failed to adhere to a truly mathematic mechanism,44 

For such, I believe, was never Spinozats aim. It does, 

however, exhibit within his philosophy the inadequacy of e 

mathematical pattern of Reason to give an exhaustive account 

of reality. And in so far es hie method of definition was 

based. upon one interpretation of the mathematical analogy, 

it shows the nor-mathematical assumptions required for its 

Ibid. 
'44; This is one cf Tnylor'6 criticisms. 
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justifications This met',od alone does not serve to supple- 

ment and correct the Cartesian error; for itheut the in- 

trocuction of a euLla-a-methematical insihe, Spinozn's own 

reasoning would rennin within the circle of abetract defi- 

nitions, and no contract with concrete reality be ionde. 

Such e contact, it has been seen, essentially demands the 

ability to pass from whole to part. This passage is jus- 

tified only on the presupposition that the ordering of vhole 

to parts, anct the necessary generation of the latter from 

the initial substance, is derceiveaple 

tatis. It is this piimary assumption which enables Spinoza 

to point so clearly to the insufficiency of reasoning con- 

ducted along strictly unilateral seouencee of inference, 

and to insist upon. the "virtuous" circularity involved in 

eost epistemological discussion, but whicT-, is indefensible 

on a strictly geometrical nnalogue for Reason. 

The contention that Scientia Intuitiva - a doctrine 

which at once removes certain otherwise incomprehensible 

assertions, and takes him beyond mathematical analogies - 

is of central importance to Spinoza's philosophy may be 

supported by a closer eemination of his deductions in the 

eallier Books of the Ethics. Hee the existence of finite 

modes, seemingly inexplicable Without the insight of Scien- 

tin Intuitive, is accompanied by a further questionable de- 

(uction - namely, of the specific attributes of God. Does 
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the definition of God in fact account for everything that 

is taken to follow from it? 

Even admittixr that, as pointed out the Inference is 

not merely linear, but that the series of definitions and 

axioms are "mutually supporting", it seems clear that nothing 

but the widest generalities can be derived from these defi- 

nitions alone. In Book I, for instence, it is shown from 

the first eirht definitions that God exists, is o free 

cause, an immsnent cause, eternal, immutable, and determines 

all things. But none of these deductions discloses any 

concrete fact about God, about the things "contained" in 

him. How, then, can Spinoza disclose the nature of the "at- 

tribute of cod, the existence of which he has said (E.I, 

10. Cch.) is self-evident? In fact iriv; find them simply 

stated in the form of axioms. From the axioms that mind 

and body exist (E.II, Ax. 2 and 4) he argues to the existence 

of attributes of thought end extension (no satisfactory 

reason being riven why just these two are known to us) of 

which particular thoughts arid bodies are modes. In this way, 

the attributes are clearly not accounted for by the defini- 

tions alone - their only "justification" would therefore be 

an appeal to experience (which Spinoza would reject) or to 

the ultimate insirht of Ccientia Intuitiva. 

Spinozals reply to Tschirahaus' criticism of his attempt- 

ed deduction of the 1.oces of these attributes would seem to 
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confirm his departure from mathematical reasoning. Tochira- 

hens hed objected that sucl n deduction seeumes that it is 

poseible to educe several propertiee from n eingle defi- 

nition; but this sesumption, with the raid of mathematical 

examples, he queetiona. Admitting the truth of this in 

the case of the mnthemntical figures, however, Spinoza in, 

sista that in case of the "real things" which form. the 

elibject-matter of the Ethics, this objection does net npply. 

Here he seems therefore to draw explicit distinction be- 

tween. "real things" and"mathemeticel concepts" which sug. 

gets thnt he found important differences between the de- 

velopment of his deeuctive system and the construction of 

e.athematical system. And in other places (e.g. Epistle 

83) he emphesisee that things do not follow from God in the 

eame way as mathcMatical theorems from the definitions end 

axioms. 

Those who minimise the significance of the third way 

of knowledge for apirozala epistemology will, of course, 

interpret this "railure" of reduction differently. It 

will be said. that he hae mistakenly tried to exhibit whet 

Kant was to call synthetl.c p priori truths in a form suit- 

able only to analytic prodositions, and for this reason 

could not derive all things from the original definition of 

God. But, we have insisted, 7pinoza himself emphasised 

that the dependence upon God wes not of e strictly. logical 
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order, thot the "metephysical necessity" reietinr finite 

modes to the whole was not that of c creature in a "mecha- 

nistic universe" within Olich it was set. The imeortant 

part played by 119.1r=Inkillya, in the strictly ethical 

pertsof his philosophy the "utility value" of the third 

way of knowledge in finding the true "path of life" which 

was his ultimEte aim seems inexplicable if this fom of 

knowledge is considered to have little or no impOrtent bear- 

ing upon hi epistemolopy. 

On the interpretation here adopted, Selentia Intuitivo 

does not simply represent a more detailed pursuit of the 

deductions required by science, end less adequately per- 

formed at of Entio iteelf, but a supra-mathemati4. 

cal insight by means of which Spinoza's reasoning claims to 

pass beyond the circle of abstract definitions, to make con- 

tact with the concrete reality with which his moral philoso- 

phy is concerned.* Without this, as the earlier part of 

the Ethiee shows, his deductions were indeed coniined to the 

"utmost generalities" , and the existence of attributes and 

finite modes remain inexplicable"assertions". With it, on 

the other hand, pinosT, can lay claim to overcorAng some of 
...11101.1.110.10.1.1.9Mleci. 

4 I airs here adopting what ay be referred to as the older 
orthodox interpretation (e.g. Joachim) of Spinoza in respect 
of the difference between Retio and f.7cientis EalLplag, 
though'aware that it maybe defensibly argued that Ratio also 
can give concrete knowledge, and that the distinction here 
drawn between ncientin Intuitiva and Ratio is too sharp. 
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Descartest dualistic difficulties, but only by nt the same 

time exhibiting the insufficiency of .)ur9ly mathematical 

forms o1 reasoning. 

To the doctrine of EslevillaIntuitiva ore linked. oter 

similcrly important features indicating the insufficiency 

of L,athematical categories of intelligibility. The first 

which obviously crises from this supra*mathematical "way of 

knowing" has already been touched upon; namely, the highest 

object of knowledge is not an abtract univcrsal as ere the 

objects of mathematical knowledge. If it he ngreed that 

the -(1)ctrines of tre pJpre specifically etien1 parts of his 

cork do bear significantly upon the epistemological, it my 
be suggested that the "Sterrity" apprehended by Scientip 

IntuitiVa is not the bare logical necessity which some of 

his statements in the earlier ;arts of the S.11.22 verbally 

surest (e.g. E. II, 44, Corollary ii.). The special Y.ode 

of understanding beyond 4otio which is alone appropriate to 

its understanding indicates that the essence of Eternity 

lies not in the necessary connexions and relations of things, 

but can only be perceived when these are woven into con* 

crete individuals. For Spinoza, reality sri eternity are 

rather the same as completeness and ir6ividuality. Eternity 

is existence par excellence; it thus corrects the op,;Osite 

emphasis upon abstract universals coamon in mathematically 
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inclined erns of specuistion. 

The cliticism of current abstractions vbich this affords 

is neglected by those who relegste the 'octrine of Eternity 

from the cntrs1 piece it msnifestly has in is system to 

an extraneous "mysticism" or religious bias superfluous to 

his philosophy. Thus, Brosca, for example (Five Tses of 

Ethical Theors. Chapter I.) can presume adeauately to pro- 

pound an criticise Cpisozols Ethics after making the con- 

fession that "I shall ignore everything in his system which 

depends upon what he calls rcientin Intuitiva, or the third 

kind of knowledge; i.e. I shall ignore his Coctrines of 

the intellectual love of God, of human Blessedness, and of 

the Eternity oi the human mind".* This is as if he were to 

act out to tell the story of r,hakespeare's Hamlet, having 

decides to simplify matters by ignoring Hamlet, the Queen, 

and Ophelia. His doctrine of Eternity is not only, in 

Hallett's words "the crown oi his practical shilocophy" but 

also "the key to the theoretical". It is a species of 

existence beyond time and duration (the mathematically 

He adds, "These doctrines, I am convinced, are the philo- 
sophic espression of certain relinious ard mystical experi- 
ences which Spinoza and many others have enjosed, and which 
seem supremely important to those who have had them. As 
such they belong to Spirozsts philosophy of religion rather 
than to his Ethics in the ordinary sense." By "Ethics in 
the ordinary sense", he seems to mean in his, Broad's sense, 
for clearly the state o:Í: human blessedness described in 
Spinoza's Ethics is the climax of his teaching towards which 
all else is heading. 
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neasure6ble) without knowledge of which we cnnnot he know- 
ledge of Dilzt kire, even imegirery of n chenginr, world ef 

finite nodes.* 

Cecondly, the doctrine of Eternity introduces a devi- 

ation from the concept of the essential homogeneity of man 

und the univeree. Despite earlier statements to the con- 

trary, Spinoza ie at this point committed to the view that 

non is unique in virtue of this caeceity for knowledge. 

The gunrantee that ern cAn know the eternal, the true objects 

of knowledge, is that he, though fieite, is yet himself in 

sono sentie eternal. Dere the conviction that "Centimes 

experimurque nos neternos esse" taker; the same importance in 

his system cc the establishment of the existence of the self 

in the philozophy of Descartes. According to Alexander, 

it is a saying which has never been completely understood. 

Nevertheless, this i3lch seems clear: the extension of eter- 

nity to human minds which occurs onle in his later thoueht 

imposed a etrein upon his original definitions of which he 

must have been aware, and moves against hie otherwise con- 

sistent aueertion of nan's homogeneous statue with the rest 

of the universe, 

.1.0161,11......11.11.0.11.001.110.1141040.101. 

4 pinoza's point tat even knowledge nt the level of ins- 
ginotion is possible only in so far es its objects have begun 
to aperoximate to eternal being bears close similarity to that 
of Plato concerning the "shadows on the wall" of the Cave. 
Even this lowest stage of knowledge, for Plato, would be incon- 
ceivable vithout the existence of the real objects which are 
known to the higher eWe. 
'* Philpsoihicgl ana. Literar.v Pieces. 
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In one senec, of course, the ettributior of eternity 

gives no unique otatus to ran. Tautologously, eternity is 

univee,eal characteristic of all todes, just becnuse ney 

reflect the nature of eubstence; but some remarks indicete 

that cteenity pertain to the individuel humen mind in a de- 

gee different from that belonging to the whole. Although, 

negatively, he makee it clear (e.r. I, Deft. 7, and V, 

'ch.) that be does not mean imertelity as poeularly 

conceived - porticulerly by the "epatialleation" of methe- 

matical thoufeht of which Bergson complained so bitterly . 

as endless quasi-temporal persistence, more poeitively, he 

adds thet it is not the whole mind which is eternal. 

"For- the part . .which is eternal is the intellect, 
through ehich elone we ere .aid to net; but that part 
which periehes . iz the imaginatior iteelf." 

(Ethics. V, 40, Corollary.) 

Again, nib would ret in iteelf be a eufficient reason 

for claiming in some sense a unique stetue for men, since 

everything for Seinoze has intellect. But when we enquire 

what le eeecial about intellect in virtue of which it is eter- 

nal, it ie noteworthy that 8plroza is introducing the very 

characteristics treditienelly taken to distinguish man from the 

rest of the univeree. For the essential distinction between 

the irtellect and leeginntione in virtue of which eternity is 

predicated of the former, is its pover of ordering the effects 

in some vey. rent io, the "eternal" port of man's mind la 

so designated on. account ef its ability to "interneliee". 
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as it were, its experience and remein undissolved by 

vicistAtudo, But this i recisely to reaffirm one of the 

ificant factors concerning mar connonly regarded nn 

tirruiLhinr him fr= the ret of erection "suffr,rs" 

and rer,cts to external experiences, and docn not t, aly "vet". 

And, ieen, SpJnoza himself says this is at oi-ce the charac- 

teristic c): the "etc:1111" part of man's distii-guishing it 

from the "pt.,richine (which is fraqmc7t!ry end disordered) 

cm the perfection man shares with God, and in virtue of 

wl-ih his firitc unrstanding iz nt least able to apprehend 

the (.:.teLnity of nod. ther, man Lc* have the stme 

-a me as thc, rut of the universe "firite roe' 

he is in tact souehow union°, possesning etei-nit:,. in e 

tiretive sense which contrasts with the mode oi existence 

generally attributed to filite arct contingent beings, nnme- 

ly "duration". In Reason or intell;ct (broadly conceived) 

Spinoza A. ds an aspect of man which can be ndeouctely de. 

Lcribed not in mathemetical cateaorie:', but only in terms 

applicable to God, or the whole" of which mnn i then e 

jec1iiy sirnificant ''part" or "mole'. 

The third insight int) the limitationL of aathematical 

Reason indicatcd by the "third lay of :rminp" lies in its 

rejection of the "anthropmntrism" of the caner. This 

stotemnt appears, on the Thee of it, somewhat pnradoxical, 

since one of the significant features of the adoption of 
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matematical fo.cmz of reasoning was i;xecisely the dismissal 

of categories of final causes exhibited witAx Medieval 

anthropocentrism. It i2, however, necescry to distinguish 

between two senses of the vord: ilrst, thnt which places 

. man in n special place et the centre of the universe, de- 

riving the main categoriee of intel-pretction from his own 

experience in. tctirr. '::econd, the form of knowledge which 

concentntes upon those characteristics which have "utility 

velue", those "causal' characteristics which enable us to 

manipulate data en0 produce e desired. result. 

The rejection of the firet, Spinoza shores with .o.et 

thinkers of his time. The second lc lees obvious: it is 

a cl:itioism of forms of knowledge which, like 17th century 

science, concentrates upon efficient causality aff so ab- 

stracts from the intrinsic iffividual nature of things, and 

denial of the identification of knowledge with power (ex. 

plicitly maintained by Hobbes, ror example) which mnthemati- 

co-mechanical categories of irtelligibilit-j; ultimate/y imply. 

In this sense, it is s valuable criticism of the motherneticEl 

"abstraction" of thought which descf-ibee things in their ex- 

ternal relatIons en c3ncertrates upon the abstract (causal) 

chnrecteritics of objects. Mathematical thougttt tends to 

en exclusive concern with the contribution mace by things to 

certain' ends external to them (thelecash-value" es it were) 

rrther then their intrinsic value. As such, its categories 
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give a highly abstract view of the situation described. 

This abstract view is precisely one which Sciertia Intuitive 

surmounts when it sees things in their concrete individual- 

ity, as grounded in God. The "limits of purpose", Spinoza 

eould agree with Stocks, and of associated cat, gories, is 

thet 4it accounts fee none of the hieheet Mime/1 activities 

. the very existence of morality of relieion, of gen- 

uine thoeght and knowledge depends upon the ability of men 

to rise above the level of purpoces,"* upon the ability to 

riee to the level of Ccientia Intuitiva and Blessednese. 

Fourthly, Spinoza sees the limitation of an "analytic" 

approach to the understanding of things. This criticism 

Stocks. The Limits of Pureasa. His words, complain- 
in & against the abstract purposive view of things, seem to 
express so nearly Spinoza's own meaning, that they merit a 
lengthier quotation. " . Purpose is a dominant interest 
in a result or type of result. Clearly, any feature of a 
situation has infinite ramifications an( is capable of enter- 
ing into an infinity of practical combinations; and clearly 
any change in a situation till have consequences inexhaust- 
ible in range and variety. Purpose assesses the situation 
and deale with it from a definite angle. The value of each 
feature is its actual or possible cortribution to a single 
result, ane this is also the sole test of the acceptability 
of any change proposed. Thus, what is taken into account is 
viewed partially and abstractly, and much is forced out of 
sight altogether by the limitation of the point of view. 
This may be tettod otherwise by saying that the thinking 
characteristic of the attitude of purpose is at the level of 
the class concept, and the ebf tract universal. To such 
thinking the 11 dividual always presents itself as an inex- 
haustible complex, an unknown or unknowable. By abstraction 
it simplifies the _problem, but at the cost of a divorce be- 
tween knoeledge and reality; "The individual lit* exist," it 
says, "but it is the universal that is known." In a word, 
for such thinking, and for the purpose which is its practical 
embodiment, there is no individual." 
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is exemplified significantly in his insistence upon the 

interested coLplexity of the whole man, anC, partieulerly, 

in hie susteined polemic eeainst 1)escartes' separation of 

will and intellect. The corceptien of mind as made up of 

separate "facultiec" * was the fruit of Cartesian method, 

and is the attitude taken by men who have not pasled beyond 

the liest stage of understanding. Vhen beyond this, how- 

ever, it iu realised that "will" and "intellect" are not 

specific entities, but are abstractions universal terms 

like "humenity" one very misleading. "Will" so-called is 

the whole of man considered as an active being - this 

"appetitus" in men being that "conatus" is universally, a 

striving to persist in one's essence. The element in 

judgement which Descartes had attributed to a super-added 

movement of "will" is but a function of the idea itself.** 

Cpinoza's criticism of Descartes, of course, goes deep- 
er than simply of "faculty psychology" - he is objecting to 
the whole conceetion of will, etc. as even distinct functions. 
** It is interesting to note, hoecver, that in one point 
of his reply to Blyenbeig's queries about te problem of 
evil, fepinoza himself weites " . I say with rescertes, 
thet if we could not extend our will beyond the limits of 
our very limited understanding, we should be most wretched. 
It would not be in our power to eat a piece of bread, or 
to Love a step or to exist." (p. XXI.) These words are 
difficult to reconcile with his contentions regarding 
affirmation and negation contained in ideas themselves, 
unless they be interpreted as an admission that will is of 
greater extent than intellect if by the latter is meant only 
"clear and distinct"ideas, although not if all ideas be in- 
cluded, foe then the range of our affirmations and denials 
is co-extensive with the range of idees. This would in 
itself then indicate a criticism of the Rationalist narrow- 
ing oi the concept of leeason and intellect. 
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1:or ideas ere not 6end images, not "dumb thi-s like sietules 

on ¡Japer, but modes oi thiTA.ing". (E.II, 45, Cch,) The 

affirmation and activity of oudgement is that of the 14 ens, 

active essences with a spontaneity of their own. 

Por all it limitations, Spinoze's doctrine of ideas ist 

mor-oveL, a saluttry remindel to tbose who rest theil fr,ith 

on explanstion in terms of Atill:ate elements of nnrlysis, or 

the abstrnetions of a mathematical logic, thzli, its juze . 

ments are not completely celf-eortained, but are only rela- 

tively substantial fecitures isolated from s continuum of 

thought. Judgewnt is for him essentially a process, not 

n momentary end unitary intuition as ir the Cartesian philo- 

sophy. Likewise, h1. Cioettine is a protest agairst an 

"abstrectnvieu of knowle4e, to which t mathematical ori.n- 

tation 1111z, incline one. 

Thin brings us, accordingly, to the final point to be 

made here, in resix,ct of the wny in thich the Intel:. parts 

of the Ethics, concerning doctrine of Eternity nnu its 

appropriate mode of knowil4r, cast a light upon orobl,'2ms 

created by the L.etephysics or Parts I end II, relating tothe 

OPiritt facie contra lotion between his Determinism, and his 

1,oral "recommencations". Two il:Tortant points here arise. 

Filet, it Ltly perhaps be erguLd that the chief sivnificance 

o/ this "illumination" 1.161, in its elucidation of r'pinozats 

fundamntal potest t,gainet the aivol-cc (3' fact nn(. velue - 

or the lrsuitieiericr of categories of intelliribility welch 
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exclude that of value . end thus of the eathemetical abstrnc- 

tion which created. it. Secondly, this "contreeiction cum 

perhaps iteelf be seer to 1: based u)on c micurderstanding 

of Spiroza's moral theory, in so for as it ic not e pre. 

scriptive ethics, vnet thus, in turn, weon a neEY.lect of sig. 

nificent feeturee of his episteaology . features which re. 

veal the fundamentol nature of his divergence from current 

concevtions of knowledge, of "abstract" pussi.matemetiCal 

knoeledge, 

To begin with the first of these . e central "incohe. 

rerey" in Spinoza's system frequently discovered by A.s 

critics, lies in the precticel difficulty of bow, on 'ids 

metephysical pr.inciples, the transition from servitude to 

freedom can occur. No less frequently, however, do they 

reveal a very fundamental misinterpretation or Spinoza, 

cecirg him caught within the toils of the mathematical 

abstraction and the mechanistic conception of man end the 

universe which it engenders, rather then, at this point et 

least, its critic. Taylor, for inctence, sees Spinoza's 

practicel recommendations to be, in feet, that we should 

use our cool hours in meeitating on the inevitable necessity 

of the law of ceube and ellect ." * But Spinoza does 

not exhort men to achieve their freedom by coplamalatIng 

"Some incohercncies in rpineza." Lind. 1937. 
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external causes by which they ore detnrnined, but by under- 

styndis g the universal interconnection of events ,allb specie 

v4ernit1e. Freedom ie not simply the reconnition of 

necessity, but the understanding of how it operstes, wlAch 

is to be gained by seeing all things "in God", ivoreovsn, 

to the man who understands this, the necessity is not n 

mechanical necessity on the pattern of mathematical science. 

"As to what you scs/, th4t I mode men so dependent on 
Got that I rwIte them like the elements, plants end stones, 
this shows sufficiently that you most perversely misunder- 
stand my opinion, nnn confuse things which concern the 
understanding, with inagination." 

(Ep. XXI, p. ii30.) 

The problem, therefore, is misconceived, (equslly a 

confusion. of unelerstan6ing with imagination) whnn described 

as that of how mangs effective "will" may determine his 

notions in accornence with "reason", and with, or in opa0.. 

sition to, his impulses, appetites and denires0 which are 

regarded ne struggling or co-operating causes; this whole 

nomenclnture has been dismissed. by Spinoza as significant 

of pn-tia imaginationie only. The practical difficulty 

does not lie here, since passions are not for him mecanicel 

forces, nor the human mind a series, of states in which reason 

must struggle against some mecanistic opposition if the ideal 

life is to be achieved. 

The problem on n24noza s principles, wherein there is 

no need to supose the introduction of SOEC extraneous 
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effort to make an idea effective, is rather that as to hot! 

a man can secure the more adequnte ideas, with their greater 

effectiveness, which form the basis o_ his moral attainments. 

The practical difficulty - which Spinoza recognises to he 

very great - lice in the "negativity of the actual being" 

(to employ Hallett's ,hrnee) of ,oct men; it is self-refer- 

ence which is the root of all irrational valuation, of the 

inability to overcome the external causation preventing the 

attainment of BleseedneSe, and thus of the imperfection of 

man's conduct. His moral iMeroveelent, accordingly, consists 

not in the growth of his power over mechanically compelling 

passions, but over himself as he appears in the self-refe- 

rential peropective his power to emend his intellect fiom 

the first to the third stage of knowledge. In this sense, 

the true causality is in fact that of reason - the ceusnlity 

of passion being but pseudo-causality appropriate to the 

understanding of "imarinetion". In other words, the know- 

ledge required for conduct contains a union of fact and 

value; it is net of selected, measurable aspects of exper- 

ience on], but is evaluative - it i, of things in their 

correct qualitative ordering, or grading, sub seecie aster- 

nitas. Only knowledge in this highest sense is effective 

upon conduct. 

The all-importance of his doctrine of 7etcrnity, the non- 
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mathematical aspect of his philosophy, thus receives its 

supreme exemplification in regard to what, after all, was 

Spinoza's primary concern the eiscovery of t path of life. 

Nis etatements corcerning the inefficacy of Reason made in 

the context of eerlier discussions of imagination 'Jay mis- 

lead; there he confines hims:lf rather to speaking of 

"emotions" reserving speech of men's determination by Reason, 

the true freedom, for the stage of kpowledge which perceives 

all things in Ood. Thus in Part V he does, in fact, mein- 

tain that the intellect bas the power of "orderine" the 

effects, and claims for Scientia Intuitive that it is "the 

power by rhich it is able, in so far as they are passions, 

if not ectuelly to destroy them,at least to neke them con- 

stitute the smallest part of the mind". It is only know- 

ledge in terms of the earlier stages which is impotent to 

do so. 

To turn now to the second point raised above, having 

considered the misunderstandings embedded in some criticisms 

of Spinoza ever within the terms of the laima facie diffi- 

culty of reconciling his detLrminism with his looral "recom- 

mendations", we have to eneuire how far this is perhaps itself 

a pseudo-problem, created by failure to appreciate the uni- 

que nature of Ppinozate epistemology, feom which drive the 

chief charecteristics of his Ethics. 

Spinoza's novel conception of "ideas", fundamental to 
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the whole philosophy, results in the virtual identification 

of peychology and logic. That is to say, to have an idea 

is to ha 1r a certain state: to haa lenowledge is to net 

accordirgly. Spinoza's ethics is not prescriptive in the 

usual sense, since it is net put forward ns thece,..y to which 

men cnn give or from which they can witbold assent. !le is 

not, in fact, "recommending" n mode of conact, but rather 

describing what is thr: lile of the "free man". To under- 

stand is to net. As the more e ig.temological parts have 

made clear, eveyttine In the world, being a mode of Cod, 

has potentiality for the life of Blessedness (and necessar- 

ily desires it); the absence of this life is entirely due 

to ignorance. Spinort's determinism is, then, quite com- 

patible with his ethics - it is incompatible only with en 

abstract" view of knoeledge, a view of knowledge which wee 

Quite alien to the Greeks but which obtains increasing 

prominence in centuries of marked scientific advance such 

as that in which Spinoza was writing. it is significant 

that Descartes, for instLnee, should record his intention 

to be a "spectator" of life's heeepenings (liscourse) in 

order to improve his understanding. Spinoza stands in 

sllerp contrast to such en attitude, however, the distinction 

between theory and prectic:_ being for hirr non-existent. 

Thus in the general bearing of his whole epistemology, no 

less than in the particulars outlined abeve, Spinoza may be 
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regarded os effectively cpiticising the sufficiency for 

man's life of "reason" and "knowledge" ufferetood in en 

abetract, eu1-mothemeticol sersei 

Hobbes did not so directly suestion the ultinate mf- 

ficiency of Reason os mothematicolL conceived: Yct dei. te 

thc seeming rigour or his adherence to just such a conceo- 

tion, it is not f',ifficult to detect rreeuent poirte at which 

his reesoning take him beyonc, and coplctely out of ac- 

cord Litho mathematicel onologiee. For ineterce, reflec- 

tion upon the seeminr incompotibility betteen the ontolopi- 

cal statue of the principles disclosed by analysis, on the 

one hand. and the use to they ore to be put in the 

subeecuent synthetic ireLipretstion-on the other, leads one 

to pc-et the illicit introduction of non-mothemotical 

assumptions at many points in the argument. 

Briefly, the problem relating to his "consietency" first 

presents itself thus. ithin Hobbes system of philosophy 

the Lays DA :otin *. should, on the de;:metive oottern he 

He seems to suggest that the ultimacy of the Laws of 
Lotion will be conceded by all unprejudiced thinkers. 
Hobbes' own conviction of the universal application of 
Galileo's discovery as provoked the problem concerning 
the nature or sense perception. Reflection upon tlAoe 

4Uestion led him to the conclusion that without change of 
all differences between things, and thus sense - 

perception, would disappear, and that therefore change of 
motion was the universal cause of things. This fundamen. 
tol principle seems to have been primary in the order of 
his coneution of philosopical method, the deductive method 
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has outlined for the second stage of method, be progressive- 

ly revealed in the various branches of knowledge, - be 

shown to underlie the motions of bodies in pechnnics, to Foy- 

ern the motions of particles in bodies in Physics, and the 

eotions in men's "minds" with which the "mental sciences" 

are concerned. The Laws of Motion, in ehort, ou7ht to ex- 

plain completely the private and social aspects of all 

human behaviour. But if the first erincieles of this uni- 

versal science are only definitions, the arbitrary conjunc- 

tion of "names", how, we may ask, is this synthetic inter- 

pretation possible: 

The increasing proeinence given to deduction in the 

De Copeore led Hobbes to emphasiee the purely erbitrary 

element in the first principles. In addition to thus re- 

taining the analogy tetweer the process of reasoning in 

philosophy and mathematics, the resultant deductions simi- 

larly depend, in both cases, ueon the abstract and purely 

formal nature of the definitions from which they proceed. 

So far, Hobbes' emphasis seems to derive from interest in 

the fact that in mathematics it is possible to judge and 

draw conclusions, to reach new knowledge, on the basis of 

given concepts alone, without reference to experience. 

of mathematics strikinF him as particulerly suitable to the 
principle's application, to the exposition of the univer- 
sality of kinetic causation. 
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Anelagously, the "truth" or "falsity" of propositions into 

whiclinthe "names" or concepts are connected within philosophy, 

On his theory, deeends upon e single criterion: whether 

the subject of & proposition be contained in the predicate. 

Consiotently meintained, this view leads to the cencep- 

tion of philosophy iteelf as but "the establishment by 

reasoning of true fictions". The analogy of mathematics, 

rigorously pureued, leees, as Hobbes thus shows, to ultimete 

sceeticiem coeccrning knowledge of reality. Whilst sense 

and memory give knowledge of fact, philosophy discloses the 

conseouence of one affirmation to another (and in this sense 

is "conditional") the certainty of its definitions arising 

from their status as mere application of names chosen with 

a determinate meaning. But Hobbes carrot totally neglect 

the euestion of.tiuth embodied in "real" or synthetic pro- 

eositions,.elthough this theory alone takes no account of 

it. For not only has he insisted that philosophical reason- 

ing is concerned with the (eficient) causes of things, but 

also claimed that it is possible, by synthesis from the 

first princieles discovered by analysis, to obtain an ab- 

solute science of the general aspects of things, and even 

some understanding of their more particular and complex re- 

lations, within the world of nature. 

Where the "arbitrary" character of the definitions is- 

insisted upon, then, this "synthetic" knowledge becomes 
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explicable only on the assumption of strict parallelism, 

or isomorphism, between the order of linguistic deduction end 

the order of retural reelity. This assumption Hobbes no- 

where juctifies4 but it is explicitly indicated in the 

theory of "associstion of idens" which mites its aepeerenee 

in his peycholopy. The verbal associations by meare of 

which men (in contrast to nnimele)ere enabled to ret e firm- 

er hold upon the succession of ideas caused by the succes- 

sion first procuced in the senses, axe not eurciy crbitraly, 

but arice according to fixed laws. This doctrine of asso- 

ciation, howe'ver, meiclzr evcdes the problem of how the "eimi- 

larity" between such involuntarily associated ideas can be 

accounted for if the original naminr was purely arbitrary. 

Ultimately, however, the arbitrary cheract r of the 

definitions, of the "nnmes" of which they arc constituted, 

is not consist_etly mints" ed. Thus even in the first 

&tape of method, enelyeis, there is a departure from the 

strict anelope with mathematics. The free creation of the 

initial postulates of philosophy, for instance, upon which 

the first pert of the mathematical analogy depends, is not 

unreservedly maintained. For his insistence that principles 

must be "known in and for themselves", suggests a kind of 

"intuitive" kneyledge of their existence rather than their 

purely verbal conctruction, which is sutteined by his de- 

scription of the anclyris of given sense experience requisite 
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for their discovery. TIeir establishment, in short, is rot 

devoid of Ifinterial corsiderations as in mathematics, but 

on the contrery, closely governed by the nature of renlity; 

defilitiois ore 1)a:sod on empirical conceits. The im/osi- 

tion of names is further limited by the fret thtt we are 

forbidden to PiVO two contra names to one t' ing - 

en edli.orition incomprehensible if "reality" is of no rele- 

vance to their application, if their conLtruction is purely 

arbitrary. 

These reservations apart, however, Hobbes does not con- 

sistently suggest that "naming" is the arbitrary process it 

first appeared (and, e fortiori, the premising definitionf, 

of the professed ounsi-mathematieal order). Tbc logical 

status of names, we find, changes in the coure of bis ar- 

gument. At first they appear to have rather a mnemo-tech- 

nical Lignificance. ?'emes ere arbitrarily imposed upon 

things in order to recall the ideas of these to mind (this 

aid depending uoon association by contiguity). Hobbes 

goes on to claim, however, that it is the use of "names" 

which makes science possible to man; and in the treatment 

of science onto which he then emarks, the mnemo-technical 

significance of the name imperceptibly lnoces into a logical 

significance, the name becoming eeuivalent to the logical 

concept. His account at this point is obviously vague and 

oversimolified; in the "name" Hobbes believes himself to 
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have found the eseential connection letween empirical end 

phil000phic knaeledge, an& the means Of trnnsition from the 

one to the 3ther, but this is (4;parently so onl. tecauee the 

wearier!: lent to "naves" olterstes bc:tween "mnemo-techrical 

old" End "lorical conce9e. 

It ie noteworthy that Hobbes later recognises more ex- 

plicitly that the oririral doctrine of "names" ie not, in 

the last resort sufficient for his theor:y of knowledge. 

In the chnptcrs or Uric in the De Corpore, the truth or 

faleit of e I.00sition is mude analytic. But the problem 

then trieee of how, if tames are taker to be mere images, 

thic is to be elecide . of how o subject" which io but a 

corporeal image, can be conteined within "pre(A.cete" 

venich is likewiee. (In this reepect it mey be ougFested 

that his fomallem becomes irconeietent with his nominelu. 

ism). Perceiving this difficultz,f, Hobbes corrected his 

view in such e manner ee to chnnge quite radically the 

originel theory, conArr to rairtain thnt e second feature 

is contained in sci,A-itific knowledge. In addition to the 

forraa truth of a proposition, the notion of "evidence" ap- 

pears as an important condition. By evidence he seems to 

mean the fact of being conscious of what is in fact denoted 

by the words employed in drawing a conclucion. 

"Poi if the words alone were efficient, a. parrot FIrlit 
be taught as well to know a truth as to speak it , . 

For this evi6ence, which is meaning ithout torde, is the 
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life of truth; without it truth is nothing worth . ." 
(E;ements. VI. 3. )* 

This concept of evidence (absent from the discussion 

of Logic in the De (Imam) is a witness by Hobbes of the 

insufficiency of his own theory of reasoning as but the 

stringing together of names by means of the word "is". It 

further suggests that the mathematical pattern of Eorra1 " 

knowledge, in turn, may not be rigidly adhered to in his 

philosophy es a whole. 

We must,therefore, return to enquire how far the mathe- 

matical structure or knowledge is maintained in the eecond 

stage of the methoe itself, that of synthesis from the rirst 

prircipleu so reached. Two chief demands which had to be ful- 

filled- if Descartes' difficulties were to be avoided, 1:e 

sLid, were the retention of a homogeneity between starting 

point end conclusion, and in the subject matter. In con- 

fining philol-phy to a computation with "names", with arbi- 

trery rether than "real" definitions, Hobbes seems to fulfil 

the first of these demands, and by the reeuction of all phe- 

nomena to matter and motions universally describable in 

mathematical terms by the laws of motion, to comply with 

the second. Reasons have been suggested, however, for 

doubting the consistency with which Hobbes maintained the 

Reference taken from Brani t; Thomas Hobbeslk=aselsal 
Conception of Mature. 
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filet of these positions: the second nsoect of his proce- 

dure, ir so far se it involvee the introectior of further 

materiel, extra-mathomcticn1 assumotions, way in turn be 

questioned. 

The reduction of all phenomena to matter and motion is 

set forth in the second stare of method, the synthesis, in 

which everything is shown to be deducible from the iiret 

principle of motion, (toFether with the correlative notions 

of E.pace snc, body). By this mesne, it is thoFht, the 

Certeeinr dualism can be ovrcome, nn( the homopereit of 

the universe meintsired. There ere, however, features in 

the resultant philosophy which suFpest that pentn1 :heno . 

meno cause more difficulty for ilobbes metephysics, kor the 

uriformity of his met-c,od, them he wes willinp to odmit. 

The tto mtjor crneks which appear in the deductive develop- 

wert of his system are connected with thie point; they nre 

between matte4 and mind, nnd between methemotics end physics. 

Mentcl processes cre not in fact oroved by Hobbes to be 

corpore 1, but, by met= of his °imnge" thecxy of idens, 

simply asserted to be co. Despite ti'is essertion it is, 

nevertlIelese, notale that in certain contexts, these mental 

processes tiro not simply introduced as dedl/ctive consepeences 

of the lays governing all matter, but ere ir feet taker on 

their free velue, ts siprificant dett for o special form of 

observation . intxoepection. Conseeuently in his ethicel 
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and political philosophy we find Hobbes taking these facts 

of self.observntion as ERE starting points for deductions. 

Hobbes the empiricist is 'wore in evience than Hobbes the 

rationalist here; the science of:: politics must he lourded 

upon tle, diocovery of "ineluctable human ;cotives" which 

every man may find within hinzelf. the oriociples concern- 

ing human feeling'. and impulses uon which civil philosophy 

is bto:ed r .: re to be found rot ty a series of deductions from 

geometrical first ?ri cioles, but directly, "every man read. 

ing mankind in himself", 

jutting forword this inductive psycholoy, Hobbes 

the Rationalist assumes, of couse, that its data could in 

aziolia.e be deduced from his original premises; but this 

assumotion he never justifies. It would seem, in point of 

fact, to be mistaken, since, havinq recognised .ental oro- 

cesaes as a distinct class of events, he ctll but assume 

their correlation with the strictly physiolwrical events, 

which alone nre strictly deducile from the laws of motion. 

The second i:rcak in the deductive sequence appears be- 

tween Lathematice and the knowledge of the natural world. 

Fained by Physics. For the latter is concerned with know . 

ledre of causes to be obtained iro, observation of effects, 

and, 66 such has not the certainty of mathematical knowledge. 

ron givenfleffects" it is only possible to reach hypotheti- 

cal knowledge of how the phenomena may have been produced, 
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it beiur possible for evekol dificrort causes to have 

brought about the ,ame effect. Thus the actual ptireiples 

enployed by the "author of nnture" in a single instance con- 

not Lc decided upon purely deductive rrourds, but only SUP-*- 

g,sted by returning to empirical oservetion inructive 

argument; they arc rot "constructed" by man himself, but 

sourht in natural phenoLJenn ond stted as conditional"lows". 

The difficulty found in Ceducinr the events of physics 

from our,si-mathematical first prinei&les is again closely 

linked witi' that associnted tith Lental processee, end thir 

dedoction from the corporeal. or thic doct ine of think- 

ing with hich Holbes opposed the Cortesien dualism, COY 

mitted ht._ to givinr an explanatory account in teras of body 

end motion of the "images" formed in this mental activity, 

end they in turn led him to an elaboration or the Galilean 

distinction letteer primary and secondary ounlities. Hobbes 

felt it necessnry to show the "subjectivity" of the dotal of 

sense-experience - their status n2 secondary ouplities, aris- 

ing from a corf'ict of r.oti)ns within the organism provoked 

by the ovements of "bodies" in the external orld. 

Thus, the qualitative phenomena which form the dntn of 

physics, pre, according to flobl:'es, nocortrted f'or by the t,er- 

ceiving sUbject, Their "objective" causes ore indeed re- 

ducible to notion on his theory, but the connection between 

the subjective an( objective factors is rot established. 
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The interruption of stLict eeductive argument between mathe- 

matics and physics is in this eee a function of the gap be- 

tween matter vac mind which etill remains in Hobbes' philo- 

sophy. The vague analogies drawn between the perce_tions 

and the actual hapeeniegs in the physical world to some ex- 

tent conceal this rift. FoIbes attempts to describe the 

mechanism of perception in terms of imagery rerived trom 

the physical world, but the scree qualities are not them- 

selves mathematically deducec eeom the first definitions 

comprising the laws of motion; they are Lot treated strict- 

ly as mere "effects" of the external motions which are said 

to be their causes. The correlation of these various 

sense qualities with external stimuli is accepted rather as 

a given and unexplained fact of experience. Siedlaely 

with the other two classes of events to be "reduced" to 

motion: the fundamental passions of human nature are rot in 

fact deduced from movements within the organism, but, to- 

gether with 1,.antal processes, are simple asserted to be but 

instances of matter in motion. 

In shat, Hobbes' theory of science or philoeoplw de- 

parts from a consistently mathematical pattern at three 

main points. 

In the first place, we fird in Hobbes a pronounced at- 

tempt to fuse real and formal knowledge. The reeulting 

knowledge would then, it Aght appear, retain the certainty 
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of mathematical knowledge, ehilst obtaining, as it were, a 

character of renlity. Such an endenvour, however leads 

him away from the strictly mathematical analogy. The doc- 

trine of arbitrary definitions, for irstance, emphasised in 

the 12222Llara was not consistertly meintained, the notion 

of "evidence" being later admitted as a significant factor 

in their construction and ir the validity of deductions 

from there of "real existence". But if the pattern of rea- 

soning tithin philosophy were strictly cnalogous to that of 

mathematics, Hobbes vould need strictly to adhere to a con- 

ception of the definitions forming the premises of philco- 

phicel reasoning as analogous to those from which mathemeti 

cal deductions proceed- likewise, the reasoeing must in- 

volve no reference to "real existence" if the renuired homo- 

geneity of type between premises and conclusion is to be 

achieved. 

Secondly, Hobbes eeu:lly departs from the homogeneity 

of subject-matter demanded by any euasi-mathematical fine- 

sis in, for example, his theory of introspection by ehich 

the basic principles of human nature (upon which civil philo- 

sophy is founded) are discovered, instead of being "deduced" 

from the initial mechanical postulates. For this resumes 

that there is a peculiar class of events in mans life ob- 

eervable in a special way. Although when seeking the cause 

even of sense Hobbes had contended that "memory" vas 
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sufficient to eccount for the perceived need of some other 

"sense" by which to take note of sense, he nevertheless re- 

marks that we "do take note in some way or other of our con- 

ceptions". This nbility, however much the distinctive 

character of "consciousness" is slurred over, surely indi- 

catee a recognition of a eistinct peculiarity ir the mental 

phenomena of man; 5 peculiarity which makes him, however 

clooels related to the rest of the natural universe, a sub- 

ject of special enquiry. 

Thirdly, we fiTd that the Law of Lotion is not, in the 

"synthetic intereretetion" following the "analysis" of em- 

pirical dato, an all-sufficient principle of explanation, 

since it required the support from the beginnirg of othcr 

assumed postulates, snd also the later introduction of ma- 

terial propositions to bear out his subsequent deductions. 

Prominent instances of the subsidiary postulates which sup- 

plement the sta-;;ement of the Pirst principle of ,otion are 

the Laws of Causation, of Inertia, and of Conservation of 

Latter. Eometimes the Lows of Causation and Inertia seem, 

ineeed, to be invoked in order to demonstr,te that all 

change is motion, and sometimes attemets are mode to prove 

them. But in all cases, the erocess of demerstrotion 

really,presupposes the thing to be proved. Thus the prin- 

ciples by which the Law of Potion is supported in subseouent 

deductions are themselves "seeumptione", whose erecise 
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relation to each other aid to the first principle of motion 

remains undefined. They simply beer Out the inadecuscy of 

the first principle of itself to carry the weiht of ell 

subsequent deductions. More illegitimate still, in the 

strictly mathematiOal analogy is the further introduction of 

material proositions at various later points in his Cis. 

cussion to help out the initial 4efinitiors. The propsi- 

tiers concernirE the coFtritive and motive powel-s of man, 

for irett-nce, whose appearance ea direct Uinuctione " within 

the "mental sciences" was rioted above, make it quite cleer 

that the principles of ethIcs are politics ere- rot strictly 

deduced itom general principles of motion, but are derived 

from emjirical Observation of human nature. 

In. sum, the principles of motion ere neither the ab- 

stract definitions, aralogaus to those of tathematics, whiel 

they first appeared to be nor can they alone account for 

the events supposedly deduced from tem. Motion can only 

pro(mee motion; the &echatical principles disclosed by 

analysis are necessarily iradecutite to reconstruct the eon 

plex processes from wtich it took rise and the appearance of 

conceptions", "feelinrs", "consciousness", etc., et certain 

points, in addition to motion, remains inexplicable. The 

rigour of Hobbes' system, however, is of the utmost velue ir 

exposing the limitation.; of his own pattern of thon7ht, of 

the matetialstic philosoAly to which the systematic pursuit 
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of mathematical methods and ideas must lead. His philosophy, 

no less than that of Descartes and Spinoza, has indicated some 

i-espects in ,h.ich despite their initial "co-ordinating value", 

philosophical reflection must be carried beyond mathematical 

analogies. At the saute time, this illustration of the 

first aspect of the inClirect "solf-criticice put fortard as 

an important feature of Rationalist philosophy hag, also 

been accol9t,ried by the second, that fulfilled by the his- 

tory of philosophy itself. The alternative emphases of 

Spinozistic and Hobbian accounts of method, whatever the 

defects which they too encounter, have supplemented and 

corrected some of the inadequacies of the Cartesian, and in 

this iet,pect, too, have afforded a significnt critique of 

abstractions. 



CO7TCLUSIuN. 

In the lorepoing chapter s. v,e have discussed the re. 

lotions betteen philotiophy nnd different forms of ai-stroc- 

tion, and have suggested ome ways in -which philosophy not 

only ourht directly to provide, but has, historically speak- 

ing provided, in effect, an tedireet critique of ob tractions. 

The discussion hos been graduated from the more abstract 

considerations of Section I, thr-yugh the historical, but 

still general examination of some effects of one type of 

philosopbical "abstraction" applied in a c1;1; ere significant- 

ly Cifferinr from that of the orielnal source (Section II) 

to the more specific description of concrete instances in 

the ittionalist systems of 17th century philosophy (Sec- 

tion III ). 

This 42rogramai,e was delivned to fulfil three purposes. 

,irct, to clarify the notion of "e'vetrcction Ito 

nature tnd potential donFers in various fields, together 

with the more peculier form it takes in Philoeophy itself. 

By comparing these difierent orders of tbstrtetien, it 

hJped to indicate more clearly the potertial "cliticsi" 

value of philosophy in this respect, this relatively abstract 

survey thus serving to introeuce the subsequent concrete ex- 

amples of its workinp in practice. 
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Seen, dly, to deecribe some of the rnmificetione of the 

perticulnr "ennlogical ebstrection" involved in 17th cen- 

tury citioneliet philosophy. The comnrieon of actunl 

scientific et'ods and theoriee, on te one hand, it the 

selective inter)retetions, exaggerctions end extensions of 

these methods by philosophers, on the other, brings out 

more clearly the preciee neture of the 17th century Rationf- 

list abstraction, its attendant errors end one problems it 

created for eubsement philosophy. This ic cerriee fur- 

ther by comieeling some effects of superimposing the f2nthe- 

maticel pettern f theurht upon n current politicel notion, 

that of 'return). Law. 

The third chief int:ntion was to show nore )recisely 

the extent to which ealected Rationelist philosophers did 

reveal some of the defects of the mathematical "unity prt- 

tern", and thereby exposed the inhercrt limitntions or its 

method and categories. In this way, it was surveoted, 

these philosophers paved the way for a clearer understanding 

of the scientific from whici) the analogy was taken, end also, 

betieen them, afforeed examples of the inadvert(nt self- 

criticism, the mutual correction and supplementation which 

is to be found within the histor of ehilouoehy. 

Throughout the thesis, the relationship between philo- 

sophy and the use of abstractions has been considered from 

two min points of view. The first, deriving more cirectly 
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from the opening citation flom Whitehead, emphasising the 

Important tack esi philosophy in criticising the diverse ab- 

stractions implied in the nethodolopw of specinlised studies 

such as science and history. It points to the concen 

which philosophers o.ight to have ibr co-ordirating the dif- 

ferent perspectives and ranges of these studies, for eluci- 

dating the different presupositions they work with, and the 

different questions they ask about the woild; theL eby help- 

ing to achieve balance and due proportion between them. 

The second point concerned the -ignificance of such 

"criticisms of abstractions" (as indirect achieved) in 

estimatint- the practicol value of metaphysical thinl(ing and 

the "justification" of its synaptic method . Whilst by no 

means suggesting that this was the sole value of metaphysics, 

the historical illustrations were directed towards revealing 

the way in which such "criticism" may be evoked by the sys- 

tematic development of certain ideas and methods within meta- 

physical theories. In conclusion, accordingly, these two 

aspects of the rA.atienchip may be briefly reviewed (the 

order of their presentation being, however, reversed). 

The ,receding chapters have shown that 1.etaphysicel sys- 

tems, thourh themselves based upon abstractions, may in feet 

make an important cortrihution to the philosophic task of 

criticising such abstractions. since a sustained interpre- 

tation" in these terms reveals more clearly their nature and 
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presuppositions; and this lends support to the earlier con- 

tention that,ftpragmaticall3e* at least, the process consti- 

tutes a neasure of defence for the "rationality" of a synop- 

tic employment of Reason, 

For what more Cirect justification is it reasonatle to 

seek'? By the nature of philosophy it could not be obtained 

as it can in those specialised branches of knowledge, whose 

proper lethods, modes of reasoning and categories can be 

said with some degree of precision to follow directly from 

the character of the object of study. Such a deduction 

from a definition of the proper object of philosophic study 

is impossible, since this object is not some limited field 

Of oi.der, but is all-inclusive; the peculiar difficulty of 

stating the nature and methods of philosophy is that it is 

always e "voyage of exploration" whose completed ena remains 

unreached . 

i'or can pragmatic justification be given in the same 

sense as it can for the princioles and methods of empirical 

science, since philosophy is not concerned to make predictions, 

the validity of which may be confirmed in subsequent experi- 

ence. The experimental observation which yields scientific 

knowledge of the behaviour of particular substances, or of 

The use of "pvagmutic" here clearly iffers from that in 
connection with science Ovich is concerned with prediction 
and experimental verification. The use of inverted commas 
in respect of philosophy signifies this difference. 
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or of perticuler acuse-effect relationships within phenomena, 

for example, cen be of no relevance to the philosophical pro- 

blems corcerninF "substence" or "cause" in gereral, nor the 

methods of rolvine- the one to the solution of the other. 

TJetaphysics is not a science. It includes reference 

to empirical data, but Yts theories cannot be e:p riinentally 

",-isprove6"; it includes loFical deuctions as in mathe- 

matics, but its theories cannot be "roved' either. It is 

not, in short, a boy ci formulae FivinF "riFht answers" or 

prescribing infallible rules and methods for obtaining "riFht 

answers" to certain definite problems. The rationality of 

its procedule can, therefore, only be exhibited 1;.ithin the 

activities of criticism. synopsis and speculation they 

It may be said that the function of philosophy is rot to 

state in the manner end terminology of science, but to 

"show". This recognition is not only instructive in re- 

gard to the content of philosophy; it is eauelly Impossible 

to Five an tdeeuete ionic:ally-justifying mets-theory of 

the cm)loyment of syno tic reason in philosophical). method. 

The philosophical justification of philosophy cannot be 

steted in ,recise logical Joluulee, but, like the end of 

philoeophical reflection upon any proble, is ultimately 

'sheer disclosure". 
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That is to sey, it can only be sought by travelling some 

way with the opponents of metaphysical philoeophy, and 

seeking in the tctivity itself a valuable critical function 

which, in its very process, givec evidence of a function of 

Reason wider than mere anelysis. 

The recognition of a Reason "wider" then thrt of a 

single methodology afforded by this disclosure, is importLnt 

in two different ways as enriching ehilosophy itlelf: and 

as an antidote to that "specialist" dogmatism which made the 

critical function of philosophy so vital to the progress of 

human le-owledge enc. understanding. 

Vghere Reason is nairowly conceived as simply a principle 

of analysis, philosopy is liable to become sterile and of 

little relevance to the ploblems with which men are most 

intimately concerned.* The power of synthesis is not in 

such circumstances denied, but is often relegated to the 

imagination (as, for example, by Shelley, who accordir-ly 

spoke of Plato, Berkeley and even Bacon, as poets); its 

best fruits are sought not in philosophy but in literature, 

where, "the penetration of literature and art at their height 
....,101.010110.01.11.11MOM 

"The intimate timidity of professionalized scholarship 
circumscribes reason by reducing its topics to triviality, 
for example to bare sense and to tautologies. It then frees 
itself from c(titicism by dogmatically handing over the remain- 
der of experience to an animal faith or a religious mysticism, 
incapable of rationalisation. The world will again sink in.. 

to the boredom of a drab detail of rational thought, unless 
we retain in the sky some reflections of light from the sun 
of Hellenism" 

Whitehead.. Adventures of Ideas. p. 141. 
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ariues from our duñib sense that we have oassed beyond h(ytho- 

logy: nalc.ely, beyond the myth of isolation." (alitehead.*) 

listorically, the tondenc% to alloy "reasonirg on the pat- 

tern of mathematics the monopoly of the field. of Reason, and 

to confine philosophicr..1 thought to the )rocesses of logi- 

cal reasoning, has often led to some form of anti-intellec- 

tualist reaction; that, for example, of the poet-Kantian 

Idealists against the abstractions of scientific understand- 

ing; of anti-Joctellectualist philosophers such as Bergson; 

and of the modern rejection of reason and appeal to emotion- 

al and prafwatic interests in the spheres of morality and 

law (e. r. Sorel's "Myths"). 

It seems to some philosophers necessary, therefore, to 

call for a more liberal view of Reason "which will sanction 

the inclusion of intuitive reason, aesthetic and scientific 

imagination and the higher levels of emotion and moral and 

religious faith within tlie scope of intellectual life. ** 

There is, es it ViCr:, a rationality of imagination as well 

as of thought; of Art as well as of Science. As Boyce 

Gibson truly remarks, 

"Ue recognise a rationality in expressive loveliness and 
do not confuse it with the rationality of a problem or a 
theorem. Similarly with the moral order and the moral 

Modes of Thought. Chapter I. 
4,* de Burgh. The Life of Reason. 
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life. The ordorlinees here i2 not eet out in propoei.. 
tione but in deeds; in cations thet eeek conioemity with 
an ideal of goodness or rules of rieht, reveeling some it 

yeller logic of sentiment and spirituel power that cleshen 
with evil rather than with error, and builds up not s sys. 
tole of lel'euas, but a Virtue cherecter or c happy life." 

(312a_anninE_211111a9147:.*) 

Yet philosophy le cencerned tith the oro onitionfa ex. 

prcesion of ideas nnd experience°. T0 extend "Renson" to 

cover every mode of centnct with experience, however sub. 

jective and incommunicnble, is to empty the term of meaning. 

Philocophy must indeed take ccount of these orders of 

"rntionnlity". For it is c,ncerned with facilitating 

"vision" end the erimnry purpose of its reesonine is to 

10ricer this poseible end intelligible. To this end, there. 

fore, the experiences it describes must include all these 

things . "Philosophy proceeds by description, it only uses 

argmment in ordel to help eou to see the fects, just es a 

botsnist uses a microscope," (Alexander); end it must like- 

wise do full justice to the facts. 

In so re' ne its aim is to erticulete the experiences 

it is deecribine in P Topical form, however, the statements 

of philosophy must be so ordered as to eppeer retionel in the 

troditionelly accepted logical sense, even if this does in 

feet prevent completely edeouete expression from beinr given 

to all aspects of experience. That ie to eey, it cenrot 

embrace peradoxes and cIntradictions, clniming these to be 

the insignia of its "deeper rationality", as against the 

* Australasian Journal of Psychology and Philosophy 
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superficiality of "mere loric"; its retconed arguments enn- 

not, i incomunicability nne sub:jectivity are to be avoided, 
be petterned upon c "logic at motion" or a "logic of rction" 

Or "historicrl process". The inevitnble inaden,lccy of philo- 

sophy to deecribe completle all aspect° of experierce . en 

inedeouncy recocicLed %ith rny lirg ictic expressiDn of con- 

crete, livca experience, since "everyWng is what it is, nnd 

not anotl-er thing" * offords no prounde for extevdine the 

term Reason to c.brnce the ceuiir odes of imaeinte ex- 

perience ehdch it Lust 1,everthelers tnkc into account. The 

importtnt thing is that they be teken into ccount that 

the synoptic function ci Reason be extended to cover all 

such aspects of linen experience, integenting nnd relating 

them to the ore formnlised branches of knoticdge which nb- 

strnct vrom them. 

Philoeophy itself' has liketiee brought out the eecord 

respect (cf. p. 295) in which retional synthesis is of para- 

mount importance. It is ,erhape in this connection that 

even the rrevest cxegrerntions of the Idealists, of their 

antiocIertIíIc polemics and soaring epeculptioes, may best 
0.0101. tl,400.0.** *-1.114.710...A0.1.441.4P*1.01.MMI1*. 

Thus, "no language ce:e be anything but elliptical, re- 
quiring a leap of the imagination to understand its mennirg 
in its relevance to immedinte experience. The position of 
metaphyoics in the eevelopment oi culture cannot be under- 
stood without releembering that no verbal statement is the 
adequate expreccion of a propoeition." 

Whitehead. Process and Reality. Chapter I. 
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be uneerstood: thet even i. their eoet pontifical pro- 

nouncementa mey be found tn indicntion of the criticfl func- 

tion which philosophy in its ¡row:lest sense can verfaie. 

For in Objecting to nn une4itical ecceptence of the "finite 

truths" of science, for instance, euch viitere were uphold- 

ing valueble elements in the Platonic tradition wt-ich seemed 

to heve teen overlooked by the inheritors of the scientific 

edvonces of the 17th centary. Phe Cocrntic emphaels upon 

the irsignificence of human -nowledge by comparison with the 

magnitude of eeistemological eroelems ae n whole, is essen- 

tielly a etinine areinst dogmetism - a reminder that the 

recuits of ccientific inveetigation are provieioncl and open 

to subsequent modification. Reflecting along similar lines, 

the Idealist philosophers of tee 19th centure edopted CpinoLo's 

definiti.n of error ne rebiding in "inedequate ideas" to a 

theory of truth and error in which the essence ef the letter 

as lax11111ILD umsquereding as totalleks.* 

There was, at the time of their eritinr, an urgent need 

to point out the frequent source of error reelaim in unjus- 

tified elaime of universal importance or vnlidit: for o par- 

tial truth. Their actuel statement of this eorrection was 

Iderhavb a little unfortunate; they implied that anything 

This is rot to intereret Spinoza in terms of e Coherence 
theoey of truth, bet simply to indicate the adaptation of 
some of his ideas to the purposes of the latter theories, 
however mistaken as regards Cpinozistic interpretation this 
may be. 
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less than the whole Truth was not worthy of the neme, that 

the piece-meal inbour of scientiets was of little value for 

the uneerstnndirg of the vorld which the wise, i.e. the philo- 

sophers, sought. Understeneably, scientists slid scientist- 

ebilosophers were less receptive of the valuable 

which such thinkers were in fact bringing forwerd. 

Moreover, they went too far in aeeerting partielity to he 

the essence of error, since, to mention but one important 

point, it does not cccount for a sty which is erroneous 

even within its ovn context. It is, however, frequently 

the chief source of ehiloeophic error tmd. the ineication of 

this was an important purpose behind the doctrine of "degrees 

of held by some Idealists at least. 

'A proeosition is never untrue simply because it is not 
the whole truth, but only when, not being the whole truth, 
it is mistakenly taken to be so. If we sometimes speak 
in Philosophy' as thoueh rhstever is lees than the whole 
truth must be untrue, that is becauee we mean it is untrue 
for our special eureoses as setaphysiciens, ribose business 
is not to stop short of the whole truth. For purposes 
of another kifd it may be rot only true, but the 

(Taylor. Elements 9f 

So understood, the emphasis of such philosophers is 

directed towards showing the confusion an( error attendant 

upon arty failmee to appreciate this distinction, upon lg . 

noring the fact that what is good for science is not good 

enough for philosophy, since scientific principles ehich are 

retionel end setisfactoey within their own sphere are seldom 

Cf. oleo Siscussion in Emmett of the "systemetic enbigu- 
;Ity"of the notion of tsuth, in the Britioh Academy Lecture, 
Presuppositions nrd Finite Truths." 
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adequate for phi1oohy as ultimate principles of explana- 

tion, Thus, the vicious form of "specialist" abstraction 

occurs when the statement or a particular finite truth, 

valid, like the methads of its attainment, for the working 

purposes or the ca),text within which the statement is made, 

the method elaborated, is unquestioningly asserted outside 

that limited eonteat or-lframe of rel'erence". Thie may, 

Indeed, also be a source of error within the sciences. For 

example, ir the biologist is concerned with a fey genera- 

tions only, the species att fixed, as Aristotle said; if 

the time epan is longer they ere not. (imilarly with 

spatial reatriction . when considering the train journey 

from London to Tilbury, the earth is flat; but if thinking 

or the journey to New Zealand it is round). But the error 

is perhaps more far-reaching in philosophy, and in this re- 

spect the Idealists' conception of the world as an"organio 

whole", their insietence upon the "internal relationship" of 

events one to another, and the idea of "AbsolAe Truth" itaelf, 

are useful "regulative ideas" urarTing mcn to look beyond those 

principles, met ode and concepts employed with prag.atic 

euccees within n single abatraction.* 

The demand that the universe shall be made conceivable 
as a thole is in essence the demand thet each of its main 
features shall be shown in siprificant relation to the rest, 
each being seen to play its part in a general plot or plan 
for which it is inaispensab/e." 

Stocks, Tim l* 9E11,10o and Eternity, 



was, moreover, a valid ciiticism of a method, of 

thought which analsed to the extent of neglecting the under- 

lying unit,' which the very ossibility of analysis presup- 

poses. It is noteworthy that, in the 20th century, scien- 

tists themselves appear to have much I:ore regard for the 

"whole", and to recognise that detailed investigation must 

be guided by constant return to the complex unity upon which 

analysis has been carrier out. The associated idea of tele- 

ology is similarly reintroduced in some brnnches of science 

as ( valuable ruiding idea, giving direction and cohesion to 

new advances in detailed understanding of the natural world 

as n whole. 

ith this idea of "wholeness", of the part played by the 

idea of an "orgtric unity" forming the background to indi- 

vidual theories and approaches to knowledge, we tre led from 

the "pragmatic justification" of synoptic thinking provided, 

in part at least, by the metaphysical "criticism of abstrac- 

tions" already referred to, back to Lh_ starting .)oint of 

this discussion: the philosophic task of making men aware 

of the abstractions which their several approaches to know- 

ledge inelAtably involve. For apart from their direct bear- 

ing upon certain aspects of scientific research, these ideas 

have n wider epistemological significance. As Collingwood 

points out in his lof-ic of "ouestion and answer", they are 

necessary presuppositions of any attempt to assign truth or 
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or falsity to a proposition. That is to say, no proposition 

can successfully be treated es atomic, since each necessarily 

occurs within a context, to which it owes nt least pert of 

its meaning ane truth. Thus, truth is not a quality predi- 

cable of an entity taken simply "in itself", but only of a 

relation between entities constituting a system -A° whole of 

a minimum degree of coe!plexity. To show this, by examin- 

ing the different questions which must be framed and asked 

by those engaged in research if knowledge of any kind is to 

be achieved, and in this way to relate the conclusions reach- 

ed, the "finite truths" discovered, to their essentiel con- 

text, is a necessary preliminary to thc critical revision of 

the different modes of abstraction. of ehich Whitehead speaks. 

Only then does it become more apparent in what rays state- 

ment& alla have to be re-interpreted and modified when laced 

in e wider context than that within which the conditions re- 

quired for their truth were known to hold. Only then does 

it become clear how all branches of knowledge are selective 

ant directed toward different ends, which thus determine their 

characteristic "points of vier"; and how " . in all 

systematic thought there is an element of pedantry". (White- 

head.) 

in sum, the importance of philosoohy's critical func- 

tion in respect of the abstractions of specialised studies 

is both practical and social. 
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Ito practical importance arises from the fact that any 

ossuuLption of complete autonomy for ptrticultr studies, of 

the self-sufficiency and finality their iLmediate con- 

elusions, is a form o obscurantism. It neglects the fact 

that progress in knowledge the opening up of new vistas, 

proceeds largely through arguaerit by analogy from one field 

to possibilities in another; it may, ineed, be a dircct 

obstcle to the recognition of such iJossibilities of advance. 

The boundaries of the various spheres constitutin, ''the 

sctrum of knowledre" are indeterminate; frequently the 

most tAgrificamt pblcms, and the inspiration for new die. 

ceveries, are to be found at their )oints of interseetiOn. 

carried too far tends to defeat its own 

ends. 

The growth of a moreover, seldom leaves 

wholly unaffected the presuppositions which seemed necessary 

and sufficient for its early stages. This has been histori- 

cally illustrated within Physics, for instance, in respect 

of the theory of The Greeks regarded liEht as some. 

thing which travels in a otz'aight line from its source - 

supposition wIich accounted for the appearance of shadows. 

Euclid's definition oi a straight line can be taken os saying 

that a straight lire is that which has the form of a Lay of 

light in s' homogeneous medium. This conception sufficed 

for all classical geomctrical-optics - the Lows of Reflection 
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and Refrection being based upon it - and even to the present 

day nearly all celculetions of the power of lenses for eicro- 

scopes and telescopes are done in these terms. Nevertheless, 

such preeuppositions, however valid for large-scale work, 

wcee subsenuently proved inadceuate for the eneller-scale 
not 

phenomena eith which Newton and hi: contemporaries were pri- 

marily concerned. Small-scale effects such as colours on 

thin films, end the indefiniteness of the edges of shadows, 

were alternatively explained by the wave theory of light. 

The latter could also account fol the "rce" or ehadoe in cases 

where the obstacle was very large and the wave length of the 

infringing waves very small. Thus it sufficed until the end 

of the 19th century, when Planck found that lieht (or other 

radiant energy in soise form) was not in fact absorbed or 

emitted at surfaces in a continuous fashion as the classical 

theory predicted, but discontinuously in bundles, the size 

of the bundle depending ueon the wave length. This illus- 

trates science's inability to rest aeon any set of eresuppo- 

eitions as "final" at a particular stage in its development. 

Planck's discovery demands in one sense a reversion to 

the "ray" - that is to say, light is now conceived as a vol- 

ley of "photonE" emitted by the source and travelling may 

from it in e streieht line - although only in one speciel 

sense, as the photon or quantum effect only appears at a sur- 

face when light is emitted or absorbed, not in the interven- 
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ing medium. 

In addition to the apparent dependence of such pre- 

euppositions with which the scientist work upon the nature 

and stage of development of the sphere under investigation 

at a particular time, the it se °fundamental" theories forau- 

lated in 11.y branch of science usually seem to require mor-A- 

fication in the light of new knowledge. It is noteworthy 

that even a writer to whose generally high claims for scien- 

tific knowledge reference has already been made, has admit- 

ted that "many social scientists have formulated laws in 

terms which do euggest they are more widely applicable than 

is in fact true. " (oottoa.) She cites the example of 

Malthus and the wage laws, which have been corrected by later 

eork because they rested upon concealed premises only later 

dieclosed. They were only eartially true in particular 

conditions, the universality of which was implicitly and 

quite incorrectly assumed. 
a 

Such considerations, then, indicate the practical neces- 

sity of keeping systems open and remaining cmscious of 

their limitations, and of the artificiality of the boundaries 

which have, ior aliplieiti Inc -: clarity of method, been drawn 

around the field of seecialieed stuey. "There is always a 

vague beyond waiting for penetration in reLpect of its detail, 

in virtue oí which the fields cietinguiehed ere not meta- 

physically distinct. 
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The social importance of he "criticism of abstrections" 

effected by synoptic :ftil0000hy relate c'siefly to tie beck- 

geound of general convictions uhich, as was poirted out in 

Chapter III, inevitably circumscribes all thinking, ouch 

convictions express prejudices and previous evaluations of 

different kinds whose influence becomes the more insidious 

when they remain unrelated to the particular contexts in which 

they were formed. It is, therelore, an important task of 

philosophy to undermine any pretension to autonomy on the 

pnrt of perticultr specinlised studies, since e claim of 

tile sort melely conceels the feet that judgements strictly 

falling outside the study psxse are nevertheless being 

uncritically assumed, and the important ramifications of the 

problems studied thereby ignored. This is particularly so 

in regard to value judgements, which, however "objective" 

and "scientific" the historian, the psychologist and sociolo- 

gist, for instance, may claim to be, arc inextricably in- 

volved in his study. The eoinja is worthy of emphasis if only 

because of the subtle way in which uncriticised value judge- 

ments do insinuate themselves into discourses which even pro- 

fess to deny their validity - while often,deiving much of 

their effectiveness end apparent plrusibility therefrom. 

Marxism, for instance professes to repudiate all idea of 

objective rightness and wrongness, goodness and badness, ex- 

plaining these concepts in terms of economic and social 
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procesees. Yet, tlle tepeal of these doctrines to intent. 

gent men derives in no small degree from the moral terms in 

which they ere couched; from the feet that they address 

humnn morel consciousness, remindinr man that certain evils 

ourht to be overcome nnd recommendieg in whet certainly np- 

peer to be "absolute" terms, foLms of conduct, plans of 

action, whereby this can he done, the "better" state of nf- 

fairs ochieved. Implicit judgements that the menne of ef- 

fecting such chnnre for the better (however ruthless and. 

temporerily unhappy) are justified by the ultimete end, are 

no less value judgements than those of theolorrical or "bour- 

geois" morelity which these "scientific" socielists oppose. 

2imilerly with the reseent "sciertific" studies of eocinl end 

individuel humen beheviour. The sociolorical "man*moulders", 

no less then their psychictric brethren, presuppose some 

pettern to which humen neture °wilt, to be eut (conceived as 

the "ideal" or the "normal" according to the sphere of work 

nne terminoloFical preference) some end towards which human 

behevioue ought to be directed. And if these evaluations 

are not performed explicitly, if they nre not recognised to 

be such end openly eAscussed, they ere ns earlier remarked, 

most likely to reflect the general Aejudices of a partieu- 

ltr society or Ape or to be informed by the metaphysic sug- 

geStod by the feeted of the ,erticular science or ether 

specitlised study of professed expertise, 
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The danger of "specialist domatism lc not of conrse, 

exhcusted by the intrction of illicit or unexitical value 

judpements; it is, to tyke but ono ore Inst nee, no 3ess 

extersively apparert in regard to the recemendation and 

adoption of slhs:,:a o ernuiry. Yo rcner a subject ss 

for riEs vofsale "s(31ertl'21c., by )'areuinp' it alonr, linos 

of ennuiry snd by the methods dictated by the naturcl scien- 

ces, ic frenuently equnted with "rotionslity'. 'ut this 

procedure begs the all-important question of I:het-her the 

subject-ter of the new study lc in fact i)recicely iiiinr 
the rlgrlílcent respecte to Vint of the natural zelences. 

!n h1211 sPounption that human beit.ps, for exataple, mny 
bel=1=Epaz studied clong scle;.tific lines, thnt man's 

bellevi(7,nrcl chrrterirtic e. psycholorica cr(1 morrl problems 

em be invoctimted ololy b,/ the :ethoods and canons lnid 

down co recult of nori-human studies le nisleadinp. It 

mny produce 'testarents" or vr.rits 'Ands :7.hich provide 

stimulut end sucr!orttors for rover:yell; but in so funr the 

milLa of research Is dopmaticslly prescribed, such ±!ltinl 

volue le overweighed by the subsequent 'closed system' of 

study lt presente. Tn connenue',.ce. the ,xdblemr, concerned 

arc irldecartely denit and inc(xiolzitely undcrstoo6, 

Unvinr ir. mind, of course. 7:,botten's aptcy 
rodal r.cionce. 
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becane the arm:ers to them have been dictrted by the re- 

suppositions, the restricted and biased, lec:tions acked, 

before the work of irveEtiratior híc 

One imortant safcurd against such errors, a sofe- 

rutrd of popiel importance end even urgency, is that the 

dierse approaches to knowledge be brou"t into relation 

A.th one another and thnt the Avofessed -"Objectivity" of 

sawn:Uric studies should not exclude Iecognition of the 

fact that outside the very limited "frame of reference" 

in which this is in some metzure achieved, assumptions end 

evaluations ere ifide whose bies uiy 1:e "criticised" end cor . 

rected by ttkinv into account other fields of study snd 

zr11f4.2219 alien porsiderstions. In shrt, as Bradley 

recalls, 

4 
* our one vrty of safety, whether ir theor or life, 

is more or less to !:cep in mind the derger inseparable 
from our use oi atstractions e everywhere, we should 
be ready to recall that our judgements fall short of 
trd ere subject to correction by the entire truth . 
however much f o the present puroose we have n right to 
believe that such s correction would not be materiel." 

The logical nnd historical considerations of the pre- 

ceding chapters have beer directed towards the development 

end njUStlfication" of the claim for the social i..,portence 

of philesopk as the critic of such abstractions. lt hns 

been suggested that philosophy, by virtue of its subject. 

motter, oar be an effective anWote for departmental dog- 
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motism. This depends rot upon its ability to embrace a 

wider scher.e of thiogs into which everything catt be fitted 

- which tends to lend to dogmntism on n wider scl.,le - 

but upon the fret that it is not committed to any rigid 

method, and can therefore criticise the )resumptiors of a 

particular dincioline by pointing out thst, as extended, 

it is inadequate ior other bran&es of enguiry. Thus ore 

way in which philosophy fulfils n usefnl critical function 

is by resisting any attempt to foreclose discussion for the 

purpose of safeguarding perticular .nethodology. That is, 

this order of philosophical criticism does rot imply the 

applicatior of a superior or ,.ore çeneral method, but rather 

constitutes a remiffer that t1-.e chosen scheme is s method, 

not a metspl-ysie. Wlese velicity is relrtivc to the nature 

and purpose of the enquiry it purports to reralate. 

Although this more direct mode of criticism does not 

necessitate the constructor of a ohilosophical system upon 

the basis of a particular discipline, as was the wont et 

mathematically cnd evolutionary minded metaphysicians, the 

latter procedure too does, however, form a farther important 

wny in which the work of criticism gets done. For the 

inherent limitntiors snd evident inadequacies of catep'orics 

and methods are often more clearly exposed by such philosoph- 

ic systen.atisation, tLus -oitnessing to the potential critical 

value of metaphysical systems. Moreover, philosophy stands 
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in a special relaticx to its own abstnctions of this order, 

providinrf its owr criticism witilin the histor of philo- 

sophy. 

These tro letter forms of metaphysical criticism to- 

wards the illu-trntior oi which the historical evidence was 

directed, both differ from the directly conscious examina- 

tion of concepts under taken by critical philosobhy as pens- 

rally unCeretood. Nevertheless, from both the abstract 

and more concrete consideratiors brostobt for-weld in the coarse 

of discussio7, it may he concluded thrl this indirect form of 

criticism implicit ir metaphysical systems is revertheless 

important if philosophy is to function efictivel:v as a 

'critic of abstractions. 

-0 
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